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ABSTRACT 
 
 This dissertation analyzes how Blacks in Salvador da Bahia are disrupting dominant 
representations of Afro-diasporic cultures and race in Brazil’s most “African” locale. Cultural 
representations, tourism groups, and government agencies commonly portray Salvador as 
brimming with exotic and premodern Africanisms through the retention of African roots, 
traditions, and origins. This uses essentialist tropes that Blacks in the African Diaspora are 
connected together by a common ancestry and culture. This has in turn been used to reify 
popular Brazilian mythologies of racial harmony, a mestiço racial identity, and an African-
derived ethnicity. These cultural representations of the African Diaspora in Salvador have been 
used to argue that race relations in Brazil are far superior to the United States and that racism is 
not a problem. However, this obscures the social stigma of Blackness, as a queer subaltern figure 
and sociocultural threat to civilization, and how antiblack racism structures everyday life in 
Salvador.  
 Drawing on Black feminism, African Diaspora studies, media studies, and race relations 
studies, this dissertation is a study that links the social realties of race and Afro-diasporic 
expressions by examining the local hip-hop movement, its Afro-diasporic reception and 
production of hip-hop media cultures. Drawing on social anthropological and media studies 
approaches to ethnography, it explores how Black hip-hop artists are using and producing, thus 
produsing, the African Diaspora to speak back against the silences and invisibility of antiblack 
racism. To do so, it probes how Blacks in the Bahian hip-hop movement are rediasporizing 
Bahia by situating it between race relations and Black Atlantic cultures. Using race relations 
studies and African Diaspora studies, it contextualizes the historical layers of socially articulated 
structures and processes of race; the lived experiences of Blackness; and the symbolic and 
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material violence of antiblackness in Bahia. Drawing on media studies and Black feminist 
studies, it then explores how Blacks under these racial regimes are using Afro-diasporic hip-hop 
cultures in local contexts to articulate a subaltern Blackness that is part of a diasporic experience. 
It also illuminates how Blacks are producing their own Afro-diasporic hip-hop texts to challenge 
local knowledges of race, culture, and diaspora in Bahia. It calls for attention to the lived 
experiences and imaginaries of Blacks who are most invisible and marginal at diasporic and local 
levels. Finally, it strongly argues for emphasis on the role of media uses, cultural productions, 
and technology in the study of the African Diaspora.   
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PREFACE 
BLACK SPACES OF CULTURE 
 
 
“I began to draw more feminine figures of Black women, who are always the most 
prominent women in Brazilian society. They’re prominent in order to more precisely 
popularize them in culture, right? … In my case, I use Black Brazilian women figures. 
Other times, I’ll venture out. I’ve done Lauryn Hill twice, Erykah Badu, Black women 
that are really… how do I say this? I would have to say they’re really fuckin’ dope 
(foda)! [laughter]. They are though! They really are. They’re women. They’re Black. And 
they communicate! How do you not revere this?!?” 
 –Marisa1 
 
“I am against the criminalization of Black spaces of culture.” 
 –Social Media Hashtag  
 
 This dissertation highlights the tensions and contradictions of the African Diaspora by 
examining the interplay between Brazilian culture and society in globalizing times. Despite 
attempts to hark back to the past or tradition, the terms diaspora, culture, and society are 
intensely globalized and dynamic. However, they do not lose their contextually social processes. 
They build on historical sedimentations of accumulated knowledges, power, articulations, and 
social formations. These very terms are concepts that are deployed to new and emergent 
processes to create historical continuities and stability. And yet, their meanings remain grounds 
for contestation in their usage and deployment that manifest in the deep semiotic gaps, breaks, 
and discontinuities by various social subjects, positioned on the multiple axes of power, 
epistemology, and knowledge.   
 Within the African Diaspora, new forms of identifications, ideologies, politics, economic 
structures, ethnicities, and positions are emerging out of old places and creating new spaces 
“composed of intersections of mobile elements” (Certeau, 2011, p. 117).  However, these forms 
do not emerge out of nowhere. They come from intense structures of feeling that grasp at 
                                                
1 All translations are mine, unless otherwise noted.  
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symbols, icons, sounds, discourses, ideologies, and expressions to convey new sentiments, 
expressions, needs, and desires. This has become greatly facilitated by advances in information 
technology, telecommunications, and access to electronic consumer goods. At the same time, the 
African Diaspora is rooted in particular geographies, places, and settings. This is what Tiffany 
Patterson and Robin D.G. Kelley call the conditions of the African Diaspora that are defined by 
various racial and gender modes of exclusion from society (2000). Cultural expressions, what 
they call a process, have come out of these diasporic conditions to speak truth and to challenge 
the consolidation of power within dominant groups.   
 One such emergent Afro-diasporic culture is Bahian hip-hop, located in Salvador da 
Bahia, Brazil. As Brazil’s most Afro-diasporic locale, Salvador is globally known more for its 
Afro-Bahian culture, not hip-hop culture. Brazilian hip-hop is associated with Brazil’s more 
modern or overdeveloped cities, such as Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. Why does such a gap 
exist? Why is a city so strongly associated with Africa, the African Diaspora, and Afro-diasporic 
cultural practices left out of discussion of one of the contemporary forms of global Black cultural 
politics around the African Diaspora? Why is Salvador da Bahia known more for being the 
capital of happiness and Black Rome rather than a city where Blacks live under dismal 
conditions and are exposed to tremendous antiblack violence?  
 These questions have led me to a central argument of my dissertation: Afro-diasporic 
groups are using and producing, what I call produsing, the African Diaspora. However, these 
uses and productions are representations do not always tell the entire story. Conceptually, it 
grapples with how produsing diaspora enables multiple representations of the African Diaspora. 
However, it is also committed to grounding Afro-diasporic cultures within the social realties of 
Blackness as a condition of the modern world must be tied to particular spaces.  
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 If diasporas are imagined communities (Tsagarousianou, 2004), they are rife with 
imbalances of power. Some representations of the African Diaspora, emanating from particular 
privileged spaces, have become overrepresented vis-à-vis other forms that may rupture particular 
bricolages of power, culture, and knowledge among globally marginalized groups. Thus, certain 
representations, such as Bahia being associated with a premodern Africa, become naturalized and 
static in order to permit cultures and identities in Brazil, Latin America, and in the Anglophone 
Afro-diasporic West to use, produce, cut, and hybridize. This is because particular Afro-
diasporic groups occupy positions of power and are able to use particular images, sounds, 
discourses, and histories to produce their visions of the African Diaspora. Yet, who is being used 
and whose voices are silenced? Who is being left to a sort of raw material in the production of 
the African Diaspora? Those who are producing dominant representations of the African 
Diaspora are oft those with more access to globalization, power, and modes of cultural 
production. Here, I want to break this stasis by turning to Afro-diasporic cultures that do not fit 
conventional understandings of Bahia, Brazil, and the African Diaspora.  
 In a digital age, diasporas are increasing embedded in circuits of technology, media, 
communications, and finance (Appadurai, 1990; Ong, 2006). Diasporas travel not only through 
physical but also electronically mediated spaces. Concepts such as mobility, connectivity, and 
communication direct our attention to novel forms of transnational communities’ endogenous 
engagement (Tsagarousianou, 2004). Rather than always or only longing for a return to a past (or 
mythical) homeland, a diaspora has also undergirded its relationship with the hostland, often by 
conflict, as well as through diasporic interrelationships (Butler, 2001). Turning to 
interrelationships within a diaspora conjures up questions of who is produsing a diaspora. Who 
gets to speak? Who gets to name? Who gets to use? Who gets to produce? Who gets to create 
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culture? Who gets to create knowledge? Part of the tensions and contradictions is interrogating 
which Afro-diasporic groups are representing a highly heterogeneous, im/mobile, transnational 
and imagined community. Critical to my argument is that we must be attentive to those who are 
silenced and obscured from produsing and their alternative representations of the African 
Diaspora.  
 These inquiries point to the contradictions within the African Diaspora. One way to flesh 
out these tensions is through the concept of “nonsynchrony” (McCarthy, 1998) that points to the 
“position that individuals (or groups) in their relationships to economic, political, and cultural 
institutions (such as schools) do not share similar needs, interests, or desires at the same point in 
time” (p. 38). Furthermore, the “concept of nonsynchrony also highlights the issue of 
contradictions, but, more specifically, summarizes the vast differences in interests, needs, 
desires, and identity that separate different minority groups from each other and from majority 
whites” (p. 65). Here, I want to advance McCarthy’s nonsynchrony concept on a global scale 
within the African Diaspora. How do representations of the African Diaspora in Bahia articulate 
diverging interests? Rather than seeing these as on a level platform, I turn to Blacks whose 
representations are obscured, in this case Bahian hip-hop, behind the dominant representations. 
This uses Bahian hip-hop culture as a means to rethink Afro-Bahian culture, Brazilian society, 
Latin American ideologies, and Western Blacks’ vision of the African Diaspora.  
 Furthermore, I want to highlight how Blacks in Bahia are also trying to separate 
themselves from Afro-Bahian culture as well through hip-hop culture in order to convey 
emergent cultures, identities, and politics that engage with the contemporary moment. But where 
are these voices? Where do they emerge? How do they enunciate themselves? What are their 
material conditions that provoke them to enunciate race and culture differently in Brazil and the 
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African Diaspora? These questions suggest that space is a critical factor in understanding 
diaspora and race (Johnson, 2013; Lipsitz, 2007b; McKittrick, 2006, 2011; Oliveira, 1996; 
Shabazz, 2015; Vargas & Alves, 2010). 
 Turning to Brazil, I want to raise the visibility of how Blacks from the Anglophone West 
and in Latin America separate themselves from the fact of Blackness in Bahia. In doing so, I 
strive to highlight this tension that silences racialized Black subjects and obscures their 
subjugated knowledges in the African Diaspora. Brazil has garnered not only increased political 
and economic prominence over the past 15 years (although the current economic and political 
crisis is quickly unraveling these gains) but also prominence for its Afro-Brazilian culture, the 
bedrock of Brazilian identity and populism. Critical to producing Afro-Brazilian culture, 
ethnicity, identities, and practices is the Northeast state of Bahia, particular Salvador da Bahia 
and the surrounding Reconcâvo area. Afro-Bahian culture is a portal back to Brazil’s colonial 
epoch, fortifying particular historical narratives and erasing others. Emphasized is the African 
nature, as a symbol and text, of Bahia that has endured under the thrust of the Middle Passage, 
colonization, plantation slavery, abolition, and multiple dictators. At the same time, Africanisms 
in Bahia have long been the object of social scientific study and has been framed within terms of 
retention from the homeland. This African aesthetic became magnified and ingrained in cultural 
politics in the 1970s. Anthropologist Antonio Risério has deemed this the “reafricanization” 
(1981) of Bahia: a process that produced new ethnicities, identities, and cultural politics against 
the global backdrop of Black Power and African Decolonization movements. 
 Reimagining an Afrocentric past was crucial to changing the stigma of Africa and its 
descendents under Eurocentric regimes in Brazil. However, Afro-Bahian culture occurs in 
particular spaces in Salvador, namely Pelourinho, which have facilitated government 
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intervention, cultural commodification, and global tourism. In other words, Afro-Bahian culture 
is intertwined with a Brazilian “graduated sovereignty”, that is “the effects of flexible 
management of sovereignty, as governments adjust political space to the dictates of global 
capital” (Ong, 2006, p. 78). Global tourism is no doubt intertwined in this phenomenon of the 
graduated sovereignty of Afro-Bahian culture into national spaces of culture, heritage, and 
ancestry (Bowen, 2016; J. F. Collins, 2012, 2015; Comaroff & Comaroff, 2009). The emphasis 
on African-derived cultures has garnered international support and enthusiasm that African 
cultures and traditions were preserved whereas other localities have lost theirs (P. Pinho, 2010). 
While not imperialist in the traditional sense, the hegemonic power of Blacks in the West to 
support this “reafricanization” (Risério, 1981) of Bahia produced the notion that cultural pride 
and unity would override racism (Bowen, 2016; P. Pinho, 2010).2 
 These proclamations of Afro-Bahian culture do not gesture towards how antiblack racism 
and the limits of Brazilian modernity, specifically the violence that produces the “disjunctions of 
Brazilian citizenship” (Holston & Caldeira, 1998), produce the genocidal and marginal 
conditions of Blackness in Bahia (Bacelar, 1999; J. F. Collins, 2015; K.-K. Perry, 2012, 2013; 
Smith, 2016a). This emphasis on cultural pride, identity, and heritage elides the ways that race 
has operated through class, spatial relations, and perpetual displacement. Instead, Afro-Bahian 
culture becomes representative of Brazilian multiculturalism that permits inclusion of particular 
and limited forms of ethnic difference (Smith, 2016a). They buttress national narratives of 
tolerance, exceptionalism, and particular forms of gendered citizenship. The investment in the 
symbolism of Africa, as a marker of diasporic origins, undermines how race cuts at class and 
social structures of domination in contemporary Bahia. As Brazilian discourses have embraced 
                                                
2 This no doubt has particular overtones of Black nationalism of creating a nation within a nation.  
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Bahia as an apolitical spectacle of Africanity, this permits Latin America’s largest nation with 
the globe’s second largest African-descended population to deny race as a sociological 
phenomenon because it constitutes national cultures, populism, and identities. The Brazilian 
antiblack apparatus is buttressed by non-Brazilians being invested in reducing Bahia to a symbol 
of Africa to be used for other people’s and groups’ needs and desires.  
 Rather than a “reafricanization,” my other central argument is that we must engage the 
rediasporization of Bahia that situates Brazil’s most “African” city as mired in the present and 
embedded in contemporary racialized knowledges of diaspora, culture, and society. It turns not 
to a mythical past but to the hard realities of the present where race is not ethnic difference but 
rather a sociological phenomenon that produces gendered antiblack racism and domination. It 
stresses the contemporary forms of Black difference that cannot be accepted in the present. To 
locate this, the rediasporization of Bahia must first turn to the material conditions and social 
realities of Blackness. This anchors race within social structures, historical sediments of 
articulated processes, and material conditions that become attached to particular spaces, bodies, 
and experiences. It also necessitates rethinking the alternative modes of diasporic travel, 
migration, and movement that are taking place in media, communications, and technology rather 
than face-to-face interaction.  
  To do so, I turn to the burgeoning Bahian hip-hop scene that weaves the lived 
experiences of race, racialized knowledges, and the material conditions of Blackness into the 
way they are produsing the African Diaspora. If we think of the stasis that surrounds Black 
bodies in Bahia by considering the ways in which others use Afro-Bahian culture, how might we 
rethink Blackness and Afro-diasporic culture in Bahia? How might we breathe new life into race 
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theorization derivable from animating those bodies that are reduced to objectification and denied 
personhood for the use of others? 
The Significance of Bahian Hip-Hop 
 The Bahian hip-hop movement merits further attention because it is peripheral in three 
ways. The first is that Bahian hip-hop is marginal to Afro-Bahian cultures. The allure of samba, 
capoeira, candomblé, Afro blocs, and Carnaval groups is part of a greater spectacle that reifies 
inclusion of ethnic difference in a multiracial and multicultural society. These examples of Afro-
Bahian cultures are necessary to Brazil’s mythologies, in public discourse and scholarship, that it 
is a racially harmonious polity (Lima, 2001). While certainly diasporic, hip-hop cultures 
challenge the social structures and cultural representations that marginalize subaltern 
populations. Thus hip-hop, as a site of cultural criticism, would not reify Brazilian discourses but 
rather challenge them.  
 The second way that Bahian hip-hop is marginal is not only at a cultural level but also at 
a social level.   Bahian hip-hop has become, as one Black rapper informed me, the language for 
those on the periphery of the city. It is connected with those on the figurative and literal margins 
of Brazil’s most Africanized city. They are poor and working-class Black who are stigmatized as 
subaltern Others; threats to the Brazilian sociocultural order. In other words, they are the 
embodied forms of Africanity that Brazil excludes and denigrates.  Similarly, they turn to the 
forms of Afro-diasporic cultures that does not constitute Brazilian society and culture.  
 Finally, Bahian hip-hop is marginal to global hip-hop as well as Brazilian hip-hop 
(Henson, 2016). The literature on Bahian hip-hop is scarce and has emphasized how it is 
historical (Miranda, 2014), lived (Costa Lima, 2006; Sobral Freire, 2011), interpreted (Reiter & 
Mitchell, 2008) or an extension of Afro-Bahian culture (Henrique de Freitas, 2011). This pales in 
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comparison to the litany of scholarship and attention on Brazilian hip-hop in the South and 
Southeastern cities by Brazilians and non-Brazilians alike (Batista, 2000; Caldeira, 2006; C, 
2014; A. E. da Costa, 2014a; Freitas & Cunha, 2015; Gomes, 2013; Moassab, 2008; J. 
Nascimento, 2011; Osumare, 2001; Pardue, 2008; M. Perry, 2008; Roth-Gordon, 2007, 2009a, 
2009b, 2012; J. Santos, 2011; J. L. Santos, 2016; Saunders, 2016; Márcia Silva, 2005). This is 
certainly peculiar because separately Bahia and hip-hop are critical to the modern African 
Diaspora. Yet, the linkages between the two are rarely studied because presumably Bahia is 
locked in premodern African past while hip-hop constitutes modern Blackness.  It is more than a 
coincidence that Bahian hip-hop remains marginal not only in local cultures but also to the 
African Diaspora at large.  It is a matter of how particular Afro-diasporic bodies and cultures are 
used and produced in the wider realm of representation.   
 Produsing diaspora points to who gets to speak for whom. Rather than locating whose 
voices are silenced vis-à-vis the dominant group, produsing diaspora focuses on who is or is not 
speaking for a marginalized group. Who becomes a spokesperson? Who is able to use Afro-
diasporic sounds and images as raw materials in their own hybridized production of Black 
culture, knowledge, and experiences? These questions point to the tensions over cultural 
production and more importantly authorship. Culture is a pedagogical node of education and 
power (C. L. R. James, 1993). It concretizes particulars forms of knowledges as well as creates 
new and/or emergent ones. Thus, who is able to produce Afro-diasporic cultures is also 
producing particular knowledges about race and the ways it intersects with social structures.  
 Methodologically, this dissertation takes produsing diaspora as a means to make Afro-
diasporic cultures coeval with academic scholarship in the production of knowledge. This is 
critical when considering that Blacks, especially in Brazil, are viewed as objects of study and not 
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“as agents of social reflection” (Lima, 2006, p. 86). However, Afro-diasporic cultures have been 
the eminent site of counternarratives that use Black experiences and aesthetics to challenge 
dominant sociocultural orders (Hall, 1992). In other words, culture is a fundamental locus for 
education and knowledge.  In the context of this dissertation, I want to place Bahian hip-hop into 
an intimacy with theory as a model to use Afro-diasporic cultures to further our theoretical 
orientations. 
 Linking culture with knowledge as method is neither novel nor unique for Afro-diasporic 
intellectuals. One can point to W.E.B. DuBois’ Souls of Black Folks (2005). In his seminal text, 
he “blends together history, eulogy, sociology, personal anecdote, economics, lyricism, 
ethnography, fiction, and cultural criticism of black music” (Weheliye, 2005a, p. 82). That said, 
my own methodology follow a similar trajectory of mixing culture and knowledge as nodes that 
produce forms of power. Within the context of this dissertation, I hail my ethnographic data on 
Bahian hip-hop continually to theoretical discussions of race, gender, culture, society, and 
diaspora in Brazil. While traditional ethnographies steer towards the descriptive, I veer towards a 
theoretical ethnography that twins the lived experiences of race and the cultural production of the 
diaspora as sites of knowledge production and social reflection.  
 Produsing diaspora as a methodological tool to theory speaks to two imperatives in my 
research. The first is that conceptualizing diaspora has been hindered by ethnographic 
description that lacks generalizability across disparate diasporas (Butler, 2001). What I am 
arguing is that diasporas are processes of not only community formations but also knowledge 
production of the social world. Diasporas are used and produced for particular aims, needs, and 
desires that are joined to present different modalities for living, knowing, and being in the social 
world.  Yet, diasporas are also locked in endogenous modes of power. Looking at its 
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nonsynchronies enables other representations of diaspora that may lead us to coming to better 
theorizations of diaspora. Methodologically, this requires using the “extended case method” 
pioneered by scholars such as Burawoy (1998, 2000). By means of this approach, I seek to 
extend my ethnographic trajectory into the worlds of Bahian hip-hop over time and space into 
their lived experiences, ideologies, identities, and cultural productions.  I write with the constant 
sense of historical relief exploring connections between the local and the global and examining, 
as well, the links between the micro realities of hip hop production and powerful macro social 
economic and political forces. In order to illuminate the tensions and contradictions of the 
African diaspora between the Anglophone West and Latin America, I want to illustrate how 
global hip-hop, as a reservoir of links that connect and articulate racial formation, might be 
susceptible to modes of analysis founded in a spatial and cultural criticism. By this 
methodological approach, I call particular attention to how groups and bodies are marginalized 
and the tremendous gaps and disjunctures that exist within the production and articulation of hip 
hop as a local and transnational cultural formation. 
Hip-Hop, Marginality, and Nonsynchronies of Diaspora 
 In this section, I want to illustrate how global hip-hop cultures illustrate the 
nonsynchronies of race through our notions of marginality. In doing so, I want to trouble the 
linkages between US communities of color, particularly US African Americans, and the Third 
World. These alliances against the Western gaze and forms of global hegemony and power are 
no doubt crucial to the decoloniality of knowledge. At the same time, these alliances are based 
upon flat notions of being marginalized in one way or another. My question is who gets to be 
recognized as marginal and who get to produce communities based on marginality?  
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 Cultural studies scholar Cameron McCarthy points to these tensions by asking “who gets 
to define whom, when, and how?” (1998, p. 38). His concept of nonsynchrony argues for a 
method that “entails listening to the non-synchronous voices from the periphery” (p. 47) to 
illustrates how “the intersection of race, class, and gender … is systematically contradictory or 
nonsynchronous and can lead to the augmentation or diminution of the effect of race” (p. 63). In 
other words, race is either emphasized or deemphasized in particular settings, discourses, 
identities, and experiences. This is particularly true in a global context. When is race emphasized 
and when is ethnicity emphasized? Who gets to emphasize which aspect? In this section, I will 
illustrate why Latin American national discourses and Blacks in the Anglophone West both 
contributes to an erasure of Bahian hip-hop as an Afro-diasporic space grounded in the lived 
realities of Blackness. 
  In many ways, this is a return to debates about the interpretation of the Enlightenment 
where the Latin “ideal Enlightenment is cosmopolitan as you see different people on different 
continents … bound by the common future that unites them as members of humanity” (S. Costa, 
2002, p. 43). This is in juxtaposition to the Anglo variant “accentuating the paradox between 
idiosyncratic and individual human nature and the artificiality of the bourgeois world” (ibid). 
This Anglo modification between “humanity and nature” produces a “nation, represented by 
people united by culture and common ancestry, would become the land idealized in which the 
individual nature and the outside world is reconciled” (ibid) (see also J. D. French, 2000; 
Hoetink, 1967; E. Santos & Schor, 2012; Stam & Shohat, 2005, 2012). The removal from the 
Anglo interpretation of the Enlightenment and Anglo-Saxon whiteness produces various modes 
of marginality. Yet, they produce different relationships to the Anglophone West as well. 
Blackness in the Anglophone West 
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 The Anglo interpretation of the Enlightenment has produced particular sedimentations of 
race, culture, and nation crudely based upon division, purity, and common ancestry. Here, I want 
to focus predominantly upon the United States of America (US) as an example, although this 
certainly can be seen elsewhere such as in the United Kingdom, Jamaica, Nigeria, and India. I 
focus on the United States as a means to draw stronger parallels with Brazil and Latin America 
due to its similar sociohistorical totality as well as its sheer land area and population.3  
 The United States is premised upon being a white supremacist, capitalist, and 
heteropatriachal society that is founded upon Black enslavement, Indigenous genocide, and an 
Orientalism that has come to dominate discussions of immigration from any non-Western society 
(Anzaldúa, 2007; Byrd, 2011; P. Collins, 2000; Jung, Vargas, & Bonilla-Silva, 2011; Lipsitz, 
2006; Lugo, 2008; Naber, 2012; Nguyen, 2012; Puar, 2007; Rana, 2011; Rios, 2011; Said, 1978; 
Spillers, 2003; Vargas, 2006; Villalon, 2010; Weheliye, 2014; Wilderson, 2003, 2010). To be 
marginal from full personhood in the United States is to be racially different, one that is not 
united with the United States by culture and full ancestry.4 Thus, race and ethnicity become 
means of being outside the imaginative contours of national belonging, identity, and 
representation. In other words, these are the means of exclusion.   
 For the African Diaspora, this has been most notable through the history of slavery that 
produced Blacks perpetually as non-human, such as floggings and lynching, through public 
spectacles (Hartman, 1997). The history of slavery in the United States, and elsewhere, has been 
instituted by natal alienation, gratuitous violence, and social death (Wilderson, 2003).  Hortense 
                                                
3 For but a few examples of US-Brazil comparative works, see Daniel (2007), Degler (1971), Seigel (2009), Shohat 
& Stam (2012) and Winant (1994).  
4 I put full ancestry here as a gesture towards the history of the one-drop rule. A common ancestry means an almost 
exclusive Euroamerican ancestry, although some forms of non-black racial difference is permitted at times as well. 
Obviously, these dynamics change but the imaginary of the US American subject is premised upon a white 
Euroamerican body.  
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Spillers (1987) describes this as a “theft of the body” where the enslaved African becomes a 
thing to be named by the captor, reducing Blacks to the flesh “that zero degree of social 
conceptualization that does not escape concealment under the brush of discourse, or the reflexes 
of iconography” (p. 67). Black flesh then becomes a site to inscribe ethnicity as incongruent with 
Euroamerican civil society. This is explicated not only wholesale but also runs through the 
currents of gender and sexuality, where notions of female and male “adhere to no symbolic 
integrity” (p. 66) in relation to Blacks. In other words, gender and sexuality became markers of a 
Black ethnicity on the flesh that naturalizes the removal of Blacks from the category of human, 
nonetheless citizen.   
 These residues of slavery continue to organize knowledge, power, and culture in US civil 
society (Wilderson, 2003). US Black communities are constructed in political, popular, and 
academic discourse as Other, as operating outside the dominant sociocultural order and not as a 
product of that order (Kelley, 2004). Thus, US Blacks are perpetually reproduced as removed 
from the category of human, which has come to be overrepresented by white Western man 
(Moten, 2003; Weheliye, 2014; Wynter, 2003). This dehumanization has forged various forms of 
alliances within the African Diaspora, with Third World groups, and with US communities of 
color (R. T. Frazier, 2014; Gilroy, 1993; Johnson, 2013; Kelley, 2003; McDuffie, 2011, 2015; 
Moraga & Anzaldúa, 2015; Pulido, 2006). 
  Those who saw Blackness as dysfunction as well as those who saw Blackness as a 
product of a white supremacist nation-state sought to understand Blackness on a global scale. 
Both sides have sought to understand the linkages in the African Diaspora that cross artificially 
constructed national borders. Social scientists have examined particular facets of Afro-diasporic 
communities, such as family (E. F. Frazier, 1939, 1942), culture (E. F. Frazier, 1957; Herskovits, 
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1969, 1990), and religion (Bastide, 2007), to explain the transnational commonalities of racial 
subjugation. In particular, US Blacks5 have sought to search elsewhere in the African Diaspora 
for claiming their cultural roots they deemed were lost in the process of the Middle Passage and 
slavery. More generally, Afro-diasporic groups have forged particular political alliances 
throughout the globe to combat antiblack racism and white supremacy in their locales (Diawara, 
1992; Edwards, 2003; Kelley, 2012; A. D. Nascimento & Nascimento, 1992; Pinto, 2013). In 
doing so, this has produced a postcolonial critique through hybridity that weaves Blacks and 
Third World subjects and their cultures as constitutive of modernity while turning a critical gaze 
back onto forms of power (Appadurai, 1990; Bhabha, 2004; Gilroy, 1993; McCarthy, 1998). 
This is critical because it disrupts the Anglo interpretation of the Enlightenment and its 
preference for the nation to be unified by a common people with a common culture and a 
common ancestry.6 Rather, postcolonial literature has explicated how racialized subjects are 
products of but also producing nation-making in the Anglophone West (see also Lipsitz, 2007a).  
 Music has been a key site of postcolonial critique for Blacks not only in the United States 
but across the globe. This is not only a derivative of African oral traditions but also a legacy of 
denying Blacks the ability to read or write under slavery (Gilroy, 1993; see also Kelley, 2012 and 
Lipsitz, 1994). Over the past forty years, hip-hop has been a critical space of Afro-diasporic 
culture and politics (Chang, 2005; Rose, 1994). While understood as a predominant US African 
American culture, its origins have strong Afro-diasporic linkages in both the Anglophone and 
Hispanophone Caribbean (Flores, 2004; Hebdige, 2004). The four elements of hip-hop, rapping, 
DJ’ing, breakdancing, and graffiti, developed a sonic, visual, and verbal lexicon of resistance, 
                                                
5 I use African-American and American as hemispheric terms. Thus, I use the terms US African-Americans, or US 
Blacks or US Americans rather than reproduce the hegemonic position of the United States across the Americas with 
terms such as Americans, African Americans, or Black Americans. See Hanchard (1990).  
6 For an excellent critique of how nations produce particular ethnicities and identities, see Hall’s “Old and New 
Identities, Old and New Ethnicities” (1991).  
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agency, power, and imagining alternative worlds. It used Blacks and Latina/os’ marginal statuses 
as non-human and their social positions in the postindustrial city to critique the nation-state as 
producing racism in material conditions, lived experiences, social death, state-sanctioned 
violence, perpetual displacement, and symbolic dehumanization.  
 Able to tap into the US economy of telecommunications, technology, and information 
dissemination, hip-hop has exploded all over the globe, adopted by various marginalized groups 
(Alim, Ibrahim, & Pennycook, 2009; Mitchell, 2002). Yet, not all forms of marginality are the 
same or occupy similar positions. This is why anthropologist Marc Perry has argued for situating 
hip-hop as a space of Afro-diasporic cultural politics that explicitly addresses issues of race and 
Blackness (2008). Marginality in the United States is expressed in predominantly racial terms. 
Thus racial subjugation from the category of human and a pure Anglo whiteness is what 
produces a critical consciousness and has been critical for Afro-diasporic peoples in the United 
States. Claiming the United States as part of their history as hybridized Black subjects, what 
W.E.B Du Bois called “double consciousness” (2005), has been critical intervention into 
organization of racial knowledge, cultural dominance, and social power. It was to illustrate how 
they are denied claims to both humanity and the nation. Yet, hybridity must be critically 
interrogated as well, particularly when it travels beyond the Anglophone world (E. Santos & 
Schor, 2012) .   
Blackness in Latin America 
 Postcolonial theorist Walter Mignolo (2005) exposes the contradictions and tensions in 
Latin America by how it is invented and perpetually imagined and re-imagined. Latin America, 
those former colonies under Spanish and Portuguese rule,7 is premised upon mestiçagem and 
                                                
7 An argument can certainly be made for Haiti and the Francophone colonies to be included in Latin America as 
well. While this is not the scope of this dissertation project, one can make the argument that the linkage between 
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being on the periphery of the world-capitalist system. Throughout Latin America, discourses of 
mestiçagem (mixedness) pervades various national identities, cultures, and ancestry (Freyre, 
1956; Ortiz, 1940; Vasconcelos, 1997; Wright, 1993). In particular, it emphasizes interracial 
mixture between European with Indigenous and/or African groups in its colonial histories and 
national identities. A reoccurring theme is that Latin American nations have overcome traditional 
racial categories, i.e., African, European, Indigenous, and Asian, and produced a new “cosmic 
race” (Vasconcelos, 1997) forged in miscegenation and cultural hybridity. These articulations of 
national identities as racial identities, e.g., “I am Brazilian, thus I am racially mixed and 
culturally hybrid,” produce a flat and ahistorical narrative of race, culture, and power throughout 
Latin America. 
 These discourses of mestiçagem are meant to explicate the marginal status of Latin 
America, the perpetual cycles of poverty, economic reform, human rights abuses, and military 
interventions that are byproducts of Western hegemony. Yet, marginality is always expressed in 
national terms and through national identities that are about global relations of power. This 
explicitly illustrates how the Third World becomes flat through the First World gaze. As 
Cameron McCarthy notes, “the postcolonial theorist therefore appoints her/himself as a stand-in 
or proxy for the oppressed third world; a third world that of the imaginary –a world that is 
unstratified, and uniformly underdeveloped—one in which the social field has been completely 
leveled by the mechanisms of exploitation and cultural domination” (1998, p. 5). This 
marginality portrayed Latin America as “a place for the exploitation of natural resources and 
human labor” (Mignolo, 2005, p. 49). Yet, these global forms of marginalization and national 
                                                                                                                                                       
French colonization and understandings of humanity, citizenship, and nation mark French colonies and Haiti as 
closer to Latin America than with Anglophone Caribbean or North America. I would like to thank Dr. Susan 
Harewood for also pointing out that Haiti’s independence is also temporally coeval with independence by former 
Spanish and Portuguese colonies in Latin Americas.  
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discourses of hybridity do not always make critical interventions into the endogenous ordering of 
culture, knowledge, and power.  
 Mignolo argues that national elites in Latin America, those “White Creoles” descended 
from and inheriting the powers of Spanish and Portugal colonizers, experienced “the pain of the 
colonial wound” (2005, p. 62) usually reserved for Africans and Indigenous groups. This came 
from desiring to rule colonies as they saw fit yet also awkwardly aligning themselves with 
racialized subjects. This alliance was done to forge an imagined community to those in the 
colony rather than in the metropole (Anderson, 2006; Skidmore, 2009). Furthermore, white 
creoles saw their displacement as white Latin Americans and denying them access to claims of 
being European. Postcolonial narratives of identity sought to explicate national identities as 
“between the limits of humanity (Indians and Africans) and humanity proper (Europeans)” 
(Mignolo, 2005, p. 4). Thus, “‘Latin’ America, all of a sudden, became a new ‘racial’ category 
defined not by blood or skin color but by marginal status” (p. 73).  This is not only through 
particular “structural limits” but also through using culture to show how “education and culture 
… present third world societies as unitary texts, as bastardized or counterfeit representations of 
first world countries” (McCarthy, 1998, p. 41). Their removal from Europeanness of the First 
World was premised on their Latinidade, a conception that also marginalizes Spain, Portugal, 
France, and Italy, by a common cultural emphasis on mastering nature rather than the 
preoccupation of culture as civilization.8  
 After independence from their imperial nations, Latin American white elites turned to 
France’s civilizing missions in the US South as a model of Latin civilization parallel to and 
perhaps greater than the Anglo-Saxon model. Latin Americans aligned themselves with France 
                                                
8 Raymond Williams provides an excellent mapping of the various meanings of culture (1978b).  
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through a shared political project of Latinidade as the eminent form of culture and 
Enlightenment. France was able to provide a Latin model of culture that was cosmopolitan, 
mastered nature, and constructed civilization. Yet, this also had severe Eurocentric overtones as 
well as to who and what represented civilization as it frequently diminished African and 
Indigenous cultures.  
 This Latin model of culture of nature and civilization is exemplified in Gilberto Freyre’s 
book Masters and the Slaves: A Study in the Development of Brazilian Civilization (1956).9 He 
argued that Brazil as a nation was premised on the “plasticity and cosmopolitanism” (p. 3) that 
was inherited by the Portuguese when Iberia was colonized by the Moors. These tools were 
necessary for the Portuguese colonizers to adapt to the harsh tropical climate, particularly in the 
Northeast, Brazil’s colonial core. In order to adapt, the Portuguese colonizer drew on the 
knowledges, wisdoms, cultures, and agricultural practices of subordinated Indigenous and 
African peoples. Social contact, rather than social separation, between races was promoted. This 
entailed not only in the fields of sugarcane plantations but also children’s playmates and sexual 
partners.  
 These interracial relations, the “union of opposites,” supposedly produced “a society that 
is democratic in its ethnic, social, and cultural composition and, at the same time, aristocratic in 
its cult of superior individuals and superior families” (Freyre, 1956, p. xv). Yet, the emphasis on 
the individual, a symbol of liberalism, and families, the trope of patriarchy, weaved relations of 
power and domination that cross race, culture, gender, and sexuality. It becomes a narrative of 
how the Portuguese became the white creole Brazilian subject. This transformation from Latin 
European to Latin American was accomplished by mastering the natural environment but also 
                                                
9 It’s worth mentioning that the original 1933 text in Portuguese was titled Casa-Grandes & Senzalas (The Big 
House and the Slave Quarters) that gestures towards the spatial dimensions of race, culture, and nation-making in 
Brazil.  
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bodies most associated with nature: Africans and Indigenous peoples. Mastery over the physical 
environment was due to the Portuguese’s “acclimatability” (p. 14) to tropical climates, a product 
of their own Martonne environment in Europe that was similar to Northern Africa. For Freyre, 
“the Portuguese was predisposed by his own mesology to a victorious encounter in the tropics” 
(ibid.).  Beyond “overcoming those conditions of climate and soil,” the Portuguese’s mesology 
proved superior “[t]hrough intercourse with the Indian and the Negro woman the colonizer 
propagated a vigorous and ductile mestizo population that was still more adaptable than he 
himself to the tropical climate” (p. 18). The Portuguese mastery of nature and non-Western 
bodies produced a mixed race subject.  
 As harmonious as this development of Brazilian civilization may seem, Freyre’s text, one 
that reverberates with many other Latin American texts of hybridity in national identity, culture, 
ancestry, and heritage is rife with power dynamics. He admitted that Brazil’s superiority comes 
from its patriarchal nature. But it was also one of white supremacy. It praised how Africans and 
Indigenous peoples made the Portuguese better, “more adaptable than he himself” (p. 18), but 
reveals little in the way of how Africans and Indigenous people were made the better. 
Furthermore, it reduced African and Indigenous cultures to mere folkloric relics which can be 
easily appropriated. It viewed the sexual relations with African and Indigenous women as 
consensual in order to erase the colonial rape of non-Western woman that denied them 
personhood and in full capacities of their bodies. It also inserted the Portuguese male colonizer, 
without sufficient Portuguese women, as the preferred sexual partner and patriarch of Brazilian 
families. Nowhere does he refer to African or Indigenous men having sexual contact or 
propagating with Portuguese women.  In doing so, he erased African and Indigenous men as 
suitable partners and fathers, emasculating them from “their” women in favor of the Portuguese 
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colonizer (O. Pinho, 2008). This mastery of Africanity and Indigeneity through sexual 
dominations attempts to deny intraracial groups from creating their own families, children, and 
communities as separate from Portuguese. In other words, Africanity and Indigeneity can only be 
part of Brazilian civilization as being diluted, not as their own entities (Guimarães, 1999; Pardue, 
2011).  
 Hybridity in Latin America is not about blurring the ethnic absolutism that pervades in 
the Anglophone West. It is rather about explicating how proximity to nature, both the 
environment but also non-Western cultures and racialized bodies, have made Latin whites 
marginal on a global scale, bounded by their geopolitical positioning. It is also a means for them 
to assert their superiority through a cosmopolitan lens that is more humane and globally 
conscious.10 Hybridity becomes a tool to explicate their in-between positionality as second-class 
Europeans, not as second-class humans. It is an attempt to mark their plight as globally marginal 
as parallel to the suffering of Blacks and Asians elsewhere by denying the salience of race and 
racism in their respective locale. Latin Americans, bounded by a common hybrid culture and 
ancestry, suffer the injustice by a hegemonic West. And for this, structural antiblack racism 
could not possibly exist because they too are oppressed.  This flattening of race, culture, and 
nation in the Third World diminishes the role that racism plays in Latin America and specifically 
Brazil, which has the world’s second largest African-descended population. 
Rethinking Race through Nonsynchronies of Diaspora in Latin America 
 The two quotes I begin this preface with illustrate the extent to which race and racism 
pervade Brazil specifically and Latin America more generally. Even though many have a 
homogenous conception of Brazilian nation, culture, and identity, there are numerous tensions 
                                                
10 I would like to point out that no nation adheres strictly to an Anglo or Latin interpretation of the Enlightenment. 
Rather, a nation has Angloist or Latinist tendencies that vary over time and space as well as political, ideological, 
and economic imperatives. (E. Santos & Schor, 2012).  
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within those terms and who does and does not belong in those social constructions. Here, I draw 
on McCarthy’s concept of “nonsynchrony” to highlight “the issue of contradiction, but, more 
specifically, summarizes the vast differences in interests, needs, desires, and identity that 
separate different minority groups from each other and from majority whites” (1998, p. 65). For 
the cultural studies scholar, nonsynchrony points to the ways that, for example, race contradicts 
itself when issues of nation, class, gender, and sexuality are brought into play. Critical to 
nonsynchrony are how “principles of cultural selection… help to position these youth to low-
ability groups [as well as] help to position these youth in respect to power (domination) relations 
with majority peers and adults” (p. 67). In other words, the ability to participate in a dominant, 
i.e., Eurocentric, cultural order is viewed as a pathway power.  
 I want to push McCarthy’s concept of nonsynchrony to consider the role of diaspora as it 
circulates through the Third World, particularly outside the Anglophone world. As scholarly and 
popular discourses of diaspora increase, commitments to a diasporic community and culture are 
increasing as well (Ong, 2003). Put simply, diasporas are increasingly susceptible to to their own 
preferred cultural order as well that is different from but also may work with or against a 
Eurocentric cultural order. This is notable in how Blacks in the West are privileged as the 
eminent subjects of the African Diaspora. This emphasizes their struggles embedded in antiblack 
racism and construction of Afro-diasporic cultural identities (Sharpe, 2003). This oft reduces 
non-Western Blacks to a sort of raw material to be used for the production of the African 
Diasporas as deemed fit by Blacks in the West. Yet it eschews the imbalances of diasporic 
registers and the liabilities exchanged for these newfound assets.  
 The first quote by Marisa, a feminist Bahian graffiti artist in her 30s, conjures up a 
critical question: why would Bahian artists in the most Afro-diasporic locale in the Americas 
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venture outward for new images, subjects, and Afro-diasporic cultural expressions? How do 
images of Lauryn Hill and Erykah Badu, as US Black women who communicate, challenge how 
Black women become prominent in Brazilian society? Marisa’s quote suggests that the 
hypervisibility of Black women in Afro-Brazilian culture is inextricably linked to Brazilian 
society. One might assume that this is a good thing, that a nation includes Black women in its 
culture and society. But then why would Marisa venture out? What is the tension that Marisa felt 
that compelled her to move beyond her national borders and to the United States and US female 
Black hip-hop figures? Marisa’s discomfort with Black women in Brazilian culture and society 
alludes to an additive model of inclusion: that Brazil can accept difference as long as it does not 
have to change social structures of domination. Frequently, this model of inclusion is narrowly 
defined in order to accept a few model subjects at the expense of the majority of a marginalized 
group.  
 Despite their preponderance in Afro-Bahian and Afro-Brazilian cultures in Brazilian 
societies, Black women’s voices are silenced as fully developed subjects and their bodies are 
policed under both Eurocentric and afronormative, a concept I define below, forms of patriarchy. 
Yet, this frequently goes unnoticed by outsiders who are invested in recovering essentialist and 
normative notions of Africa and/or producing Bahia as a symbol of Africa, what Keisha-Khan 
Perry calls the “racialized feminization” of Bahia (2013, p. 42). Injecting US female Black hip-
hop artists into the Brazilian context present new symbols for Black women in Brazil to think of 
their own subjectivity as modern, as speaking, and as critics. In other words, it posits Black 
women in Brazilian society as creators of knowledge (they communicate!) that challenge the 
way that globalization fosters particular links between nation and diaspora in producing forms of 
power that cross race, class, gender, and sexuality. Connecting Hill and Badu, Black women 
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from the US margins, to silenced Black women in Brazil forges a medium to enunciate new 
cultural identities and expressions in Brazil.  
 Marisa’s quote begs another question: where do these other Afro-diasporic forms take 
place? More specifically, how is space produced and created as well as used and imagined in 
Bahia? Why is it that Bahian hip-hop is not highly visible in a variety of imaginaries? The reason 
why we do not see Bahian hip-hop is that is relegated to spaces of antiblack racism. Bahian hip-
hop straddles both lived experiences and material conditions of gendered antiblackness as well as 
Afro-diasporic cultural trafficking. As Bahian hip-hop artists ground themselves in race as a 
sociological category and the function of racism in producing social conditions, they are exposed 
to uneven relations to society that are frequently felt through notions of space. Space is critical to 
creating antagonistic and binary notions of Black subalternity and civil society, the latter that can 
accept Africanity as a symbol but not Blackness as a subaltern realm. In other words, this points 
to the forms of Africanity that can be accepted as a symbol into national cultures, identities, and 
populism and the forms that are excluded.  
 This is most poignant in the second quote I began this preface with. This hashtag 
emerged on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram in response to the oft-violent policing of poor 
Black youth and their cultural practices, performances, and expressions in Salvador in recent 
years (K.-K. Perry, 2012; Smith, 2015, 2016a).11 This was notable among the Bahian hip-hop 
community, artists and fans alike. The construction of the sentence is notable. They chose “Black 
spaces of culture” rather than “spaces of African culture.”12 This grammatical arrangement is key 
                                                
11 Antiblack violence is not specific to Bahia. This is also especially notable in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo (J. A. 
Alves, 2010, 2012, 2014; M. Alves & Evanson, 2011; Caldeira, 2001; Goldstein, 2003; Larkins, 2015; A. D. 
Nascimento, 1989; Smith, 2014; Vargas, 2008b; Vargas & Alves, 2010; Vargas & James, 2013).  
12 A quick translation note is necessary here. While I use “Black spaces of culture” and “spaces of African culture” 
here in English, the original phrases are “espaço negro de cultura” and “espaço de cultural negra” (Maca, 2013). 
While negra/o are used in the original, the significance of the word in each is vastly different. Within the context of 
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because it points to the way that Blackness is tied to space before culture. Anchoring race in 
space is what produces Afro-diasporic cultures. It politicizes the role that space plays in 
producing race and racism at the sociological level not at the cultural level. It is from those 
conditions of space and race does culture as identity, practices, ideologies, and texts emerges. In 
other words, it returns the African Diaspora as conflict with the hostland rather than a search for 
a mystical and imagined homeland. To link Blackness to culture would be to elide the role of 
space in creating social difference in Brazil. This statement is also a critique of Brazilian society 
that would prefer that race be coeval with culture and thus egalitarian in spaces. Put another way, 
African culture is pleasurable but Black spaces and the bodies that produce them are not.  
 This requires moving beyond the ethnicity paradigm that has emphasized cultural 
identities, practices, and ideologies as means for assimilating into the dominant sociocultural 
order. I do not wish to discard them but rather to articulate them through race. This is important 
because the way that race is no longer written as biology but rather as an issue of culture (Gilroy, 
1991). However, culture still has an essentialist undertone to it, much like its biological 
predecessor. This is how the modes of racialization and racism now invoke culture but still to 
link it with particular bodies, spaces seen as belonging to them, and a particular consciousness 
(D. Silva, 2001). In this respect, “culture” becomes illustrative of which racialized group 
members can be included and which ones are to be excluded, what McCarthy calls “cultural 
selection” (1998). Yet, we must be attuned to how national identities and cultures in Latin 
America use non-Western cultures and bodies to convey a global marginality vis-à-vis the West 
but still implements racism in discourse, ideology, and social structures. Culture, as nature and 
ethnicity, illustrates what is included by what the dominant sociocultural order can accept. What 
                                                                                                                                                       
this dissertation, I have chosen to translate them differently to illustrate how one phrase pertains to antiblack racism 
and the other is untethered to a racial group and operates as a postmodern ethnic identity.   
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are excluded are the forms of culture that are not conducive to implementing a Eurocentric 
civilization with ethnic difference. 
 Elsewhere, Howard Winant (1994) has argued that the idea of a “racial democracy”, 
which I will explore briefly below and more fully in chapter 1, has undergone a “racial 
revisionism” (p. 132) that explicates racial inequalities through class conflict. This economic 
reductionism situated race “as a manifestation of some other, supposedly more fundamental, 
social process or relationship” (p. 133). This reduction is not simply about race, class, and 
culture. It requires interrogating the ways in which gender and sexuality contribute to the 
nonsynchronies of race, a position taken up by numerous Black feminists (Carby, 1982; P. H. 
Collins, 1999; Davis, 1998; Spillers, 1987). This is not about the neat ways they intersect or how 
forms of oppression are parallel to each other (McCarthy, 1988). This can take on intense 
contradictions whereby Black women are “queer” for being heterosexual yet not practicing or 
performing a proper womanhood and motherhood, which is embedded in Eurocentric notions of 
femininity (C. J. Cohen, 1997; Spillers, 1987). This is certainly pertinent in Brazil where the 
former governor of Rio de Janeiro, Sergio Cabral, called birthrate in a Rocinha, a prominent Rio 
de Janeiro favela, as akin to “a factory producing criminal people” (Cabral quoted in Soares, 
2012, p. 86). This statement illustrates a “hyperconsciousness/negation of race” (Vargas, 2004)  
where race is highly imbued with antiblack racism and violence yet permits statements, such as 
Cabral’s, to be denied as racist because of proximity to non-European difference.  
 This “hyperconsciousness/negation” provides a means to work through the forms of race 
with its classed, gendered, sexed, and ethnic inflections that do not synchronize with a Brazilian 
ethnicity that is premised upon an Afro-Brazilian cultural populism. Whereas McCarthy takes his 
readers to the point of contradictions at a “conjunctural” and “middle level” (1998, p. 65), my 
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point of departure veers to the negated level: those aspects of Blackness that Brazil cannot 
accept. This takes us to a subaltern level where cultures such as Bahian hip-hop create “noise” in 
order to create “interference in the orderly sequence which leads from real events and 
phenomena to their representation in media” (Hebdige, 1979, p. 90). Better yet, for hip-hop 
culture and the study of race, particularly as it pertains to Blacks, we can illustrate how, as a 
racialized subculture, it “is engaged in symbolic and ideological warfare with institutions and 
groups that symbolically, ideologically, and materially oppress [Blacks]” (Rose, 1994, p. 101).   
 To accomplish this, it is necessary to bring the symbolic and the material into the lived 
level of Bahian hip-hop. Thus, I locate this work in the lives of those who do not racially 
synchronize with Brazil yet interfere with the modes of knowledge that create those very 
contradictions and negations of their existence. It is important to locate how these forms of 
Blackness are lived in Brazil, particularly given their “unvisible” (Browne, 2015) nature behind 
the hypervisibility of Afro-Brazilian cultures. At the same time, it is necessary to highlight the 
forms of culture they are embedded in. This is important because culture, in a variety of 
capacities, provide “the clearest ideological expression of the sentiments and deepest feelings of 
… people” (C. L. R. James, 1993, p. 119). While C.L.R. James spoke of U.S. American 
civilization, his insights lend themselves to locating culture as a realm of knowledge production 
and intense “structures of feeling” (R. Williams, 1978b). Thus, cultural texts become an 
immense reservoir of pedagogy and knowledge that sediments or ruptures the layers of power at 
the base of societies structured in dominance. In this respect, I emphasize those who live in the 
conditions of Blackness but also create meaning, identities, and ideologies out of those spaces. 
Bahian hip-hop culture is one such means due to its association with the “margins” of Brazilian 
society, which illustrates the ways that class and space cuts at right angles with Blackness. This 
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intends to reshape, albeit modestly, how we conceive of the African Diaspora, race relations, and 
the tools we employ to do so. In doing so, I want to point at marginal representations of the 
African Diaspora as a means of critique but also engagement with our conceptualizations and 
theorizations of the African Diaspora.  
Theoretical and Methodological Points of Departure 
Theory  
 Race Relations. Researching Bahian hip-hop in Brazil is a study of both the African 
Diaspora and race relations. They cannot be untethered. This has implications for how we 
theorize race, diaspora, and nation. In short, I set to argue that race relations in Latin Amerca are 
not more benign for the celebration of Afro-diasporic cultures and its incorporation into national 
ethnicities. More sharply, the presence of a majority Black locale or even nation does not elide 
nationalism as being constructed by Eurocentric culture, modernity, and global knowledges of a 
racial order. Rather, they take on different articulations in societies structured in dominance 
(Hall, 1980d). This also has gendered and sexed implications in the way that race is and is not 
operationalized in the construction of nation (C. J. Cohen, 1997; Gopinath, 2005). Thus, I 
challenge many of the essentialist and normative constructions of race that have material 
consequences for Blacks in Brazil. By examining the relationship of the African Diaspora with 
the hostland, I want to challenge the romanticized notion that Bahia exemplifies a racially 
harmonious space in Brazil that produces particular national ideologies. Instead, a 
rediasporization of Bahia implicates how racial knowledges and racism structure the city as well. 
 Diaspora. By rediasporizing Bahia, we must also reimagine our notions of diaspora 
itself. Etymologically, diaspora means to disperse or sow one’s seed, no doubt having patriarchal 
overtones. Theoretically, scholars have argued that the African Diaspora is a “process and a 
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condition” (Patterson & Kelley, 2000). Elsewhere, Kim Butler (1998) has argued for a 
perspective that explicates the interplay between culture, power and diasporic experience by 
emphasizing reasons for dispersal, relationships with the homeland, the hostland, and 
relationships within the diaspora. My point of departure here is to bring cultural studies from the 
field of communications and media to argue that the African Diaspora is not only a process, but 
that it operates as a text that is both used and produced. The processes of the African Diaspora 
are not guaranteed nor homogenous, just as the conditions of the African Diaspora are in 
constant flux as well. These factors are dependent upon the incessant reorganization of societies 
and the globe; the rearticulation of economic, political, social, and ideological relations; and how 
racial knowledges buttresses these new assemblages and social formations. Hence, I use my term 
produsing to illustrate how Blacks are simultaneously using and producing the diaspora through 
hip-hop to intervene in the tripodial structure of culture, power, and experience. This points to 
how concepts such as “mobility” and “connectivity” are reorganizing diasporic communities and 
becoming sedimented with particular forms of power.  
 Hip-Hop. Hip-hop began as a nationally specific, albeit with strong Afro-diasporic 
collaborations, US Black cultural form in the South Bronx of New York City (Chang, 2005; 
Rose, 1994). With strong British cultural studies influences, the study of hip-hop has wielded 
several critiques against oppression that cut at class, gender, and sexuality at both material and 
symbolic levels in the United States (Alim et al., 2009; Dimitriadis, 2009; A. S. Durham, 2014; 
Kelley, 1998; Neal & Forman, 2004; Pough, 2004). It has since exploded globally (S. Fernandes, 
2011; Mitchell, 2002). It also has a growing Afro-diasporic resonance, connecting Blacks in 
disparate locations on the margins of societies (Gomes, 2013; Ibrahim, 2014; Osumare, 2008; 
Pardue, 2004; M. Perry, 2008, 2015; Saunders, 2015, 2016; Shipley, 2013; Weheliye, 2005a). As 
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Aisha Durham notes, what makes hip-hop so potent as a US Black cultural expression is how it 
amplifies anxieties over Black gender and sexual deviancy from Eurocentric heterosexual norms. 
One point I strive to make clear here is how Black Bahian hip-hop artists use their perceived 
deviancy from what I call afronormativity, a point I make more poignant in the next chapter, to 
critique how Brazil and Afro-Bahian cultural groups implement Eurocentric frameworks of class, 
gender, and sexuality to parse out the good subjects vis-à-vis the bad subjects.  
 Hip-hop’s reverberations are not without consequence or their own imbalances (Henson, 
2016). As Tracey Denean Sharpley-Whiting (2008) notes, US African American hip-hop 
cultures have appropriated the image of the Brazilian mulata as a subject of sexual desire and 
exotic objectification.  While US Blacks emphasize their own racial conditions, their own 
positions of power then use the Brazilian mulata, such as Snoop Dogg’s “Beautiful” or T.I.’s 
“No Mediocre” or Ja Rule’s “Holla Holla”, to demonstrate a cosmopolitan nature also 
reproduces the symbolic violence of Blackness in Brazil that situates Black women as 
hypersexual objects. This is part of the ability for particular Black subjects to name and produce 
other Blacks in complicated webs of power and knowledge. George Lipsitz’s argues that this 
entails a “dangerous crossroads”, where transnational cultural dialogues do not always entail 
“intercultural cooperation, especially when participants in the dialogue speak from positions of 
highly unequal access to power, opportunity, and life chances” (Lipsitz, 1994, p. 4). Thus, I want 
to also emphasize the need to critique the policing of Black gender and sexuality, particularly 
over women’s bodies. While Brazil portrays particular forms of Black gender performances and 
sexualities as constituting the nation, we must be aware of how supposedly positive 
representations of Black gender and sexuality, particularly as Eurocentric notions of these terms 
are impressed onto Black bodies, can be just as damaging as negative representations. Through 
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the case of Bahian hip-hop culture, I argue that Blacks in Bahia are on extremely uneven ends of 
power relations with the Brazilian nation, global media cultures, and the African Diaspora. This 
dissertation is a means to switch frequencies to hear the voices of those operating on alternative 
wavelengths beyond our usual spectrum.    
Methodology 
 Methodologically, produsing diaspora requires weaving both race relations and Afro-
diasporic cultural production. Situating Bahian hip-hop in that nexus between the lived 
conditions and cultural production steers us towards ethnography in order to answer the 
following questions four questions. The first is what are the historical legacy of such silences and 
how do we need to rethink our narratives of race, culture, nation, and diaspora? To do so, I want 
to follow a “metahistory” (White, 1973) model that turns a series of events into a story as part of 
a historical narrative. Rather than an “emplotment”, I want to use this metahistory to take us to 
enspacement which situates the history of the African Diaspora in Bahia into particular spaces. 
This leads me to the second question: how are these alternative histories situated in the 
contemporary moment? In other words, we need to be attuned to the way space shapes social 
relations and how older forms of marginalization, dominance, and power moves, shifts, and 
changes. Where are the new spaces of the periphery and antiblack racism? This emphasizes the 
constant movement in the African Diaspora and how displacement was not simply from Africa 
but in perpetual motion to racially organizes societies in dominance.   
 Once we have situated the African Diaspora within a historical arch and social spaces, we 
must heed how the African Diaspora is created. The third question is: how are Afro-diasporic 
subjects using the African Diaspora? That is, how Blacks in the Bahian hip-hop culture are using 
Afro-diasporic texts, materials, ideologies, and images to articulate new positionalities of 
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Blackness beyond old identities and ethnicities? Finally, how are Afro-diasporic subjects 
producing the African Diaspora? We must move beyond how Black subjects understand 
themselves, their communities, and their cultural practices to how they are creating cultural texts 
that intervene into dominant modes of knowledge and power. Such an endeavor lends itself to 
social anthropological and communications & media approaches to ethnography.        
 Communications & Media. In this dissertation, I do not focus on the actual cultural 
texts of Bahian hip-hop. Instead, I emphasize how culture is used and produced at a lived level. 
This is done to bring the study of the African Diaspora into communications and media studies, 
particularly audience reception studies (Ang, 1997; Dimitriadis, 2009; A. S. Durham, 2014; 
Gibson, 2000; Parameswaran, 2002, 2005, 2008) and diaspora (Appadurai, 1990; M. G. Durham, 
2004; Georgiou, 2006, 2014; Ong, 2003; Tsagarousianou, 2004). I use Afro-diasporic 
philosophies and critical thought to press back against the dominant understanding of culture in 
communications and media. The dominant model of culture is quite linear. It is as such: 
production à text à reception, which has generated productive debates around the role of 
culture and whether we should emphasize who and how it is produced or who and how it is used 
(Kellner, 2003). This model is not only linear. It is also Eurocentric and generates notions of 
progress, accumulation, and growth (Snead, 1981). Rather, I employ Afrocentric notions of 
culture, specifically circularity, density, repetition, and intensity (Thompson, 1984) to loop 
production and usage together. Some communications and media scholars have begun this work 
as a means of the progress that societies are undergoing and bolstering democracies (Jenkins, 
2006). My point of departure from them begins from the standpoint that Blacks have been 
symbolically and materially removed from democratic regimes and citizenship, often through 
technology. Therefore, I position my work to consider these recent scholarly interventions as 
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something that 1) is not emergent for Afro-diasporic groups as these scholars might suggest; and 
2) is usually beyond the benefit, needs, and aims of and for Blacks.  Instead, produsing as a 
concept injects Afro-diasporic philosophies of culture into communications and media to explore 
the ways that Blacks use and produce culture and media through technology in ways that serve 
their aims and interests and how those conflict with local, national, diasporic, and global interests 
in using and producing Salvador da Bahia in a particular image.   
 Much cultural studies research has emphasized textual analysis, almost to a point of 
weakness (Nightingale, 1996). Critics have urged cultural studies scholars to consider how 
cultural texts are also situated in processes of production or reception (Kellner, 2003). However, 
these forms of analysis center on either production’s relationship to the text or to audiences’ 
relationship to the text. Here, I want to push back against those tendencies and emphasize almost 
exclusively the uses and production of the African Diaspora. Doing so tethers usage and 
production together where their loopage forges deeply layered sentiments of race and culture that 
are built up over cascading epochs of displacement, dehumanization, technological 
developments, violence, cultural trafficking, imagining alternative worlds, freedom dreams, and 
liberation movements.  
 Ethnography. To capture how Blacks are produsing the African Diaspora, Bahian hip-
hop artists have been selected as my research participants as they are situated in Black spaces, 
are receiving and using the African Diaspora as well as producing it in their cultural texts. The 
lives of rappers and graffiti artists are best captured by ethnography. First, they are caught in the 
nexus of the material conditions of Blackness, as a racialized lived experience. To illustrate the 
nonsynchronies of race and what is rendered un-visible and unacceptable, capturing how this is 
lived and experienced to create structures of feelings is, I contend, a necessary methodological 
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endeavor. Furthermore, not only do Bahian hip-hop artists use the African Diaspora to construct 
meanings, ideologies, identities, and styles, they are also producing it in their text, embedding 
their lived experiences, material conditions, and technological resources to intervene into 
pervasive racial knowledge in Brazil. In other words, they occupy a unique position in hip-hop 
because they are both audiences and producers. This enables challenging both national 
discourses as well as how those are exported around the globe, the African Diaspora included.   
Methods 
 This research has been undertaken over the past four years. Ten months over five trips 
has been spent physically in Salvador da Bahia. In between trips, I have maintained a digital 
presence with my research participants over social media and digital telecommunications, such 
as What’s App, Facebook, and email. This has kept me abreast of politics, protests, life events, 
music releases, racial violence, concert performances, and reviews of new hip-hop, in and 
beyond Bahia, music, among other topics.  
 This research started in 2012 on a Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowship in 
Salvador. This gave me the opportunity to become familiar with the social, economic, and 
cultural landscape of Bahia and its discourses at local, national, and global levels of power. This 
was done through cultural excursions throughout the city as part of my education there. It 
became clear that what we, like many tourists and students who come to Bahia, are presented 
with a romanticized notion of Afro-Bahian culture. My question always remained: what about 
those Black subjects who are not revered in cultural terms or racial terms? In other words, what 
are the cultural expressions emerging out of those who live Blackness as a social reality and not 
as a Carnaval mask? 
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 In 2013, I returned for one month between mid-June to mid-July for preliminary research 
on these marginal Black cultures in Bahia. Having heard of a small but solid hip-hop culture in 
the city, I began to look more closely into the local scene in Bahia. Once I returned to Bahia, my 
friends introduced me to a small circle of Bahian rappers and graffiti artists. This also coincided 
with the 2013 protests. From June 2014 to September 2014, I spent three months in Salvador 
where my initial relationships with Bahian hip-hoppers snowballed to more participants than I 
could have imagined. Many were eager that someone of my academic privilege was interested in 
their work. During this time, the 2014 World Cup occurred as well. I returned during June and 
July 2015 for an additional two months. In 2016, I was in Salvador for my final two months in 
the field.  
 Over this period, I conducted nineteen semi-structured interviews with Black Bahian 
rappers and graffiti artists. Thirteen were men and six were women. This gendered imbalance in 
my ethnography is reflective of the underrepresentation of female artists in Bahian hip-hop, an 
issue I take up through the emphasis on Rima Mina, a feminist hip-hop collective. In addition to 
interviews, I undertook dozens if not hundreds of informal conversations. Beyond the digital 
realm, these conversations have taken place through participant observations in their homes, 
neighborhoods, cultural centers, shops, clubs, bars, malls, stores, plazas, cafes, ice cream parlor, 
the bus, the bus stop, and on the corner. This has taken me to the periphery of the city, where the 
majority but not all of the shantytowns in Salvador lay. These go far beyond the Afro-Bahian 
culture one would encounter in the space of ethnic tourism that defines Pelourinho.  
 One means of commonality which I forged with my research participants was my own 
positionality as a poor/working class (and now middle class) US light skin Black man that grew 
up living in hip-hop culture. Here, I was not coming to Bahia to study something exotic to my 
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own US background, such as candomblé, but something familiar to me and similar to them: hip-
hop culture. It was through hip-hop culture that I was able to articulate a position of politics and 
solidarity with my participants, such as explaining how hip-hop has given me a sense of power, 
identity, and vocabulary to make sense of the racial microgressions in my own life.  
 If one asks me why I emphasize space so much, it comes from the long bus rides, often 
an hour but frequently two and as long as four hours, that I have taken to meet, encounter, 
socialize, interview, and “deep hang out” with my research participants. To be clear, these 
methodological barriers are merely temporary for me. This is the quotidian for my research 
participants. However, the enthusiasm I displayed at navigating the crazy and unreliable bus 
system in Salvador da Bahia to come to their neighborhoods, wrapped in discourses of 
criminality and violence, gave me much credibility with participants. It served as but one tool in 
my ethnographic arsenal in getting my research participants to open up to me and be receptive to 
my work.  
 That said, this dissertation emphasizes six main participants: three male rappers, Jorge, 
Leandro, & MC Fall Clássico; a male graffiti artist, Arturo; and two female graffiti artists, Lara 
and Marisa. Lara and Marisa are two of the founding members and organizers of the Rima Mina 
collective that I highlight through this dissertation. Their other members are instrumental to the 
insights, knowledges, and critiques made in this dissertation research. This is also true of the 
constellation of fans, collaborators, interlocutors, and family members that surround the world of 
these artists.  
A Note on the Text: Ethnographing in the African Diaspora  
 “Home is where the hatred is” 
-Gil Scott-Heron 
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 It is commonplace for ethnographers, at least in the classical tradition, to utilize their 
landing in the field as a preface for their research. The landing. The airport. The boat trip. The 
village. These idiosyncratic tales are meant to demonstrate the arduous lengths that the 
researcher endures to produce their research that ruptures or affirms our understandings of the 
modern world and the organizational practices that informs its workings. In many ways, this tale 
serves to illustrate the paths that ethnographers pursue to push the boundaries of the modern 
world and the knowledge that is so natural or comfortable or common sensical to them but also 
the dominant ideologies of their time. This may be the European anthropologist venturing to the 
African tribe or the US American sociologist studying US African American pathology. The 
insertion of a Western foreigner into a field, abroad and domestic, often illuminate either the 
dominance of the Western world or the differences that stand between the West and non-West. 
These openings vignettes reify difference and refuse the dynamism of racial and cultural 
difference and the multitude avenues that it moves, shifts, transforms, and obscures the modern 
world.  
 These narratives that highlights and reifies alterity do not resonate with me in the same 
way. There is not a watershed moment where my role as a researcher, a highly privileged identity 
and status, placed my being in stark contrast with the way we know race, culture, and, more 
importantly, difference. Rather, the field began at home. As Gil Scott-Heron sings, for Blacks in 
the diaspora, “home is where the hatred is.” His poetics of place illustrate the convergence of 
Black cultural expressions that are rooted in a common-but-never-the-same experience of 
Blackness. This hatred need not be homogenous or monolithic. It flows endogenously and 
exogenously from our communities, societies, cultures, and forms of authority. It’s simply where 
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the disdain and contempt lie and how this impacts our symbolic and material well-being. For 
many of us, myself included, that hatred travels.  
 As a Black heterosexual man with a white mother, my position has long straddled the 
tensions embedded in race, culture, gender, and sexuality. This is what Cameron McCarthy 
(1988) calls the nonsynchrony of race where the borders of race rub against the multiplicity of 
social identities and pushes these boundaries into new coordinates of relations and creates new 
articulations. The changing terrain of social categories of difference “cut at right angles” in 
dynamic ways that are certainly not static and illustrate the ways that race is imbued in other 
categories that manifest in also unpredictable ways.  I highlight nonsyncrhony not as a means to 
eschew intersectionality but rather to emphasize the liquidity of race that takes new forms and is 
all too often reified in a moment of the ethnographic gaze. That said, I continue with a 
confession. I did not come to the field. The field came to me. I did not need an ethnographer.  
 My entrance into understanding Blackness, my moment of entry to the study of race and 
my research trajectory began long before I began to occupy a space in the cherished ivory tower. 
My alterity was not made in what we may call the field, a temporally and spatially demarcated 
place away from the nodes of Western knowledge production. It began with the social relations 
that construe my own being. In my attempts not to be washed away under the tidal waves of 
white supremacy, heteropatriarchy, and global capitalism, I had to understand the multiplicity of 
places, space, and time I had to navigate on a daily basis. My attempts to stay afloat have led me 
with a desire that was simultaneously fleeting and grounded, parlaying the here and the there. 
My object of affection is not the hatred but rather a love, deep and profound, for the potentiality 
of Blackness as a site of love, healing, being, and knowing in the world.   
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 My exploration of Blackness began in a van ride in my hometown of Spokane, 
Washington. Riding with my white grandmother and her twin, I was posed with a simple 
question as a seven year old: “Bryce, what kind of woman are you going to marry?” I understood 
the ramifications and the changing terrain of race that was being parlayed through culture, 
gender, and sexuality. As a Black mixed race child in the United States, I was already being 
groomed to participate in heteropatriarchy and a set of normative practices, such as the 
institution of marriage. The exercise here was asking who I would choose as my potential wife, 
one that assumes a voiceless and passive yet still imaginative heterosexual woman. Who would 
that woman be? Sensing the underlying racial tones in their question but also my white 
grandmothers (I include both of them as grandmothers), I defied their expectations of the 
“correct”, or rather normative, cultural ideology, aesthetics, and preference that they were 
attempting to impose on me: “I’m going to marry a Black woman!!!” Taken aback, they quickly 
and strongly suggested that I should marry a white woman. Barely letting them finish, I insisted, 
“Naw, I’m going to marry a Black woman.” As a seven year old, my answer was not predicated 
on who I would actually marry but rather positioning myself as where I stood in relation to the 
changing terrain of race in the early 1990s and the proliferation of recognizing mixed race 
children as something distinct from “monoracial” Black children. Under the notion of being able 
to compare both Black and white cultures, my choice to select Blackness ruptured my white 
grandmothers’ assumed sense of Eurocentrism in the selection of a partner who I could marry 
and presumably reproduce with. Even then, I had a keen awareness of the forms of Blackness 
that were not to be loved or cherished. And it was precisely those forms that I wanted to 
embrace. I reflect on this moment often as understanding the new ways that race and particularly 
Blackness was taking new form in new places, spaces, and times in the United States and how 
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Blackness could be accepted but with the caveat of choosing whiteness as the dominant and 
preferable modality of society.  
 Even as I was propositioned with these new dilemmas of race, I was still confronted with 
old realities and familiar experiences of Blackness in my daily travels. When I was eleven, I was 
at my white mother’s grocery store, where she has worked since 1977, when a white Aryan 
skinhead walked into her store, muttering racial epithets that caused alarm amongst her and the 
security guard. Demanding that he leave, he stormed out, furiously kicking a garbage can while 
muttering “Nice nigger with a nose ring.” My white mother looked at me in horror. My face said 
it all. I had my Fanonian “Look mama! A Negro!” moment. The fact of my Blackness, or rather, 
depending on the translation, the lived experience of Blackness, had engulfed me. Even as new 
mappings of race in the dominant order were attempting to encompass me, longstanding 
antiblack racist traditions still informed my being.  
 These two tales illustrate the ways that race is attempting to produce assimilationist and 
inclusive yet limited avenues of Blackness while antiblack ideologies, practices, and conditions 
still continue. These tensions have continued in various spaces and times. Yet, they follow 
particular themes. As a Black man with a white mother, I frequently heard that I was not “really 
Black” which became a means to say I was lightskinned or ambiguous or had white family 
members. The recognition of mixed race children as different produced new moments of crisis 
and negotiation (see Joseph, 2012). These comments reproduce race and racial knowledge as 
biological and cultural phenomena, reproducing it as an essentialist fixity. When we consider 
race as a product of racism, my multiracial Blackness still takes on a familiar trajectory. My 
mother insisting that my improper behavior was a product of my absent Black father. The 
surprise at my intellectual capabilities. The assumption of my athletic prowess. The harassment 
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by police. The extra eyes in the grocery store or at the mall store. My higher education 
achievements as a product of affirmative action.  
 As an undergraduate at the University of Washington, I began to ruminate about these 
tensions of race, the changing of its significance and meanings, in a more global sense. I wanted 
to understand how race differed, or did not synchronized “properly”, in other localities in the 
diaspora. With this imperative, I studied abroad in Brazil, which I had “known” as a polity where 
race was not a dividing category because everyone was racially mixed, as goes the traveling 
national mythology, and thus racism was not a problem. I become curious as to how a polity with 
a similar history of enslavement, sheer size, and population would link race in ways that the 
United States could not. Upon my landing in Rio de Janeiro, the hypervisibility of Afro-Brazilian 
culture felt like being thrown into an arena that was intended to illustrate that race relations were 
unlike anywhere else. Afro-Brazilian images, sounds, and bodies were seemingly everywhere in 
city centers, in outdoor markets, and trendy neighborhoods. Looking outward, beyond the 
spectacularity of the cidade maravilhosa, I saw the same forms of socioeconomic 
marginalization: Blacks in poor shantytowns. I, like others on my study abroad trip, were curious 
as to why there was such significant energy in telling us that Brazil was not racist like the United 
States through the beloved mulata, the celebrated Afro-Brazilian male futebol player, or the 
domestic servant who was like family. Yet, structurally I saw antiblack racism in gendered 
representations in media, lack of political representation, and the social organization of the city.  
 This was further reified during our time in Salvador by one of our instructors’ insistence 
on not going out after five in the afternoon, when sun set. Her rationale was that the city was 
unsafe. While she praised the rich Afro-Bahian culture, she also reproduced the discourses of 
Blackness as dangerous and threatening in a city renown for its African cultures. One evening a 
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fellow student and I were walking alongside the orla (boardwalk) in search for dinner. As we 
strolled with the breeze to our backs, I heard US rap music coming from one of the becos, 
alleyways with business aligning the street. Outside the popular club venue, I saw a young 
darkskinned Black Bahian with a large Afro and a Miami Heat Shaquille O’Neal jersey who was 
preparing to go perform. This moment struck a chord with me. With such a rich history of Afro-
Bahia culture and politics, why would this young Bahian choose to imitate US Black culture? 
Little did I know that I was witnessing the nonsynchrony of race in Brazil.  In a racial paradise, 
race in that moment operated against prevailing logic: race in Brazil was unlike the United States 
and thus void of racism. Not only was this individual performing a form of Blackness but also he 
was doing it through US African American symbolic and material practices.  
 These silences of Blackness were not simply cultural. Returning to Rio de Janeiro, three 
friends and I were in a taxi cab coming back to our hotel.  We encountered a police checkpoint. 
Seeing a medium-toned Black man, two lightskinned Black men, and a white-ish Brazilian man, 
the military police stuck their AR-14s in our cab and begun to shout at us. They pulled us out of 
the taxi, searched us, planted drugs in the cab, and then blamed my medium toned Black friend 
for possession of the drugs. With guns pointed at us, my Brazilian colleague negotiated with 
police for an hour until we were able to “pay the fine on the spot.” Pooling our R$140 (about 
$100 at that time), we paid our fine and were permitted to leave. I tell this story to illustrate that 
despite my privileges in Brazil, I still carry markers of Blackness and marginality, and thus am 
susceptible to antiblack violence in Brazil. These moments have resonated with me as I 
transitioned from my undergraduate studies to my doctoral research and they illustrate the 
nonsynchronies of race in the African Diaspora in my life as well as in Brazil. More specifically, 
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it illustrated the forms of Africanity that are hidden, discarded, devalued or policed, what I call 
Blackness to distinguish from the forms that are acceptable.  
Key Concepts and Terms 
 Unraveling the intricacies of race and racism in Brazil is a complicated endeavor. In this 
dissertation, I am using particular terms in familiar as well as unfamiliar ways. I begin with the 
terms Africanity and African to refer to the ways that bodies as well as cultures are read to have 
origins in the continent of Africa, whether through performance or the “sociogenic principle” 
(Wynter, 2001), that creates a system of differentiation from other bodies. We can also extend 
this as it is often employed to encompass space, culture, and individual mental capacities (Silva, 
2001). It points to Stuart Hall’s exploration of cultural identity in the African Diaspora that is 
two-fold: one that points to a larger transnational collective, with a shared ancestry and history 
and another that explicates the difference in the diaspora that has taken on different articulations, 
positions, and enunciations through various histories of colonization, slavery, and freedom 
struggles (1990).  
 In the contemporary moment, and particularly for purposes of this research, I want to 
tease out the tensions, the nonsynchronies, of the way that race clashes with itself. To do so, I 
call attention to the various ways that Africanity as a sign can be doubly signified through 
normativity.  This is part of the nonsynchronous moment. In previous epochs that varied across 
time and space Africanity signified a wholesale subalternity, the stripping of humanity from 
African flesh through the whip of the lash and other technologies of race that communicated the 
divisions of differentiated bodies.  
 In the contemporary moment, Africanity and discourses of race has been rearranged to 
position racial, as well as cultural, difference as being enveloped into modernity, albeit on 
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limited terms. This is what Christen Smith calls “afro-nationalism” (2016a)13 where nations 
attempt to illustrate their racial exceptionalism through their ability to accommodate and include, 
particular African identities, bodies, cultures, and ideologies into various nationalisms. Thus, my 
use of Afro-Brazilian or Afro-Bahian is in reference to those forms of Africanity that are 
subsumed into national or regional identities that create varied forms of afronormativity, the 
means by which racial difference should be governed and policed by conventional 
understandings of class, gender, sexuality, and ideologies. 
 Beyond the contours of afro-nationalism, or what I refer to as Afro-Brazilian nationally 
and Afro-Bahian regionally in Salvador, lies Blackness, the forms of Africanity that nation-states 
and modernity, much more broadly, cannot accept. This fissioning of Africanity produces 
Blackness as a form of subalternity. This has material consequences for not only class but also 
the ways that race and class are constituted by gender and sexuality. In afro-nationalism, a 
particular afronormativity arises whereby subscribing to the tenets of heteronormativity and 
respectable class performances can minimize racial and cultural differences. By mirroring the 
formations of gender and sexuality in the dominant culture, Afro-Brazilian cultures, ideologies, 
and identities can be accepted because they create a “we too” history and community whereby 
the simple difference is just race and/or culture as an empty signifier. Under the rubrics of 
multiculturalism, this positions race and culture as insignificant, rather than foundational, to 
relations to capital and material conditions because of the similarities in social practices. In the 
subalternity of gendered Blackness, deviance from class, gender, and sexual norms construct the 
African bodies that modernity refuses.  
                                                
13 This is not to be confused with Black nationalism and the idea of a Black nation within a nation. While it can be 
argued that there are certain strands of Black nationalism in Brazil, such as quilombos, afro-nationalism differs from 
Black nationalism.   
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 Within the Brazilian polity, the signs of Afro-Brazilian or African have had moments of 
subalternity. Yet, as they become glorified in national discourses, identities, and cultures, I have 
chosen Black as carrying on the spiritual baton of African subalternity. This is consistent with 
the way negra/o has been utilized as a deprecating term but has been reappropriated by Black 
activists to resignify it as a political identity. Thus, my use of Black refers to negra/o in the ways 
that it has linked African, as a race, to discursive and material practices of antiblackness and 
racism. The use of black, non-capitalized, refers to the color black (preta/o) and can also be used 
to describe darkskin Blacks in Brazil. That said, Black encompasses both blacks and browns 
(parda/os or mixed race Blacks). At times, it also encompasses “blackened whites”, who are on 
the lighter end of mixed (D. Silva, 2001; Veloso & Gil, 1994). Their phenotypical features are 
light and could pass as white if they choose to “whiten” themselves through a combination of 
upper class markers, social capital and the performance of particular normative cultures. Yet, 
their bodies, both flesh and its adornments, combined with performance and class markers 
position them as Black.14  
                                                
14 Sociologist and Black rapper Jorge Hilton de Assis Miranda distinguishes between a “blackened white” and an 
“Africanized white,” the latter mirroring a “whitened Black.” He notes that the former is someone who is light in 
complexion, fights against antiblack racism, recognizes their privileges and understand that they do not have overt 
African phenotypes (2015, p. 134). They may have African ancestry but hypodescent does not factor into racial 
formations in Brazil because then everyone would be able to lay claim to being racially Black. Putting Black in 
terms of culture runs into the same problem because every Brazilian could potentially claim being Black when race 
is conflated with ethnicity. I include “blackened whites” as Black in this study because, even though their light 
features gives them particular benefits, they are still susceptible to the same racial conditions as darker Brazilians. 
They call themselves Black but do not attempt to Blacken their features, as say a “whitened Black” would attempt to 
whiten theirs. If blackened whites were to portray themselves as Black as being darker or more phenotypically 
African, they understand they would be called out for their attempt to identify as something they are not. This alone 
is not enough to argue that they are Black. They are also racialized as Black in the sense that they too are viewed as 
threats and criminals through various socioeconomic markers and are under intense policing and violence. Many 
have been targets of police harassment like their darker counterparts, mirroring an argument by Black activists that 
the police seem to be able to distinguish between who is Black and who is not. Blackened whites understand how 
race and antiblack racism intertwine in lived experiences and material conditions and how this is part of the African 
Diaspora. At the same time, they also understand that they are more privileged than darker Brazilians but less so 
than whiter Brazilians in how they are treated, viewed, and imagined. Carioca rapper MC Marechal would be an 
example of a very light complexioned Black in Brazilian hip-hop. See also João Costa Vargas’ excerpt on his own 
positionality in Black diasporic communities in the United States and Brazil (2008a). This dissertation cannot cover 
all the nuances of this racial particularity. That topic deserves more attention than I have space for here. However, 
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Structure of the Dissertation   
 Chapter 1 “Theory and Method: Moving the African Diaspora to Communications and 
Media” uses the field of communications and media to situate the African Diaspora as embedded 
in race relations, community formation, and cultural production. Doing so makes three key 
interventions. The first situates how the African Diaspora is not simply a static text but rather a 
process that Afro-diasporic groups are incessantly using and producing, thus produsing, by 
layering lived experiences, aesthetics, sounds, material conditions, media, technologies, and local 
and global histories to produce counternarratives, cultural criticism, and racialized knowledges 
pertinent at both local and global levels. The second key intervention is disrupting the 
“reafricanization” (Risério, 1981) narratives that situates Bahia as coeval with a mystical and 
premodern Africa and reverts discourses of diaspora towards origins and roots. Rather than 
returning to the past, I opt for a rediasporization of Bahia that situates Brazil’s most Afro-
diasporic locale as part of an ongoing and contentious relationship with the hostland. It situates 
the city within the contemporary social conditions of the African Diaspora and the emergent 
processes that arise out of Black experiences and antiblack racism. The third intervention thus 
challenges the essentialist and normative discourses of race that reafricanize Bahia and also 
produces Brazilian racial mythologies.  
 Methodologically, I draw on Black studies and African Diaspora studies to retool and 
expand models of culture in the fields of communications and media. Rather than linear 
conceptualizations of media culture, I instead utilized a circular model that loops production and 
reception of media texts at a lived level. This retooling to the study of culture requires an 
interdisciplinary methodological approach that situates it within its historical, lived, and 
                                                                                                                                                       
the work of Jorge Hilton de Assis Miranda (2015), Denise Silva (2001), and Caetano Veloso (1994) delve into this 
much better than I can.  
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symbolic elements. In this dissertation, I use an interdisciplinary approach to ethnography to 
understand how Blacks live within diasporic conditions, use diasporic media cultures as part of 
community formation, and produce their own media cultures that critique localized knowledges 
of race and Afro-diasporic cultures. Like audience studies, it portrays Bahian hip-hop artists as 
audiences who interpret media and produce meaning (Báez, 2009). Using social anthropology, it 
also links Bahian hip-hop artists as subjects that are embedded in local histories of colonialism, 
race, gender, violence, and oppression that are embedded in transnational circuits 
(Parameswaran, 2005; Vargas, 2008b). Within this dissertation, I break this down into four key 
themes of produsing diaspora: history, social formations, diasporic uses, and diasporic 
productions.   
 The second chapter, “Arriving in Brazil: Historicizing Hostland Conflict with the African 
Diaspora”, historicizes the contentious relationship between the African Diaspora and Bahia 
from the first Africans arrived in Bahia to the contemporary moment with hip-hop. It highlights 
the various socially articulated processes that have created Blackness and diasporic conditions in 
Bahia. At the same time, it emphasizes the Afro-diasporic cultural politics that have served as 
resistance, criticism, and diasporic community formation to Brazilian civilization and its 
dominant sociocultural order.  
 The third chapter, “Displacing the Diaspora: Space and Experiencing Blackness in 
Bahia”, explicates the contemporary Bahian articulation of race in structures of dominance. 
Rather than begin with diasporic cultural production or community formation, this dissertation 
begins the transnational conditions that marginalize and dehumanize Black and creates 
discourses of Blackness to justify those conditions. Specifically, this chapter uses a spatial 
analysis of Blackness to examine how race is constructed and 
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and mobility. It uses the notion of “imaginative geographies” (Said, 1978) to explicate how 
Black spaces are deemed threats to the sociocultural order in Bahia. Then, it explicates how 
Blacks understand their racialized spaces as antithetical to Afro-Bahian culture and Brazilian 
society at large. Furthermore, it illustrates how Blacks take up hip-hop cultures as a means to 
speak back from these spaces. 
 Once the African Diaspora has been anchored locally, we can begin to engage its cultural 
trafficking that enables the formation of a diasporic community. The fourth chapter, “Using the 
Diaspora: Obscured Crossings in the Economies of Black Atlantic Cultures”, analyzes how 
Blacks in the Bahian hip-hop movement use the Black Atlantic trafficking of ideologies, 
aesthetics, appearances, and ideologies to articulate their local subaltern positions and queered 
deviancy from the dominant sociocultural order. This serves to highlight how Blacks forge bonds 
in the diaspora that exist outside of the ethnic absolutism of Afro-Bahian cultures and Brazilian 
society.  
 In chapter 5, “Producing the Diaspora: The Work of Black Art in the Global Age of 
Technical Reproducibility,” moves from how Bahian hip-hop artists use the diaspora to how they 
produce it. This intends to illustrate that diasporic groups do not exist outside their local 
specificities but are in relation to them. This points to how Bahian hip-hop artists are producing 
their own Afro-diasporic texts as a critique and challenge to the ways cherished Afro-Bahian and 
Brazilian cultures portray racial harmony.  This situates Bahian hip-hop artists as authors and 
producers of knowledge in Brazil rather than passive subjects whose cultures can be spoken for 
by others.  
 The final chapter summarizes the findings in this dissertation. Furthermore, it argues that 
the field of communications and media utilize alternative models that blur the distinction 
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between user and producer. Furthermore, marginalized subjects who are constructed beyond 
national subjectivities and civil society merit further attention.   Also, it should draw 
ethnographic research, such as audience studies, as a means of theorization of organic 
intellectuals. Finally, it argues that future research should integrate digital production and 
audience receptions studies more fully into cultural produsing models of communications and 
media. 
 In order to navigate through history, space, usage, and production of the African 
Diaspora, we must first assemble our theoretical and methodological toolkits to more fully 
explicate what is at stake by rediasporicizing Bahia. It necessitates situating the African Diaspora 
in the lacuna between race as a sociological phenomenon and as cultural phenomenon through 
texts, expressions, and identities. It must weave the lived experiences of Blackness into the fabric 
of cultural reception and production in the construction of alternative representations of the 
African Diaspora. It does not lead us to one representation but to a number of possibilities for 
Afro-diasporic subjects looking for possibilities of illustrating their marginal positions and 
producing their knowledge of the world from the vantage point of those who do not belong. 
Situating this research within this lacuna shines a bright light on the nonsynchronies of race in 
Brazil as it permeates the African Diaspora, global hip-hop cultures, the Third World, and Latin 
America.  
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CHAPTER 1 
THEORY AND METHOD: MOVING THE AFRICAN DIASPORA TO 
COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA 
  
 
 If Bahian hip-hop points to the nonscyhronies of race as it permeates Latin America and 
the African diaspora, then it also points to the gaps in our theoretical and methodological 
mappings as well. In this chapter, I first want to illustrate how Bahian hip-hop as a site of 
cultural criticism which emerges from the lived experiences of gendered antiblackness  and 
points to gaps in our theorizations of the African Diaspora, race relations theory, and hip-hop 
studies. In the second part of this chapter, I develop methodological tools for produsing diaspora 
that can wrestle with rethinking diasporic histories, racialized spaces, diasporic linkages, and 
racialized knowledge. Using nonsynchrony as a guide for produsing diaspora and the 
rediasporization of Bahia, this repositions our vantage points of the African Diaspora by those 
who are most silenced and marginalized, in society, diaspora, globalization, and scholarship. 
This analyzes a diaspora as a highly heterogeneous “imagined community” (Anderson, 2006) 
that, like a nation, can be assembled upon modes of power and domination. For race relations 
theory, it is not just sufficient to situate how race is lived, experienced, or even understood. 
Rather, it must be extended to macro forces and our theoretical orientations. This is necessary 
because race cannot be assumed to be a stable, ordinary and essentialist facet in our everyday 
lives. Rather, it must be understood within the complex and shifting pieces of the social world.  
 Hip-hop is one such potent site to bring race relations theory and diaspora studies 
together. At the same time, Black feminist theorists in hip-hop studies have argued that the Afro-
diasporic cultural productions from racialized margins have reproduced dangerous racialized 
tropes of Black femininity and sexuality that are both deviant and normative (A. S. Durham, 
2014; Rose, 1994; Sharpley-Whiting, 2008). In that regard, it is necessary to wield hip-hop 
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culture to critique essentialist and normative discourses of race, class, and gender that are 
produced by the African Diaspora and Brazil.  
 Bahian hip-hop artists engage the margins of numerous fields, which I will bring together 
here. Guiding this project is what we vaguely would call Black cultural studies, particularly its 
engagement with British cultural studies. I do not explicitly parse out cultural studies as its own 
theoretical entity from my sections. Part of this is a devotion to the British cultural studies that 
has resisted easy categorization and disciplinary homes. The other part, admittedly, is the 
difficulty of attempting to align where cultural studies lies and other fields below do not. This is 
due to the irreconcilable impact that cultural studies has had in the registers of the fields I engage 
with. That said, I will note that I follow Stuart Hall’s creed that cultural studies extends beyond 
the privileging of the cultural texts and engages modes of production, audiences, lived 
experiences, and material conditions. It provides historical contexts that illustrate the changes in 
culture and society, explicates larger social changes as well as its impacts in one’s quotidian 
experiences in the contemporary moment (1980a). It is not confined to literature but also engages 
sociology, anthropology, history, media and film studies, and communications.  
 At a theoretical level, this engages African Diaspora studies, Black studies/race relations 
theory, hip-hop studies, Black feminism, Black queer theory, and queer color of critique. For 
better or worse, I am collapsing these into the African Diaspora, race relations theory, and hip-
hop studies. Each section will be undergirded by Black feminism, Black queer theory, and queer 
color of critique to intervene into how gender and sexuality are policed and controlled through 
notions of deviancy. I bring these together by weaving their points of entry into Black cultural 
studies. While trained in cultural studies and interpretative research, I approach this bricolage 
methodologically through approaches prevalent in my discipline of communications and media. 
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In articular, this pulls together audience reception studies, performance studies, thin description, 
and social anthropology to form a produsing ethnography. 
 Produsing diaspora builds on these fields and their methodological endeavors to illustrate 
the repetition of the African Diaspora as conflicting with history, with a contemporary social 
order, with dominant or preferred cultural identities, and with racial knowledge. A 
nonscynhronous approach within produsing diaspora includes (1) situating the African Diaspora 
within a historical narrative that emphasizes a contentious rather than harmonious relationship 
with a hostland that has come into the present, (2) illustrating how these historical antecedents 
are now situated in particular Black spaces and how race cuts at class and gender in the 
contemporary conjuncture, (3) how Blacks are (re)using the African Diaspora to create emergent 
ethnicities, identities, cultures, and aesthetics from existing  that rupture the sociocultural order 
that deviate from residual and dominant ones,15 and (4) how Blacks are producing cultural 
expressions and texts as a means of knowledge production to intervene into essentialist and 
normative representations of race as well as to critique national desires to purport inclusion of a 
diaspora. This takes us to Black spaces of culture, that space of lived Blackness and Afro-
diasporic production that lies between society and cultural texts. Doing so threads the two 
dominant paradigms of structuralism and culturalism in cultural studies (Hall, 1994b).  
Produsing Theory 
African Diaspora 
 To understand Bahian hip-hop as an Afro-diasporic cultural expression, one must locate 
it as first grounded in gendered antiblackness in Brazil and then how that is creating a critical 
consciousness that links the plights of Blacks in Bahia with other Afro-diasporic groups across 
                                                
15 Raymond Williams cogently illustrates the differences between dominant, residual, and emergent forms of culture 
(1978b).   
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the globe. It is through a diasporic framing that Bahian hip-hop illuminates the complexities of 
race, culture, and nation in Brazil that necessitates destabilizing the hegemony of Afro-Bahian 
culture as the preeminent ethnicity for Blacks in Bahia.  
 The term “diaspora” has it etymological roots in the terms of “dispersal” or “seed.” Its 
first use is often attributed with the Jewish diaspora but also with the Armenian Diaspora to 
understand the dispersal of groups from their homeland (R. Cohen, 1996; Edwards, 2014; Safran, 
1991; Tölölyan, 1996). It was not until the mid-twentieth century that the use of the African 
Diaspora became part of our lexicon. This does not preclude the idea that transnational 
imaginaries, solidarity, culture, identity, and community were fostered by enslaved Africans 
across the Americas and the Caribbean as well as with Africans on the continent and in Europe. 
Early works on the African Diaspora sought to understand to the extent by which Africans in the 
New World were culturally African or American. This reduced the African Diaspora to notions 
of culture through rubrics of retention and survivals or syncretism and transformation (Carneiro, 
1977; E. F. Frazier, 1942, 1957; Herskovits, 1943, 1969, 1990; Landes, 2006; Ramos, 1934, 
1935, 1937, 1942). These early works emphasized the means by which Afro-diasporic groups 
maintained a cultural relationship to the homeland. Bahia has ranked high amongst Afro-
diasporic locales for its intense Africanisms (Apter, 1991; Herskovits, 1969).  
 Diasporas are not simply about a relationship with a homeland but also its relationship 
with a hostland. Historically, this has emerged out of conflict and tension between a diasporic 
group and a hostland. This ranges from labor to ethnicity to violence to citizenship. The African 
Diaspora and its cultural expressions are constitutive of a larger critique, knowledge production, 
and analytical frameworks that strive to create alternative spheres, ways of being, knowledge, 
and social relations within a dominant sphere that oscillates between notions of the national and 
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the global. While Bahia ranks high in terms of Africanisms, the problems of Blacks in Bahia are 
deemed to be part of their clinging to African cultures rather than assimilating into Brazilian 
society and its Eurocentric models of civilization.  
 As historians Tiffany Patterson and Robin D.G. Kelley argue, the African Diaspora is 
both a “process and a condition” where: 
 As a process it is constantly being remade through movement, migration, and travel, as 
 well as imagined through thought, cultural production, and political struggle. Yet, as a 
 condition, it is directly tied to the process by which it is being made and remade. In other 
 words, the African diaspora itself exists within the context of global race and gender 
 hierarchies which are formulated and reconstituted across national lines. (2000, p. 18) 
 
Patterson and Kelley go on to demonstrate how these racial and gender hierarchies can be 
illustrated through political citizenship, cultural frontiers, economic boundaries, imperialism, and 
social access & boundaries. Patterson and Kelley argue that the African Diaspora is not an 
essential phenomenon, inherent to African-descended peoples. Instead, it is made out of the 
marginal conditions that have excluded African-descended peoples. This directly challenges the 
essentialist notions that diaspora is a matter of origins or a desire to return to a homeland. Rather, 
diaspora is the means by which a transnational community has historically been incompatible 
with the dominant sociocultural order. It also illustrates how diasporic cultures transform to not 
only reconstruct or reimagine the homeland but also portray the conditions in the hostland. Thus, 
it is the series of knowledges, cultural practices, ideologies, identities, and subjectivities that 
expose the incompleteness of modernity to foster an inclusive social reality that situates the 
African Diaspora. In other words, it situates the African Diaspora within conflict of society and 
the knowledges that naturalize particular relations.  
 The African Diaspora is more than its relationships with a homeland and a hostland. 
There is also a “self-awareness of the group’s identity. Diasporan communities are consciously 
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part of an ethnonational group; this consciousness binds the disperse peoples not only to the 
homeland but to each other as well” (Butler, 2001, p. 192). Studying a diaspora thus entails “1) 
Reasons for, and conditions, of the dispersal, 2) Relationship with the homeland, 3) Relationship 
with the hostlands, 4) Interrelationships within communities of the diaspora, [and] 5) 
Comparative studies of different diasporas” (p. 195). Studying the African Diaspora in Bahia 
entails more than a relationship with Africa. It also must grapple with the various 
interrelationships Blacks in Bahia form with other Afro-diasporic groups. This disrupts the 
notion that the African Diaspora, through the example of Afro-Bahia, has a harmonious 
relationship with the Brazilian hostland.  
 This is critical because representations of Bahia are reduced to its relationship with 
Africa. Bahia becomes, much like Africa, a raw material of the past to be remixed into the 
present by Blacks in the West, a dynamic that points to larger West and non-West Afro-diasporic 
relations (Gilroy, 1991; Sansone, 2003).16 What becomes evident in Afro-diasporic flows of 
cultural exchange are two different notions of diaspora: one of the past and one of the present.  
Stuart Hall takes up this tension in his seminal essay “Cultural Identity and Diaspora” (1994a). 
His first definition emphasizes a diaspora “in terms of one shared culture, a soft of collective 
‘one true selves’, which people with a shared history and ancestry hold in common” (p. 223). It 
points back to relationship with a homeland (ancestry) as well as interrogating the reasons for 
dispersal (history). It is powerful because it provides “shared cultural codes which provide us, as 
‘one people’, with stable, unchanging and continuous frame for reference and meaning” (ibid.). 
                                                
16 By non-West Afro-diasporic relations, I am referring to how regional nodes of globalization also use Afro-Bahian 
culture to produce a modern Blackness. In the Brazilian context, this is most apparent with Rio de Janeiro which 
draws on Afro-Bahian culture to produce a more cosmopolitan and national form of Afro-Brazilian culture that is 
accessible to all Brazilians as well as symbols, sounds, and discourses for the rest of the globe to consume.  
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This commonality, or “oneness” (ibid.), is what binds diaspora together through a cultural 
identity.  
 Equally important is Hall’s second view that stresses “critical points of deep and 
significant difference which constitute ‘what we really are’; or rather… ‘what we have become” 
(1990, p. 225)(p. 225). Rather than being, there is also a “becoming” that “belongs to the future 
as much as to the past” (ibid.). This interrogates “the traumatic character of ‘the colonial 
experience’” (p. 225) that illuminates that diaspora is made out of contentious relationship with a 
hostland that is polyvalent. Yet those differences that coexist with identity do not simply create 
horizontal modes of relationality. These produce hierarchical ones as well. Hall notes that the 
Afro-diasporic subject  “who speaks, and the [Afro-diasporic] subject who is spoken of, are 
never identical, never exactly in the same place” (p. 222). There is a particular representation of, 
a speaking for, the African Diaspora that are entangled in global modes of power and domination 
that are economic, political, cultural, and linguistic.  
 Black British cultural studies has emphasized the political economy of Black cultural 
trafficking across the Atlantic. Doing so, they disrupt the “ethnic absolutism” (Gilroy, 1993) by 
illuminating the overlaps between African-derived cultures with European-derived cultures. 
Furthermore, it destabilizes the nation-state as the eminent unit of analysis in the study of 
culture. In his seminal monograph The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double-Consciousness, 
Paul Gilroy (1993) posits that Afro-diasporic groups have engaged in transatlantic migrations, 
cultural trafficking, and identifications that illuminate the incomplete project of modernity and 
how modernity constitutes deadly and marginal conditions for Blacks across the Atlantic. 
Gilroy’s “Black Atlantic” framework “can be defined, on one level, through this desire to 
transcend both the structures of the nation state and the constraints of ethnicity and national 
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particularity” (p. 19).  His explicit emphasis on transnational cultural exchange, travel, and 
politics by Blacks across the Atlantic ruptures modernity’s (and cultural studies’) emphasis on 
the nation as the privileged unit of analysis provides new chartings of emergent Black cultural 
expressions, identities, and politics.  
 Gilroy’s exploration of the Black Atlantic emerges namely from exchanges, critical 
though, and travels by Black men in the United States and in Britain. His Black Atlantic 
framework has been extended to the Third World as well as to engage with gender and sexuality 
(Sharpe, 2003). This has been fruitful in exploring how the Black Atlantic traverses for those 
beyond those in the West and with greater access to the “cartographies of globalisation” (Sharpe, 
2003). This is helpful in that Brazil exports Afro-Bahian culture and this is what surfs the digital 
waves of information technology and telecommunications systems. The intersection of Afro-
Bahian cultures with the ebbs and flows of globalization presents a “dangerous crossroads” that 
“privilege autonomous, ‘authentic,’ and [seemingly] non-commercial culture as the only path to 
emancipation” (Lipsitz, 1994, p. 16). These notions of culture that can be pulled into 
international, global, and diasporic circuits run the risk of steering clear of the imbalances 
between the West and the Third World as well as the social, ideological, and political landscape 
that produced such a cultural imperative.17  
 This dangerous crossroads across the Atlantic fortify particular notions of racism in the 
Anglophone West do not grapple with the forms of antiblack racism that pervades in Latin 
America, which I outlined in the previous chapter. How would a Black Atlantic framework 
unravel how Brazilian civilization has attempted to include particular forms of Black bodies and 
African-derived cultures as part of their nation-making and modernity of racial exceptionalism? 
                                                
17 This also ignores the way that Third World societies are internally imbalanced, particularly through race and the 
discourse of colorism, in power relations.  
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This is why the relationship between the African Diaspora and the hostland must be examined 
more closely by what is excluded rather than included. This reroutes the Black Atlantic in Latin 
America to locate not the hybridity of mestiço national ethnicities that are marginalized on a 
global scale but rather the local and lived levels of Blackness that are precluded from the domain 
of humanity itself.  
 Bahian hip-hop gestures towards a structure of the Black Atlantic that engages the 
African Diaspora much differently than ostracized Blacks in the West and globally-marginalized 
Latin Americans do. It occupies a Blackness that that is diminished in the formation of Latin 
American nationalities as well as dominant construction of the African Diaspora. It is unable to 
properly synchronize with either, thus becoming discarded and left to waste. Bahian hip-hop and 
the bodies within its community are not conducive to the sociocultural order. Omise’eke Tinsley 
re-routes these dominant mappings of the Black Atlantic to consider the ways in which the 
Atlantic is both Black and queer by:   
marking disruption to the violence of normative order and powerfully so: connecting 
ways that commodified flesh was never supposed to, loving your own kind when your 
kind was supposed to cease to exist, forging interpersonal connections that counteract 
imperial desires for Africans’ living deaths. (2008, p. 199) 
 
What Tinsley radically suggests is locating the Black Atlantic not only in racial terror but also in 
the ways that Blacks have disrupted the triumvirate of culture, power, and knowledge that have 
created those conditions. To do so, she emphasizes the silences and obscured forms of 
relationships, cultures, identities, and politics that have been hidden in local and transnational 
circuits. It is not simply the nonsynchronies of race but rather the forms of Blackness that were 
symbolically annihilated from synchronizing in the first place.  
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 This guides our notions of race, culture, and diaspora beyond Afro-Bahian culture as 
constituting postmodern or essentialist cultural identities in Salvador18 or multiculturalism in 
Brazil.19 Africanity in Brazil must move beyond discourses that perpetually produce traditional 
Afro-Bahian culture as static and part of the past (Bowen, 2016; Capone, 2004; Castillo & Pares, 
2010; Harding, 2000; Parés, 2006, 2013; P. Pinho, 2010). It must instead grapple with oppression 
as a function of antiblack racism rather than geopolitical marginalization. Bahian hip-hop does 
not elide Afro-Bahian culture but captures the “flash of the spirit” (Thompson, 1984) where 
Afro-diasporic cultures, identities, and politics shift to other materials and processes that are part 
of contemporary social constellations and forces. Doing so catches the dynamisms of the forms 
of Africanity that are currently discarded, like Afro-Bahian culture once was (Butler, 1998), as a 
perpetuating consequence of the plight of Afro-diasporic peoples across the globe. In that 
regards, Afro-diasporic cultures should mirror the same dynamism that Third World identities 
and modernity have undergone as well. This does not eschew Afro-diasporic cultural politics and 
identities but rather moves them to be situated in race relations as well as within contemporary 
forms of communications, information technologies, and cultural production.   
 Stuart Hall moves us to this space by exposing the various ways that race is articulated in 
societies structured in dominance (1980d). By articulation, he refers to the way that race works 
through class in a multitude of possibilities, like two bones connecting at a joint on a body. It is 
flexible and can be assembled in numerous fashions to create racial domination. He illustrates 
that Blacks are inserted into various positions of class and subjectivity dependent upon the 
                                                
18 The works of Patricia Pinho (2010) and Livio Sansone (2003) use Gilroy’s “anti-anti-essentialist” (1993) position 
to break the essentialism in Afro-Bahian cultures. Yet both use this framework, particularly hybridity, to reify 
inclusion into the Latin American nation as the means by which humanity and citizenship can be claimed for Blacks.  
19 For a discussion of how Afro-Bahian culture contributes to multiculturalism, see Smith (2016a). Alexandre 
Emboada da Costa (2014b) provides an intricate examination of Brazilian multiculturalism in popular culture and in 
Brazilian schooling in Riberão, São Paulo.  
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structure of a society and the means by which it can construct and maintain domination. Yet, 
these modes of racial domination do not suggest equal footing among Afro-diasporic groups, 
dispersed around the globe. In a similar vein, Brett Hayes Edwards calls for a decalage that 
illustrates a gap that resists translation into English, one that establishes “a prior unevenness or 
diversity; it alludes to the taking away of something that was added in the first place, something 
artificial… to rectify some imbalance” (Edwards, 2001, p. 65). It points not to what is jointed but 
what is “disarticulated” (emphasis removed, p. 66). As a “necessary haunting” (ibid.), Edwards 
charges that we interrogate what has been missed by the African Diaspora, particularly by its 
dominance in the Anglophone West (see for example Zeleza, 2005).   
 These silences and obscurities are not absolute. While they may be hidden between the 
realms of race relations and the cultural celebration of ethnic difference, Afro-diasporic cultural 
expressions do emerge out from the queered forms of Blackness that Brazil rejects, silences, and 
marks for the literal and figurative forms of Black death.20 To do that, we must then turn both to 
race relations theory as well as forms of digital telecommunications. This locates the African 
Diaspora in the continued transformations in Blacks’ marginal and excluded statuses to the 
nation and personhood in order to comprehend how they are using available technologies, 
vocational skills, and digital platforms to speak back in ways these racialized conditions are part 
of a longer historical arch, silenced by the nation and globalization. 
Race Relations Theory 
 Here, I want to review race relations theory through the concept of afronormativity that 
retools Lisa Duggan’s “homonormativity” (2002) framework to encompass not only its sexual 
politics but also the classed and gendered dynamics of Africanity that can become part of a 
                                                
20 Again, I am drawing on the work of Christen Smith (2013, 2016) in conceiving of poor Black male youth as 
queer terrorists caught in the transnational political economy of violence and torture that reverberates not only in the 
African Diaspora but also with groups deemed as enemy threats.  
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neoliberal and multiculturalist Brazil (A. E. da Costa, 2014b; Melamed, 2006), a phenomenon 
that Christen Smith calls “afro-nationalism” (Smith, 2016a, pp. 5–10). This pushes us to grapple 
with the forms of Africanity that are denied or marginalized in the ethnoracial construction of 
national subjects and cultures.  Doing so routes us through Marxist approaches and Black 
Feminist theory to race relations that demonstrate Brazilian afronormativity: how Blackness is 
subalternized while Afro-national subjects are celebrated by their ability to be consumed and 
diluted by Eurocentric discourses of miscegenation and racial democracy. This is done to 
illustrate how Bahia is not exemplary in the African Diaspora but rather representative of 
antiblack racism, violence, and knowledges.  
 Studies of the African Diaspora have come to be dominated by the forms of cultural 
authenticities, intensities, expressions, identities or syncretisms that have occurred in the Black 
Atlantic World. It has produced a flat conceptualization of race as ethnic difference that is 
incongruent with civil societies. What gets undermined is how the relationship with the hostland 
is a historical conflict that is rooted in social structures of domination and that culture is one 
means of justifying that conflict. This is particularly relevant because those forcibly dispersed 
from Africa were inserted into American colonies as enslaved peoples. The African Diaspora in 
the Americas, the relationship with the hostland, began and continues to be premised on 
antiblack violence, racial capitalism, white supremacy, and heteropatriarchy in Brazil. Situating 
race relations in Latin American demands a model that situates Black as an entity that is 
distinctive from Brazilian (Pardue, 2008). This turns away from how Brazil has suffered the 
colonial wound in the world capitalist system and how Brazil itself is premised on gendered 
antiblackness in what it cannot or will not consume into family structures, cultural populism, 
civilization, and identities.  
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 Contemporary debates in political and scholarly discourse continue to produce cultural 
deficit models of racialized groups that naturalize the inabilities of Blacks to integrate into a 
given nation-state. Yet Bahian hip-hop occupies a culture and identity that is antagonistic 
towards assimilation in Brazil’s racial exceptionalism and ethnic absolutism. Disrupting the 
nation as the eminent domain of belonging entails outlining the limits of national belonging and 
how those limits overlap with other forms of community. Bahian hip-hop does this by 
magnifying the Black bodies beyond African permissibility (Smith, 2016) and constrictive Afro-
Bahian cultures in Latin America’s largest polity. Its community affiliations suggest a different 
priority, a commitment to Blacks marginalized from humanity rather than a Third World country 
that wishes to possess the power of the First World. Bahian hip-hop points to the African 
Diaspora in racial conflict and cultural expressions that materialize out of that conflict, not 
debates about the proper interpretation of Enlightenment and culture. Doing so gestures towards 
racialized knowledge, encoded into the very notion of philosophy, culture, and civilization, that 
has produced Blackness, not mixedness, as incompatible with modernity, a point emphasized in 
the previous chapter (Goldberg, 1993).  
Marxist Approaches. Combining the two dominant paradigms of cultural studies (see Hall, 
1994b), Stuart Hall (1996a), using a Gramscian-approach, engages both culturalism and 
structuralism to argue that racial domination can be reduced neither to the realm of economics 
nor to social attitudes. He insists “racial structures cannot be understood adequately outside the 
framework of quite specific sets of economic relations” (p. 19). While differentiated racialized 
groups may occupy the same class formation, they still have very different forms of relation to 
capital and ultimately power. Hall argues that “[r]ace is thus, also, the modality in which class is 
‘lived,’ the medium through class relations are experienced, the form in which it is appropriated 
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and ‘fought through’” (p. 55). For Hall, race cannot be extracted from capitalism and labor is in 
embedded in those very relations. As he notes, race and class are articulated through each other 
to create a myriad of “societies structured in domination” This then points to the myriad of ways 
that racism operates at both micro- and marco-levels.  
 Working between material conditions and cultural representations, Michael Omi and 
Howard Winant (1994) argue that race as an organizing principle cannot be adequately reduced 
to class, ethnicity, or nationality. Rather, they situate the concept of race within the terms of 
formations: “the sociohistorical process by which categories are created, inhabited, transformed, 
and destroyed” (p. 55). They argue for making “a linkage between structure and representation” 
(p. 56) to explicate racial dynamics while also exerting “an effort to reorganize and redistribute 
resources along particular racial lines” (emphasis removed, ibid.). Omi and Winant argue that 
racial formations are critical political interventions that demand full personhood and citizenship 
for racialized groups and doing so would make societies more just, equitable, and democratic.  
 This theoretical orientation is critical to interrogating racial inequalities in Brazil. Early 
twentieth-century sociologists, such as Florestan Fernandes (1964), attributed racial inequalities 
to whites’ exploitation of Blacks but also Black dysfunction, similar to the Moynihan Report 
(1965). While Fernandes’ Marxist approach explicated the hegemonic position of white elites, he 
also naturalized the subordinate position of Blacks while portraying them as unable to survive in 
a wage-labor market and contribute to civil society. Thus, he advocated for European immigrants 
and other white proletariat workers to take industrial labor jobs while ignoring the surplus of 
Black labor. Indeed, Fernandes challenged the ideology of a racial democracy. He also provided 
an economic reductionist approach that reduced race to a function of class conflict. Doing so, he 
eschewed the role of the state in facilitating European immigration and marginalizing Black 
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labor (see also Hanchard, 1994). It also obscured how the white managerial force was more 
punitive towards Blacks than whites in the industrial workforce (Andrews, 1991). 
 Sociologist Carlos Hasenbalg challenged the naturalization of Black subordination and 
white superiority in the workforce. He rebuked the idea that Black marginalization was a residue 
of socioeconomic relations from slavery. Rather, he argued that antiblack racism was constantly 
reproduced as a function of Brazilian society, what he called “the smooth maintenance of racial 
inequality” (1979). In other words, antiblack racism is fundamental to Brazilian society and 
producing forms of political, economic, and ideological power. What changed from slavery to 
twentieth-century Brazil was a shift from paternalism under slavery (non-antagonistic) to 
competition in the free market workforce (conflictual) (van den Berghe cited in Winant, 1992) 
 Elsewhere, Howard Winant (1992) has sought to explicate how racial formation theory 
can be applicable in the Brazilian context. Reviewing the sociological literature on race in Brazil 
(see F. Fernandes, 1964; Fontaine, 1985; Hasenbalg, 1979; Pierson, 1967; Skidmore, 1993), 
Winant notes that Brazil was marked by “the re-emergence of civil society” and “the 
politicisation of racial identities” since 1985 (p. 185). Thus, race, racism, and Black political 
mobilization are increasingly visible despite popular discourse and the state’s desire to portray 
Brazil as a racially harmonious polity. This has garnered numerous victories, such as antiracism 
laws (Hanchard, 1994), affirmative action (Telles, 2010),21 and social welfare programs (Ansell, 
2014).  
 While this does illustrate the forms of racial progress that have been made, this model 
operates within a capitalist civil society and eschews a Black radical tradition that has sought to 
                                                
21 It bears mentioning that affirmative action students perform at comparable levels than non-affirmative action 
students in Brazilian universities (Valente & Berry, Forthcoming). However, income-based and disability-based 
affirmative action students do not perform due to substantial barriers. Those accepted based on “racial and social 
quota perform slightly better than students admitted through traditional methods in both models” (p. 26).   
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not encounter and transform capitalist societies but by tearing them down (B. Nascimento, 1985; 
Ratts, 2005; Robinson, 2000). Critical theorist Frank Wilderson has taken up this perspective of 
using Gramsci to rethink the relations of race, democracy, and Marxism. He argues that the 
“white proletariat” occupies a very distinctive relation to capital, civil society, and national 
culture than do the former enslaved Black because “violence towards the black body is the 
precondition for the existence of Gramsci’s single entity ‘the modern bourgeois-state’ with its 
divided apparatus, political society, and civil society” (2003, p. 229). Bringing plantation slavery 
and enslaved Africans into the formation of nations, democracy, and civil societies, Wilderson 
illustrates how race and racism operate outside, as the “divided apparatus,” from the realm of 
national culture, citizenship and civil society. Thus, Blacks, as an extension of enslavement, are 
denied the ability to lay claim and belong to culture as citizenship and civil society.  
 Even if Blacks are in power of politics and governance, such as in African nations, this 
does not remove a nation from being subjected to the power of the capitalist accumulation by 
transnational corporations and mobile white bodies, either as businesspeople or tourists or 
volunteers, that subject Blacks to an inferior position based upon global racial knowledges 
(Pierre, 2012). What is needed is further interrogation of how Black bodies are signified through 
a global perspective before becoming inserted into local interpretations, forms of dominance, 
class structures, and material conditions.  
Black Feminist Theory.  Various Black feminists have taken up this call to examine the global 
racialized knowledges that reproduce the symbolic and material violence against Blacks, forces 
that impinge on the lives and material conditions of Bahian hip-hoppers. For scholars such as 
Sylvia Wynter and Hortense Spillers, their “principal goal is to disrupt the governing conception 
of humanity” (Weheliye, 2014, p. 5)
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demarcates Blacks in the hip-hop movement from those rendered normative in Afro-Bahian 
culture.  
 Sylvia Wynter (2003) argues that our notions of humanity are overrepresented by 
Western man, to such an extent that the human can appear only through the template of Western 
man. The implications of this attempted synchronization between humanity and Western man is 
not only the racial component but also its gendered, sexed, and classed implications as well. It 
assumes a white heterosexual and propertied man that instills a patriarchal structure of power. 
Indeed, white feminists have garnered numerous victories to expand the notion of humanity to 
include their gender. However, these victories frequently come at the expense of women of 
color, both in the United States and in Brazil (Alvarez, 1990; Combahee River Collective, 2015; 
Carby, 1982, 1989). The discourse of human rights has also been extended towards gay and 
lesbian subjects, provided that they perform a particular form of normativity (Duggan, 2002). 
Both women’s rights and gay rights have become modes of freedom by which to measure 
progress and civilization (Grewal, 2005; Puar, 2007). These are premised upon Western notions 
of humanity.  
 This also extends to the realm of racial alterity as well. Cathy Cohen (1997) argues that 
Black women, through the trope of the “welfare queen,” are rendered queer Black subjects for 
their sexual deviancy. Despite the welfare queen’s heterosexual practices, she falls outside the 
realm of heteronormativity, one imbued with racialized constructions of what constitutes a 
normal human. This is due in large part to, what literary critic Hortense Spillers deems, the 
“hieroglyphics of the flesh” (1987) which has been crucial to the subjugation of Blacks in the 
Americas. Imperative to Spillers’ argument is that during the Middle Passage an ungendering 
occurred to Blacks where the arbitrary notions of femininity and masculinity lose their “symbolic 
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integrity” (p. 66) and more importantly the ability to embody personhood. The flesh highlights 
the “zero degree of social conceptualization that does not escape concealment under the brush of 
discourse, or the reflexes of iconography” (p. 67). What Spillers argue is that Black flesh serves 
a dual function. On the one hand, it is a site of discourses and iconography of a timeless and 
esoteric ethnicity incompatible with the modern world. Yet, reducing Black flesh to a series of 
symbols and discourses also reduce the captive body to a thing, an object for the captor to name 
and control. In doing so, Black flesh denies Black bodily possession and determination and thus 
becomes a subaltern Other, to be named, policed, and surveilled for the purposes of a dominant 
sociocultural order. Not only is Black flesh imbued with an iconography and discourses of Black 
deviancy, it is also the site of violence that differentiates the captive subject from the liberal 
subject. This violence ranges from rape to prostration to torture.22 The flesh illuminates the 
modes of Black deviancy from the norms of a white supremacist, heteropatriarchal, and capitalist 
order.  
Brazilian Afronormativity 
 The desire to make Africanity normative is not without attempts however. The Brazilian 
nation is no exception. A common narrative in Brazilian studies is one of literary critic Machado 
de Assis, a mulato from humble beginnings who rose to national prominence. At his death, a 
colleague referred to him as mulato to which Joaquim Nabuco, a white author, statesman, and 
elite from an aristocratic family, corrected what he viewed as an error and referred to Assis as 
white (E. V. da Costa, 2000). This exemplifies two key and interrelated points. The first is that 
Assis, as part of a Brazilian aristocracy, was ashamed and insecure of his African ancestry as 
being inferior, a point he attempted to override through social mobility, a white wife, and rarely 
                                                
22 A transnational process that permeates the Americas, such as Puerto Rico and Brazil (Findlay, 2000; Soares, 
2012).  
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writing of Blacks in his works.23 The other point is that Nabuco, himself an abolitionist and a 
relatively progressive white thinker of his time, viewed Assis as white due to Assis’ own 
Eurocentrism, and as being cordial towards his colleague in an attempt to not subject him to 
prevalent wisdom of racialized knowledge that saw Blacks as inferior and susceptible to unequal 
modes of power. This was also an attempt by Nabuco to treat Blacks as equal only by denying 
their racial difference in order to not be perceived as prejudiced.  
 This quick detour into Brazilian racial history illustrates the beginning of which Latin 
America’s largest country has attempted to forge a normative Africanity, namely through silence, 
erasure through mixture, and the rewriting of history. This does not include it into normativity 
wholesale nor is its positioning within normative parameters stable. After Brazil abolished 
slavery in 1888 and became a republic in 1889, it sought a means to enunciate its national culture 
and identity that did not eschew its significant African-descended population. Yet, Brazilian 
elites felt compelled to illustrate how it also transcended its ethnoracial particularity beyond a 
pristine Eurocentric culture and embodiment. Thus Brazilian knowledge and cultural producers, 
such as Gilberto Freyre (1956), had to normalize Africanity through notions of family, thus 
reverting to the structures of white patriarchy. Freyre’s key argument was that Brazilian society 
is founded upon the superiority of the Portuguese colonizers compared to his Western European 
counterparts. Evidence of this supposed superiority is how Brazil became a “society that in its 
evolution was protected less by a consciousness of race, which was practically non-existent in 
the cosmopolitan and plastic-minded Portuguese” (p. 3). This is what set Brazil apart: the ability 
to absorb racial difference in the modern world.  
                                                
23 While Assis and his Portuguese wife, Carolina Augusta Xaxier de Novais, did not have any children, an African-
descended Brazilian selecting a lighter partner signals a systemic whitening ideal through one’s offspring. Thus 
Brazil’s next generation would be lighter and more Eurocentric.  
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 This structure of Brazilian society was buttressed by the white patriarchy instituted by the 
Portuguese colonizer in his contact with Indigenous and Africans.  In order to survive in the 
tropics, the Portuguese needed to lean on the “primitive cultures” to adapt to the inhospitable 
environment. The Portuguese did not only adapt by acquiring wisdom and knowledges but also 
through progeny with African and Indigenous women, which produced a significant mixed race 
population. This cultural and racial intermingling, according to Freyre, produced “a society that 
is democratic in its ethnic, social, and cultural composition and, at the same time, aristocratic in 
its cult of superior individuals and superior families, and in the tolerance that it accords to 
differing personalities” (p. xv). The influence of European, Indigenous, and African cultures and 
phenotypes circulated through Brazil and forged a new subject out of the colonial context where 
“[e]very Brazilian, even the light-skinned fair-haired one, carries about with him on his soul, 
when not on soul and body alike… the shadow, or at least the birthmark, of the aborigine or the 
Negro” (p. 278).  Rather than subscribe to a national identity affixed to a notion of racial purity, 
the Brazilian mythos argues that Brazilians are a bricolage of races and thus is what makes Brazil 
unique vis-à-vis other nations. Thus Brazil marched into the modern world not by racial 
antagonisms but by racial admixture. This was the means by which African-descended Brazilians 
could become normative.  
 While Freyre was among many national elites who praised the racial diversity and 
supposed racelessness characteristic of Brazil, his construction of Brazilian subjectivity, culture, 
and nationalism rested upon policing Africanity to aid the Portuguese and mold a Eurocentric 
vision of the Brazil. While Freyre praised the contributions of African and Indigenous peoples, it 
was not only how they contributed to the advancement of the Portuguese but more broadly a 
European civilization in the tropics. Crucial to Brazil’s articulation of Africanity, which 
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eventually becomes recognized and named as Afro-Brazilian, is creating boundaries by which 
Africanity is controlled and becomes normative within a national framework. In other words, and 
as others have argued, Brazil has only permitted particular forms of Africanity into the nation 
while relegating the rest to a subaltern Blackness (Nunes, 2008; Smith, 2016a). Carl Degler has 
called this the “mulatto escape hatch” (1971) where mulattoes occupied a better social position 
and reduced “racial polarisation” (Winant, 1992, p. 177). Yet, sociologist Edward Telles (2004) 
argues that while lighter Blacks (browns) do occupy a better socioeconomic position than darker 
Blacks (blacks), these gains are marginal vis-à-vis whites in Brazil. The sociologist illustrates 
that an intermediary social position that does not necessary imply one is equal distance between 
two polar oppositions. Thus Telles suggest a white-nonwhite stratification binary to explicate 
socioeconomic inequalities in Brazil.  
 What might be more germane about Degler’s “mulatto escape hatch” thesis is conceiving 
of the mulata/o’s symbolic privilege in Brazil rather than socioeconomic benefits. Sociologist 
Denise Silva (2007) argues that the “Brazilian text” deploys miscegenation, the forces that 
produce the mulata/o, as a “strategy of containment” whereby Africanity is managed but can also 
be erased. Africanity, as a diluted social force, can become normative through the twinned-
ideologies of racial democracy but also the whitening thesis. The former praises the lack of racial 
prejudice by the Portuguese colonizers in arriving in and colonizing Brazil. This in turn fostered 
the pervasive interracial mixture as well as cultural hybridity by which Brazil has become 
known. While the former praises the racial and cultural mixture of Brazil, it only functions as a 
temporal placeholder to its Eurocentric futurity where Brazil has eradicated its non-white 
populations that interracial mixture. The whitening thesis posits that the superiority of Europeans 
in Brazil will whiten the country through miscegenation, white bodies eventually reign supreme 
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and Brazil will take its rightful position as a European civilization populated by whites, even if 
with some traces of non-European ancestry. Miscegenation was merely a necessary evil 
undertaken by the Portuguese to survive in Brazil but not significant enough to detour the 
ultimate goal: a European outpost in South America. Thus, miscegenation conjures the discourse 
of a racial democracy, the lack of racial prejudice and racial divisions, while enacting the secret 
desire of whitening Brazil.  
 Furthermore, this “engulfment” of Africanity displaces the social function of race in 
favor of an ambiguous historical signifier. As Ferreira also argues, the “Brazilian text” is a 
highly gendered mythos that cuts at right angles with race. This is because the patriarchy that is 
favored by Freyre, among many others, “renders ‘family’ and ‘sexual life’ the privileged sites for 
narrating how racial difference has operated in Brazilian history” (p. 240). What Brazilian 
patriarchy institutes is the separation of the African female body from Africanity as a separate 
entity. Her separation is necessary to fulfill the desires of the Portuguese male colonizer without 
a female Portuguese counterpart. Yet, the female African body has no personhood, bodily 
agency, or desire within this context but was and is the recipient of the Portuguese’s “productive 
power” (p. 245). Her body is thieved in order to create a positive representation of miscegenation 
and a racial democracy for Brazil but in doing so the construction of Brazilian society “depended 
on the production of the black (and mulatto) female body as a collective (male) property to 
which no conception of law applied” (ibid.).  In short, the Brazilian text through miscegenation, 
and its twinned ideologies of racial democracy and whitening, argues that the Portuguese was 
transformed by his sexual and cultural contact in the tropics in order to survive but that 
miscegenation was but a short detour towards creating a European civilization in the former 
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Portuguese colony. Furthermore, the aims, needs, and goals of a future-oriented white Brazilian 
society rest on the dehumanization of Black women and denying them full personhood.  
 This “strategy of containment” required the Brazilian family unit to exclude the Black 
man and demarcated from a construction of an African/Black family unit. Rather, the male 
Portuguese colonizer displaced the female Black body from her racial group in order for her to 
be constituted under his patriarchal Brazilian familial unit. Thus Africanity could not be 
relegated as its own subaltern community wholesale. Rather it is divided between a 
heteronormative and passive Afro-Brazilian form that reifies Brazil as a Eurocentric and 
whitening civilization against a gendered Black subalternity that is a literal and figurative threat 
against the latter. 
 Afronormativity is not only wielded by Brazilian civil society and its white patriarchy. 
Afro-Bahian activists who have sought to undermine the cultural stigma of belonging to the 
African continent also undertook this endeavor. This is a byproduct of the 1960s and 1970s 
symbols of Black Pride came Black Power movement in the United States, Rastafarianism in the 
Caribbean, and decolonization in Africa (Risério, 1999). To produce an afronormativity in Bahia, 
“women’s bodies have… been the main site of production and performance of the new Afro-
[Bahian] identity” (P. Pinho, 2010, p. 123). 24 As a result, “women have taken on embodiments 
of blackness, and the management of the appearance and ‘tendencies’ of black women’s bodies 
undertaken by male leaders of the blocos afros” (ibid.). This policing of women’s bodies that can 
be recognized as a normative Afro-Bahian subject that subscribes to heterosexual practices, 
identities, and institutions. This is what separates Afro-Bahian from Black, the subaltern and 
deviant figure. Through mimesis of the dominant culture’s modalities of gender and sexuality, 
                                                
24 In the original, sociologist Patricia Pinho uses the term “new Afro-oriented black identity” which I changed to 
“new Afro-[Bahian] identity” for the sake of my argument in order to distinguish between dominant Afro-Bahian 
culture and Black spaces and culture of which hip-hop is a part of.  
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Afro-Bahian culture positions itself differently than Blackness by portraying a normative 
Africanity. This is what enables Afro-Bahian culture to become enmeshed in afro-nationalism 
because, despite racial and cultural difference, those can be minimized through heteropatriarchy 
as well as gender and sexual conformity.  
 Queer color of critique has been a formable site of challenging the “normative regimes 
with the analysis of political economy” (Ferguson, 2003, p. 11). This ruptures “the normalization 
of heteropatriarchy on the one hand, and the emergence of eroticized and gendered racial 
formations that dispute heteropatriarchy’s universality on the other” (ibid.). Ferguson’s argument 
is that capital produces contradictions against heteropatriarchy and the white liberal subject that 
takes place through racial, gendered, and sexual deviance, what he calls nonheteronormativity. 
Yet, corporeal difference symbolizes the gendered and sexual deviance of U.S. African 
American culture. Queer color of critique has admittedly been rooted in a US-centric analysis: 
either rooted in the United States or through the impact of US empire and imperial efforts.25 
Here, I want to consider how queer color of critique can better contextualize Bahian hip-hop  in 
the Brazilian context. At the core, hip-hop culture as arising out of Black spaces illustrate the 
“multiple sexual and gender perversions coded as nonwhite racial difference and as the study of 
[Afro-diasporic] culture” (Ferguson, 2003, p. 21). What Bahian hip-hop visualizes are the 
multiple racial formations of Africanity through cultural, gender, and sexual variations that have 
taken on different identities as well ideological and political positions.26  Afro-Bahian cultures 
control and regulate gender and sexuality to mimic the dominant social order in order to 
                                                
25 This is certainly not absolute. Nadia Ellis (2015) has also taken this up in a more diasporic analysis while the 
work of scholars such as Jafari Allen (2011, 2012), Vanessa Agard-Jones (2012), Osmundo Pinho (2014), and 
Omise’eke Tinsley (2008) illustrate these different workings in the non-Anglophone Caribbean and/or Latin 
America.  
26 Historian Kim Butler’s research on emergent identity formations among Afro-Brazilians in Salvador and São 
Paulo in post-abolition Brazil illustrate the multiplicity of racialized identities of Africanity, such as African in 
Bahia and Black in São Paulo, are dependent upon discourse, material conditions, and cultural ideologies (1998).  
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minimize racial and cultural difference. Attempting to delink race and culture from gender and 
sexuality is a means to not only create alliances between Brazilian society and Afro-Bahian 
groups but does so to put class difference as the means by which subaltern Blacks are 
demarcated for their deviant behaviors, practices, and social ways.  This is what enables 
afronormativity the materials for Brazil to produce an afro-nationalism that can accommodate 
racial and cultural difference because it conforms to gender and sexual norms. What the logics of 
afronormativity suggest is that gender and sexual conformity can reduce racial and cultural 
difference to postmodern identities that are not anchored in social difference and divisions.  
 It is on the other side of afronormativity, the forms of Black subalternity, that Brazil 
marks as an enemy and threat to progress. This is also exemplified in the Darwinism of medical 
anthropologist Nina Rodrigues (Rodrigues, 1938, 1977; Romo, 2010) that explicated Blacks as 
beyond the mental capacities of liberal humanism and then interracial mixture as detrimental to 
the progress of Brazil. This barrier to progress is exemplified in government officials who sought 
out and subsidized European immigrants at the end of slavery to constitute the new working 
force of Brazil in order to impede Blacks’ social mobility (Andrews, 1991; Butler, 1998; F. 
Fernandes, 1964; Hanchard, 1994). Beyond the vast socioeconomic inequalities throughout the 
twentieth century (Telles, 2004), this is also pertinent to the “disjunctions of democracy” 
(Holston, 2009) that creates a spectacle of Black poverty, violence, and policing (Larkins, 2015). 
Yet, this has produced the incessant pornotroping of Black bodies as cultural commodities and 
causalities in the political economy of violence. Drawing on the Achille Mbembé’s 
“necropolitics” (2003), social anthropologists argue that Blackness lies in the crosshairs of death 
as well as impossibility of personhood within the nation and racial knowledge (J. A. Alves, 2012, 
2014; K.-K. Perry, 2012; Rocha, 2012; Smith, 2016a; Soares, 2012; Vargas, 2008b, 2011, 2012; 
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Vargas & Alves, 2010). While these interventions have been necessary, a growing concern in 
Black studies is the overwhelming preoccupation with thinking of race only as injury (McMillan, 
2016). Rather this leads us to move beyond recognition of such wounding and suffering and 
towards “suffering and enfleshment as integral to humanity” (Weheliye, 2014, p. 14). It asks 
what we may do with the suffering beyond seeking redress or legal rights and how it might 
imagine new worlds.   
Hip-Hop Studies 
 In this final section, I want to consider how hip-hop studies can be a critical site of using 
political violence to reimagine worlds and humanity through communication and media in 
Brazil. Hip-hop cultures overlap with the spaces and lived experiences of Blackness in Brazil. 
The use of hip-hop studies within Bahia illustrates how Blacks in Bahia not only understand their 
racialized existences in Brazil but how they speak back in media cultures to challenge dominant 
racial knowledges and histories in Brazil in three ways. The first is illustrating the lived 
experiences of Blackness as a function of antiblack racism in Brazilian society. Next, Bahian 
hip-hop challenges the policing of gender and sexuality by not only Brazil but also the African 
Diaspora. Finally, Bahian hip-hop refutes the notion that Africanity in Bahia is premodern by 
intertwining it with contemporary modes of technological sonic and visual production.  
Lived Hip-Hop Culture. Much emphasis in hip-hop studies has centered textual analysis in lieu 
of analyzing how youth use hip-hop texts to make meaning in their lives and identities. Critical 
to this is the performance of hip-hop culture where texts “contain no essential or inherent 
meaning but are always given meaning by people, in particular times and particular places” 
(Dimitriadis, 2009, p. 13). This is paramount because performance of hip-hop culture links the 
role of the Black body “as if it was, and it often was, the only cultural capital we had. We have 
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worked on ourselves as the canvases of representation” (Hall, 1992, p. 27). Centering hip-hop 
studies on the lived experiences of hip-hop youth and their performance of hip-hop thus 
intertwines the ideological and the material.  
 Before I delve into the ideological, the material must be traced out. Origins of US hip-
hop culture is linked to the material conditions of US Black and Latina/o youth in 1970s New 
York City (Rose, 1994). Imperative is first the impact of the Moynihan report that linked Black 
pathology and inability to assimilate fully into the US sociocultural order to Black matriarchal 
structures (Moynihan, 1965) and, then, how this became part of new socioeconomic policies that 
made Black communities extremely vulnerable, such as “benign neglect” (Chang, 2005). This 
paved the way for a larger class restructuring through US deindustrialization, decrease in state 
welfare programs, urban displacement, and the then-emergent telecommunications and financial 
economies. This pushed Black communities to the edge of urban cities and isolated them from 
traditional forms of community as well as state support. Despite this isolation in the dilapidated 
urban environment, US Black and Latina/o youth used available technological, ideological, 
cultural, and iconic scraps to produce new forms of Black cultural expressions, such as rap 
music, DJ’ing, breakdancing, and graffiti.  
 As Black feminist hip-hop media studies scholar Aisha Durham notes, early studies of 
hip-hop were highly influenced by British cultural studies that “placed the lived experiences of 
the working class within a structural framework to centralize questions of knowledge, power, 
meaning, subjectivity, identity, and agency” (2014, p. 11). Also drawing on Afrocentrisim, this 
positioned rappers as Gramscian “organic intellectuals” (see also Gramsci, 1971; Hall, 1986) that 
gave alternative interpretations of the relationship between the state, economy, and civil society 
(Durham, 2014, p. 11). It was the means by which class cuts at rights angles with race, a process 
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that many social scientists have ignored in studying spatially-demarcated US Black communities 
in favor of pathological and ethnic absolutism perspectives (Kelley, 2004).  
 The role of race must also be attentive to both gender and sexuality, particularly in hip-
hop (P. H. Collins, 2004; Rose, 1994; Saunders, 2016). Central to those in hip-hop culture, both 
audiences and producers, is how Blackness is “inscribed with racist ideologies of deviant black 
sexuality” (Durham, 2014, p. 65). This is what produces Black subjects as queer subjects, their 
deviations from the sphere of white heteronormativity and the eschewment of afronormativity. 
This does, however, entail a form of radical and progressive form of gender and sexual politics. 
Thus, it is necessary to explicate how hip-hop cultures are not only cutting at classed and 
racialized angles but also their gendered and sexed angles in the lived experiences of those on the 
racialized margins of society. Critical to this is a binary of how Black women’s bodies are either 
hypersexualized or desexualized in order to support a white supremacists heteropatriarchal order 
(Durham, 2014). This is illustrated through the “sexual un/desirable” (p. 79) where class 
repositions Black women’s bodies in a variety of power relations to the state and/or white 
patriarchy. Yet, the material necessitates further inquiry into the role of ideology, both at the 
dominant and marginal levels. 
Ideologies of Hip-Hop. Explaining hip-hop ideologies require inquiry into how hip-hop is 
constructed inside and outside of a community. First and foremost, hip-hop cultures are a means 
to intervene what constitutes reality by using hip-hop artists’ material conditions, available 
technologies, social practices and lived experiences to produce counternarratives and alternative 
ideologies of interpreting the world. Concerns exist about the commercial cooptation of US hip-
hip and it being cleaved from the marginal communities that gave birth to it. However, in the 
Brazilian case, hip-hop remains “a ‘marginal’ culture made by and for marginalized populations” 
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(Pardue, 2008, p. 25). In Brazilian hip-hop, marginal refers to its outsider status to “the system” 
that includes police violence, corruption, and scarce public resources and infrastructures. As an 
ideology, hip-hop’s significance depends on “a radical break from a dominant logic” (p. 27) of 
the system and the naturalization of the social order. Yet, these “ideologies of marginality” 
(Pardue, 2008) that ping between Brazil, hip-hop cultures, and the African Diaspora are locked 
into questions of media, representation and power. 
 Media is crucial to both the dominant cultural order as well as distributing hip-hop 
ideologies. Intervening to the debates of mass communications and mass society, British cultural 
studies developed an approach that:   
defined the media as a major cultural and ideological force, standing in a dominant 
position with respect to the way in which social relations and political problems were 
defined and the production and transformation of popular ideologies in the audiences 
addressed. (Hall, 1980c, p. 117) 
 
Imperative to their intervention was exposing the supposed objectivity of media production, 
messages, and discourses that had become naturalized; the relation between media, politics, and 
the state; and the ability of the media to formulate ideology while also conceptualizing their 
power dynamics (p. 119). They made dynamic how media messages are produced, circulated, 
and received.  
 Here, I want to outline the relationship between the circulation and reception of 
ideologies in media and culture. Critical interventions have been made to understanding 
audiences as dynamic and interpreters of meanings, not passive dupes (Báez, 2007; Bobo, 1998; 
Hall, 1980b; Jenkins, 2012; Parameswaran, 2005). This blurs the distinction between text and 
audience. Furthermore, critical cultural studies scholars have argued how audiences, in their 
lived experiences, are producing their own performative texts and spreadable media (Bruns, 
2013; Dimitriadis, 2009; A. S. Durham, 2014; Jenkins, 2006; Jenkins, Ford, & Green, 2013). 
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Yet, these interventions leave audience production of culture in an unclear position in relation to 
the political economy of cultural production. Is it participatory? Is it performative? Is it digital? 
Is it convergence? Is mass culture? Is it part of cultural populism? These questions are important 
to the context of Brazilian hip-hop due to the small oligarchy of Brazilian mass media; the 
privileging of Afro-Brazilian cultures in cultural populism; and surging use of digital 
technologies. Still, it is necessary to explicate how cultural texts are foundational to the ways in 
which race is understood through the vestiges of class, gender, and sexuality.  
 Feminists of color media scholars have critiqued the ways in which women are 
represented according to beauty ideals and gloss over the complexity of an ethnoracial group that 
ranges in not only skin tones but also roles in the social world (Báez, 2007). This is evident, for 
example, by how audiences acclaim sitcoms that portray Blacks in the media as economically 
diverse, having variable family structures that are necessary for Black social life, and strong 
Black female roles. On the other hand, many Black sitcoms also revert to negative and 
stereotypical representations of women and femininity, privileges lighter skin tones, and focus on 
individual struggles rather than structural racism (Means Coleman, 2003).  
 Media representations are important because they create discourses, symbols, and 
naturalize relations of power by which individuals and social groups navigate in daily 
encounters. Even in multicultural discourses and representations, Black and Latina/o bodies are 
included in limited and constricting ways that maximize commodification. Latina feminist media 
scholar Angharad Valdivia (2005) argues that non-white difference is incorporated into media 
through ambiguous brown bodies that appeal to a range of non-white audiences while not 
threatening white audiences. The desirability and consumption of ambiguous brown bodies 
(often conflated with Latinidade but can be deployed for other ethnoracial identities as well) 
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speaks to the changing dynamics in demographics and media bolstered by the contemporary age 
of globalization. Latina feminist media scholar Isabel Molina-Guzmán expresses concern “with 
the consequences surrounding the increased mainstream commodification and visibility of Latina 
and Latina lives” (2010, p. 7)? In short, she argues that media representations of Latina 
homogenize and render their bodies docile even against the backdrop of debates of citizenship 
and immigration. Furthermore, Latinidad representations are still measured against the supposed 
paragon of a lightened-if-not-whitened embodiment and “normative standards of femininity, 
domesticity, beauty, and desirability” (p. 13).  What Valdivia and Molina-Guzmán both illustrate 
are how ethnic and racialized bodies must conform to a particular mode of consumability and 
desire. This places the burden of onto women of color and their bodies to perform certain tropes 
and produce particular meanings in order to be part of Eurocentric dominant culture.  
 These insights are crucial to Bahian hip-hop because they illustrate the transnational 
desire for ambiguous brown female bodies, i.e., Latinidade, that can be consumed in media 
cultures. This is part of the “Latin Americanization” (Bonilla-Silva, 2009) of the United States in 
its turn towards multiculturalism and fluid racial categories. Mirroring racial discourses in Brazil, 
US mass media have sought to incorporate the racially hybrid mulata into cultural consumption 
and portray the US nation as accepting of difference, albeit on very limited terms (Joseph, 2012). 
This is utilized not only through white patriarchal discourses within the United States but also 
the patriarchal nature of the United States vis-à-vis the underdeveloped Global South. In other 
words, the mulata is a national symbol under Brazilian patriarchy, which the United States can 
also inscribe culture, knowledge, and power under its own patriarchal logics.  
 The desire for the ethnically ambiguous, racially mixed, and exotic female Other is 
regurgitated within US hip-hop discourses, music videos, and representations. It emphasizes a 
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particular Black female body that is more palpable according to Eurocentric aesthetics. US hip-
hop is dominated by a Black hypermasculinity that attempts to recover displaced notions of 
patriarchal power that colonialism and enslavement has stripped away from them (Wallace, 
1990).27 On the one hand, this Black sexual deviancy is what has also marked Black men as 
queer enemy threats. On the other hand, this Black hypermasculinity has been premised much on 
sharing patriarchy with the dominant culture. This can be exemplified in the representation of 
women in US hip-hop cultures. Women are less visible as producers of hip-hop culture, such as 
rap music or DJ’ing. The limited roles for women are often as “video vixens”, as ideal sexual 
accessories of Black feminized beauty. Antiblack racism in gender and sexual politics thus 
devalue women who are darker in tone or monoracially Black. This is evident in US rap music 
videos, such as Snoop Dogg’s “Beautiful” video or T.I.’s “No Mediocre,” who celebrate, desire, 
and consume the racially mixed, medium toned, and curly hair Brazilian mulata in attempts to 
eschew U.S. African-American women as potential partners and markers of beauty (Sharpley-
Whiting, 2008). This marks the ideal Brazilian African femininity as mixed and under the rubric 
of a Brazilian racial democracy. As part of the dangerous crossroads that global hip-hop now 
traverses, the representation of the Brazilian mulata as the recipient of US sexual desire and 
cultural consumption demonstrates diasporic imbalances that are mapped out along global 
positions of power.  While hip-hop culture was intended to speak from the margins, different 
margins possess varying forms of power, cultural production, and creating knowledge to silence 
as well as reify existing material and ideological forces that make vulnerable other members of a 
transnational community. In this case, US hip-hop erases darker Black women in the US and 
Brazil as sites of beauty and as full persons.  
                                                
27 This notion of patriarchal power is set against the dominant notions of white patriarchy which Black men are 
excluded from but does not however preclude them from reinforcing those ideals. In other words, many Black men, 
particularly hip-hop, are searching for a masculinity that was never scripted for them.  
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 While U.S. hip-hop culture illustrates the vexed interplay between race and class, its 
discourses, representations, and images of women often reify dominant gendered and sexual 
constructions of femininity, beauty, and womanhood that devalue Blackness in favor of more 
Eurocentric aesthetics and Orientalism. Limited and commodified representations of racialized 
difference are aligned for incorporation into the dominant culture by subscribing to the tenets of 
patriarchy and class exploitation, many of which are intertwined with gendered antiblack racism. 
Furthermore, it illustrates the limited understandings of Blackness in the diaspora, particularly in 
Latin America, where notions of mestiçagem and mestizaje construct society but under 
heteropatriarchal conditions and whitening ideologies that, at the very least, “brown” the nation 
so that it may be less phenotypically African. What this alludes to is that Blackness, or ethnic 
and racial difference in general, is only permitted to be included in ways that can be 
commodified, consumed by a mainstream audience, does not threaten a dominant white culture, 
and elides the larger complexities of an ethnoracial group through antiblackness that is part of a 
larger global racial ordering. As we understand the relationship between the lived, the material, 
and the ideological inside and outside various hip-hop cultures, what is equally important is the 
production of hip-hop cultural texts that give meaning, visibility, and identities to these 
ideological and material tensions.  
Sonic and Visual Technologies. Hip-hop media cultures do not simply circulate. They are 
produced. They require equipment, technology, means of production, and distribution. We must 
be attentive to the aims of cultural production and not assume that all cultural labor is intended 
for capital gain. At the same time, we cannot chastise how economic forces impede on cultural 
production (Hertzman, 2013). Equally important is the production of politics in cultural texts to 
intervene into the ordering of socioeconomic relations (R. Williams, 1978b). For marginalized 
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groups, culture has been a key site of political participation (Alberto, 2011; Conquergood, 1985; 
Hanchard, 1994; Iton, 2008; Rose, 1994; Scott, 1985). This is due to Blacks’ lack of economic 
and formal political power, such as government position and political parties, as well as the 
dominant cultures’ desire to consume racialized cultural expressions. Thus, the production of 
culture is the production of political ideologies. Production also requires very real materials, 
practices, time, and labor.  
 Discourses of Black cultural expressions, particularly in Brazil, are premised upon two 
assumptions. The first is that non-Western cultures are behind Western cultures and thus not as 
modern or advanced (Stam & Shohat, 2005). The other is that Black cultures are inherent and 
natural to the Black body (P. Pinho, 2010). Thus, Black cultures are viewed as beyond the realm 
of technological expertise and mastery. These assumption reproduce misconceived notions of a 
technological divide (McPherson, 2014). However, Blacks have long illustrated a mastery of 
available technologies in a given era (Hertzman, 2013; Weheliye, 2005a). Bahian hip-hop 
cultural production demands rethinking the body as the eminent site of Black culture. Instead, it 
steers us toward the role of technology as an extension of the Black body and mind in illustrating 
the construction of society and who is permitted to be included in them.  
 Technology brings about “new worlds, societies, phases of history” (R. Williams, 1993, 
p. 3). This is a result of technological development being geared towards new means, needs, and 
practices based upon previous epochs, visions, fantasies, and dreams. In the age of the digital, 
media has become spreadable and cultures have converged through the role of participatory 
audiences (Jenkins, 2006; Jenkins et al., 2013). Each new stage of technology is meant to apply 
scientific knowledge in order to improve social aims, namely progress and more democratic 
regimes.  
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 These uses of technologies are namely invoked in the name of civil society, a category 
that is decidedly antiblack (Wilderson, 2003). The new digitized worlds have enabled new 
modes of technologies geared at the tracking, policing, surveillance, and management of Black 
populations (Browne, 2015). Technologies against Blackness are not new. Rather objects, such 
as the slaveship, the whip, the pillory, or the noose, are not usually viewed as technology. Yet, 
there were precisely technologies of managing racial difference. This does not suggest that 
technology is always put to use for a dominant culture’s desire to exercise forms of power 
through coercion. Thus, technology can also be wielded in disruptive and countertuitive ways to 
serve the interests of those who are commonly understood to be outside of technology (Browne, 
2015).  
 US hip-hop emerged as “an outgrowth of black cultural traditions, the postindustrial 
transformation of urban life, and the contemporary technological terrain” (Rose, 1994, p. 63). 
What is critical is that it challenges many assumptions that Black cultural expressions are natural 
or innate to Blacks. Rather, it tethers Black culture to civil society and the tools of information 
dissemination. Critical to this bricolage is how rap music has innovatively used technological 
devices and platforms in order to revise “approaches to sound organization” (ibid.). While 
repetition in musical production has been derided for its association with mass culture (Adorno 
& Horkheimer, 1993; Attali, 1985), rap music uses repetition, such as the break, to “affirm black 
cultural priorities that sometimes work against market forces” (Rose, 1994, p. 72). Thus we can 
conceive of hip-hop cultural production as a “direct material production of ‘politics’” (R. 
Williams, 1978b, p. 93). It intervenes, through culture, into the social and political order as a set 
of “real practices” (p. 94), grounding culture within lived experiences. 
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 This enables a “historical materialism” (Benjamin, 2003) where marginalized groups can 
rupture the means by which they are written out of history and civil society. Hip-hop culture 
points to how Blacks exist within a “state of exception” that not a temporary reprieve from law 
and order but rather their ontology. Rather than reifying a universal history, marginalized groups 
such as Blacks intervene into this erasure and silencing by “appropriating a memory as it flashes 
up in a moment of danger” (p, 391). This retooling of memory challenges both the tradition of 
domination as well as though those who “inherit” the powers of domination.  Black vernacular 
cultures, with hip-hop being but one of the more recent examples, have been a site for 
intervening into the “grooves of history” (Weheliye, 2005b); rupturing the historicism of society 
through sound rather than text in enunciating Black histories of racial terror.  
 Another means of rupture, that is not always located within hip-hop but is crucial to 
Black cultural expressions, is through visual culture and politics. Here, I want to include graffiti 
as a means of disrupting the means by which Black bodies are caught within the white colonial 
gaze that produces the “fact of blackness” (Fanon, 1994).28 While Black bodies are under 
technological means of visual and digital surveillance, visual representations can be wielded to 
interfere with dominant means of constructing Black bodies as threat but also as an exotic Other 
(Mercer, 1999). This also enables a writing out of history, as Blacks embodying a space beyond 
the imaginative contours of who is included in the nation. At the same time, Black cultural 
performers, such as the Black female performers in Uri McMillian’s work, embody those forms 
of objectification to become “a disruptive agent able, with varying degrees of success to thwart 
limits placed on black women’s bodies in the public while challenging, and in some cases 
rescripting, perceptions of the black female body” (McMillan, 2015, pp. 204–205). In other 
                                                
28 It is also important to note that another translation of Fanon’s title can be “the lived experiences of blackness” 
(Browne, 2015). This is an important caveat because it links Blackness as produced in racial knowledge but also as 
something that is lived and experienced, that is impressed upon Black bodies.   
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words, Black visual cultures are also a means of disrupting the visual fact of Blackness and 
means of looking at Black bodies. Rather, Black visual cultures are a means of looking back 
upon those the subjects looking at Black bodies.  
 Within the context of Bahian hip-hop cultures, the historicism is not necessarily only at 
the national level but also at diasporic and global levels as well. As noted above, Blacks in Bahia 
are often the recipients of historicism through a variety of groups, institutions, and politics that 
presume a racialized passivity by privileging Afro-Bahian culture as devoid of Blacks’ state of 
exception in Salvador da Bahia.  Non-Brazilian Blacks, global elites, and Brazilian citizens, in 
various ways, produce particular visions of the African Diaspora in Bahia for their own desires 
and use Blacks in Bahia as a sort of raw material for their own images, texts, expressions, and 
sonic forces. Bahian hip-hop cultures challenges these romantic notions of Afro-Bahian culture 
as being intensely African and rather situates their Black cultural productions as tied to their 
lived experiences and material conditions that are hidden through the diasporic, national, and 
global alliances that use Bahia for particular but also interlocking reasons. While Blacks do 
participate in these culturalist practices in Salvador, they often do so for not only financial 
reasons but also because they do adhere to many of the normative and essentialist tropes 
embedded in dominant Afro-Bahian cultural discourse. To do so, we must be attentive to how 
Blacks in Bahia who are rendered as silenced or invisible at multiple levels are produsing the 
African Diaspora.  
Produsing Methodology 
Cultural Studies 
 The invisibility of Bahian hip-hop is stark and concerning. It speaks to antiblackness in 
Bahia rather than Afro-Bahian culture and an Afro-diasporic cultural orientation towards the 
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United States rather than towards Africa. Furthermore, it requires interrogating the role of media, 
technology, and digital connectivity in Black cultural production that decenters the body as the 
eminent medium of Black culture. Finally, it merits attention that Blacks in Bahia are using US 
Blacks and hip-hop culture as a sort of raw material for their identities, cultures, and politics 
rather than the inverse.  
 Cultural studies provides a methodological framework to study these nuances. It extends 
cultural texts into a larger set of questions about civil society, lived experiences, social 
formations, and social relations. The work by scholars such as Stuart Hall, Raymond Williams, 
E.P. Thompson, and Richard Hoggart illustrated the long historical changes in culture that move, 
shift, and transform dependent upon its relation to society, economy, and politics. Doing so, they 
questioned “how a particular ordering of culture came to be produced and sustained” (Hall, 
1980a, p. 27)? It situates how an order comes to be dominant and “the active subordination of 
alternatives” (ibid.). This extended culture beyond the realm of literature and towards “an 
‘anthropological’ definition of culture – as cultural practices: questioning the anthropological 
meaning and interrogating its universality by means of the concepts of social formation, cultural 
power, domination and regulation, resistance and struggle” (ibid.). It also extended culture to 
“develop a materialist definition of culture” that is grounded in the base, not relegated to the 
superstructure. Culture, in other words, took on a neo-Marxist approach that intertwined it with 
history, society, and lived experiences.  
 A cultural studies approach to Bahian hip-hop explicates the historical changes and 
specificity of culture in Brazil that creates a dominant order that extols Afro-Bahian culture; 
claims multiculturalism; diminishes the function of racism in society; and privileges the nation as 
the eminent social formation but permits African identities as evidence of the inclusion of ethnic 
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difference. At the same time, violence against Blacks in Bahia is abundant and naturalized in 
discourses of poverty, marginality, and criminality (K.-K. Perry, 2012; Smith, 2016a; Waiselfisz, 
2011). This paradox between the dominant cultural order and social relations explicates how 
Brazil is structured in dominance. It also points to the changes brought with the contemporary 
conjecture of globalization and how that has altered Black Bahians’ interrelationships with the 
African Diaspora.29 This opens up the following questions: What are the historical antecedents of 
this moment? What new social relations are produced under the contemporary cultural order? 
Why are different forms of diasporic engagement being pursued? How are these Afro-diasporic 
cultures accessed and received? What is the reception of alternative Afro-diasporic cultures? 
How does it speak to Blacks’ lived experiences and social positions in Bahia? How are these 
structures of cultural exchange producing emergent identities, texts, expressions, and ideologies 
in Bahia? How are these Afro-diasporic cultural texts being produced? These inquiries point us 
to ethnography in media studies. 
Communications & Media 
 Conceptualizing how Blacks in Bahia are produsing the African Diaspora through hip-
hop necessitates a decidedly communications and media approach. This can encompass how 
Blackness is lived in the African Diaspora but also how meaning, identity, and culture are 
produced by those marked through Black subalternity. Doing so also rethinks of Blacks as 
producers of cultural texts and as in control of alternative political economies of Black cultural 
production. The dominant model of culture in the field of communications and media is that of 
productionètextèreception (Kellner, 2003). This model has created a false binary between two 
                                                
29 Other examples of Afro-diasporic engagements brought on by globalization include pagode (Lima, 2002, 2011) 
and reggae (Codi, 2001; O. de A. Pinho, 2001). 
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modes of thought: the political economists and the cultural studies scholars.30 At stake in this 
debate is what should be emphasized in communications and media studies (Garnham, 1995, 
2009; Grossberg, 1998; Peck, 2006). The political economists argue that ownership of the media 
and the modes of production should be the key site of analysis. Those on the cultural studies side 
refute the strategy of privileging the modes of production insisting that these do not guarantee 
that encoded messages are necessarily decoded by audiences in the preferred manner (Hall, 
1980b). Despite these sometimes contentious debates, scholars argue that it is time to move 
beyond audience reception studies and emphasize the channels by which media is controlled, 
produced, and disseminated (Kellner, 2003). 
 This model is premised upon a Eurocentric notion of culture that is mapped in terms of 
linearity. This is not simply about cultural texts but rather about a cultural order that stresses 
progress, growth, and accumulation (Snead, 1981). Eurocentric models of culture cannot account 
for African models that stress repetition and difference through circularity (Hebdige, 1987; Rose, 
1994; Thompson, 1984; Weheliye, 2005b). This stresses the ways by which Blacks receive 
cultural texts, expressions, and traditions and remake it in their productions, a process known as 
dubbing or (re)mixing among others. Using these examples, Blacks must be situated as both 
audience and producers and the distinction is nebulous as to who is the originator and who is the 
copier.   
 New models of communications and media have recently steered towards Afro-diasporic 
models of culture. Media scholar Henry Jenkins has termed this “convergence culture, where old 
and new media collide, where grassroots and corporate media intersect, where the power of the 
media producer and the power of the media consumer interact in unpredictable ways” (2006, p. 
                                                
30 Stuart Hall (1994b) also calls this the structuralists and the culturalists.  
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2). Convergence culture is dependent upon studying audiences as active and participatory rather 
than passive and how they are able to create negotiated and oppositional meanings from cultural 
representations. Furthermore, it requires the ability of audiences to produce their own texts using 
available media and deliverable technologies of a given era. Convergence culture, for Henry 
Jenkins, is part of a stronger twenty-first century democracy where consumers also have access 
to production and distribution and are afforded multiple platforms for activism and social 
commentary. Media are not confined to select media conglomerates or political parties.  
 Yet, convergence culture and active audiences also “have brought to the surface both 
inequalities in participation and deep-rooted hostilities between groups” (p. 293). For these 
scholars of media and technology, this looping, or what Alex Bruns calls “produsage” (2013), is 
evidence of more democratic societies and participatory cultures. It does not consider what 
constitutes a democracy, who gets to participate, and how citizenship is doled out. In other 
words, what principles, knowledges, and structures are being created and for whose benefit? This 
can be traced to how the nation, as synonymous with democracy, comes to be the unit of analysis 
without interrogating how nationalism and modernity are premised upon racialized exclusion, 
particularly Black bodies (D. Silva, 2007). Thus, it is necessary to use Afro-diasporic 
cosmologies of time, culture, and circularity within media uses and productions of the African 
Diaspora.  
Ethnography and Audience Reception 
 While ethnography has traditionally been the province of anthropology, British cultural 
studies adopted social anthropological methods to link cultural texts to society.31 This has been 
quite notable in media studies, where ethnographic methods have been located in the borough of 
                                                
31 The work of Anoop Nayak has pushed the domain of ethnography in British Cultural Studies to grapple with the 
role of globalization, particularly for those deemed native to Britain. For example, see Race, Place, and 
Globalization: Youth Cultures in a Changing World (2004).  
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audience reception studies (Ang, 1985; Hall, 1980b; Jenkins, 2012; Morley, 1988; Radway, 
1991). This enables a methodological means to explicate how hip-hop traverses the structures of 
Afro-diasporic cultural trafficking and percolates in Salvador da Bahia. It also resists the urge to 
portray Blacks in Bahia who participate in local hip-hop cultures as dupes or mimicking US 
Blacks. David Morley pushes back against the overdetermined preferred meaning that is encoded 
in the production of cultural texts. Rather, he argues that the text and the subject of that text are 
engaged in “the space of the interdiscursive” (1980, p. 171). This leads to interrogating how “the 
meaning(s) of a text will also be constructed differently depending on the discourses… brought 
to bear on the text by the reader” (emphasis in the original, ibid.).  
 Media studies approaches to ethnography emphasized three key points: the media text 
and its discourses; sociohistorical positions of the audience; and the social uses and 
interpretations of the text (Ang, 1997; Gibson, 2000; Hall, 2006; Morley, 1988). Situating 
audience reception studies within the African Diaspora and Black models of culture, the literary 
text takes on an ambivalent position. This can be attributed to two factors. The first is Black oral 
traditions that have emphasized the spoken, the expressive, the resignification, and the 
reinterpretation of cultures (Gates, 1988). The orality of Black cultural traditions blurs the 
distinction between producer and user, suggesting a dynamic and incessant cultural exchange, 
constantly being made and remade dependent on time and space. The second is how Blacks were 
denied literacy under regimes of slavery, in order to deny them humanity and citizenship (Gilroy, 
1993). This is not to deny the importance of Black literature across the Americas but rather to 
“treat them as archives, decentering their assumed privileged status – one kind of evidence, 
among others” (Hall, 1980a, p. 27). Thus we need to fuse the media texts into lived cultures and 
cultural production. Thus, I propose situating a produsing ethnography as: 1) historicizing the 
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political, cultural, and economics facets of the African Diaspora as beyond the nation-state; 2) 
the social positions of Blacks within race relations; 3) how they are using Afro-diasporic media 
cultures in their everyday lives, cultures, meanings, and identities; and 4) how Blacks are 
producing their own media cultures to speak back to the African Diaspora and their own 
racialized conditions.  
 This retooling is necessary in order to make audience reception studies useful for 
grappling with globalization, the Third World, and studies of race and ethnicity. Postcolonial 
feminist media scholar Radhika Parameswaran (2005) argues that audience reception studies 
should adopt anthropology’s “epistemological questions of colonial histories, ethics of research 
practices, and the politics of representation” (p. 314). This is necessary as to not overlook “the 
historical marginalization of race and ethnicity in the academy” (ibid.) even as media studies has 
attempted to move on from audience studies precisely when it is extended to the Third World, to 
racialized subjects and to women. Drawing on the work of Ella Shohat, Parameswaran pushes for 
“a range of distinct cultural subjectivities… [and] engage the fissures and dialogical relations 
within and between ethnicities, classes, and nations” (p. 316). Rather, we must interrogate how 
Western media, such as hip-hop cultures, is consumed and used in Third World contexts, such as 
in Brazil (also see Valdivia, 2000). This explicates the role of globalization and why, despite 
retreats to national culture, marginalized groups draw on transnational communities and 
diasporas for meaning-making, cultural identity, politics, and leisure (Ang, 1997).  
 While audience reception studies is fruitful for rethinking history, social relations, 
meaning, and cultural uses, it does not grapple with the role of Afro-diasporic cultural 
production. This is a necessary step in communications and media studies because Blacks are 
frequently user and producer of media cultures through diasporic exchanges. The line between 
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who is receiving and who is producing is nebulous at best. There exists a constant double-play, 
an intertextuality between Blacks at both a lived level as well as a textual level that speaks to a 
Black experience (Gates, 1984). It is self-reflective, dialogic, and is layered with multiple 
perspectives. This necessitates a methodological framework to illustrate the social and historical 
conditions that produce Blackness as a set of conditions. It also necessitates why and how Blacks 
are using the African Diaspora to “construct their own meanings and thus their own local 
cultures and identities, even in the face of their virtually complete dependence on the image 
flows distributed by the transnational cultural industries” (Ang, 1997, p. 246). However, it brings 
us just short to how Bahian hip-hop artists are producing their own media counternarratives,  
 We need to push audience reception studies to consider how those beyond humanity and 
citizenship produce cultural texts to critique racialized knowledge in a nation-state. What are the 
subjugated knowledges being produced by those outside civil society? In particular, what do they 
say about imagining alternative modes of knowing and being? This is important because the 
route Henry Jenkins takes us in convergence cultures is about further inclusion into modernity, 
democracy, and Eurocentric constructions of humanity. Afro-diasporic cultural expressions and 
the Black Radical Tradition have sought to move beyond Western constructions of those terms. 
Thus, in order to loop audience reception studies back into cultural production, I venture to 
cultural studies’ engagement with diasporic communities and their uses of technology, media, 
and information dissemination.   
Technology 
 Part of the contemporary moment of globalization is the increasingly speed by which 
disparate localities are now connected but also the circulation of ethnicity, media, finance, 
ideologies, and technologies (Appadurai, 1990, 2013). Here, it is necessary to delve deeper into 
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the ways we understand these concepts and to unbind them from their sometimes too common 
invoking of the nation. Questions such as is rap music US or US African American media? Is 
hip-hop culture merely an expression of US Black ethnicity, considering its Hispanophone and 
Anglophone Caribbean origins? And is Sony a US or Japanese media conglomerate? I raise these 
cursory questions in order to highlight the contradiction and tensions in which Appadurai’s 
“scapes” travel and the multitude circulations of these categories. What are the boundaries of the 
nation in the contemporary moment? Indeed, the very same circulation of these scapes in specific 
localities can form a different assemblage. This is what occurs with Bahian hip-hop artists who 
use the circulation of US Black media cultures and ethnicity and reformulate within local 
technologies and ideologies. Doing so disrupts the prevalent flow of Black ethnicities that posits 
the US as modern Blackness and Bahia as premodern. The technological reproduction of Black 
art in Bahian hip-hop illuminates precisely that point.  
 The linkage of art and technology is also made in John L. Jackson, Jr’s “thin description” 
(2013). Working through what he calls “artscience” he wades in the overlappages between the 
aesthetics and objectivity that beats back against the way that particular domains are constructed 
in binaries and as mutually exclusive from its juxtaposed category. Like Jackson’s ethnographic 
research on the African Hebrewites of Jerusalem, Bahian hip-hop cultures “cut across scholarly 
fields and faultlines: nature, culture; new, old; art, science; … primitive, modern; fiction, fact” 
(p. 29).  It ruptures the comforting demarcations that portray Bahia as premodern, backwards, 
pristine, essentialist, and as outside the realm of modern antiblack racism.  
 The portrayal of Salvador as an Afro-paradise, a locale filled with Africanisms and void 
of racial antagonisms, is a small sliver of the vast complexities of race, culture, ethnicity, gender, 
sexuality, and nation that circulate throughout the city. Yet, the sliver of Afro-paradise is 
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amplified as the only representation because of its constraint reproduction by local, national, 
global, and diasporic investments in this representation. Locals use Afro-Bahian culture as a 
means of garnering ethnic tourism, showcasing it diasporic excellence for its “African 
intensities” (Herskovits, 1969; Pierson, 1967), and holding ideological power in the construction 
of the Brazilian history. National elites can point to Bahia as evidence of its afro-nationalism and 
thus as being a racially exceptional polity. Blacks elsewhere in Brazil, particularly Rio de 
Janeiro, use Afro-Bahian cultures as a means of premodern Blackness to be mixed into modern 
Blackness (Sansone, 2003). Global elites descend upon Bahia in order to see, know, and 
experience the exotic racialized Other in a relatively safe way that may not be accepted in their 
own nations.32 Finally, Afro-diasporic groups in the West draw on the iconography, sounds, and 
aesthetics of Bahia as a means of self-discovery of African cultures.33 These complicated 
coalitions all reduce Afro-Bahian cultures and bodies to a sort of raw material to be used and 
produced by others while also failing to implicate how Bahia is rife with antiblack racism. This 
would then require complicating social actors’ desire for a particular portrayal of Bahia.  
 These representations are “thin descriptions” of what one sees “with the naked eye” 
(Jackson, Jr, 2013, p. 13). These representations of Bahia are limited to “the mechanics of an 
eyeball or a camera’s lens” (p. 15). While useful, these representations, overwhelming focused 
on Pelourinho or candomblé terreiros, “cut out too much of the real action, leaving the full story 
far beyond the boundaries of any image’s frame” (ibid.). These limited framings of Bahia are not 
                                                
32 Sociologist Patricia Pinho (2010) points out how white women will pay to get their hair done in cornrows by 
Black women in Bahia. She argues that these white women, because of racial tensions, would not do so in their own 
nations. Yet, because Bahia is perceived as being void of racism due to its seemingly ubiquitous presence of African 
intensities, these very white women feel comfortable donning these African hair aesthetics, albeit through 
commercial transactions, in Bahia. See also George Lipsitz’s examination of Paul Simon’s collaboration with 
Olodum in Dangerous Crossroads (1994) 
33 Again, Patricia Pinho (2010) is instructive here in illustrating how US Blacks come to Bahia to recuperate what 
they perceive as lost Africanisms in their own ethnicity. Another example includes Michael Jackson’s “They Don’t 
Care About Us” music video that featured Olodum.   
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the only productions. I want to reduce the overrepresentations of these “thin descriptions” of 
Bahia in order to present Bahian hip-hop as a particular vantage point that produces Bahia within 
the conditions and processes of the African Diaspora. It is necessary to situate Black spaces of 
culture in Bahia through different modes of technological production.  
 While Bahian hip-hop artists are not necessarily developers of technology, they are 
developers of emergent technological uses and productions of culture.34 Even as technology is 
designed for the new needs, desires, and aims of civil society, hip-hop has been a site of 
retooling technology for Blacks’ own purposes, particularly grounding race and culture within 
material conditions (Rose, 1994).35 This constitutes “radical cultural enterprises” that “serve a set 
of radically different interests” (R. Williams, 1993, p. 133). These perspectives on media 
production and thin description enable us to consider the ways that Bahian hip-hop artists are 
using the African Diaspora but are also actively producing it through available technological, 
ideological, and cultural scraps. It extends Black vernacular cultures from the interface of the 
body and transfers it to the constellation of technology, culture, media, and diaspora.   
Conclusion 
 In this chapter, I have directed keen attention to the ways in which how Bahian hip-hop 
pushes our analyses of the African Diaspora, race relations theory, and hip-hop studies. It points 
to the various points that race, culture, nation, and diaspora do not synchronize when confronted 
with an Afro-diasporic culture, community, and identity that is rendered invisible at multiple 
levels. At each point, particular facets of race, marginalization, and culture are stressed to 
                                                
34 This draws on Raymond Williams’ exploration of television and technology (1993). He argues for a social history 
of technology where new forms of technology are developed for particular desires, needs, and aims. What I want to 
suggest is how Blacks are using existing technology in new and often unforeseen ways to fulfill their –rather than 
society’s—desires, needs, and aims. 
35 This also parallels Simone Browne’s notion of “sousveillance” (2015) where Blacks take surveillance technology 
typically deployed against them and use it to produce a vantage point from below.  
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challenge the consolidation of power in the West. Yet each point also fails to recognize how they 
are also diminishing and even actively erasing the forms of antiblack racism in Salvador da 
Bahia. Bahian hip-hop culture is a means to fill in these gaps and rearticulate those theories. 
 For the study of the African Diaspora, Bahian hip-hop challenges the hegemony of 
Western Blacks and their ability to speak for and produce the African Diaspora. Bahian 
highlights the imbalances of power in the interrelationships of the African Diaspora and how that 
produces a temporal distinction, i.e., modern and premodern, that privileges Blacks with greater 
access to modes of globalization, production, and visibility. It argues for forcefully highlighting 
the distinct social and historical differences in the African Diaspora.  
 In particular, Bahian hip-hop points to the different ways that race structures societies in 
dominance (Hall, 1980d). This requires recentering the African Diaspora and its 
interrelationships by those on the margins of Third World societies. Using race relations theory, I 
explicate how Africanity is policed through gender and sexuality to produce afronormativity that 
is fundamental to Brazilian frameworks of identity, culture, and nation. The forms of Africanity 
the nation cannot include becomes reduced the realm of a gendered Blackness. This serves to 
explain how the Brazilian nation can purport itself to be inclusive of Afro-diasporic groups and 
cultures yet discard Black bodies to the literal and figurative margins of society and exact 
extreme measures of violence against them.  
 Hip-hop culture has been a means for marginalized voices to speak back to truth and 
power. It anchors Afro-diasporic cultural expressions to the lived experiences of antiblackness. 
Bahia is no different. Yet, US Black hip-hop culture produces a Black hypermasculinity that 
erases Black women across the diaspora in favor of an ambiguous brown body, undergirded by 
the discursive currents of Latinidade. Studying Bahian hip-hop in the African Diaspora, race 
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relations theory, and must also be attentive to the policing of Black women’s gender and 
sexuality.  
 Methodologically, putting Bahian hip-hop at a cultural and structural level necessitates a 
cultural studies perspective that analyzes the global and local shifts in society and culture. It 
pushes the notion of culture to how it is lived, practiced, and created. Because hip-hop did not 
originate in Brazil, attention must be given to how and why it is received among Blacks in Bahia. 
This leads us to communication and media studies and audience studies in critical cultural 
studies that calls for situating media cultures in the text, the sociohistorical position of the 
audience, and the uses and interpretation of the text (Gibson, 2000).  
 However, Afro-diasporic cultures do not fit neatly within Eurocentric paradigms of 
culture, namely productionètextèreception (Kellner, 2003; Snead, 1981). The emphasis on 
repetition, difference, novelty, and density requires models of culture that positions audiences 
not only as active but as producers as well. This points to how Blacks are produsing the African 
Diaspora.   
 The next chapter, “Arriving in Brazil: Historicizing the Hostland Conflict with the 
African Diaspora”, situates Bahian hip-hop culture within Bahia’s history of Afro-diasporic 
racial conflict and cultural politics. It intends to weave the past into the present to explicate how 
the contemporary sociocultural order in Bahia has come to be preferred and structured. Doing so 
focuses on the forms of Blackness that historically has not been and currently cannot be 
accepted. This in turn illustrates how Bahian hip-hop is part of the transnational character of 
Black Bahian cultural politics that have turned to the diaspora in various ways rather than to the 
nation as the premier site of identification and affiliation.  
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CHAPTER 2 
ARRIVING IN BRAZIL: HISTORICIZING THE HOSTLAND CONFLICT WITH THE 
AFRICAN DIASPORA 
 
 A key facet of any diaspora is the historical relationship between a diasporic group and 
its hostland (Butler, 2001; R. Cohen, 1996; Gopinath, 2005; Safran, 1991; Tölölyan, 1996). A 
group becomes diasporic not merely by its migration to another geographical location but rather 
by how its historical insertion into a different polity conflicts with the dominant sociocultural 
order. This insertion can be for a multitude of reasons and the conflict can be expressed in 
religious (Jewish), national (Indian), ethnic (Sikh), regional (Caribbean), or continental (Africa) 
terms (Butler, 2001). As I have previously argued, diasporas are also rife with endogenous and 
exogenous tensions. In the previous chapters, I have illustrated how Afro-Bahian culture has 
become static and used as a raw material for both the construction of Brazilian society but also 
modern Afro-diasporic cultures. However, Afro-Bahian culture rarely focuses on the 
contemporary conditions of Blacks or race relations in Brazil. Rediasporizing Bahia through hip-
hip cultures also requires historicizing the Afro-diasporic conditions in Bahia, the transnational 
forms of cultural protest that arose from those conditions, and how these Afro-diasporic 
conditions and processes have continued to wade through history and into the contemporary 
moment.   
 The forces that produce the African Diaspora in Bahia and the antiblack racism are not 
static. They shift and change over time, adapting to new constellations of society, economy, and 
ideology. The forms of antiblack racism that impacts the lived experiences and material 
conditions of Blacks are not stagnant. Thus different uses of Afro-diasporic culture, in identity, 
politics, and diasporic engagement, have been wielded as forms of resistance that are attentive to 
the particular agendas of their times.  
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 This chapter provides a different historical narrative of the African Diaspora in Bahia. It 
emphasizes the historical conditions of African Diaspora in Bahia as one of racialized 
exclusions, policing, violence, and the cultural forms that have emerged from those conditions. 
This is necessary in order to contextualize Bahian hip-hop as embedded in both the African 
Diaspora and race relations theory. It situates Bahian hip-hop not as the adaptation of US Black 
culture and ethnicity but rather part of a longer transnational trajectory of antiblack racism, 
violence, freedom struggle, and diasporic consciousness. Doing so historically weaves the forms 
of Blackness the Brazilian nation cannot include. It also highlights how each time a particular 
Afro-diasporic event, subject, cultural expression, or movement becomes accepted or diminished 
by the nation it is replaced by an emergent Afro-diasporic and/or Black identity, culture, and 
politics that continue to lament over the forms of racialized violence, exclusion, and difference in 
Bahia.  
 This challenges the “universal history” (Benjamin, 2003) that sequesters histories of 
racialized violence and Afro-diasporic conditions from the present and how contemporary forms 
of Black identities, cultures, and politics are a means to intervene into the dominant sociocultural 
order. Here, I trace the histories of quilombos (maroon communities), slave revolts, African 
cultures, 1960s counterculture, and the reafricanization of Bahia as histories that point to 
racialized exclusion and Afro-diasporic cultures that links to Bahian hip-hop. Using this history 
of Afro-diasporic conflict rather than national histories of race, culture, and diaspora fixates on 
the forms of racial difference that are continually repressed, diminished, and excluded under 
national discourse. It provides a historical map of the way that race and racism are intertwined 
with how Blacks are produsing the African Diaspora.  
Quilombos and the Memory of Africa 
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 What we currently know as Brazil received thirteen ships from Portugal on April 23, 
1500 in what is now the northeastern state of Bahia. By 1530, the Portuguese turned to West 
Africa for obtaining Africans to become enslaved workers in Brazil. In 1549, Salvador was 
declared the colonial capital, a title it held until 1763 (Carneiro, 1980). The same year, the 
Portuguese king, Dom João III, approved each colony to bring up to 120 Africans as chattel 
property (although there is evidence that Africans were in Brazil by 1511). The slave trade 
quickly grew and, by 1580, Brazil was enslaving 2,000 Africans each year and bringing them to 
Brazil (Skidmore, 2009). 36  By 1586, it is estimated that of the 57,000 inhabitants in Salvador, 
approximately a quarter were Africans (Moura, 1989). In total, Brazil received between three to 
five million enslaved Africans, approximately one-quarter to one-third of all enslaved Africans 
in the Atlantic slave trade (Andrews, 2004). Like elsewhere in the Caribbean, sugarcane was the 
primary plantation crop in Bahia (Hoetink, 1967).  
 Brazil’s colonial identity was one premised upon racial antagonism and exclusion 
through the systems of racial slavery, patriarchy and white supremacy. However, Blacks did not 
simply accept their fate as dehumanized subjects, captives, unpaid laborers, objects of sexual 
desire, and property for their Portuguese colonizers. Enslaved Africans throughout Brazil fled to 
create maroon communities, what is referred to as quilombos in Brazil (Carneiro, 1958; 
Martiniano Silva, 2003). Quilombos were not only sites of refuge but also of resistance against 
slavery, colonialism, and capitalism. This took place in permanent and temporary escape, some 
for as short as a few days (Reis, 1995). Brazil’s first quilombo formed in Bahia in 1575 (Bastide, 
2007). Of the ten largest quilombos, four of them were in Bahia, and all four were destroyed 
within two years (Kent, 1965). Still, they created a significant challenge to the slavery system. It 
                                                
36 In comparison, the United States of America only begun to bring enslaved Africans in 1619.  
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created a labor crisis for plantation owners and inhibited them from maximizing their crop 
production. It also disrupted the forms of power by slaveowners and challenged their social 
positions as superior, owner, and captor (Moura, 1989, p. 22).  
 Quilombos were not simply places of refuge from slavery and white supremacy. They 
became Black civilizations, alternative societies to the Brazilian colony and Portuguese rule 
(Bastide, 2007; Carneiro, 1958, p. 30). With the memory of the homeland, quilombos were 
efforts by Africans (although creole Blacks and even whites at times also participated) to 
reconstruct African societies, particularly Bantu Africa, on new soil (Bastide, 2007; Kent, 1965; 
B. Nascimento, 1985; Ratts, 2005). As Roger Bastide notes, the “hardships of slavery merely 
intensified nostalgia for [African] civilization” (Bastide, 2007, p. 96). Enslavement and cultural 
erasure were intertwined under the thrust of slavery in Bahia, and Brazil more broadly. 
Quilombos as a form of resistance attacked the economic system of slavery by (1) denying slave 
masters its laboring property and (2) avoiding the European sociocultural order by finding spaces 
where they could practice African cultures and religions. Other times, these retreats were 
socialization and rest (Smith, 2016a, p. 195).   
 Like other civilizations, quilombos were also under war constantly. Even in refuge, this 
alternative Black state was viewed as a threat to the colonial order by both the Portuguese and 
the Dutch (Carneiro, 1958; Moura, 1989). Quilombos were threatening to the colonial structure 
for a variety of reasons. They deprived planters of their chattel property. It incited further refuge 
by other enslaved Africans. At a marco level, this diminished the value of the colonial economy 
in Bahia. Quilombos undermined the order of colonization, racial capitalism, and white 
supremacy in Brazil. This attack, even by fleeing Brazilian colonial cities and plantations, 
articulated forms of Blackness that was not acceptable to the colonial order. Blacks did not serve 
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the function prescribed for them under the colonial regime. Thus, Brazil’s colonial military was 
sent with great fury to seek and destroy quilombos up and down Brazil (Kent, 1965). Members of 
these communities were massacred or imprisoned (Kent, 1965). Many were also enslaved as 
well.  
 One such example is Palmares, led and ruled by Zumbi, that endured for almost the 
whole seventeenth century and survived numerous confrontations with Brazilian colonial forces. 
While in current day Alagoas (then part of Pernambuco), Palmares was only a few hundred 
kilometers from Bahia. Yet, it became a site of refuge for enslaved Africans and Black creoles 
from all over the Northeastern regions, with estimates ranging from 10,000 to 20,000 inhabitants. 
The quilombo created consternation for Pernambuco governors who could not so easily destroy 
Palmares like it had with so many others. Between 1680 and 1686, there were six expeditions 
alone by the state of Pernambuco, sent to demolish Palmares and each time was a failure, costing 
the colony hundreds of thousands of cruzeiros By 1867, the new governor of Pernambuco 
enrolled the bandeirantes from São Paulo to attack Palmares. By the 1692, the bandeirantes, 
known for their jungle combat in the South, begun to engage in a two year war with Palmares 
until 1694 when 200 people from Palmares “fell or hurled themselves –the point has long been 
debated” (Kent, 1965, p. 174) while 500 more were captured to be sold as enslaved Blacks 
outside of Pernambuco. And finally, on November 20, 1695, Zumbi was decapitated in public.   
 The history of quilombos illustrate that almost from the beginning of slavery in Brazil, 
Blacks –both Africans and creole Africans –have struggled and resisted against racialized 
slavery, economic subjugation, and white supremacy. The refusal to perform the dehumanized 
forms of Africanity that were conducive to the Brazilian colony and colonization economic and 
ideological apparatus, i.e., slave labor, were means for military violence, death, and 
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imprisonment. The foundations of Brazilian society are premised upon an Africanity contributing 
to both racial capitalism and white supremacy. Blacks were not permitted to exist under their 
own autonomy or outside of the forms that contributed to those dehumanizing edifices of 
colonialism. To do so was to be sought out and destroyed for the benefit of Brazil’s colonial 
project.  
Revolts and Cultural Conflicts in the Hostland 
 Quilombos were not the only form of protest that sought to debilitate colonialism and 
slavery. While Blacks fled the colonial apparatus in Brazil, they, like elsewhere in the Americas, 
also staged violent revolts. As quilombos dwindled in numbers and effectiveness, armed revolts 
came to be the form of Black resistance. In Bahia alone, there were no less than eight revolts 
between 1807 and 1835 (Carneiro, 1958, p. 31). By 1810, up to 24,000 Africans were arriving in 
Brazil annually (Andrews, 2004, p. 19). Within one year of the Haitian Independence, Blacks in 
Rio de Janeiro were wearing necklaces with the image of Jean-Jacques Dessalines (Reis, 1995).  
 Anxiety by colonial elites arose over Bahia becoming the next Haiti. Bahia and Haiti 
shared numerous similarities but namely both had predominantly Black populations and were the 
economic engines, sugarcane plantations no less, for their European colonizers. Bahia alone had 
over 400 sugarmane mills by 1798 (Andrews, 2004, p. 19). The prospect of Blacks overthrowing 
another colonial regime in the Americas was too much to bear. During the same time, Brazilian 
elites wagered that Brazilian independence from Portugal would inhibit another Black revolt 
from occurring. To do so, they demonstrated a higher commitment to the Brazilian colony and its 
African-descended population more than to its Portuguese motherland. However this was not 
altruistic. Using the language of liberalism, these Brazilian whites felt their oppression from the 
Portuguese crown only by their inability to freely attend to their own governmental and 
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economic matters on their own terms. They did not want to raze the social structures, institutions, 
and forms of power. They only sought to transfer their local social and economic power into 
government, rule, and politics.  
 Using the language of liberalism, like in France and the United States, Brazilian white 
elites argued for freedom and independence.  Their interpretation of liberalism and citizenship 
was intended for white propertied owners in Brazil, thus privileging local white elites. For them, 
“[t]o fight for freedom and equality meant to fight against Portuguese monopolies and privileges 
and against the restrictions on production and circulation” (E. V. da Costa, 2000, p. 56). The use 
of liberalism in the Brazilian context portrayed itself as a nation of non-whites, or at the very 
least non-Portuguese/European (creating a distinction between white Portuguese and white 
creole Brazilian). Liberalism however was not applicable to Blacks because Black subjugation 
was still necessary to carry the mantle of Brazilian economic, political, and social institutions. 
Full freedom would not come simply from Brazilian independence because slavery was still 
instrumental to Brazilian political economy and those Blacks who were free remained excluded 
from society (Bastide, 2007). Thus, Africanity would still not be afforded full citizenship and 
subjectivity as Brazil began to move towards independence.   
 This refusal by white Brazilians to fight for Black freedom does not mean that Blacks did 
not ideologically and politically advocate for their freedom in Brazil. They used the language of 
liberalism to advocate for having the same rights and privileges as Brazilian elites. Yet, their 
notion of freedom was different. Freedom would come by independence from the institutions of 
white supremacy and racial slavery, institutions coveted by both Portuguese and Brazilian elites.  
 Revolts in Bahia exemplify the economic, political, and cultural imperatives for Black 
armed revolts. Culture was no doubt crucial. As Brazil did not cease to participate in the African 
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slave trade until 1850, the newer Africans arriving from Benin in Bahia were Muslim, also 
known as Malês. Whereas previous Yoruba Africans were able to syncretize their gods and 
goddesses with Catholic saints, the Malês refused such adaptation or alteration in their religious 
practices. They argued that they too should be able to practice their culture, specifically religion, 
freely (something that mirrored Protestant European immigrants during this time as well).  
 In 1807, Hausas, an African ethnic group from Benin, planned a revolt to massacre all 
whites. They were ready to set fire to the Nazareth church, destroy white homes, take over the 
city, instill African leaders, and create a Black movement that would move onto free Hausas in 
Pernambuco as well (Bastide, 2007; Reis, 1995; Smith, 2016a). Other slave revolts took place in 
1809, 1813, twice in 1826, 1827, 1828, and 1835.  
 The latter and most famous revolt entailed more than 1,500 conspirators for a planned 
attack on the city on the night of January 24, 1835, a Sunday during Ramadan, when much of the 
city would be at church. That evening, their plan was discovered by the city and police 
surrounded their headquarters. The 220 men and 14 women, most of whom were Nagôs, inside 
the house broke loose, attacked the police, and began their armed revolt.  By morning, the revolt 
had ended. Of the 234 who fought, the majority died or fled for the forests. Approximately 50-60 
Blacks were arrested and sentenced. Following this revolt, social anxieties arose about the 
relative freedom that Blacks, enslaved and freed, had in the city. As a result, ordinances created 
stricter legislation intended to curb and police Blacks in Salvador. Furthermore, it was decided 
that to avoid a similar occurrence to Haiti that Brazil would begin to dwindle bringing Africans 
to Brazil as chattel property and eventually ceased this practice in 1850 (Bastide, 2007; Reis, 
1995). 
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 The revolts in Bahia were planned and executed in the name of religion. To fight for 
religion was to fight for one’s culture but also for one’s ability for self-determination, freedom, 
and to be in one’s own capacities. The slave revolts were more than just culture or religion. It 
was about the arrival of new Africans from the Bight of Benin to Bahia were deemed inferior to 
whites and Eurocentric culture in Bahia. The conflict of the hostland was not about the memory 
of Africa but the ability of Blacks to have the freedom to live, know, and be in ways that 
contradicted the Brazilian dominant order. These tensions spilled out in armed violence. That so 
many Black Muslims would fight for their religious freedom illustrates that they pursued a form 
of Blackness beyond the contours of what was acceptable in Brazil. 
African Identities and the Racial Politics of Diasporic Interrelationships 
 Islam was not the only way that Blacks in nineteenth century Bahia used cultures as a 
political force in Brazil and around the African Diaspora. A diaspora’s relationship to the 
homeland is not simply memory or nostalgia. It often involves travel, but not necessary a return, 
to the homeland. Furthermore, a diaspora is constructed by how members engage with other 
members dispersed away from the homeland. Blacks in Bahia have long used the African 
Diaspora as a political force in Brazil and abroad. 
 A particular conduit of Afro-diasporic cultural exchange and racial politics was (and still 
is) candomblé, a Yoruba religion from the Bight of Benin that arrived with and was maintained 
by the first Africans to arrive in Brazil.  It became instrumental into an Afro-diasporic racial 
identity by Blacks in Bahia with other Afro-diasporic and African subjects contested antiblack 
racism, economic exploitation, and cultural erasure.  
 Many have argued whether or not Black cultures in the Americas are “American” or 
“African” (E. F. Frazier, 1939, 1957; Herskovits, 1943, 1990). Anthropologist J. Lorand Matory 
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(2005) troubles this temporal separation between African and American. Both relegate Africa to 
the past and deny how it is “coeval” historically with the Americas (Fabian, 1983). In other 
words, the African Diaspora in the Americas elides the heterogeneity of Africa and its 
contemporary conditions.37 Rather than emphasizing how African cultures have survived, been 
retained, been syncretized on the one hand or been lost, erased, and started anew in the Americas 
on the other hand, Matory explicates that Blacks in Bahia have been instrumental in creating 
African identity in both Bahia and in West Africa.  
 In the nineteenth century, many Black male elites were able to go to Lagos colony and 
were educated in the British education system. They came in contact not only with Yoruba 
peoples but also Blacks from Cuba, the U.S., and the Danish Virgin Islands. Towards the end of 
the nineteenth century, additional waves of British immigrants came to the colony and were 
prepared to take away many of the professional occupations held by Blacks from the Americas. 
Eventually, the distinctions between European, African natives, and creole Africans were 
reduced to a Black/white binary by British colonizers in order to further the economic, political, 
and ideological power of Europeans in Africa. Despite the heterogeneity of African culture there, 
these various tribes were essentialized on the basis of race. With the increase in racial discourses 
of essentialism, the Afro-diasporic community constructed an African racial identity not as a 
passive adoption but rather as a reflection of their racial oppression and to illustrate racial unity 
despite their cultural variances.  
 Many Blacks from Bahia also traveled back and forth between Bahia and West Africa as 
merchants: selling goods on both sides and using their travels as expertise in determining cultural 
authenticity in Bahia. These disrupt notions that the authenticity and political potency of Afro-
                                                
37 For an excellent exploration of how Africa is embedded in global discourses of race and structures of racism, see 
Jemima Pierre’s ethnography on the lived experiences of Blackness in Ghana (2012). 
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diasporic cultures are determined by their ability to be void of class and economic interests 
(Bastide, 2007; Hanchard, 1994; Hertzman, 2013; Matory, 2005). Furthermore, Blacks from 
Bahia have been active transnational agents in creating notions of culture, identity, and 
community in Brazil, Cuba, and West Africa while also navigating colonialism, hegemonic 
struggles, economic subjugation, and political strife.  
 The political struggles in Lagos directly influenced the construction of an African identity 
back in Bahia. The notion of purity at that time was not a form of essentialism adopted by Blacks 
in Brazil. Rather, purity was the symbolic value of engaging in transnational commerce with 
Africa and other Afro-diasporic locales. It was also a sign of unity against the material conditions 
of antiblackness that pervaded the African Diaspora and the African continent. Discourses of 
purity were means of psychological empowerment meant to challenge the stigma and 
subjugation of Blackness, one that continued in Brazil and elsewhere. “Africa” became a cultural 
identity and form of political consciousness of the racial dynamics of Blacks around the globe. 
Furthermore, they were in active dialogue with Africa in the construction of a translocal nation 
where the foremost allegiance was not to a nation-state or a European colonial power.  It 
employed Africa as a diasporic Yoruba nation, an “imagined community” (Anderson, 2006) that 
was culturally, economically and politically committed to each other.  African was not 
constructed as an essentialist denominator from the past but rather as a unifier of culture, politics, 
and economic agendas that coalesced around an identity that stood in relation to the various 
forms of antiblack racism Blacks encountered in Brazil, Cuba, the US, Lagos, and the Virgin 
Islands.  This also points to the powerful transnational character of Afro-diasporic peoples that 
continued to layer new migrations, movements, identities, connections, and politics atop their 
own local histories in the New World.  
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Bahia and African Cultures in Modernizing Brazil 
 Conflict between the African Diaspora and Brazil has not been stagnant. Even as Blacks 
were engaged in racial politics in Africa, they were also adapting to new economic, political, and 
ideological arrangements in Brazil. This also meant new ways in which Blacks bodies and Black 
cultures were policed. After Brazil signed abolition in 1888 and became a republic in 1889,38 
Latin America’s largest polity sought to become a modern nation on par with those in Western 
Europe and North America. It meant eschewing the suddenly barbaric institution of slavery.39 
Even if it was not practiced, becoming a modern nation also meant new discourses that refined 
citizenship as inclusive for all.  
 Modernization meant changes in Brazilian culture and the economy. Industrialization 
shifted the Brazilian economy. It also required a work force suitable for the free market, in other 
words a proletariat. As noted in the previous chapter, Blacks were viewed as unfit for the 
workforce. They were portrayed as degenerate and beyond the realm of rationality necessary for 
the liberal subject (Rodrigues, 1938, 1977). Thus, to attract European immigrants to fulfill that 
desired laborer, Brazil industrialization had to take place in cooler climates, primarily São Paulo 
(Skidmore, 1993). At the same time, subsidized mass European immigration was whitening São 
Paulo. São Paulo was also being primed to be the largest industrial park in the developing world. 
It was widely held that only whites had the necessary capacity, skills, and discipline to 
participate in a modern workforce in an industrial city (F. Fernandes, 1969; Hanchard, 1994; 
                                                
38 Brazil gained independence in 1821 from Portugal. Yet independence did not coincide with democracy. Rather, 
Brazil was an empire and first ruled under a monarchy. Even more ironic was that the Brazilian king was a direct 
heir to the Portuguese crown. The first Brazilian king, Dom Pedro I, left his crown in Brazil upon his return to 
Europe. His son, Dom Pedro II, was deemed the Brazilian emperor at the age of five. Dom Pedro II was the second 
and last emperor of Brazil, reigning from 1831 until 1889.  
39 It also bears mentioning that upwards to 75% of Blacks were already free by the time abolition was passed. Due 
to this fact, many Black activists, past and present, say that abolition was signed because it did not alter the social 
positions or material conditions for Blacks in late nineteenth century Brazil.  
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Hasenbalg, 1978; Skidmore, 2009). This had the extra benefit of geographically distancing 
Brazil’s new modern center and economic engine away from its colonial history and its African-
descended population.  
 As Brazil marched throughout the twentieth century, a cultural temporal gap separated 
the backwards Northeast from the modern and future-minded South and Southeast. Economic 
and political power began to be concentrated in São Paulo. Government planning sought to 
modernize those regions as well. For example, almost 600 buildings were demolished in 
downtown Rio de Janeiro in order to construct a European-style national library and a city 
theater that would be on par with those in Mexico City and Buenos Aires (Skidmore, 2009). It 
also had the added benefit of pushing working-class families, which were more likely to be 
Black, outside of the modernized areas.  
 After the formation of the Republic, Salvador was not allocated substantial resources for 
modernization. Rather, the former colonial capital functioned as a port city and depended on its 
mercantile sector. Despite the signing of abolition, social mobility was still not easily obtainable. 
In 1936, for example, Blacks were relegated to manual labor and whites were more likely to 
dominate professions such as doctor, teacher, bank clerk, and lawyer (Bacelar, 1999; Pierson, 
1971). Even though Salvador da Bahia begun to develop an industrial sector, the nature and 
character of the city had already been defined as too African, in effect unable to compete with 
the South and Southeast. The overwhelming African-descended population and the ubiquity of 
African culture had been portrayed as rendering the city as backward and anti- or premodern. 
Whites in Salvador came to fear that the city would be dominated by Afro-Bahian culture, 
particularly candomblé culture (Butler, 1998, p. 171). Historian Kim Butler illustrates that whites 
could accept Blacks as long as they participated in the dominant culture, at that time still 
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premised upon notions of European civilization and cultural superiority. What could not be 
accepted were “African” cultures, as “African-derived set of values and cultural norms” (1998, p. 
169), in Bahia.  
 The preponderance of African cultures was a regional embarrassment for whites in 
Salvador, especially in comparison to the mass whitening and Eurocentrism of São Paulo. 
Carnaval was marked by entrudo, crude and rough jokes and pranks aimed at Blacks in the 
street. It was also associated with more aggressive and violent behavior by Blacks in the public 
sphere. Salvador officials responded with attempts to repress these forms of barbarism. Capoeira, 
an Afro-Brazilian dance form mixed with martial arts, was associated with gang culture and 
violence. Yet, it misunderstood the focus on Black males and their challenge to the society and 
his violent policing (Butler, 1998, p. 187). Samba was perceived as an extension of slave culture: 
noisy music of unrefined instruments by drunks until late into the night (p. 188). African 
Carnaval processions were described as “an African character and people outside the bounds of 
taste and respect” (p. 181). These were transgressions against civility and the law (p. 182). In 
particular the batuque, an African drum, violated the sonic harmonies of Western civilization. 
These African Carnaval groups came to represent and perform “the very African traditions that 
the police were attempting to destroy” (p. 184). In other words, African traditions were viewed 
by the local white elite as antithetical to the formation of a modern Brazil and its civil society.  
 However, not all African cultures were ostracized. In particular, the Embaixanda 
Africana (African Embassy) was praised for its stylish Carnaval processions (Butler, 1998, p. 
180). Their lyrics and iconography paid tribute to the great past of African civilizations, similar 
to white Carnaval groups’ tribute to past European civilizations. Furthermore, they “included 
distant history that was undoubtedly less threatening than was the public expression of the 
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outlawed candomblé” (p. 184, see also Rodrigues, 1938).  White elites used the discourses of 
civilization and refinement to distinguish the African cultural expressions and identities that were 
deemed acceptable to their Eurocentric palates and framework. While varying in appearance, 
they mirrored tales of the past in lieu of calling attention to the tensions between Blacks in their 
current socioeconomic positions as well as their alternative ideologies that were expressed in 
African cultures. While African in appearance, groups such as the African Embassy still adhered 
to Eurocentric values and norms. At the very least, they did not disrupt the power structures of 
Eurocentrism. 
 Thus, a new fissuring began. Before, African cultures were viewed as wholesale threats 
to the Brazil’s Eurocentric order, such as the example of quilombos. However, Blacks could 
garner certain but limited privileges by participating in the white supremacy and colonial 
institutions that benefited white elites economically, politically, and socially. With the example 
of African Carnaval groups in Bahia after abolition, one sees how Black bodies were permitted 
to perform and identity with particular African cultures and identities. It also illustrates why 
these African cultures and identities came to be preferred and accepted by Bahian white elites as 
a means of managing and dividing the predominantly Black population in Bahia between the 
respectable Blacks and the rogues. However, this severing of Africanity between permissibility 
and subalternity highlights the beginnings of afronormativity from Blackness and its inclusion 
into Brazil.  
Afro-Brazilian and the Policing of the Proper Afro-diasporic Subject 
 Inclusion of Afro-Brazilian culture was not specific to Salvador. With the turn of the 
twentieth century, biological racism declined as the hegemonic ideology for naturalizing the 
global inequalities that were drawn across racial lines. Among North Americans and Western 
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Europeans, culture became the measure by which difference in the world-system could be 
understood. Afro-Brazilian cultures, subjects, and ideologies were becoming enmeshed in the 
national imaginary, cultural populism, and ethnic formation. This is most notable in the 
declaration that samba was the symbol of Brazilian culture. Samba was a means to tear Afro-
Brazilian culture from the confines of Black communities and stitch it onto the fabric of the 
nation. It created both a means of cultural commonality and a cultural expression that was critical 
to the formation of a national identity (Vianna, 1999).40  
 Two dominant schools of thought emerged about what defined Brazil as a modern nation, 
its culture, and its identity: the modernists in the South/Southeast and the regionalists in the 
Northeast. Both viewed Brazil through the prism of mestiçagem in racial ancestry and cultural 
heritage. In short, the Southern and Southeastern regional elites believed that São Paulo would 
lead Brazil away from its history as a nation of three sad races and into the future with its 
twinning of modernity and industrialization, not to mention its growing white population (Nunes, 
2008).41 Its logics were as followed: by making a break with the past and the notion of the three 
sad races, Brazil could transcend its histories in order to move forward and present a European 
universalism that mirrored Western Europe. However, its universality was the absorption of 
racial and cultural difference and wielding the best elements in order to progress forward. This 
emphasized the ability of European immigrants to propel Brazil into the future as well as 
                                                
40 This was not simply the appropriation of previous marginalized forms of Afro-Brazilian culture. In fact, Black 
samba performers were highly policed and often arrested. Blacks also participated in this privileging of samba as 
representative of Brazilian culture. Yet their motives can be read not as ideological dupes or seeking inclusion into 
the nation but also as means of economic opportunity, social mobility within the then-contemporary conditions, and 
prestige (Hertzman, 2013). 
41 Depending on one’s intellectual preference, one might also extend this area to include the “Center-South” such as 
historian Thomas Skidmore (2009). Regardless of how these regional borders are drawn in Brazil, what remains 
important is these regions are viewed as the paragons of Brazilian modernity and in contrast to the Brazilian 
northeast, specifically Bahia. For an examination of the relations between these regions, see Albuquerque, Jr (2014).  
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minimizing and eventually erasing racial difference, particularly Blacks. Africanity and its power 
are to be consumed, absorbed and diminished by the Brazilian nation. 
 Regionalism, the counterpart of modernismo, strove to locate Brazil’s national culture 
and identity in its colonial and empire periods. Marked by white patriarchy and Black 
subordination, particularly the Northeast region and the social relations between the big house 
and the slave quarters (Freyre, 1956). In regionalismo, it was not only interracial mixture and the 
supposed benign forms of slavery that defined Brazil. It was also the strong African cultures that 
were preserved and flourished. Authors such as Jorge Amado touted the authenticity of African 
cultures in Bahia. Brazilian culture, particularly Bahia, was defined as much by African culture 
as it was by interracial mixture. It was not something to be erased and cannibalized but rather to 
be extoled and preserved in its contribution to the Brazilian nation.  
 The modernists and the regionalists strove to incorporate Afro-Brazilian cultures, such as 
dance (capoeira), music (samba), and cuisine (feijoada), into their production of nation-making. 
Each attempted to find ways to include Afro-Brazilian culture but also Blacks into the national 
imaginary. Both reduced Africanity to an essentialist relic of the past, either to move on from 
(modernism) or to preserve it in the present and into the future (regionalism).  Each also had 
strong heteropatriarchal overtones. The modernists used cultural cannibalism (antropofagia) 
(Andrade, 1928) which was to consume other cultures and desires, albeit from a decidedly 
Brazilian male subject. In the regionalist tradition, non-Western cultures were to be included into 
the colonial political economy of the patriarchal family. Yet neither permitted Blackness to be its 
only entity unless it had been hybridized with whiteness.  
 Regardless of orientation, Brazilian nation-making laid out limited avenues for Blacks to 
be included into the nation. It requires Afro-Brazilian culture to be located in the past and for 
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Blacks to be subordinated to white supremacy, racial capitalism, and heteropatriarchy. Not 
participating in those boundaries and frameworks of Africanity for the benefit of the Brazilian 
nation was met with repression, such as being arrested (Hertzman, 2013; Vianna, 1999). Worse 
was when Blacks in Brazil attempted to radically change the notion of Afro-Brazilian music 
itself.  
 Repression against Blacks’ attempted to redefine Black culture in the nation was perhaps 
most violent and notable under the Brazilian military dictatorship from 1964-1985, particularly 
under the regime of former president Emílio Garrastazú Médici.   Political opponents to the 
military dictatorship were regularly arrested, imprisoned, and exiled. Torture and the suspension 
of habeas corpus were also utilized (Green, 2010). The new and repressive regime of the military 
dictatorship impacted Black cultural expressions and politics, where artists, activists, and 
educators were exiled as well. Notable were the exiles of Gilberto Gil and Caetano Veloso, key 
architects of the Tropicália movement in Bahia.42  Gil, in particular, refused to perform the 
widely popular but stereotypical samba musician. The figure of the Black male samba musician 
reified national and populist discourses of Brazil as a racial democracy, something Gil did not 
agree with. Also, this cultural essentialism was extremely limiting in its artistic creativity, 
stunting what Gil felt to be the needs of new Black cultural expressions to accompany his 
particular era. Using Brazil’s language of “universalism,” the Tropicalists strove to develop a 
universal sound that was set by and could encompass those most marginalized. This was 
intended to illustrate their own cosmopolitanism, by engaging and collaborating with the works 
of Jimi Hendrix, the Beatles, and other international pop. They “generat[ed] a transnational 
diasporic imagination based on comparable, albeit distinct, histories of slavery, colonialism, and 
                                                
42 The list of Brazilian exiles, where voluntary or involuntary, is actually quite impressive in retrospect. Among 
notables were Ana Montenegro, Fernando Cardoso, João Goulart Abdias do Nascimento, Paulo Freire, and Florestan 
Fernandes. 
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racial oppression” (Dunn, 2001, p. 74). These cultural transgressions of diasporic exploration 
resulted in their exile in 1969 to London.43 They did not return until 1972. The sin of the 
Tropicalists was that they forged a Black cultural form that spoke to those excluded from the 
nation and situated race and racism as a contemporary condition by linking it with the flows of 
globalization.  This took Afro-Brazilian culture to new forms, identities, politics, and expressions 
that challenged the supposedly racial exceptionalism of Brazil. The Tropicalist movement 
challenged national narratives that it had included its Afro-diasporic subjects and that racial 
conflict had ceased to exist in Brazil. In other words, Blacks turned to other Afro-diasporic 
cultural forms to express their discontent with the essentialism of race in Brazilian discourses as 
well as their marginal conditions. Put simply, conflict remained for Brazil as a hostland in the 
African Diaspora. 
Reafricanization and Black Cultural Pride 
 While the Tropicalists ventured out across the globe and forged diasporic alliances with 
other Blacks in similar positions, others did not have the same physical mobility, even if 
involuntarily, to travel the globe. However, Blacks in Bahia were receiving new symbols, icons, 
styles, sounds, and discourses of Black Power movements from across the Atlantic. While this 
has particular post-modern inflections of creating new ethnicities (Sovik, 1998), this also had 
particular reverberations in Bahia. Afro-blocos and Black Carnaval groups were sites of instilling 
pride and inverting the social stigma around Blackness (Armstrong, 2001; Risério, 1981; D. 
Silva, 2005; Tosta, 2010). These Black groups also function as sites of antiracist activism, 
                                                
43 While focused primarily on Bahia here, Abdias do Nascimento (1992), who resided between São Paulo and Rio 
de Janeiro, also articulated the racial politics of exile noting that exile began not in 1964 or 1968 but with the arrival 
of enslaved Africans. During his exile, he forged relationships with Amiri Baraka, the Black Panther Party for Self-
Defense, African colonies under Portuguese rule, and participated in Pan-Africanist congregations. His Pan-
Africanist lectures in Africa, Europe, and Latin America can be found in Brazil Mixture or Massacre?: Essays in the 
Genocide of a Black People (1989). 
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community building, and meaning making.  Crucial to the movement was Black autonomy in 
order to control “the management of internal differences, as well as to control over members’ 
essence, tendencies, and appearance” (P. Pinho, 2010, p. 79).  
 Black cultural politics and identity was met with resistance by white elites. In particular, 
Gilberto Freyre argued that they were a threat to “national identity and security” (Hanchard, 
1994, p. 115). Freyre denounced their version of Blackness as mythical and irrelevant to the 
Brazilian polity. The formation of Black cultural politics and identities was simply coming from 
outside influences as Negritude in Africa, Marxism, and imperialism from the United States and 
the Soviet Union. For white male elites, these Black Power movements and their vision of 
Blackness were mythical because they were associated with racial politics, protests, and activism 
that did not pertain to the Brazilian context. In other words, Blacks in Brazil were creating the 
myth of a racial problem when there was none. Black activists thus violated the parameters of 
Africanity by which Freyre and other white elites were comfortable with because they did not 
simply just valorize African culture. Rather, they linked the marginal conditions of Blacks as 
based in antiblack racism, white supremacy, and patriarchy.  
 This political process, what many have called a “reafricanization” (Risério, 1981), 
advocated for strengthening African aesthetics, such as donning natural hairstyles, performance, 
such as drumming, and social practices as part of a “strategic essentialism” (Hall, 1992).44 This 
was informed by the Black Power and Black Soul movements in the United States; 
Rastafarianism in Jamaica; and decolonization in Africa, particularly Lusophone Africa. It also 
resurrected the history of Africa in Brazil, such as candomblé. It provided a wide array of proud 
and dignified symbols of Africa that “converged to establish a difference: that of ‘being black’” 
                                                
44 There is a growing literature on the reafricanization of Bahia (e.g., O. de A. Pinho, 2005; P. Pinho, 2010; 
Sansone, 2003). 
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(Risério, 1999, p. 255). It opened up the identity of being Black as an international cultural 
identity that disregarded national boundaries. The reafricanization of Carnival and ethnic 
identities for Blacks in Bahia was fruitful, providing symbols and identities to provide a history 
and ancestry to be proud of, parallel to Western civilizations. Like the early twentieth century 
African Embassy, these efforts only sought to place race as ethnic difference and did not 
explicate how racism and racialization contributed to antiblackness in social structures, 
institutions, and other sites of power. The reafricanization also engendered a Black patriarchy 
through the policing of the Black female body to construct a normative Afrocentric community 
in Bahia (P. Pinho, 2010). While useful for the 1970s, its emphasis on recovering a lost past and 
Africanizing Blacks supported the notion that Blacks can operate outside of economic and 
political relations of power in Brazil as long as they had cultural freedom and citizenship.  
 Michael Hanchard (1994) argues that these historical recuperations do have benefits to 
the resignification of Blackness by instilling positive representations and Black pride. Yet, this 
falls into a “we too” history that desires a mirroring of the modern world by claiming similar 
tropes of heroes and heroines; progress; contributions; and developments. He proposes not a 
search for how history was but rather interpreting it to intervene into the present “to reveal 
ongoing, racialized disjunctures in Brazilian society” (p. 167). This requires nuancing Blackness 
beyond a homogenous positive or negative representation, both of which rely on a particular 
sense of essentialism. Hanchard’s departure here is to argue that the history must be put into 
dialogue, a form of relationality, into the conditions of Blackness as constructing Brazil in 
dominance. Despite these novel forms of Black pride, this reduced race to an issue of culture 
where one could seemingly succeed provided, despite cultural difference, one coupled self-
esteem with a normative performance of class, gender, and sexuality.  
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 As Brazil transitioned back to a New Republic in 1985, a process of democratization, 
these cascading residues of the past did not absolve the racial tensions, inequalities, or 
knowledges around Blackness. As I argue in chapter 4, this “reafricanization” and its emphasis 
on Africa situates the African Diaspora as only located in the moment of displacement from the 
continent and not within the interreleationships of the African Diaspora. As I will show there, a 
move to a rediasporization is necessary to situate Black culture and aesthetic by grounding it in 
contemporary race relations.  
The Hip-Hop Turn in Black Culture and Identity in Bahia 
 With the return of democracy in 1985, Brazil created a new constitution, signed in 1988, 
which attempted to resolve many of its racist antagonism. Included was law, Lei N° 7.716, that 
“defined crimes that result from prejudice against race or color as felonies” (Twine, 1998, p. 3). 
Yet, the high bar set to prosecute these cases actually limited the instances by which racism 
would be persecuted. This is exemplified in the case of Antonio Arruda, a Black lawyer in São 
Paulo, who was severely beaten by police for not responding quickly enough to their commands 
(Hanchard, 1994, pp. 64–67). In this same period, Brazil began to extol its Afro-Brazilian culture 
and highlighted Salvador da Bahia and its Afro-Bahian culture as exemplifying the racial 
exceptionalism that Brazil has long desired. Brazil again was purporting to become the modern 
nation it so desired, buttressed by its self-perception of racial exceptionalism (Hanchard, 1994).  
 The Brazilian state began to incorporate the reafricanized Afro-Bahian culture into its 
national identity. In the aftermath of the culture wars, Brazil too wanted to demonstrate that it 
embraced multiculturalism (A. E. da Costa, 2014b). In the 2000s, under former President Luíz 
Inácio Lula da Silva (or simply Lula) quilombos were formed, recognized and incorporated into 
Brazil’s neoliberal economy (Bowen, 2013, 2016; J. H. French, 2009). Zumbi is a now national 
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hero with statues erected across the country in his honor. Samba schools remain wildly popular 
and capoeira academies perform demonstrations in the streets. Excursions to candomblé terreiros 
in Bahia are now quasi-anthropological investigations for tourists. Black Carnaval groups are 
firmly entrenched in the Afro-Bahian cultural machinery, both in Bahia and abroad.45 This does 
not indicate that these cultural forms are completely void of politics or intervention but rather the 
dominant representation of these forms are displaced from the struggles of the communities that 
produced them.  
 In Salvador, local officials capitalized on this attention and sought to create an arena of 
Afro-Bahian culture in the central neighborhood of Pelourinho for national, diasporic, and global 
consumption (J. F. Collins, 2015). This was bolstered when Pelourinho was declared a UNESCO 
World Heritage site in 1985. Local politicians used this as a means to “clean” up the decrepit 
Pelourinho neighborhood and displaced the communities, largely poor and Black, inside and near 
the city center in order to foster an environment welcoming of tourists that venture to Bahia. This 
displacement, now due to building cultural infrastructures rather than industrial infrastructures, 
furthered the peripherialization that began in the 1950s (Bacelar, 1999) of poor Blacks onto the 
margins of the city. 
 The histories of quilombos, the revolts, samba, capoeira, candomblé, Afro-blocs, and 
Black Carnival groups have all come to construct Pelourinho as a space of exotic African 
cultures (Bowen, 2016; J. F. Collins, 2015; P. Pinho, 2010; Smith, 2016a). This represents the 
city as Africanized thought Afro-Bahian culture, a feat that parallel to Paris as the capital of 
modernity. This has been done to attract affluent visitors and buttress its ethnic tourism, a key 
industry in Salvador. Salvador is also known as the “capital of happiness” in order to explicate 
                                                
45 For one small example, Michael Jackson’s “They Don’t Care About Us”, directed by Spike Lee, was filmed in 
Salvador and Rio de Janeiro and casted Olodum members to drum on the cobblestone streets of Pelourinho.   
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that, despite the numerous shantytowns and poor Blacks in the city, these facets of everyday life 
are in fact okay. The African Diaspora in Bahia has come to be defined by culture and the past 
conditions of racial conflict. Yet, the racial conflict is erased in the contemporary moment. As a 
result, Black identities are not the result of racial tensions and conflicts that arise from 
antiblackness. Instead, they are affirmations of cultural difference with racial antagonism. 
Moreover, African cultures are so abundant that they take on an anti-essentialist form and no 
longer belong to Black communities (Sansone, 2003). Many white Bahians even claim that they 
are more ethnically African than US Blacks and is evidence of the racial harmony that African 
cultures have brought to Bahia (P. Pinho, 2010; Risério, 2012; Stam & Shohat, 2012).  
 Claims that Black movements are no longer necessary once whites have begun to partake 
and don African cultural identities reduce race to culture and ethnicity; a set of attitudes and 
values. It elides how race configures civil society.  Privileging spaces of African culture such as 
Pelourinho renders Black spaces as invisible. Black spaces are those that are riddled with 
gendered antiblackness: a lack concern for human life as evident by state-sanctioned violence; 
denial of citizenship; and political discourse in public sphere and the media that construct these 
spaces and those bodies that belong to them as enemy threats to the dominant sociocultural order. 
In other words, they remain locked in the material conditions and lived experiences of the 
African Diaspora. They are naturalized in racial knowledges about how Black bodies are 
criminal, suspect, violent, hypersexual, indolent, unintelligent, and hypermasculine. As Afro-
Bahian culture flourishes in the center of Salvador da Bahia, discourses of violence, security, and 
criminality are targeted at poor Blacks, who are assaulted, tortured, and murdered by police 
killing squads, on the periphery of the city, far from Pelourinho (J. A. Alves, 2012; K.-K. Perry, 
2012; Smith, 2016a).  
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 Police, as an apparatus of the state, are central to the “disjunction of democracy” 
(Holston, 2009) between Black spaces and civil society in Bahia. A report by Amnesty 
International, titled “They come in shooting: Policing socially excluded communities,” illustrates 
how police corruption, criminal activity, and death squads, contribute to violence for those on the 
margins of society. They note that:  
Police corruption corrodes the relationship between Brazilians and those who are 
supposed to protect their rights. This is most extreme in the poorest sectors of society, 
which endure individual acts of corruption on a regular basis. They also suffer increased 
levels of crime within their communities, due both to the lower levels of police protection 
from criminal gangs and drug factions and to higher levels of crime committed by the 
police. Unsurprisingly, they have no faith in state institutions that appear at best 
powerless or disinterested, at worst complicit. (Amnesty International, 2005, p. 50) 
 
Police corruption is not only the social, political, and economic neglect of shantytowns, coding 
antiblackness in the language of criminality (Oliveira, 1996; Vargas, 2004). It is also doled out in 
the use of “death squads” which are “groups of active and off-duty police officers involved in 
killings” (p. 51). They are “hired to ‘eliminate’ criminal suspects by small business owners [to] 
‘cleanse’ unwanted sectors of society, ostensibly ‘criminal elements’ but also invariably those 
most economically and socially marginalised” (pp. 51-52).46  
 In a relatively recent example, 15 Black youth were killed by military police over one   
weekend in January 2015 in the Cabula and Sussuarana neighborhoods of Salvador (Black 
Women of Brazil, 2015a). As reported by the Public Security Bureau, the deaths of poor Black 
male youth follow a similar and predictable response “young people were involved with drugs or 
some other crime, shot at police who returned fire in self-defense” (ibid.). [Rather than a 
footnote, it merits further emphasis here that Brazilian police almost always allege that police 
                                                
46 While not part of the scope of this research project, the blog “Black Women of Brazil” (blackwomenofbrazil.co) 
has done a remarkable job of translating Brazilian journalism into English in order to illuminate the myriad forms of 
gendered antiblackness in Brazil. The tags “genocide,” “death squads,” and “murder” are particularly illuminative 
and germane to this research but also the deadly conditions that Black Brazilians endure. For but one example, see 
“Document points to a late 1980s extreme right plan to exterminate poor populations” (2013).  
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were shot at first. In many ways, this mirrors claims by US police that they feel threatened by US 
Black male youth as a means to justify lethal measures. This slight detour illustrates the larger 
diasporic experiences of racial terror by police and state apparatuses in general that Blacks 
continue to endure in striking similarities throughout the Americas]. In the wider imaginary of 
Bahia, these tales of racialized violence and genocidal conditions are not part of its cultural 
representations.  
 One need not perform or participate Afro-Bahian culture for Blackness as an organizing 
principle to shape one’s social reality. The police, store attendants, restaurant workers, the 
middle-class, bureaucrats, and other individuals reinscribe a racial hierarchy that denigrates 
Black bodies, particularly those that exceed the boundaries of a permissible Black that is linked 
to Afro-Bahian culture.  
 Blacks in Bahia have engaged with hip-hop not only as a culture but a movement as well 
that combines the African Diaspora as “a process and a condition” (Patterson & Kelley, 2000). 
Bahian hip-hop historian Jorge Hilton provides a framework to understand how Bahian hip-hop: 
The Culture is in the Movement, 
but not always is the Movement in the Culture. 
In the Culture, it has within itself artists; 
in the Movement, it has art-educators.  
The Culture works the professional side; 
the Movement works the militant side.  
The Culture is global (worldwide);  
the Movement is local (regionalized).  
The Culture is liable to becoming fashionable;  
the Movement, never.  
The objective of Culture is to spread Hip-Hop;  
the Movement is, through hip-hip, to transform reality. 
The Culture is the instrument of the Movement; 
the Movement is the son of the Culture. 
In the Culture, there are four elements: 
Rap, Street dancing, Graffiti and DJ; 
in the Movement, there are these four elements and also a 5th  
the Knowledge/Militancy (in the Movement all are militants) 
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In the Culture the “battle” is between the artists; 
in the Movement the battle is against the injustices. 
The Culture mobilizes; 
the Movement articulates. 
The Culture without the Movement is one-sighted; 
the Movement without Culture is crippled. (2014, pp. 15–16) 
 
While not all hip-hop is part of the movement, I am locating this research in Bahian hip-hop that 
is political in some shape or form and enmeshed in global circulations of culture, identity, and 
expressions. These circulations are no doubt buttressed by media and communications but they 
do not evaporate the importance of the locally specific and lived experience beyond screens, 
stages, walls, and technological equipment. Rather, it is those moments in between these 
interfaces of cultural uses, expressions, and production that illustrate the possibility of 
imagination by those removed from national subjectivities, full personhood, inclusion, and 
citizenship. Its potentiality is derivative of its friction with nation-states, although not necessarily 
nations itself, in challenging knowledge production and cultural representations with the explicit 
desire to alter economic, political, and ideological relations of power. Hip-hop works by and 
through culture and politics to challenge how cultural representations naturalize antiblack racism 
by various peoples, institutions, structures, and other social forces against Blacks in Bahia.    
 Hip-hop in Brazil arose as expressions of Black discontent and marginalized youth in the 
early 1980s. Rap music from the United States began to circulate along with the steady flow of 
soul and funk music that was already flooding “Black funk” parties throughout Brazil (Carvalho 
Lopes & Facina, 2010; Lima, 2002; Sansone, 2001; J. L. Santos, 2016; Vianna, 2014). Graffiti 
was also the means by which these discontents were expressed as well.47 Hip-hop became a 
vehicle to articulate race in terms of socioeconomic marginalization, violence, and poverty 
                                                
47 In Brazil, there is a distinct difference between pichação (tagging) and grafiti (graffiti) that I am crudely 
conflating. While the former is becoming more accepted in certain instances, such as recent protests, the latter is 
generally more accepted as art.  
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overrode concerns about African cultural pride (Pardue, 2008). The diasporic imagination of hip-
hop was no longer about cultural origins, unity, and pride. The African Diaspora within Brazilian 
hip-hop had shifted to the conditions of Blackness on the periphery of society and those 
“sociogeographical realties” (Pardue, 2008, p. 111).  
 In São Paulo, for example, youth on the periphery of the city took to hip-hop to illustrate 
the material conditions and lived experiences of Blacks in Brazil’s most populated city. It was 
not through African culture or notions of respectability that they attempted to secure their 
humanity. Rather, it is fighting against economic inequalities, police violence, and other social 
conditions that structured their lives (Gomes, 2013). What São Paulo hip-hop culture, 
particularly the politicized rap music of the Racionais MCs, troubles are those very structures 
that govern, police, control, and kill Black bodies, namely poor Black male youth, in Brazil. The 
Racionais MCs lead MC, Mano Brown, argues that “I am not an artist. Artists make art, I make 
weapons, I am a terrorist” (emphasis removed, J. Nascimento, 2011, p. 172).  On their album, 
Sobrevivendo no Inferno (Surviving in Hell), the four rappers open their song Capítulo 4, 
Versículo 3 (Chapter 4, Verse 3) with the following introduction to illustrate the background by 
which their rap music is part of ideological warfare:  
Sixty percent of youth on the periphery are without criminal histories. Yet, they still 
suffer from police violence. Three out of four deaths by police are Blacks. In the 
Brazilian universities, only two percent of the students are Blacks. Every four hours, a 
Black male youth dies violently, in São Paulo. Here who speaks is Cousin Darkie (Primo 
Preto); one more survivor. (1997) 
 
An emphasis has shifted from a Black empowerment that attempts to create integrationist or 
separationist models and towards a model that critiques a white supremacist, heteropatriarchal, 
and capitalist society where “white males [are] in better condition than white women, who are in 
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more favorable conditions than [B]lack males, who are in less serious conditions than [B]lack 
women” (Paixão quoted in J. Nascimento, 2011, p. 179).  
 Brazilian hip-hop has sought to explicate how the discursive construction of Black bodies 
as imbued with criminality and licentious has had material consequences. In particular, state-
sanctioned violence has been a key theme. In São Paulo, the homicide rates for Blacks is 127.6 
percent higher than whites in São Paulo. This balloons to 798.5 percent in the state of Bahia (J. 
A. Alves, 2012; Waiselfisz, 2011). While São Paulo is riddled with white anxiety over Black 
criminality, Bahia is still viewed as a racial paradise and existing outside of antagonistic race 
relations. This is why Bahian hip-hop is critical because it exposes “such worldwide systems of 
domination, local technologies of social control and a painfully articulated [B]lack urban 
identity” (J. A. Alves, 2012, p. 34) that structures all of Brazil and challenges its foundational 
myths and narratives.  
 In Brazil, even as it claims Afro-Brazilian and Africa as marks or elements of the nation, 
civil society and its racialized knowledges still articulate antiblack racism and Black exclusion. 
Brazilian hip-hop culture challenges Brazilian culture not in its practices and arts but as a 
civilization and its attempts to govern, police, and exterminate Black bodies while preserving 
African cultural expressions that are understood as productive yet limited in the development of 
Brazilian society.48  
Conclusion 
 The history of the African Diaspora in Bahia is important to contextualize Bahian hip-
hop. This brief history illustrates that the conditions and the production of the African Diaspora 
                                                
48 While this may sound absurd, this is precisely what has occurred in Uruguay where Afro-Uruguayans are 
symbolically annihilated yet African-derived cultural traditions and expression are preserved by white Uruguayans 
(Andrews, 2010). This definitely carries the stench of an “imperialist nostalgia” (Rosaldo, 1993) for a dominant 
group to mourn and preserve what it has believed to have killed.  
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has transformed through time and in response to social, economic, political, and ideological 
shifts in Brazil. What has been constant is Blackness in the form of gratuitous violence, stigma, 
marginalization, and dismal socioeconomic positions. The conditions of the African Diaspora 
demonstrate the forms of African bodies, cultures, values, expressions, and forms that cannot be 
accepted in Brazil. What is also constant is that these Africanisms could be accepted as long as 
they furthered the economic, political, and ideological imperatives of whites in Brazil. This 
ranges from socioeconomic exploitation and dehumanization in slavery to decolonial efforts 
against the Portuguese crown to the abolition and the formation of the first republic to 
constructing national narratives of mestiçagem through folkloricization of Afro-Brazilian culture 
to becoming a multicultural polity that is inclusive of ethnic difference.  
 As history also shows, Afro-diasporic cultures in Bahia have been political responses to 
the material conditions of Blackness. They have tied an Afro-diasporic imagination to African 
homeland, both as imagined and as lived, and to other Afro-diasporic members as a form of 
politics arising out of similar yet distinct histories of colonialism, slavery, and antiblack racism. 
These histories of Afro-diasporic cultures have been partially included into the nation, seemingly 
as foundation to Brazil’s own racial exceptionalism. However, they are also part of a “racial 
hegemony” (Hanchard, 1994) where the sociocultural order in Brazil accommodates racial and 
ethnic difference through contradicting racial ideologies only to maintain the social, economic, 
and political power of the dominant group, in this case white Brazilians. These particular cultural 
histories, ethnic identities, icons, sounds, and symbols become universal, applicable to each 
member of the Brazilian nation. It diffuses the ability of racialized groups to use their culture and 
ethnicity as a tool of enunciating a political position because it has become tethered to those who 
are not heirs to those histories of racial marginalization.  
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 The history of Afro-diasporic cultures in Bahia has been one that exists out of tension and 
in response to social conditions of Blackness instituted by Brazilian power structures. These 
histories are not demarcated from the present. Instead, they persist, inform, and continue to 
structure modern day Bahia. Even as Afro-Bahian culture has become ingrained in the imaginary 
of the city of Salvador, it continues to obscure the social and cultural forms of Blackness that 
cannot be included as well as the material conditions that Blacks live under in Bahia. In the 
contemporary moment, hip-hop cultures have become the means for Blacks to speak back 
against their conditions that are part of a larger Afro-diasporic experience. The next chapter 
examines more closely the diasporic conditions in Salvador in order to situate where Bahian hip-
hop emerges from.  
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CHAPTER 3 
DISPLACING THE DIASPORA: SPACE AND EXPERIENCING BLACKNESS IN 
BAHIA 
 
 
“The division between the center from the periphery shantytowns has a bottleneck. It’s a 
very small pathway. Then, it’s like they have been filtering people, you know? ... It’s as if 
there’s an hourglass filtering sand.”  
–Leandro, rapper 
 
“Black geographies produce unsettling questions about how knowledge and ideas about 
race and difference are incorporated into social, political, and economic patterns”  
-Katherine McKittrick (2006, p. 14) 
  
 This chapter uses space as a means to highlight the contemporary tensions of race, class, 
and gender in Salvador in the study of the African Diaspora. It begins by foregrounding race not 
as ethnicity but embedded in social structures that spatially map out the city. Building on the 
themes of nonsynchrony and rediasporization announced in the preface and chapter 1, this 
chapter illustrates how Blackness is excluded in Brazilian civilization through class, space, and 
mobility. Then, it illustrates how Bahian hip-hop artists explicate these exclusions as part of 
conflict between the African Diaspora and Brazil.  
 The difficulty in the contemporary moment is how previous forms of Black cultural 
politics and resistance now constitute the complex social constellation that constructs Brazil. To 
push back against Brazil’s efforts to appropriate and include particular forms of ethnic difference 
without addressing the modes of racial difference requires analyzing social structures and how 
antiblack racism places poor Blacks in shantytowns in Salvador, away from Afro-Bahian culture 
in Pelourinho. Here, I emphasize how space is an important component to gendered antiblack 
racism and illustrates how race is “the modality in which class is ‘lived’, the medium through 
which class relations are experienced, the form in which it is appropriated and ‘fought through’” 
(Hall, 1980d, p. 341). This is critical to anchoring Afro-diasporic cultures first to the lived 
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experiences of Blackness and avoiding how the tendency of cultural studies scholars to unhinge 
Blackness from Black bodies in Bahia (Smith, 2016a). 
 In this chapter, I take a decidedly spatial approach that illustrates the boundaries between 
Brazilian civil society and Afro-Bahian culture as separate from Black spaces that are beyond the 
realm of law, due process, citizenship, and democracy. In other words, it spatializes the racial 
exclusions that Black experience in Bahia. It emphasizes how behind the curtain of Afro-Bahian 
cultures exists Blackness: the backdrop to the lived experiences and the material conditions of 
the gendered Black subaltern in Bahia. This is how I am able to link Bahian hip-hop to the 
historical modes of Black cultural politics in Bahia by grounding it in exclusion rather than 
inclusion.  
 Privileging Pelourinho in terms of the African Diaspora in Bahia emphasizes race as 
ethnic difference and cultural identity instead of situated in material conditions, social realities, 
and lived experiences that racialized bodies as being beyond civil society. The nonsynchrony of 
race in Bahia highlights attempts in Bahia to fissure Afro-diasporic cultures to a completely de-
essentialized symbol and identity from the lived experiences of Blackness on the margins of 
society. Emphasizing race in terms of African ethnicity and cultural identity minimizes the role 
that racism produces a subaltern gendered Blackness. Rediasporicizing Bahia requires using 
space as a means to think through the nonsynchrony of race and going to the voices that are 
marginalized in Brazilian society and from dominant African-derived ethnicities and cultural 
identities. This is necessary in order to anchor Afro-diasporic cultures in Blackness. Once 
Blackness is established, then the produsing of the African Diaspora can be located. In this 
chapter, I draw on census data of income distribution in Salvador along race and gender lines as 
well as the cost of consumer goods and costs of living to illustrate how class is produced and 
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crosses race and gender in Brazil. Then, I use my interviews with Bahian hip-hop artists and 
participant observations with them in shanytowns to magnify how space relations strive to keep 
poor and working-class Blacks from accessing the spaces by which limited forms of Afro-Bahian 
cultures and subjects are permitted. It also examines how they understand this racialized spatial 
divide as well as how they make meaning of the spaces they live in.   
Space and Imagining Bahian Geographies 
 The difficulty of situating Brazil within the African Diaspora, race relations, and the 
world capitalist system is the West’s affinity for area studies and consolidating immense internal 
differences into a neatly confined field. Postcolonial studies scholar Edward Said defines fields 
as possessing “coherence and integrity in time because scholars devote themselves in different 
ways to what seems to be a commonly agreed-upon subject matter” (1978, p. 50). Brazil too 
often gets placed as a homogenous nation of mestiços with varying degrees of African, 
Indigenous, and European ancestry. Miscegenation, as a defining feature, is a theme that runs 
throughout Latin America and collapses a myriad of internal asymmetries to construct a stable 
geographical region (Ortiz, 1940; Vasconcelos, 1997; Wickstrom & Young, 2014; Wright, 
1993). For Brazil, this reduction to a Latin American mestiçagem explicates its underdeveloped 
status and national subjectivity. However, it does not engage with the racial differences and 
structures that organize Brazil.  
 Said uses the notion of imaginative geographies to distinguish between the “Occident” 
and the “Orient” through “this universal practice of designating in one’s mind a familiar space 
which is ‘ours’ and an unfamiliar space beyond ‘ours’ which is ‘theirs’” (p. 54). This arbitrary 
practice divides what constitutes the “civilized” from the “barbarians.” At the same time, the 
asymmetrical division between “ours” and “theirs” need no acknowledgement from the 
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“barbarians.” Rather, those who are able to produce fields  set the parameters between an “us” 
and a “them.” While Said used this in the context of Orientalism, his underlying assumption is 
what produces spaces as modern and civilized from those that are considered to be barbaric. It is 
how these spaces are poetically “endowed… with an imaginative or figurative value we can 
name and feel” (p. 55).  
 Said’s notion of “imaginative geographies” can be used for examining the spatialization 
of race in Bahia where the city center and Afro-Bahian culture can be normative, familiar, and 
included into the West as ethnic while the periphery and Black spaces are racial threats and 
enemies to the Brazilian modes of progress and civilization. While Pelourinho is now included 
into the national imaginary of Brazil and Afro-Brazilian cultures, this has not always been the 
case. Even though it is now a critical component to Brazilian civilization and afro-nationalism, it 
was for many years a social blemish. Pelourinho was a decrepit neighborhood that was 
stigmatized for its largely poor Black population who were homeless, drug users, and bohemian 
street vendors.  
 When it was declared a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1985, the Institute of Artistic 
and Cultural Heritage (IPAC) was charged with Pelourinho’s restoration process. A major 
initiative was the development and restoration of old and dilapidated colonial buildings. 
Numerous projects have been undertaken to solidify decaying foundations and structures of 
deteriorating buildings as a means to exhibit Pelourinho as a Brazil’s pride for Afro-Bahian 
culture and bodies. Key to how Afro-Bahian culture is imagined by IPAC as well as various 
actors in cultural agencies, government, media, and elite is that Afro-Bahian culture is something 
to be preserved and restored. It presents African cultures as timeless and premodern; subject to 
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extinction if not curated and managed.49 This permits Pelourinho and Afro-Bahian culture to be 
accommodated in Brazilian modernity and globalization because, as part of the past, it does not 
incite the same racial antagonisms that plague namely the United States.  
 Another aim of the Pelourinho restoration process (requalificação) has been to redeem 
those who inhabited those dilapidated buildings and filter those who can perform these tropes of 
an authentic and essentialist Afro-Bahian culture in commercial transactions in the culture 
industry. In tandem, this “allegedly faithful preservation of collective memories and popular 
culture, works in practice as an alienating and future-oriented attempt to redeem a black 
population presented as needing civilizational improvement” (J. F. Collins, 2015, p. 3). In other 
words, it needed to provide particular ideological avenues and a colonial civilizing mission for 
Blacks to become include as part of Brazilian civilization.  
 As anthropologist John Collins (2015) goes on to illustrate, the redemption project of 
Brazil’s key node of the African Diaspora was also an exercise of “accumulation by 
dispossession” (Harvey, 2004) that displaced poor Black residents. As Salvador redeemed and 
preserved its suddenly cherished and esoteric Afro-Bahian culture in its historical center, it also 
reformulated the social and economic relations of race that configure the city’s spatial relations. 
Collins depicts the arduous process of indemnification of shantytown domiciles in and around 
Pelourinho that remunerated residents with various amounts of compensation in order to relocate 
elsewhere.  The ability to restore and preserve Afro-Bahian cultural expressions necessitated the 
accumulation of property and dispossession of Blacks’ relation to that land in order to curate it 
within a particular ideological contour of Afro-Bahian culture imagined in the dominant 
modality of Brazilian modernity. This is part of a larger global process whereby former Black 
                                                
49 Undoubtedly, this discourse is reminiscent of the “imperialist nostalgia” (Rosaldo, 1993) where those who inherit 
colonial dominance and power attempt to preserve and mourn what it has long killed and continues to do so.  
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spaces are appropriated, displace Black bodies and reconstituted as public or private spaces with 
ethnic difference that add value to be consumed by cosmopolitan elites (McCarthy, 2011). Thus 
what is occurring in Salvador is the continued displacement of Blacks yet attempting to maintain 
the ghosts of Afro-Bahian culture with racial antagonisms.50  
 Geographies are an amalgamation of space, place, and location. Issues of space are also 
issues of race, gender, and sexuality (Ferguson, 2003; Lipsitz, 2007b; Massey, 1994; Vargas, 
2004). Those imagined configurations are crucial to racialization processes and how racism is 
distributed in a given society (McKittrick, 2006). They are reflective of the social, economic, 
cultural, and political forces that racialize bodies and groups as different and seen as vulnerable 
to premature death as a function of antiblack racism (Gilmore, 2007). As a result, space is 
another form of social control over racialized peoples that enforce and reify racial formations, 
cultural representations, lived experiences, and material conditions of race. Simply, space carves 
out social boundaries between particular groups and forging relations between these boundaries 
(Lefebvre, 1992).51 This is crucial to understanding who is or who is not from particular places? 
Who can or cannot go where? What does or does not regularly occur socially here versus there? 
How one can or not get there? In other words, it is question of belonging and origins as well as 
access. It is also a question of representation and how bodies are read along social, political, 
cultural, and economic lines.  
                                                
50 A more extreme example would be in Uruguay. As historian George Reid Andrews (2010) illustrates, Afro-
Uruguayans have been marginalized and rendered invisible in the nation due in large part to large European 
immigration. Furthermore, the remaining Afro-Uruguayans are rendered symbolically annihilated, much like Native 
Americans in the United States. However, Afro-Uruguayan culture is appropriated, maintained and preserved by 
whites because it is viewed as foundational to the construction of Uruguay as a mestiça/o nation. As a result, whites 
perform these African-derived cultures and traditions. This contributes to an idea that one can have an African-
derived ethnicity or culture without Black bodies.   
51 This also draws on Stuart Hall’s use of “articulation” that illustrates how race is an element that is used to 
structure society in particular arrangements to maintain particular modes of power (1980d). 
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 This is crucial because impoverished Black neighborhoods have long been constructed as 
operating outside of a dominant society and antithetical to notions of modernity (Kelley, 2004; 
Patterson & Kelley, 2000). This demarcation not only separates Black spaces from modern 
spaces. It also forges particular flows and interactions. By flows, I am referring to the circulation 
of media cultures, ideologies, technologies, images, and capital (Appadurai, 1990; Castells, 
1989). By interactions, I am referring to how people who occupy or are affiliated with particular 
spaces are regarded and engaged by the state, civil society, and ordinary residents (D. Silva, 
2001). In terms of race and racism, issues of space and geography greatly impact Black flows 
and interactions. Throughout the Americas, the ways in which Blacks interact with non-Black 
spaces spark political concerns, moral panics, and new forms of policing and surveillance 
(Browne, 2015; Hall, Critcher, Jefferson, Clarke, & Roberts, 2013; McKittrick, 2011; K.-K. 
Perry, 2013).  
 Issues of space are foundational to the African Diaspora and particularly how one 
encounters problems with a given hostland. The slaveship, the plantation, the auction block, the 
pillary, the favela, the ghetto, the prison, are all forms of spaces of domination that are 
configured by and through Blackness and Black bodies in the African Diaspora on this side of 
the Atlantic Ocean. They are crucial to understanding how race is lived as well as the material 
conditions. The geographies of Blackness are not demarcated from a larger dominant society but 
is embedded in modes of domination and are necessary for a modern society to know itself in 
relation to Black geographies. Imperative to constructing racialized spaces is the role of income 
and who is confined to occupying particular spaces and prevented from occupying other spaces. 
Race, Class, and Gender in Salvador da Bahia 
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 Salvador lies in the state of Bahia (Figure 2, p. 271), located in the Northeast region of 
Brazil. Many casually use Bahia to reference the city of Salvador and/or the surrounding region o 
reconcâvo, which surrounds the Bay of All Saints. This bay, which is commonly associated with 
Salvador da Bahia, lies to its west. To the east and south of Salvador lies the Atlantic Ocean. To 
the north lies the interior of the state of Bahia. According to the 2010 Instituto Brasileiro de 
Geografia e Estatística (IBGE) census, Salvador’s population was 2,675,656 people and is 
estimated to be 2,921,087 people in 2015 (IBGE, 2016). This puts Salvador as Brazil’s third 
biggest city, behind only São Paulo (11,895,893) and Rio de Janeiro (6,453682), but ahead of 
Brasília (2,852,372) and Belo Horizonte (2,491,109) (IBGE, 2014). In the 2010 census, there 
were 1,248,897 men and 1,426,759 women. Salvador’s total population is spread over 692,820 
square kilometers. At the same time, Salvador also has the highest income inequality in the 
nation (Mitchell-Walthour, 2016).  
Income 
 This section analyzes IBGE census data to illustrate how income cuts across race and 
gender. Census information of where Blacks in Bahia live is difficult to come by. However, we 
can depict the general spaces of where Blacks live through demographic information such as race 
and income. In the 2010 census, eighty percent of residents in the city of Salvador da Bahia were 
categorized as Black (those who are preta/o or parda/o). For a city with an overall population of 
2,667,691, Blacks number 1,888,188 (IBGE, 2010). Despite being a numerical majority, the 
distribution of income in 2010 was not favorable to Blacks and disproportionately favors whites, 
who comprise less than twenty percent of the city’s population.52 Furthermore, income 
distribution is not favorable to women as well. Tables 1 (p. 272) and 2 (p. 273) illustrate how 
                                                
52 It is common among critical race scholars in sociology to analyze socioeconomic data along a white-nonwhite 
axis in Brazil. This groups parda/os and preta/os together. See Telles (2004) and Mitchell (2016).  
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income is distributed using the monthly minimum salary (510 reais in 2010 and now 880 reais in 
2016) as the unit of measure.53   
 In the city of Salvador da Bahia, thirty-one percent of Blacks (both pretas and pardas) 
earn up to one monthly minimum salary or less compared to just eighteen percent of whites. In 
relation, Blacks are more than one and a half times likely to earn up to one monthly minimum 
salary than their white counterparts. On the other side of the spectrum of the monthly minimum 
salary, twenty-seven percent of whites earn at least three monthly minimum salaries compared to 
only eight percent of Blacks. Thus, whites are three times more likely to earn at least three 
monthly minimum salaries than their Black counterparts. These figures are further exacerbated 
when analyzing the rate of those who earn more than ten monthly minimum salaries. Of the more 
than 400,000 whites in Salvador, almost eight percent earn more than ten monthly minimum 
salaries while for Blacks this number is little more than one percent. At this level, whites are six 
times more likely to earn at least R$5,100 in a given month than their Black counterparts.  
 While the census does not organize income by race and gender, it does provide important 
information about gender and how income is distributed along gender lines in a city that is 
53.3% female, according to the census. What is notable about this table exists at the poles of the 
income spectrum. Women are more than two and a half times more likely to earn a quarter or 
less of a monthly minimum salary and almost 75 percent more likely to earn between a quarter 
                                                
53 In Brazil, the monthly minimum salary is commonly used as the unit of analysis for class. This is the unit that the 
census bureau, sociologists, and journalists frequently use. Unlike the United States census data, this does not tell us 
what the median income is or what a middle class income entails. This is difficult in Brazil as there are multiple 
layers to the middle-class (I regularly hear there are eight or nine levels to the Brazilian middle-class by friends and 
Bahian hip-hoppers), more than in the United States. At the same time, using monthly minimum salary more starkly 
illustrates the large income inequalities between the rich elite, who are overwhelming white, and the poorest sectors 
of Brazilian society, who are overwhelming Black. In many ways, this metric also engages the way that Brazil’s 
economy is vulnerable to boom-and-bust cycles that are historical in Brazil, Latin America, and the Global South. 
Considering the current financial crisis and impeachment proceedings against current President Dilma Rouseff, 
using monthly minimum salary emphasizes how poor Blacks as well as the mostly white middle-class are affected 
while the largely white elite remain socially and economically secure.   
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and half of a monthly minimum salary. Between half and a full monthly minimum wage, men 
(23.4%) and women (24.6%) have roughly the same percentage of earning these wages. After 
one monthly minimum salary, these percentages suddenly shift in favor of men. Men are sixty 
percent more likely to earn between one and two monthly minimum salaries compared to 
women. For those who earn more than two monthly minimum salaries overall, men are fifty-five 
percent more likely to earn at least R$1,020 a month. At the highest levels of income earning, 
men are more than twice as likely to earn between 15 and 20 monthly minimum salaries, almost 
three times as likely to earn between 20 and 30 monthly minimum salaries, and three and a half 
times more likely to earn more than 30 monthly minimum salaries. 
 To put these numbers in context, a monthly minimum salary is by no means a 
comfortable living. Consider the cost of everyday items where a one bedroom apartment in the 
city center costs R$1,500 and R$750 outside of the center and a three bedroom apartment is 
R$2,100 in the city center and R$1,750 outside the city center (Numbeo, 2016).54 Renting a 
bedroom in an apartment outside the city center would cost approximately R$583, which is close 
to two-thirds of a monthly minimum salary. Buying a home is also prohibitive, where price per 
square feet inside the city center is R$650.32 and R$418.06 outside the center. To buy a 915 
square foot apartment, which would be a two or three bedroom apartment, buying an apartment 
would be R$595,042.80 and R$382,524.90, respectively. Regardless of buying or renting, 
utilities are also expense. For a 915 square foot apartment, utilities averages R$598.48 and ten 
Mbps of Internet service costs R$67.60.  
                                                
54 Numbeo as a source provides particular advantages and limitations. It relies on contributors inputting information 
on the cost of items. This provides updated information about prices in a given locale. While these numbers are 
difficult to ascertain, Numbeo is frequently cited by credible journalist sources, such as The New York Times, 
Forbes, Time, BBC, and The Telegraph. As of May 7, 2016, data for Salvador used 235 entries over the past year by 
31 different contributors. Based on my numerous fieldwork trips in Salvador, these prices are appropriate and well 
within range. I have indeed paid R$700 per month for a bedroom in a three-bedroom apartment in the center.  
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 This information is pertinent because it illustrates how income is distributed along both 
racial and gender hierarchies in Brazil and produces class. Blacks are more likely to be on the 
lower end of income distribution than whites. Women are more likely to be on the lower end of 
income distribution than men. While not certain, we can most likely assume, by the way that 
income is distributed through race and gender, that white men are the highest income earners and 
Black women are the lowest. What is more murky is where Black men and white women are 
located in this income distribution, although one might surmise that based on race that Black 
men would earn less than white women.  
 How income is distributed is productive in many ways to understanding and 
contextualizing where Blacks in Salvador can afford to live and how that impacts their lives 
along race and gender axes. The distribution of income along both racial and gendered 
hierarchies determines a variety of socioeconomic indices.  It also determines whether or not one 
can buy or rent a home. Home ownership is a critical site of wealth accumulation and one that 
can be transferred and generative throughout familial generations. If one cannot buy a home, one 
is left to rent or live in the domicile of one’s parents, a common living arrangement in Brazil. 
Yet, the vulnerability to market, such as hyperinflation, gentrification, or an economic crisis, can 
greatly influence where one is able to live and the conditions of such domiciles, such as square 
footage and amenities.  
Cost of Living and Consumer Goods 
 Where one might live or can live may generate problems of transportation to and from 
places of employment. The distance or proximity to one’s workplace requires modes of 
transportation that not only cross places but also require time and economic investment. Car 
ownership is prohibitive in Brazil. A new Volkswagen Golf costs R$75,000. Even if one were to 
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purchase a used car for half that amount, one would need three and a half years of monthly 
minimum salaries to purchase a car. A standard issue and basic Chevrolet car is approximately 
R$30,000. Again, even at half the price for a used car, one would need almost a year and a half 
of one’s monthly minimum salary to purchase a vehicle.  Regardless of purchase price, other car 
costs are steep, such as gas and maintenance. Gas averages R$14.33 per gallon (Numbeo, 2016). 
Assuming a standard 50 liter (12.83 gallons) gas tank, filling up a gas tank would cost R$184.19, 
which is one-fifth of a 2016 monthly minimum salary.  Thus, many Brazilians can only afford to 
take public transportation, which now costs R$3.30 per ride and there are no transfers. If we 
assume that an ordinary employee only needs one bus each way (it is not uncommon to take two 
buses each way) and rides an average of twenty days a month, then that employee would spend 
R$126 per month, which is approximately fifteen percent of the 2016 monthly minimum salary, 
on transportation alone. The best case scenario, buying a monthly buss pass for approximately 
R$100, would still constitute 11 percent of a monthly minimum salary.  
 It is true that one may perform a higher class despite what one earns. One such example 
is clothing. However, name brand clothing is expensive as well. A pair of Levi’s jeans costs 
around R$200. Nike shoes, such as a pair of high end running shoes or a pair of LeBron James 
basketball shoes, can range from R$200 to R$1,000. Clothing such as Ralph Lauren, Lacoste, 
Gap, and Calvin Klein all have high mark-ups. This is due to a combination of exchange rates 
and import tariffs. For many Brazilian elites, it is cheaper to take shopping trips to the United 
States than to purchase clothing in Brazil. Furthermore, this adds the allure of purchasing brands 
or clothing items that are not exported to Brazil.55 At the same time, this adds a passport, the visa 
                                                
55 A running joke among Brazilianists is that Brazilian elites keeps US brands, such as The Gap, Aeropostale, 
Hollister, and Abercrombie & Fitch, in business. While there are a few The Gap stores, only recently did a Hollister 
store open and only in São Paulo. There is still no Aeropostale in Brazil. Yet, it is not uncommon to see well-off 
Brazilians wearing these brands to perform their class standing.  
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process (where one must go to Recife, Rio de Janeiro, or São Paulo to apply at a US embassy), 
and an international flight as economic barriers towards Brazil’s lowest class levels.  This 
separates elite as also cosmopolitan citizens who can participate and consume globalization 
through fashion.   
 My first interviewee, Marisa, lamented about the cost of living in Salvador. A 34-year old 
graffiti artist from a small town in the state of Bahia, Marisa came to Salvador eleven years ago 
and begun doing graffiti in 2006. She has bachelor’s degree and post-graduate degree and now 
works for the Cultural Secretary of the State of Bahia. We met in 2013 through one of my friends 
that I homestayed with on my first Brazil study abroad program in 2008. Convening at our 
mutual friend’s apartment, Marisa was eager to participate in the study because Brazilian hip-hop 
is not frequently given media coverage or valorized, beyond a few groups from São Paulo, in 
general. Large mass media corporations either privilege traditional Brazilian culture or U.S rap 
music. For Marisa, she also wanted to connect Bahian hip-hop with a variety of other 
movements, such as women’s rights, Black Movement, African roots, US hip-hop, Brazilian hip-
hop, police accountability, and Brazilian cultural history.  
 Despite Salvador being one of Brazil’s poorest cities with the highest income inequality, 
the city is still expensive for those who are poor, which namely impacts Blacks. When asked 
about the difficulties of living in Salvador, Marisa did not hesitate to tackle the issue of cost of 
living:  
The question of renting here. It’s expensive. Living in Salvador is also very expensive. 
And to buy your own house in Brazil, from a general standpoint, it’s so difficult, you 
know? You stop looking to buy and go back to renting and, again, it’s so expensive, even 
out on the periphery here. You see absurd prices. It’s not just renting and buying. There’s 
also the problem of food prices. Food is pricey here. Even with just the basics, you can’t 
spend less than R$200 to have decent food for two people, you know? And that’s really 
complicated for a nation where the monthly minimum salary is R$670 (in 2013), right? 
It’s this. It’s that. It’s all of this. 
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Marisa points to larger issues of how income has an impact on one’s life. It is not only the high 
price of home ownership; it’s also the prohibitive cost of renting. Thus many Bahian youth live 
with their parents until they are married. Also, government programs, such as Zero Hunger, 
provide supplementary income to ensure that poor youth are not denied access to food (Ansell, 
2014). Those measures have done much to alleviate poverty but it still does not unravel where 
youth’s parents live, where they live once they leave, or their income once they no longer qualify 
for government support. Despite the federal implementation of a monthly minimum salary, it 
hardly provides an income that provides even the basic necessities when one accounts for rent, 
food, utilities, and transportation. These factors of income and cost of living push the poor, 
overwhelmingly Black in Salvador, towards shantytowns.  
 To consider the correlation of race and gender with class is paramount to understanding 
race and racism in Brazil at both a “vertical dimension” and a “horizontal dimension” (Telles, 
2004, p. 216). The horizontal dimension is derivative of the “racial democracy” thought that 
argued that miscegenation engendered “fluidity and interracial sociability”, such as “relatively 
high levels of intermarriages and low levels of residential segregation” (p. 217). It is frequently 
invoked to prove Brazil has little to no racism and no clearly distinguished colorline, such as the 
United States.56 Linking the nation with the family, Brazilian discourses portray miscegenation 
and cordiality as creating a larger Brazilian family. These racial intimacies have diminished 
racism and blurred racial boundaries.  
 Many of these early twentieth century scholars did not account for the vertical dimension 
of racial inequalities and the prejudice and discriminatory views that perpetuates the 
vulnerability of Blacks in Brazil. Sociologist Edward Telles argues that Brazilian inequalities are 
                                                
56 Despite claims of ubiquitous intermarriage, Brazilians tend to marry someone of their same race and class (Telles, 
2006).  
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hampered by a “hyperinequality, a discriminatory glass ceiling, and a racist culture” (p. 220, 
emphasis removed). In short, Brazil suffers from striking inequalities of income and wealth 
distribution that falls along racial lines. While Brazil’s economy surged in the 2000s, the 
distribution of those gains were not necessarily equal or even equitable. With the economy 
currently falling, many on the margins express great concern about their economic well-being.57  
Education and Social Mobility 
 Beyond income, higher education does not guarantee social mobility in Salvador. In 
2003, Brazil implemented affirmative action to increase Black representation in universities that 
are historically white and elitist.58 While affirmative action has brought more Blacks into the 
federal university system, many still face discrimination in the university itself, such as being 
called “quota monkeys” (Black Women of Brazil, 2015c).59 Those in the conservative 
mainstream media have argued that there was no racism in Brazil until affirmative action was 
implemented (Black Women of Brazil, 2015b). Yet despite the hostility towards Blacks in the 
university system, amidst claims that they are bringing down the quality of education for the 
most qualified students, there is no such evidence that affirmative action students are lagging 
behind their schoolmates (Valente & Berry, Forthcoming). Despite educational attainment, many 
Blacks with bachelor’s degrees and even master’s degrees have difficulty finding jobs in 
                                                
57 As I write this, President Dilma is currently undergoing an impeachment process. The house has voted to impeach 
her. The Senate will soon vote as well. A major concern is that Vice President Michel Temer will cut social 
programs and privatize numerous public entities. This would put programs such as the “Zero Hunger” and “Family 
Allowances” programs under pressure to be diminished or cut. 
58 For a more detailed exploration of Brazilian affirmative action, see Telles (2010).  
59 Numerous blogs have pointed out that part of hostility exhibited towards President Dilma is a backlash about the 
about the middle and upper classes upset with her party, the Workers Party, for affirmative action. This has been 
gleefully taken up by the widely recognized conservative media oligarchy in Brazil.  
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Salvador. Many instead leave for São Paulo or Rio de Janeiro in hopes of better employment 
prospects.60  
 This demonstrates what Telles deems the “discriminatory glass ceiling” that prevents 
lower-class Blacks from entering the middle class much more effectively than their white 
counterparts. This in effect comprises the middle-class strata as mostly white because some 
parda/os and preta/os still stand to benefit the most from the social and economic gains Brazil 
has garnered since the 1990s. However, middle-class Blacks are not exempt from racism. Not 
only do they encounter racism in their lived experiences when their class standing is not known 
but “in some cases, they are not able to benefit from their class privilege, as they must face 
constant skepticism and doubt about their position” (2004, p. 221). The skepticism is incessantly 
reproduced through a variety of colloquial phrases, jokes, and common sensical understandings 
of race, such as “Blacks know their place,” that devalorize Blackness as an attribute and in fact 
stigmatizes it (A. E. da Costa, 2014b). Thus racism cannot be reduced to class because race is 
structured into economic inequalities, discrimination, and a stigma attached to meanings of 
Blackness that permeates quotidian life.  
 While high rates of miscegenation and low levels of residential segregation do distinguish 
Brazil from other polities in the African Diaspora, these do not necessarily precipitate particular 
or even limited forms of racial harmony in sociability at any class strata. Black Brazilians must 
continually perform an identity that is non-threatening and endearing to whites for fear of being 
put in their place when they disrupt the sociocultural order or viewed in a less than favorable 
                                                
60 Numerous social scientists have illustrated the animosity in São Paulo towards those from the Northeast, which is 
synonymous with laziness, being backwards, and unintelligent (Albuquerque, Jr, 2014; Caldeira, 2001). This further 
reifies how the Northeast, where Bahia is located, is marked by racial discourses of Blackness and thus associated 
with a past and premodern temporality while the whiter and more European South and Southeastern regions are 
better equipped to lead Brazil towards it Eurocentric and modern future.  For a more sustained engagement with 
European immigration in the South and Southeastern regions, see Lesser (1995, 2013) and La Cava (1999).  
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perception by whites (Hanchard, 1994). As scholars and bloggers argue, more and more Blacks 
are hyperaware of how they are perceived in public spaces, places of leisure, and shopping 
centers (O. Pinho, 2014a, 2014b).61  Even as Blacks occupy and perform as middle-class and 
upper-class, they are still susceptible to antiblack racism, violence, and assumptions that they are 
lower class.62  
Spatializing Race, Class, and Gender  
 Space is then imperative to creating notions of which forms of Africanisms and African-
descended bodies may be accepted in Brazilian spaces. Blacks must perform a particular 
Brazilian ideology that is racially nonthreatening in order to belong to a polity that is 
overwhelming antiblack yet still makes particular exceptions. This view echoes the work 
Katherine McKittrick that argues for an understanding of space whereby “the landless black 
subject is… anchored to a new world grid that is economically, racially, and sexually normative, 
or, seemingly, nonblack” (2006, p. 3). McKittrick’s use of nonblack here is important because 
the space does not necessarily have to be white. This calls attention to how Brazil, as part of a 
larger Latinidade identity of marginality, constitutes itself between being second-class Europeans 
(Anglo whites) and second-class humans (Blacks and Indigenous peoples). While Brazil may be 
nonwhite according to the hegemony of Anglo-Saxon whiteness, its own liminal status is 
premised upon achieving the social position of full whiteness and marginalizing Blackness.  
                                                
61 Thank you to Reighan Gillam who introduced me to the YouTube blog “Is This Good for You?” (Tá bom pra 
você?). See also “Black Girl Chat” (Papo da Preta).  
62 A common occurrence is when a Black person enters an elevator in an apartment complex and a white person 
asks them if the service elevator is broken. The underlying assumption is that Blacks are poor and domestic servants. 
The recent example of the rolezinhos by Black youth in shopping centers exposes the racial, class, and gender 
markers of who may occupy public spaces of consumption. In another example, Blacks who are recognized as 
upper-class, such as football players, are still recipients of racism, such as in the case of Marcelo in the 2014 World 
Cup (Henson, 2014). 
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 McKittrick goes on to further say that national narratives of belonging to and/or coming 
from are “real and discursive; its meanings and materiality, together, intersect with black 
sociogeographic patterns” (2006, p. 21). Yet, these differences between “nonblack” and “Black” 
are neither fixed nor static. McKittrick charges that it is imperative to engage with how “spaces 
and places… are reconfigured, and therefore point to significant political concerns, because the 
city… is inhabited by black subjects” (p. 21). Even though Brazilian narratives of identity and 
culture rely on both essentialist (African culture is inherent to Brazilians) and antiessentialist 
(there are no biological racial differences) conceptions of race and identity, space continues to 
define and redefine Blackness not only through where Blacks can live but also how they are 
continually displaced. Whereas Afro-Bahian identity and culture produce particular 
representations of the African Diaspora, it does not illustrate how the African Diaspora is lived 
through antiblack racism. While I have outline the real materiality of Blackness, I also want to 
illustrate the discursive differences and “sociogeographic patterns” between Brazilian spaces of 
African culture and Black spaces of culture. 
Black Spaces of Culture 
 
 During my preliminary research in 2013, my local friends informed me that I could 
encounter many Black artists and political activists, many from the hip-hop scene, at the Sankofa 
African Bar on Wednesday nights. Sankofa was a three-story decrepit building in the Pelourinho 
neighborhood. It was indicative of the Baroque architecture that is pervasive in the colonial 
neighborhood. While its hunter green paint was chipped, it was non-descript in Pelourinho and 
did not stand out among other buildings in the neighborhood. This was true during the week 
when Pelourinho is the most quiet as well as during the weekends when samba is playing, 
cachaça is flowing, drums are beating, and people are dancing long into the middle of the night.  
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 Every Wednesday at seven in the evening, the cast of participants would meet outside 
until Nelson Maca, a local Black professor, activist, and poet, would come and unlock the thick 
brown wooden door and let us into the second floor. Inside was nothing spectacular. It had a bar, 
but no bartender. Shelves, but no beverages. It had a stage, lights, outlets, and sound equipment. 
The bathrooms were upstairs and were lucky to have soap, not to mention paper towels. There 
were a handful of people who were regulars and others who would come and go. In that space, I 
would go meet, chat (bate-papo), listen, clap, and hum (to the songs I did not know the words to) 
to the music with the other participants there. It was a space of community. It was also a space of 
politics that analyzed race in terms of culture and racism. Conversations frequently lamented 
over the images of Brazil being reduced to Black tropes: the mulata, soccer, and Carnaval. 
Women lamented how sexualization of Black female bodies put them at risk for rape, a storied 
tradition in Brazil. Men deplored how sports and cultural artistry were the only forms of Black 
male acceptance in Brazil. Beyond that, Blackness was associated with poverty, criminality, and 
stupidity. These events were short but impactful. Each Wednesday, most of the participants left 
by ten at night to catch the last bus to their respective neighborhood and the open mic would end 
around 11 pm. These were necessary weekly intermission for Blacks and allies to come to a 
central location, accessible by bus, and be in a space by them and for them.  
 On Friday August 9, 2013, heavily armed military police in Salvador arrived to the 
Sankofa African Bar. The reason given was that the bar had excessive noise violations 
(Carvalho, 2013). There, the police confiscated the bar’s and artists’ sound equipment. This is 
peculiar for a neighborhood renown internationally for its lively celebrations of Afro-Bahian 
culture that last long into the night. More so, it is strange that military police, heavily armed at 
that, would be necessary to deliver such a notice. Nonetheless, the bar eventually shut down and 
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the constellation of Black artists, intellectuals, and activists was left without a centralized 
location in the city to meet.  
 This state violence against Blacks and in spaces meant for and created by them was not 
met with silence. Shortly after, Blacks and their allies throughout the city took to social media 
decrying this incident. Many posted pictures of themselves with the caption: “I am against the 
criminalization of Black spaces of culture.” Key to capturing the political potency of this phase is 
the arrangement of “Black spaces of culture” rather than referring to it as “spaces of African 
culture.” Maca in his editorial piece in the local newspaper, Correio, explicates these differences. 
He argued that the hegemonic African culture is apolitical and commodified; has become Afro-
Bahian regionally, and by extension Afro-Brazilian nationally; and is celebrated in the national 
imaginary. The “spaces of African culture” are unhitched from the way that space works to 
emphasize particular racial formations, gender performance, and sexual roles that are both 
essentialist and normative.  
 On the other hand, Black spaces are dangerous and occupied by criminals, sexual 
deviants, and subaltern figures. In that regard, Sankofa was an enemy space, a threat to the 
sociocultural order, and, for those police, being armed was necessary to intimidate and conquer 
those there on that Friday night.  The Sankofa African Bar encounter with the military police was 
not viewed as a unique or ahistorical event. Rather, it was viewed as part of a long Afro-
diasporic history of authorities squelching Black dissent and cultural politics in a nation that has 
purported to represent itself as racially inclusive and superior. Maca argues:  
Those that run endowed organizations, publicly funded projects, and companies that 
promote African culture events still pass, daily, the majority of the Bahian population, 
those who occupy the pockets of misery and navigates the conditions of a society that is 
adverse to them and their dark skin. I propose locating the case of the Sankofa African 
Bar and others like it in a historical perspective, an approach that sees this not in isolation 
but rather in a series of actions against our Black leaders and Black spaces over many 
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years. The persecution and probable closure of these Black spaces – as well as the 
physical and moral aggressions to our leaders – cannot be resolved to a question of 
legality, authoritative contempt or personal debt.  This persecution permeates the history 
of Lundu, capoeira, samba, maracatu, the Afro blocs, Black Carnaval, candomblé, 
Carioca funk, and Bahian pagode. (2013) 
 
Sankofa was not a singular incident but rather a continuation of targeting Black spaces. Black 
spaces illustrate the subaltern forms of Africanity that the nation discards in order to minimize 
the importance of race, gender, and class in organizing the social relations of power.63 Locating 
the Sankofa African Bar as part of these other forms of Black spaces of culture is a nod to the 
myriad forms of Africanity beyond the nation’s desires and its attempts of essentializing within 
normative frameworks.  
 The example of the Sankofa also illustrates the consequences for violating the social 
boundaries in Salvador. These are both real and imagined. Leandro was particularly perceptive 
of these social boundaries. I first met Leandro at the Sankofa African Bar. Tall, lanky, caramel 
brown skin with free flowing dreads, he is equally generous as he is insightful. He has been 
rapping for eight years. Four years ago, he started his own record label, Iemanjá Records, and 
has eight artists (six rappers, one music producer, and one R&B singer) on his label that he 
manages and promotes. Beyond rapping, Leandro is also a music producer, a clothing designer, 
webmaster, a photographer, and a video director. These have all developed as a result of his 
participation in Bahian hip-hop: taking photos at events, producing music for other artists, 
creating label merchandise, or filming a music video for rap groups. These audio/visual technical 
skills also earned him a job as an audio/visual technical specialist, editing music and films for a 
                                                
63 This discarding is certainly not fictive. A crucial component to Brazilian philosophies of culture is the 
“Cannibalist Manifesto” (Andrade, 1991) whereby Brazil can consume other cultures and regurgitate it in a distinct 
Brazilian aesthetic. This not only dangerously appropriates problematic discourses of Indigenous cannibalism, but 
also sets up a dynamic of power of who may consume and who may be consumed. This is what Zita Nunes refers to 
as the racial “remainder” in a “Cannibalist Democracy” (2008). Anthropologist John Collins (2015) takes this up by 
exploring how particular Black bodies are capable of being redeemed or permitted to stay while others are removed 
and shifted to the periphery.  
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small media company. His wages from his daytime occupation enable him to rent a studio in the 
Dois do Julho neighborhood for himself and his artists.  
 During one interview in 2014, Leandro illustrated the complexities of race and space in 
Salvador:  
There exist real problems in Salvador. Problems of infrastructure. You got this historic 
shit right here and it is so complicated to reverse this. Salvador was an invaded city, 
right? But it has this key question that revolves around Pelourinho but also what’s next to 
it all around it: all Black. People start crowding in to these neighborhoods next to 
Pelourinho and then to areas just outside the center. Salvador is one giant favela, right? 
Everywhere you look, you see a ghetto (gueto). Then, you have this historical shit right 
here through the structures, the streets, the slope, and it’s this shit right here that is 
difficult to reverse here. It’s something that should be seriously studied of how to make 
mobility in the city work with what we have. Especially because how would you reverse 
this? It would be so painful. People have been building things here for some 500 years. 
So to reverse that might take the same amount of time… Salvador does not have an urban 
structure. Although it’s an urban city, it does not have the structure for an urban city. It’s 
the kind of place that was constructed crazy, right?  
 
A schism between the city center, which includes Pelourinho as well as the upper-middle class 
neighborhoods of Barra, Ondina, and Vitoria, and the subúrbios (suburbs or shantytowns on the 
periphery of the city) are not only separated spatially, they are also meant to inhibit mobility 
between the two.  
 However, this separation is not limited to the suburbs and the “peripheralization” of poor 
Blacks in Salvador. These spatial dimensions also apply to favelas within the city limits.64 
Narrow streets, dismal public transportation, and cost of car ownership make it difficult to leave 
a shantytown and enter the city center. Leandro keenly uses his hourglass metaphor as the 
structure of the city and the filtered sand as the division between poor Blacks and those in the 
city.  
                                                
64 To make a quick and simplistic distinction, a favela is a shantytown that sits in the city limits and a suburb is a 
shantytown that sits on the periphery. In Salvador, both have a social stigma that is embedded with discourses of 
Blackness. While I will refer to favelas and suburbs throughout this dissertation, I do not make any social distinction 
between the two.  
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 Beyond the spatial dimensions, the barrier of time exists as well. Commuting between a 
shantytown and the city center, where Salvador is most legible to Brazil, the African Diaspora, 
and globalization, can easily take two hours each way. Leandro identifies transportation and 
urban infrastructure more generally as significant social problems in Salvador. He expressed 
frustration with having to take two buses to get anywhere in the city, the lack of transfers 
between buses, and having to walk far distances to reach another bus stop.  
 His concern for Salvador being an urban city without the infrastructure of one is notable 
when compared with Brazil’s two largest cities, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, and their 
extensive transportation systems and infrastructure. Both cities also have rail systems that run 
throughout each respective city. Buses run more frequently, are not as crowded, and are 
generally air-conditioned. Furthermore, they have bus stops that indicate which buses pass by as 
well as signal to the bus driver where to stop. Buses in Salvador run less frequently, are crowded, 
generally not air conditioned – and if they are, they cost more – and bus stops do not indicate 
which buses pass by. Buses are also predominantly ridden by Blacks in Brazil, a function of the 
income distribution indicated above.  
 We can conceive of how race and class intersect with issues of space and transportation 
as a form of social control over Black bodies in the city of Salvador. While Leandro does refer to 
the organization of the city as crazy, its madness is one that (re)produces racial relations through 
space. Numerous rappers and graffiti artists referred to the favela as a continuation of the 
plantation for Blacks in Brazil. This claim is not to say that chattel slavery still operates in Brazil 
but rather to illustrate the spatial, economic, and social relations Blacks experience and endure 
with Brazil in general. The shantytowns in Salvador possess a similar social relationship with the 
centro areas where Afro-Bahian culture proliferates. What these hip-hoppers understand is that 
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these forms of African culture are permitted to enter the centro neighborhoods embedded in 
national, diasporic, and global flows because it extols the greatness of Brazil. It requires a 
policing of Africanity as well as a form of entertainment and pleasure for its consumer, rendering 
Black bodies as sites of desires. It does not take into account how the desires of Blacks and their 
cultural practices may differ from dominant Brazilian forms because the discourses of 
Africanity, Afro-Bahian culture, and Afro-Brazilian images are defused of power relations under 
the structures of white heteropatriarchy.  
 Again, McKittrick is informative in thinking through issues of race and space in the 
African Diaspora. She stresses how Blacks’ vexed relationship to land, being continually 
displaced from land, and being an unpropertied subject constitutes “various kinds of madness” 
and “derange[s] the landscape” (2006, p. 3). What Leandro so keenly illustrates, from the 
vantage point of Blacks living on the periphery of society and ideology, is how Black spaces are 
illogical and obscure the needs and desires of Blacks living in the city. Modern principles of 
reason and logic are not applicable to Black spaces because it does not constitute civil societies. 
They are beyond the boundaries of a Brazilian democracy and its ability to incorporate some 
difference but not in its entirety. Even then, the forms of permissible negritude cannot possibly 
ensconce all of Salvador’s Black population and how they are produced as subaltern. In doing so, 
many poor Blacks are left outside of these Brazilian spaces. 
 Salvador did, however, recently opened a seven kilometer rail system in 2014 (Figure 3, 
p. 274) that connects the Lapa bus station (Figure 4, p. 275) to the Retiro station and construction 
underway for future stops, such as the Bom Jua station that opened in April 2015. Despite the 
opening of the rail, those on the periphery are still unsatisfied with the accessibility and the pace 
of construction. One such person who expressed this sentiment is Jorge, a 35-year old rapper 
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from the periphery. Born in Salvador, Jorge has been rapping, both solo and in groups, for a 
dozen years now. Slender with dreads to the bottom of his back, he boasts that he majored in hip-
hop culture, an education that 
he says goes side by side with the Black Movement. I met Jorge the same night I met Leandro at 
the Sankofa Bar. That evening, Jorge had just released a new single that he was ecstatic about 
distributing and promoting. Despite the enormous attention he received that night from the other 
patrons, he was still gracious enough to make time to speak with me and about my research on 
Bahian hip-hop. We talked briefly that evening but he gave me his phone number to set up an 
interview in a few weeks at a hip-hop festival at the Solar Boa Vista Teatro.  
 In our interview, Jorge situated Bahian hip-hop in a large historical context of the African 
Diaspora, both in Brazil and abroad. He easily would discuss Third World liberation figures, 
such as Marcus Garvey and Mahatma Gandhi, and then shift to US rappers, such as Tupac 
Shakur, J. Dilla, and the Notorious B.I.G. When I asked him about the connection between 
Bahian hip-hop and the Black movement, he said that “MCs have a commitment to speak about 
the subjects that they believe need to be spoken.” More specifically, Jorge notes that difficult 
subjects are not to be eschewed but rather engaged: “I let my heart guide me, feel me? The best 
stuff that I like is when I write with feelings of pain, feelings of anger, you know? Whenever I’m 
feeling really negative, I can extract so much more positivity within me.” The purpose of these 
sentiments of pain and anger are meant to be political acts within a culture born out of 
“liberation” and intended to “transform lives.”  
 Jorge frequently made references to the material conditions and living on the periphery, a 
matter I take up further below. Transportation was a notable topic for him.  
The dissatisfaction of the people start with the problem of urban mobilization, public 
transportation. You got this absurd fare that people have to pay. But it’s also the 
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precariousness of the urban trains on the metro. When you talk about capital cities in 
Brazil, the ones that have a metro system, the people here in Salvador don’t have one. It’s 
been thirteen years (since they started building the metro line) and the construction has 
never left. And it’s the tiniest metro line in the world. And to this day, they’ve completed 
thirteen years of construction and they’re still not done. We still don’t have a metro, feel 
me? 
 
Jorge expresses his discontent that a city comparable to other capital cities in Brazil has an 
insignificant investment and interest in developing a metro system that would improve the spatial 
accessibility for those who are on the margins. Rather soteropolitanos (residents of Salvador) 
must rely upon the congested bus system and the decrepit road and highway networks to traverse 
the city. This is particularly strenuous for those who live on the periphery and wish to come to 
the center of the city. This in turn keeps poor and working-class Blacks beyond the centralization 
of Afro-Bahian culture, government institutions, tourism, and more affluent and presumably 
white Bahians.  
 The spatialization of Blackness from Afro-Bahian culture amounts to isolating poor 
Black youth in spaces away from Afro-Bahian culture. Yet, the spatialization is made starker by 
the forms of inaccessibility that inhibit movement between spaces. This creates a static and 
supposedly naturalized division between the forms of good Africanity/Afro-Bahian culture, and 
bad Africanity/Blackness. This matters because the center of the city is the space of power and 
knowledge through Afro-Bahian culture and projects this image throughout the nation and the 
globe. Because so many outside groups are invested in Pelourinho, those who are granted 
legitimacy within this global space produce particular knowledges about race, culture, and the 
African Diaspora. The division between the center and shantytowns is engineered and 
maintained through income distribution, rent, the cost of goods, and public transportation. Even 
as spatial relations cut at class and racial lines, these racialized spaces are not static or void of 
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their own power dynamics. Gender and sexuality permeate the practices through which Blacks 
make sense of their spaces.  
Feminist Critiques of Gender and Sexuality in Black Spaces 
 In early 2015, a group of five hip-hop feminist cultural producers created a hip-hop 
feminist collectivity to mentor and develop the technical skills for poor and working-class (and 
predominantly Black) female youth. Every Sunday, the group would meet in front of the Lacerda 
elevator in Pelourinho and then walk down to the neighboring Sun Kiss favela for that week’s 
workshop. Many of the founders and participants lived in various and disconnected shantytowns 
across the city. The Sun Kiss favela is an important space because of its proximity to the two of 
the most prominent bus stops in Salvador: Comércio and Praça de Sé. Between these two bus 
stops, the women and girls can most easily meet at Pelourinho, ironically amidst all the tourists 
and Afro-Bahian cultural groups. From there, the collective walks fifteen minutes to the Sun Kiss 
favela where the local community cultural center made their space available to these workshops. 
The workshop would entail a history lesson on a hip-hop element, basic principles of a particular 
skill, and then developing those skills. Training young women to be MCs, DJs, graffiti artists, 
and b-girls was not simply about better representation among artists. It was also intended to bring 
a wider feminist critique within the Bahian hip-hop movement and challenge the misogynist 
proclivities that mirror dominant Brazilian society. For the group, they wanted to challenge the 
ways that femininity is devalued and instead ground it as a site of strength and power.  
 The founders’ impetus for the hip-hop feminist collective was to illustrate how gender 
and sexuality are imbricated with race, class, and culture in Brazil. This final section of this 
chapter engages the way that gender and sexuality operate in Black spaces and how that is 
experienced. It also engages the ways that feminists in the Bahian hip-hop movement make their 
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own critiques into the internal tensions within hip-hop culture. This is important because Afro-
Bahian culture not only produces a static and essentialist representation of the African Diaspora. 
It also produces a very heteronormative articulation of the African Diaspora. This is what 
contributes to afronormativity where Blacks attempt to participate in the “politics of 
respectability” (Higginbotham, 1994) in order to be accepted into Brazilian society and minimize 
their social difference. Beyond the linkages of gender normativity and patriarchy between Afro-
Bahian culture and Brazilian society, Bahian hip-hop, like many other local variations of hip-hop 
cultures, is predicated upon hypermasculinity and misogyny. These tropes revert the way that 
Black male bodies in hip-hop are stigmatized for their deviant sexuality (Durham, 2014). While 
hip-hop culture can be extremely empowering and offer a lexicon of resistance, it easily leads to 
reproducing forms of gender and sexual oppression (Clay, 2008; A. S. Durham, 2014; McMillan, 
2014; Pough, 2004; Rose, 1994; Saunders, 2016).  
 On my second fieldwork trip on 2014, I attended an educational workshop on the 
periphery of the city. There, a female US Black professor of global hip-hop was brought in to 
present on her work on the linkages between the African Diaspora and global hip-hop cultures. 
The scholar gave an excellent workshop to the mostly Black pre-teen aged youth about the 
history of hip-hop in the United States and how it has proliferated throughout the world, calling 
attention to socioeconomic inequalities and the power from the margins. She also connected 
antiracist efforts in Brazil to the Untied States and how hip-hop has been a conduit for Blacks 
from each country to connect with one another as part of African Diaspora interrelationships.  
 During the discussion portion of the lecture, a female Black Brazilian teacher in the 
audience provided poignant insight into issues of translation and how global hip-hop culture 
reifies gender hierarchies. The female teacher extolled hip-hop for giving Black youth a voice 
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and a sense of empowerment. This cannot be overstated in a nation where linguistically the term 
“Black” is used as a negative and stigmatized qualifier in everyday language (A. E. da Costa, 
2014b). Hip-hop culture has served as a pedagogical instrument of racial conscientization in 
Brazil where Blackness is relegated to as non-threatening exotic Other in the form of cultural 
performance and/or sexual exploitation.  
 However, the educator was also critical of its seemingly masculine nature and how male 
Black youth use the dominant discourses of hip-hop to challenge racial hierarchies but also 
reinforce gender hierarchies. She noted that seeing successful and entrepreneurial artists such as 
Jay-Z is indeed empowering but then youth wish to emulate that by saying “I am the boss” (eu 
sou padrão), which shares etymological roots with patriarchy and patrimony in highly gendered 
ways. In other words, US hip-hop discourses can be subversive in some forms while also 
enforcing other forms of oppression in other regions in the world. The concern was not that hip-
hop culture in Brazil was inherently sexist and overly hypermasculine, but rather that it amplifies 
an already existing Brazilian patriarchy that views Black women’s’ bodies as passive sites of 
desire and domination. In other words, hip-hop in Bahia must be negotiated between its 
meanings and discourses in the United States and its reception into Brazil in its social, cultural, 
and linguistic structures.  
 A feminist critique in the Bahian hip-hop movement seeks not only to raze the edifice of 
white supremacy and global capitalism but also their adjoining edifice: heteropatriarchy. In 
doing so, Black feminists in the hip-hop movement aspire for a form of racial consciousness and 
formation that does not reproduce all too familiar modes of gender domination or to permit 
Black men to occupy the social positions of Brazilian men. Instead, their critique in Bahian hip-
hop calls attention to imagining how feminism can be liberating and productive for men and 
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women. The production and transformation of space and transforming was a reoccurring theme 
in interviews with feminist hip-hop artists. Relations of space reflected not only how the city of 
Salvador is divided between the Afro-Bahian cultural center and the immense favela outside the 
dominant flows of globalization.  It also exposes how spaces are impacted by racialized tropes of 
gender and sexuality and how that impacts women.  
 Marisa noted that she explored different mediums for her artistic endeavors. For her, this 
speaks to her desires to articulate gender and sexuality rather than permit Brazilian society to 
articulate it upon her. She understands her work as an “artistic intervention” within the 
constellation of Brazilian social relations. However, her physical body in these spaces was 
important as well as an artistic intervention.  
 With a post-graduate degree in art history & cultural heritage (pós-graduação em arte 
patrimônio-cultural), she illustrates the social implications, both good and bad, of being a 
woman and feminist artist in Black spaces: 
So I went searching and searching. Graffiti was a logical medium to use as a subversive 
tool, right? But when I was just starting to paint, I realized that as a woman in the street, I 
was also suffering discrimination. Being on the street, I realized that if I continued to 
draw and write these taboo things and people, particularly ones that people were not 
accustomed to, that I would be judged. First, folks are not used to consuming graffiti and 
they don’t see it as an artistic intervention. Secondly, it’s not okay for a woman to be in 
the street alone painting. Then, I realized, that as a matter of safety, I had to stop painting. 
However, the original idea was always to draw a woman. I have this occupation with a 
woman in the street. This was my initial idea. Always a very feminine figure with 
phrases, captions, and where they express feelings that are always connected to 
sexuality… I began doing this but then I had problems in the movement. Guys thought 
that just because I would speak and draw about sexuality that I was there to… I was 
there… ready to have sex with everyone and that was not the case. A possibility, sure, but 
it wasn’t that way. I just wanted to talk about the body of woman, about the resolve of 
woman…. Then I had to stop because I became limited by safety concerns. Then, it was 
difficult for me to come back to these places because people were eyeing me as if I came 
there as a whore or a prostitute or a slut. 
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Marisa’s history about making feminist interventions through graffiti in the streets highlights the 
nonsynchrony of race in Black spaces through gender and sexuality. Even though Black spaces 
are removed from Brazilian civil society through race and class, they retain the dominant 
sociocultural order’s notions of femininity and womanhood. They do not necessarily induce 
rethinking notions of gender and sexuality, particularly for Black women. In that regard, Black 
spaces are also hypermasculine spaces that subjugate and police Black women about being or not 
being respectable female subjects. Marisa’s refusal in Black spaces to comply with being a 
respectable subject that is fit for civil society is what ignited her safety concerns for her own 
body and how people were viewing her as a sexual deviant.   
 While attempting to intervene into how Black women are seen as objects of sexual desire 
and cultural consumption, she herself becomes a body of desire that in which her own agency is 
stripped away. Furthermore, attempting to subvert the passivity of Black women as sexual 
objects in the ideological realm also marked her as a sexually available object in the lived realm. 
Artistic interventions, such as Marisa’s, do not exist in a vacuum from already existing social 
relations and forms of knowledge. While graffiti is a subversive tool, female hip-hop artists must 
still navigate existing constructions of race, gender, class, and sexuality that see poor Black 
women on the periphery as deviant hypersexual subjects. Even as Marisa attempts to trouble how 
Black women are constructed for male desire, she herself was caught in the dominant 
constellation of social knowledge and power in Black spaces that puts her own safety in danger.  
 These narratives illustrate how space impacts race and gender. This is imperative to note 
because Black Feminist Theory has explicated the particular vulnerability of Black women in the 
diaspora (P. Collins, 2000; Davis, 1998; Spillers, 1987). Black women must not only endure the 
burden of antiblack racism but without the protections that come from being the dominant 
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modality of womanhood. Black women’s bodies are not sites of value, purity, and worthy of 
protection like white women. Rather, they are seen as sites of violence – often enduring more 
violence than Black men – and sexual availability. This is how the female Black body is seen not 
only as passive but also a tool to assert one’s power vis-à-vis the passive female Black body (D. 
Silva, 2007). 
 Still, graffiti and hip-hop culture more largely are ample sites of intervention into the how 
gendered Blackness is understood in Brazil. Making diasporic linkages of Black female figures, 
Marisa is able to displace Brazilian discourses of Black female hypersexuality by inserting US 
female hip-hop icons. 
 I began to draw more feminine figures of Black women, who are always the most 
prominent women in Brazilian society. They’re prominent in order to more precisely 
popularize them in culture, right? … In my case, I use Black Brazilian women figures. 
Other times, I’ll venture out. I’ve done Lauryn Hill twice, Erykah Badu, Black women 
that are really… how do I say this? I would have to say they’re really fuckin’ dope 
(foda)! [laughter]. They are though! They really are. They’re women. They’re Black. And 
they communicate! How do you not revere this?!? 
 
Marisa calls attention to the fact that Black women are overrepresented in visual cultures in 
Brazil. As numerous hip-hop artists remarked to me, Brazil’s three biggest exports are 
international football, Carnaval/samba, and the mulata. While the first is definitively masculine, 
the latter two are often twinned with the hypervisibility of the exotic mulata dancing samba in 
Carnaval processions. The mulata not only reinforces discourses of interracial mixture but then 
disseminates this as the dominant representation of Black femininity in Brazil. As a site of sexual 
and cultural consumption, the popularity of the mulata is that she is inherently sexually available 
and this notion is crucial to the idea that race relations in Brazil is much more benign (Soares, 
2012). Yet, this erases the ability of Black women, particularly those who do not appear like the 
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stereotypical hypersexual mulata, to assert their own desires and needs that may not be 
compatible with the colonial male gaze.  
 At the same time, Marisa uses the popularity of Afro-Brazilian women in Brazilian 
culture, and the ways that Afro-Bahian culture also contributes to this, to make them a sign of 
contestation and a struggle over representation and signification in Brazil. Drawing US hip-hop 
icons such as Lauryn Hill and Erykah Badu, Marisa draws on the African Diaspora to present 
other modes of Black womanhood in Brazil. A key admiration for Marisa for these two US 
Black women is that they communicate. Her emphasis on communication is that it calls for Black 
women in Brazil to speak back as subjects with voices and knowledge about the world. This 
disrupts how Black women’s bodies are reduced to the mastery of the body, through dancing and 
sexuality, but are inhibited from moving beyond subjectivity and towards personhood. It presents 
a means to speak and create knowledge from a decidedly Black Feminist perspective.   
 For this reason, the founders of the feminist hip-hop collectivity sought to create a space 
for female youth from the periphery to raise their racial consciousness as well as embed 
feminism as a source of critique and counternarrative. This is meant as a bridge between US hip-
hop and local Afro-diasporic cultures to empower Black women but also see them as producers 
of knowledge that differentiates from the normative and essentialist racial discourses perpetuated 
by Brazilian society and Afro-Bahian culture as well as challenging the misogyny in Bahian hip-
hop. Besides being filled with what are predominantly male youth, hip-hop cultures are also very 
heterosexual and masculine. At freestyle rap battles through Bahia, many male MCs verbally 
attacked each other through violent sexual metaphors, such as sodomy, rape, and derogatory 
names for women. Not only was power asserted by men through the discourse of 
hypermasculinity and sexual domination, many women donned this attitude as well. For women, 
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their ability to assert a sense of power and self could only be accomplished through this 
masculine language as well as performing one’s self as masculine. This could be performed by 
wearing baggy jeans, baseball caps, and T-shirts. As one founder explained, it was not 
necessarily a problem in of itself that female youth wore masculine clothing, something I take up 
in the following chapter. However, she noted that it is problematic that so many girls take it up 
because of how femininity was so devalued.  
  On the day that I accompanied the feminist collectivity, graffiti was the topic du jour. A 
history lesson was delivered about the history of graffiti, such as its New York roots in the Bronx 
as well as local histories of graffiti artists. Afterwards, the collectivity went out into the 
neighborhood and created a collectivity mural together for the rest of the afternoon. The mural in  
Figure 5 (p. 276), which reads as “girl’s streak, girl’s rhythm,” is an important proclamation in 
the context of Salvador da Bahia and racial and gender hierarchies writ large.65 By claiming this 
space in one of Salvador’s favelas, a space of Black racialization, the collective is creating but 
another alternative vantage point of Brazilian society that is anchored in Blackness. Instead of 
being desired in Brazilian spaces, they are announcing their own desires of gendered Blackness 
through their cultural expressions; their graffiti streaks and their rhythms. Like Black Feminist 
Theory, it creates counternarratives and subaltern knowledges to the dominant bricolages of 
culture, power, and knowledge that cross race, class, gender, sexuality, and cutlure. This is all the 
more powerful in a space where Blackness is absent in political society and only praised in 
national celebrations of culture and ethnic identity. Rather, it situates Blackness within the 
quotidian fold of experiential and material conditions; perpetual landlessness and the belief that 
uprooting development coincides with Black displacement; the violence exacted against Black 
                                                
65 A quick note of translation: “mina” literally translates to “mine” as in a gold mine. However, “mina” is also a 
shortened term for the word “menina,” which means girl.    
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bodies; the need of civilizing in the context of former colonizers and incessant colonial tactics; 
and especially the vulnerability of female Black bodies in public.  
 The importance of the feminist hip-hop collective, like much of the Bahian hip-hop 
movement, is a question of who gets to speak for Blackness. The gendered Blackness they are 
engaging is not situated in national mythologies of a great mestiça/o nation founded by in the 
revisionist history. It does not subscribe to the tenets that Africanisms is simply a series of 
ideologies, expressions, and practices that are performed by anyone in Brazil whose proclivities 
veer towards the Afrocentric. It moves beyond traditional Afro-Brazilian cultural groups whose 
Pan-African tendencies emphasize the past, cultural survivals, and the symbol Africa as a 
process, product, and production of a pure, pristine, and static premodern formation untouched 
by the modern world. It situates Blackness as constitutive of the contemporary conjuncture and 
the repetition of sociopolitical relations that displaces and pushes Blacks to the spatial and 
imaginative peripheries in Brazil. Furthermore, it challenges the hypermasculine and normative 
assumptions in Brazil, Afro-Bahian culture, and Bahian hip-hop. Rather than reproducing Black 
women as passive sites of desire, the feminist collective works to promote an understanding of 
gender and sexuality that crosses race, class, and culture in constellations of power in culture and 
knowledge.  
Conclusion 
 Space is foundational the African Diaspora. It provides an analytical tool that examines 
conflict between a diaspora and a hostland. In the case of the African Diaspora in Brazil, space is 
firmly entrenched in race relations. Space anchors the African Diaspora in material conditions 
and lived experiences that produces social formations and subjectivities beyond citizenship, 
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civilization, and modernity. It also illustrates how these spaces are imagined in relation to social 
problems in urban cities.  
 In Afro-Bahian culture, race is emphasized as ethnic difference and cultural identity 
which produces a representation of the African Diaspora in Bahia as one of immense pride in its 
abundance of Africanisms. These perspectives do not engage with how race is lived and 
experiences. Its uses elide the way that race is mapped out across the city and how it creates 
social boundaries between Black spaces and Afro-Bahian spaces in Brazilian civil society. These 
social boundaries insert the African Diaspora as enmeshed in material conditions and in 
particular spaces through class, illustrated through income distribution, consumer goods, and cost 
of living. This is constructed by how the effects of class push poor Blacks to the literal and 
figurative margins of the city, in favelas and subúrbios, that are viewed as subaltern spaces and 
incompatible with the Brazilian social order and its articulation of civilization. Furthermore, 
urban infrastructure, specifically public transportation, inhibits mobility between shantytowns 
and the city center. The violent policing of Black bodies in spaces of African culture, such as the 
example of the Sankofa African Bar, reinforces these social boundaries and assigned Black 
bodies to spaces of exclusion, violence, and social death.  
 Black spaces are not without their own contradictions and tensions. While class works 
through race to marginalize Blacks at a structural level to shantytowns, gender and sexuality 
illustrate the forms of power and hierarchy within Black spaces. In particular, a shared sense of 
male empowerment links hypermasculinity in Bahian hip-hop culture to Afro-Bahian politics of 
respectability and Brazilian patriarchy by subjugating Black female bodies to male desire and 
denying women their own desires, agency, and personhood. Furthermore, these modes of gender 
domination in Black spaces also continue to create and produce tropes that Black women are 
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sexually available for men’s desires, needs, and wants. As Marisa illustrates, Black women fear 
physical danger in public spaces, particularly when attempting to deconstruct how men police 
Black women’s sexuality. In response, hip-hop feminists have created their own community to 
claim Black feminist spaces for themselves to voice their desires, wants, and concerns. It 
advocates for multiple counternarratives to destabilize how culture and knowledge forge modes 
of power and domination. What these Black feminist perspectives in Bahian hip-hop culture 
illuminate is that the Black woman’s body is a site of ideological contestation that produces 
particular knowledges and cultural texts that create notions of the African Diaspora and the 
Brazilian nation.  
 Linking the history of the African Diaspora to the contemporary conditions of Blackness 
is critical for understanding the need to situate the African Diaspora within conflict to the 
Brazilian hostland. It shows the forms of Blackness that Brazil cannot accept. This is critical to 
the rediasporization of Salvador: highlighting the racial tensions between the African Diaspora 
and the Brazilian hostland. If the nonsynchronies of race produce Black spaces that are in 
conflict with in Bahia, then what is the cultural trafficking that links their positions on the 
margins to others in the diaspora? The next chapter points to how hip-hop artists are using the 
African Diaspora to forge cultural ideologies, materials, and fashionings that speak to their 
conditions and lived experiences in Bahia.  
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CHAPTER 4 
USING THE DIASPORA: OBSCURED CROSSINGS IN THE ECONOMIES OF BLACK 
ATLANTIC CULTURES 
  
 
“Salvador: You feel that it is different.”  
-Salvador City Hall Slogan 
 
 The quote above is plastered on numerous billboards, pamphlets, guides, videos, and 
other forms of media that the Salvador City Hall produces. The difference is that Salvador is an 
exotic African city, bustling with Africanisms, and void of the racial antagonisms that structure 
other cities. This reduces race to ethnic difference and not an organizing principle that manages 
and controls particular bodies.    
 Using a critical cultural studies perspective, other scholars have argued that racial 
fluidity, African culture as a constitutive component of regional identity and the multiple uses of 
Africa by the government, artists, cultural groups, agencies, NGOs, and institutions inhibit a 
Black ethnicity being tied to specifically Blacks or a lived form of Blackness (P. Pinho, 2010; 
Sansone, 2003).  This is argued as a refusal of essentializing race and ethnic absolutism in Bahia. 
Doing so, scholars have traced the abundant trafficking of Afro-diasporic images, sounds, texts, 
and politics that ebb and flow in and out of Bahia. What they do not trace is how this Afro-
diasporic cultural trafficking flows specifically in and out of Black spaces. 
 The previous chapter expounded upon the material conditions of Blackness as a means to 
situate the African Diaspora within Bahian race relations. This illustrated how Blackness is 
spatialized discursively and materially. If the African Diaspora is a condition and a process, then 
its processes should be tethered to its conditions. This chapter reroutes the Black Atlantic in its 
flows in and out of Black spaces rather than Brazilian spaces. Thus, this chapter analyzes the 
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reception of hip-hop culture in Black spaces and how Blacks are using it to formulate their local 
Afro-diasporic cultures. How local Blacks draw upon transnational cultures emphasizes the 
interrelationships within a diaspora that are articulated between shared experiences, histories, 
and counternarratives.  
 The first section in this chapter rethinks the Black Atlantic to ground its diasporic 
transnational cultural identities to the lived experiences of Blackness in Bahia rather than 
permitting than to circulate freely. The following section illustrates how rap music is a 
pedagogical intervention through example of the griot as a metaphorical Afro-diasporic figure to 
speak back from the racial margins in Brazil. The third section argues that Blacks in Bahia are 
redirecting Afro-diasporic energies, politics, and disruption into new materials, specifically the 
New Era baseball hat, to visualize and claim their Blackness. The next section illustrates how 
Bahian hip-hop cultures provide Blacks in Bahia the ability to disrupt the policing of Black 
gender and sexuality. What this chapter strives to illustrate is that within Black spaces, there is an 
Afro-diasporic culture in Bahia that hip-hop culture facilitates that encompasses a way of life and 
a set of social practices that differ from dominant cultural identities (R. Williams, 1978a, 1998). 
This rediasporization of Bahia by Black youth in the local hip-hop scene use particular icons, 
images, and subjectivities to enunciate the Black cultures coming out of Black spaces that 
challenge dominant African-derived cultures and identities in Brazil. To grapple with this, a new 
charting of the Black Atlantic must be elaborated.  
Ebbs and Flows of Black Atlantic Cultures in Black Spaces 
 Cultural studies scholar Paul Gilroy’s seminal monograph The Black Atlantic: Modernity 
and Double-Consciousness (1993) charted new ways of mapping out Black cultures by using 
“the Atlantic as one single, complex unit of analysis in their discussion of the modern world and 
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use it to produce an explicitly transnational and intercultural perspective” (p. 15). To do so, he 
finds ships to be “the living means by which the points within that Atlantic world were joined” 
(p. 16). This emphasized how the Black Atlantic experience, living under racial terror, is 
derivative of modernity, not exclusive to it. In other words, antiblack racism is not an aberration 
of Western modernity but rather constitutes the very fabric of it. However, this has also 
presented opportunities to rethink modernity, citizenship, and the nation by those who are 
excluded from those terms. A key cultural conduit, for Gilroy, has been and continues to be 
music, as a continuation of African oral traditions as well as a connecting force under the thrust 
of slavery. The shared histories of antiblack terror under Western regimes and the central 
function of music within Black vernacular cultures highlights the movements of Blacks, both real 
and imaginative, across the Atlantic in constructing a transatlantic cultural identity that is 
continually being made and remade. Central to this movement across the Atlantic is the hybridity 
that comes from being Black in Western societies (double consciousness) as well as the hybridity 
of music that draw on Black cultures and politics across the Atlantic.  
 Yet, Gilroy’s ships require a physical mobility that transports objects, materials, and 
bodies between disparate points across the Atlantic. This is evident in Gilroy’s examples 
throughout his text that highlight the travels of Blacks in the US, Europe, and Canada. Diasporic 
feminists have taken up this point. Gilroy’s ships require physical as well as social mobility. 
Within diasporic groups, this has privileged middle- to upper-class men who have established 
some form of rootedness in the West. Jenny Sharpe has argued that “[the] paradigm shift of 
‘African Diaspora’ … reflects the new conditions of globalisation” (2003, p. 440). By 
globalization, she refers to the hypermobility of “capital, labour, technology, consumer goods, 
art forms and media images” (ibid.). This not only privileges the Global North and their 
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rhizomatic assemblages but also argues that “the chronotope of mobility in Gilroy’s transatlantic 
model is male-gendered” (p. 443). In other words, these constructions of the diaspora are 
Western, affluent, mobile, and male which mirror many of the same circuits in the contemporary 
mode of globalization.  
Alternative Frameworks of the Black Atlantic 
 Furthermore, Gilroy’s monograph is written from an Anglo West perspective where 
Blacks constitute minoritarian communities vis-à-vis dominant white group. In contexts such as 
the United States and Britain, Blacks are differentiated by ancestry and culture because both 
depart from an Angloist interpretation of the Enlightenment where nations must be unified by 
purity and commonality, not through contact and difference. In that regard, non-white cultures 
and bodies that these cultures are attributed to are beyond the fully white Anglo subject.   
 Critiques of Gilroy do not eschew the Black Atlantic as a framework but rather stress 
other ways that Black cultures, identities, politics, and subjectivities come together. Literary 
critic Brett Hayes Edwards (2001) moves beyond using other Afro-diasporic cultures and politics 
as raw materials in the construction of local Black Atlantic cultures and identities. Drawing on 
his work on Black France, Edwards moves the study of the African Diaspora and the Black 
Atlantic towards décalage, as a temporal and/or spatial gap, “that resists translation into English; 
to signal that resistance and, moreover, to endorse the way that this term marks a resistance to 
crossing over” (p. 65). For Edwards, it is the “kernel of precisely that which cannot be 
transferred or exchanged, the received biases that refuse to pass over when one crosses the 
water” (ibid.). The transatlantic engagements between Blacks and the local contexts they come 
from do not always perfectly translate. And as Edwards suggests, the Anglo/Latin divide in 
modernity may also be applicable to the Black Atlantic by rethinking Blacks’ social positions 
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and cultural expressions in relation to the dominant sociocultural order. In other words, Edwards 
stresses the striking differences in the African Diaspora that do not resonate with other Afro-
diasporic members.  
 This is instructive to the Bahian context within the crosscurrents of the Black Atlantic 
and the use of Latinidade in Brazil. Bahia is frequently used as a raw material to be deployed for 
regional cultures, national identities, global tourism, and non-Brazilian Afro-diasporic groups. 
These groups select particular images, sounds, and aesthetics to represent Afro-Bahian cultures 
and subjectivities for their own purposes. These representations overwhelming portray Bahia 
within folkloric constructions of strong premodern African cultures. These assertions are made 
through literary texts, scholarship, tourism, government agencies, and retail.  According to 
anthropologist Melville Herskovitz, Bahia and Recife, in terms of “Africanisms”, ranked as 
“very African” or “quite African” in social organization, religion, magic, art, folklore, music, and 
language (Apter, 1991, p. 239).66 Once a scourge, these forms of Africanisms have become “the 
great cultural freezer… rather than a place where innovation is as present as elsewhere” 
(Sansone, 2003, pp. 65–66). What this illustrates is that Afro-Bahian culture is only legible to the 
dominant Black Atlantic cultures as a relic of the past that is to be taken and used for the benefit 
of outside interests.  
 The investment of Afro-Bahian culture as being folkloric and constituting the past is 
varied. Locals, such as its citizens but also Afro-Bahian cultural groups, see African cultures as a 
source of pride that gives the city importance in the national imaginary as the cradle of Brazilian 
civilization. It also buttresses the local tourism industry. Regional and national discourses, by 
                                                
66 On a scale of “a: very African” to “e: trace of African, or none”, Herskovitz ranked the Bahia-Recife area as “d: a 
little African” in terms of technology, economics, and non-kinship insitutions. It should be noted that Herskovitz 
only ranked Guiana (bush) higher than “c: somewhat African” in technology, as “b: quite African.” For economics, 
only Guiana (bush) and Haiti (peasant) received higher than “c: somewhat African” and were both deemed to be “b: 
quite African.” No area received an “a: very African” in technology or economics.   
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government agencies or politicians, use Afro-Bahian cultures to re-narrate Bahian and Brazilian 
histories and how Blacks have been included in these histories. Beyond the borders of Brazil, 
Bahia is important to both diasporic and global flows. Afro-diasporic groups come to Bahia in 
attempts to “rediscover” their cultural roots that they have presumably lost (P. Pinho, 2010). At 
the same time, global tourists, which also includes Afro-diasporic peoples, come to sexually and 
culturally consume the exotic Africanisms that have come to define Bahia (E. L. Williams, 
2013). What is rarely considered is how Blacks in Bahia are using the African Diaspora for their 
own purposes to position themselves as racialized subjects.  
 The uses of Bahia, both inside and outside Brazil, assume a sort of natural state of 
Africanisms that organically evolves. In Marxist terms, Bahia is a “raw material” to be used by 
local elites or non-Bahians to be brought into their own contemporary subjectivities, identities, 
and politics. It is these Africanisms that can be used to produce a modern Blackness that is 
located in Brazil’s centers of modernity, such as Rio de Janeiro or São Paulo, or other nodes of 
the African Diaspora that are posted on the same routes of globalization, such as New York or 
London. This is how Bahia becomes reified as “premodern” and its easy slippage to “backwards” 
(Sansone, 2003). It is also part of the racialized feminization of Blacks in Bahia (K.-K. Perry, 
2013; O. Pinho, 2008). This obscures how Blacks in Bahia are using the Black Atlantic to 
construct their own assemblage of culture, identity, and politics to explicate their own racial 
conditions.  
Bahian Tourists and Vagabonds 
 One way we might explicate this fissure is through an exploration of Zygmunt 
Baumann’s deployment of the metaphorical opposition between the tourist and the vagabond 
(1996). He notes that the postmodern world attempts to move away from fixed identities, a 
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liability in the world of movement with incessant ruptures in time and space. One such figure is 
the tourist who “perform[s] the feat of non belonging to the place they might be visiting… of 
being in and out of place at the same time” (p. 11). Always protected, the tourist is able to come 
and go when necessary or when “things threaten to get out of control, or as their potential of 
amusement seems to have been exhausted” (pp. 11-12). This twinning of potential danger and 
amusement keeps the tourist in motion, flexing their autonomy and independence to come and go 
as they please. This freedom of movement gives the tourist the “ability to choose where and with 
what parts of the world to ‘interface’ and when to switch off the connection” (p. 13). It is this 
shifting and movement that paints the exotic world that differs from the comforts of home in the 
West. In contrast to the tourists are the vagabonds: the “unfit rejects of the brave new species… 
[and] the waste of the world which has dedicated itself to tourists services” (p. 14). The 
vagabonds move because “they find the world unbearably inhospitable” and are “beyond 
remedy” (ibid.). They belong to the “dark background” that make the lives of the tourist that 
much more comfortable and bearable.  
 The Bahian hip-hop scene highlights the division between the tourists and vagabonds. 
For the tourist, Afro-Bahian culture is only a place that is temporary and fleeting, inspirational 
and admirable. It is a mere encounter until they leave the city or return to their middle- and 
upper-class homes in the city. The vagabonds are those in the city who must bear the 
inhospitable conditions and forced migrations. While the dominant flows of the Black Atlantic 
enter and leave Bahia with the tourist, rerouting it through the perspective of the vagabond 
explicates different engagements that produce alternative Black cultures and identities in the 
background to the tourist zones.  Yet, they are using the African Diaspora in much different ways 
than the metaphorical tourist does. In fact, they are going beyond the usual arsenal of African 
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symbols in Bahia for more radical and disruptive symbols from US Black cultures that rupture 
settled constructions of race, class, gender, and sexuality in Bahia and Brazil.  
The Black Griot: Diaspora, Storytelling, and Technology 
 I am the messenger, yes sir! 
 The vagabond is getting emotional 
 Because he feels the spirits of the ancestors, Griot! 
 I came to prove that the culture don’t stop 
-MC Marechal “Griot” 
 
 The griot is a central figure for Afro-diasporic groups that has roots in West African 
Mande cultures (Charry, 2000; Hale, 1998; Hoffman, 2000). Over several centuries, griots’ roles 
have included “historians, genealogists, advisors, spokespersons, diplomats, interpreters, 
musicians, composers, poets, teachers, exhorters, townhall reporters, and masters of or 
contributors to a variety of ceremonies” (Hale, 1997, p. 251). In Afro-diasporic communities in 
the Americas, the griot is more recognizable as the musician, the preacher, the barber/hair stylist, 
or the street philosopher. It uses storytelling to provide guidance, interpretation, and meaning 
into the realms of culture, politics, and economy. It shifts our attention to a different vantage 
point through insights passed down orally over generations. In other words, it is meant to 
connect the past with the present (Banks, 2011).  
 The orality of storytelling in Afro-diasporic cultures is neither an atomized form nor 
static African culture tradition. Just as it embodies various subjects over time, griotagem has 
changed in mediums as well. Today, it also enmeshed with three key elements of the present. 
The first two are technology and literacy. Alexander Weheliye calls this “the grooves of history” 
(2005b) to explain “how in the processes of sound recording and reproduction, the production of 
black history transmogrifies from absolute erasure in writing to sounding from loudspeakers on 
any given urban corner” (p. 326). In other words, Black orality is laced with technologies of 
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cultural production as a means to subvert Black erasure in literacy. The third element is the 
digital where storytelling and signifying are not produced through older forms of cultural 
production but rather preserved on digital platforms and interfaces (Banks, 2011).  
 This section uses MC Marechal’s griot figure as a storytelling vagabond to examine how 
Blacks in the Bahian hip-hop movement are using technology and digital medias to speak back 
to the dominant representations of Bahia and their conditions in globalized Brazil.  
The Orality of the Griot in Bahian Hip-Hop 
 In June 2014, approximately one week before the 2014 Men’s World Cup, I left at 7:30 
am to catch the first of my three buses from Barra to Suburbana. The bus route for the day 
navigated the congested city traffic through Barra, Campo Grande, Dois de Julho, Comércio, and 
Iguatemi before it began its long ascent on the winding highway to Suburbana, located 
approximately ten miles (16 kilometers) from the southern tip of the city. As the bus moved 
further from the city center, the seats and aisles became more compact with bodies squished 
against each other in the hot and humid weather. The edifices became shorter in height; 
sidewalks were non-existent; stores were considerably smaller; gathered garbage bags awaiting 
on the street for pickup; and modest red brick shantytown homes, many of still-in-progress, 
become more pervasive. These physical changes in the environment illustrate not the 
economically or socially differentiation in Salvador but also the racial spatialization. The bodies 
on the bus and on the streets became also darker in skin tone. As the bus winded up the one lane 
of the highway, we reached my stop outside Bom Preço, the local grocery store chain. I walked 
up and down three hills over a kilometer to the local community center to meet Leandro, whom I 
had not seen Leandro since a hip-hop festival in July 2013. We had stayed in contact via social 
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media and mobile technologies. He was ecstatic about the workshop he was delivering to about 
twenty local youth at the community center. 
 That particular day, he invited me to attend a workshop he was leading to local youth 
about the importance of hip-hop culture, rap music, poetry, and asserting a Black identity. As he 
approaches me in the neighborhood plaza, his shoulder length dreadlocks sway softly and an 
electric smile marks his face. “E aí mano! (What’s up, brotha!),” he exclaims. When he gave me 
a dap, his tall and slender body enveloped mine and we each gave a hearty slap on each other’s 
back. Then, we proceeded to enter the local community center where he introduced me to his 
friends, family, and local educators. Certainly an enjoyable experience, this was much more 
memorable for the considerable amount of time Leandro took to introduce me to others and 
others to me. We easily took a half hour and caused the workshop to delay. Leandro was not 
fazed. We arrived at the local cultural center. Constructed in 2006, the center holds a large stage 
and approximately 300 audience seats. It is also fully equipped with a large theater screen 
projector, microphones, and industrial speakers. There, we made our way up to the stage where 
the workshop was set to take place. Setting our chairs in a circle, we were joined by about 20 
local youth, predominantly Black male youth, who assisted us in setting up the workshop.  
 As an introduction to his workshop, Leandro defines rap as an acronym and formula for 
rhythm and poetry (ritmo e poesia). Introducing rap in such terms strips away the undertones that 
argue rap music is solely a US American cultural form, confined by its own particularly national 
specificity.67 Similarly, Leandro does not attempt to adapt rap music to fit within Afro-Bahian 
frameworks of culture. Focusing on the structure of Afro-diasporic musical composition and how 
                                                
67 Reducing rap music to US Blackness also drastically de-emphasizes the very diasporic nature of hip-hop origins, 
such as DJ Herc’s Jamaican origins, his use of Latin music on his turntables, and the spectrum of West Indian, Afro-
French-Caribbeans, and Hispanic Caribbeans who were foundational to hip-hop in the South Bronx. For example, 
see Flores (2004), Hebdige (1987), and Rose (1994).  
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that produces rap music as but one expression lifts it above nationally bounded specificities and 
sutures it to the importance vernacular traditions that have played across the Americas for Afro-
diasporic needs and purposes.  
 Using the rhythm and poetry formula scores a notion of culture that is familiar to Afro-
Bahian culture but also scores rap music as an Afro-diasporic form. Leandro’s intervention in 
this educational space is to think beyond national specificities and the privileging of national 
forms and instead towards an Afro-diasporic philosophy of culture and music that circulates 
throughout the Americas. We can understand how Leandro is engaging in hip-hop as a diasporic 
space that “has assumed an increasingly significant role in shaping contemporary forms of black 
diasporic consciousness and subjectivity” (M. Perry, 2008, p. 636). Using hip-hop as a diasporic 
form “mobilize[s] notions of black-self in ways that are at one time contestive and transcendent 
of nationally bound, hegemonically prescriptive racial framings” (ibid.). Leandro uses the 
diaspora to rethink conventional ideas of the African Diaspora in Brazil beyond privileging the 
past and essentialist notions of Africanity.  
 Unfolding the diaspora into the present enables hip-hop to become a productive space to 
link differentiated temporalities (the past and present) and spatialities (Brazil and the United 
States). It does not eschew their national specificities but situates it alongside rap music through 
poetry and rhythm to rethink the African Diaspora as nationally bounded and the ways that those 
traditions are preserved. Instead, Leandro uses rap music to illustrate how the African Diaspora 
is reinvented between contemporary exchanges.   
 Having contextualized rap music as a Black cultural expression that shares a process with 
locally specific Afro-Bahian cultures, Leandro displaced his own griotagem about rap music and 
Afro-diasporic cultures and shifted it to his audience that day. As part of his workshop, he also 
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sought to turn the participants into griots: storytellers on the margins of the city with something 
important to say. The workshop participants, myself included, were instructed by Leandro to 
create our own forms of poetry explaining why we had come to the workshop. Some expressed 
their desire to know more about rapping so they could begin rapping. Others lamented that they 
were there because of school. Others just wanted to know more about hip-hop culture in general. 
While his audience is receiving his workshop, he also makes them active participants who take 
up Leandro’s cultural expertise and resignify it. They are producing their own rap music to 
convey their own desires, positions, and situations.  
 Situating Leandro’s use of hip-hop culture as a means to engage and construct a critical 
diasporic consciousness positions his workshop participants as users of media cultures that 
permeate their ideologies and cultural practices. In an Internet age, audiences are no longer 
recipients of media cultures. The art of storytelling of the same form they just received in the 
same format also makes the audiences producers, on the same platform as Leandro. This pushes 
the boundaries of Henry Jenkins’ “convergence culture” (2006, 2012) that situates audiences as 
both recipients but also as content producers in an Internet Age. Jenkins’ conceptual map 
between audiences and producers suggests a physical distance between the two. It also imagines 
that the producer is removed from becoming an audience member and participating in 
convergence cultures. In addition, convergence cultures assumes that it only becomes convergent 
when the original cultural text is shift to another medium or format or platform.  
 The workshop I observe challenges many of those assumptions. The stark contrast 
between the original producer (and who is ever really an original cultural producer?) and the 
audience is blurred between Leandro, the local rapper, and his workshop participants, his 
audience. In his workshop, Leandro noted that rap music is a means of communication with 
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others. This suggests that one can be both a rapper and an audience member. This emphasizes the 
communicative function of rap music and hip-hop culture that creates meaning, identity, and 
social practices among particular groups (Carey, 1988; Turino, 2008). The communicative facet 
is important to situate the cultural producer within a community and in conversation with one’s 
group members. The conversation takes place in the ebbs and flows of cultural expressions that 
take place between group members. Someone becomes the producer and the others audiences. 
As an audience, they use that information and then produce their own cultural expression to 
communicate in conversation with those before them. As with the tradition of griots, they 
articulate the past and present through storytelling, metaphors, and life histories. And all of this 
takes place in the immediacy of face-to-face interaction with one another. Yet, griotagem is not 
confined to only those community members one is in physical proximity to.  Indeed, digital 
platforms and devices are critical for the making of community and space for Blacks in Bahia.  
The Digital Griot in Bahian Hip-Hop 
 Digital technologies are providing new modes of connectivity for diasporic groups 
(Appadurai, 1990; Ong, 2003; Tsagarousianou, 2004). The African Diaspora is no different. 
However, beyond the dominance of Afro-Bahian cultures and mainstream Anglophone rappers 
from the West are other forms of digital engagement with the African Diaspora. Between the 
exportation of Afro-Bahian cultures and the importation of US Black culture is Brazilian hip-hop 
cultures, many of which do not reach international acclaim.  
 After Leandro’s first exercise, he brought out his laptop and connected it to the projector.  
He digitally transports his workshop participants to the streets of Rio de Janeiro and shows a 
YouTube video of independent Black68 rapper and activist MC Marechal (born as Rodrigo 
                                                
68 While certainly light in complexion, MC Marechal identifies as negro (Black) in his song MCs Emergentes 
(Emergent MCs). His Blackness is situated as part of his class position “a classe alta e media me odiam, pois eu sou 
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Vieira) and his song “Griot” to weave poetry, rhythm, and using the diaspora (Rap Nacional 
Download, 2012).69 Here, I would like to focus specifically on the first verse and hook of the 
Niteroí rapper’s song to illustrate the significance of Leandro’s workshop:  
My raps are my life, nobody else’s. 
In the show, I pass the feeling that yall got 
Springs in the mind of my friend, it’s my life too 
In the mind of who never saw, what’s this uncle, whose face is this? 
He asks about the best that you’ve heard, about the influences: where they from? 
Respect for the slap in the face by each line 
The labels can fuck themselves, I ain’t laughing, they tryna ride my 
Investment in rap and the message in the fucking culture. 
At the same time, I function the calculator 
Do I did this for the money, as times yes,  
I gotta make money to continue making the sound, yeap! 
But what do I want? That which makes me feel most alive 
I already feel free. Today I wanna feel that I am free.  
Without wanting to be the best, away from all this chit chat 
Wanting to be the best is being the best for your community 
A sound per week? I am not that kind of MC 
I make a sound per year and you don’t go a week without hearing it.  
 
 (Hook) I am the messenger, yes sir! 
 The vagabond is getting emotional 
 Because he feels the spirits of the ancestors, griot! 
 I came to prove that the culture don’t stop 
 I am the messenger, yes sir! 
 The vagabond is getting emotional 
 Because he feels the spirits of the ancestors, griot! 
 
Leandro uses MC Marechal’s song as another form of storytelling and the importance of the 
griot. Doing so, Leandro becomes a part of the audience as well in deference to MC Marechal as 
the griot speaking. Using another voice, Leandro is able to situate griotagem within a set of 
                                                                                                                                                       
muito negro pra ela” (The high and middle class hates me for I am too Black for them) and a political opposition 
“Sou um inimigo público com cérebro complex de Stephen Hawking e retórica de Mandela” (I am a public enemy 
with the cerebral complex of Stephen Hawking and the rhetoric of Mandela).  
69 While I do not have the space to fully devote to the work and significance of MC Marechal, it should be noted 
that he is well-known in Brazilian hip-hop circles for his emphasis on cultural expressions and cypher battles as sites 
of knowledge production from the periphery that troubles Brazilian nationalism and oppression. For example, see 
Cavalcanti (2014) and Freitas & Cunha (2015).  At the same time, discussions of MC Marechal recenter São Paulo 
and Rio de Janeiro as the eminent sites of Brazilian hip-hop and leave Bahia to be rendered as oppositional to 
modernity, Blackness, etc.  
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imperative: life histories, structures of feeling, free speech, counterculture, liberation, a 
commitment to one’s community, and producing quality over quantity in media cultures.   
 MC Marechal connects the history of the African Diaspora and remaps it onto the present 
in how the traveling vagabond represents the perpetual migrations and displacements of Afro-
diasporic peoples. But the vagabond is also without a settled home or job, a condition that 
explicates the precarious conditions of Blackness in Brazil. Identifying himself as that 
messenger, the Fluminese rapper reterrotializes the griot as a figure not in spaces of Brazilian 
civilization but rather outside of it: in the street, without work, and a particularly irrational figure 
by modernity’s standards. The griot is positioned by the material conditions beyond the pockets 
of power that coalesce in Brazil. The messenger is a vessel of street knowledge that produces his 
knowledge not by rational thought but by the visceral affect the diaspora inflects onto his body 
and impels his to feel the ancestral spirits.  The composite figure of the 
griot/messenger/vagabond shows a means of identification and community. MC Marechal 
demonstrates this through his own music: first calling himself the messenger but then displacing 
himself to the third person in reference to the vagabond, which we know through his conjugation 
of “se emocionar”. The vagabond is no longer simply a victim of postmodernity, as Baumann 
suggest. The vagabond is also not an aberration of the individual. The vagabond is part of a 
communal experience with contemporaries but also Afro-diasporic ancestors.  
 MC Marechal’s particular vision of the griot-messenger-vagabond is to “prove that the 
culture don’t stop” which demands a dynamism of culture through its uses and productions. It 
incessantly ebbs and flows through time and space, genres and instruments, and between 
audience and producer. Furthermore, it strongly positions the African Diaspora as a process and 
a condition through the figure of the griot. This song directly relates to the spaces that Leandro 
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and his participants occupy. It moves the African Diaspora away from the apolitical celebrations 
of the past in spaces of African culture, such as Pelourinho, and moves them to the spaces where 
the African Diaspora is lived, such as that particular periphery suburb that is marked as deviant, 
dangerous, and in contrast to the harmony of Brazilian civilization. At the same time, the griot is 
relatable to the youth because the griot is also a vagabond on the margins of society. It pushes for 
a form of storytelling by those most marginalized and enraged.  
 Furthermore, griot storytelling, as illustrated by both Leandro and MC Marechal, pushes 
the notion of diasporic creativity away from pristine and purity, what is frequently employed to 
describe Afro-Bahian culture as extraordinary and unique, and instead towards the messy and 
dirty, what we may simply call the all too common and ordinary in both Brazil and throughout 
the globe, that has become normative for understanding Afro-diasporic peoples. Leandro’s vision 
of music as a feature of not simply the African Diaspora but coming out of Black spaces is 
certainly indicative of Black Atlantic cultures. He utilizes rap music to develop a critical 
diasporic consciousness that posits “those within the expressive culture of the black Atlantic 
[that] use its music as an aesthetic, political, or philosophical marker in the production of what 
might loosely be called their critical social theories” (Gilroy, 1993, p. 79). Leandro maps this 
onto his own spaces and links it to other marginal spaces where the spirits of the African 
Diaspora possess griots and speak their communities into existence.  
 Throughout his workshop, Leandro stressed the importance of communication with 
others in rap music. He certainly delivers this point in a varying ways not only how it transmits 
the diaspora through time and space but through electronic mediation as well. The local rapper 
and producer amplifies the potentiality of Afro-diasporic cultures and vernacular traditions by its 
scaffolding with modern technologies. Diaspora is not simply reproduced over time, in its 
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conditions, its uses, and its productions. It is also reproduced over spaces that are beyond the 
immediate vicinities of Black youth in Salvador. It also pushes the Black Atlantic into Black 
spaces and Blacks who do not physically travel across the Atlantic. Rather, the Black Atlantic 
circulates through bodies in the figure of the griot to illustrate the conditions of the African 
Diaspora. The energies of Afro-diasporic philosophies, creativity, and conditions are not 
relegated to bodies. They also circulate through objects and materials.  
Black Materials: The New Era Hat and Rediasporization 
 The previous section illustrated how the African Diaspora flashes through time and space 
to connect disparate Afro-diasporic bodies through analog and digital forms of communication. 
While the digital is frequently invoked to speak of “disembodied information” (McPherson, 
2014), the digital is not void of the body. This is certainly true for Black bodies in hip-hop 
culture whose bodies are laced with racialized knowledges with cultural expressions in particular 
socioeconomic conditions. Here, I want to consider how these same forces are not confined to 
simply bodies but also materials which come to signify the African Diaspora on bodies and 
cultures that are not included the Brazilian polity.  
 In this section, I argue that the New Era baseball hat is Afro-diasporic material that 
becomes endowed with combining racial conditions with cultural expressions by Black youth 
who wish to separate themselves, at least visually and stylistically, away from Afro-Bahian 
cultures and identities. As a visual symbol, the New Era baseball hat in Bahia is connected to US 
Black styles of fashion, particularly hip-hop culture. The donning of US Black fashion 
statements is also a political statement that uses outside Black symbols to intervene into the 
Brazilian sociocultural order and its policing of Africanity. It forms an identification with US 
Black cultural expressions that push back against racial conditions, lived experiences, and 
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dominant cultural representations through a lived aesthetic. At the same time, it shows an 
identification with the very forms of Blackness that incites anxiety by those who have curated a 
form of Africanity that can be controlled and stabilized. Disrupting the policing of Africanity in 
Bahia also unravels its gendered dimensions and the way it polices Black women’s bodies.  
The Babylon Bar 
 A primary site of my research on Bahian hip-hop was the Babylon Bar in the Rio 
Vermelho neighborhood. In front of the orla (beachfront), local rappers frequently threw parties, 
sometimes two or three times a week, at the two-story establishment. Yellow in front with the 
paint chipping on bottom and with the sidewall adorned with local graffiti, the Babylon Bar was 
wildly popular with Bahian youth. Many came from periphery neighborhoods to socialize and 
congregate. The format of these parties varied depending on the evening. Some were more 
dancehall focused. Others were more focused on hip-hop. These lines between the two were 
blurred but this can be attributed to the style of the rappers there who weaved dancehall and 
Anglo-Caribbean music into their rap music.  
 I usually arrived just before midnight, appropriate according to local customs, because (1) 
the buses stopped running shortly after that and (2) it gave me time to check out the social scene. 
As I walked into the doorway in front, I would stop by the local vendors who were selling 
clothes, accessories, and rap music by rappers from Salvador as well in other cities. I would 
converse with the local vendors about what new music singles and albums have been released 
and who is rising in the national hip-hop scene. I would then go through the back patio and up 
the cement stairwell to the upper level. There, I would exchange pleasantries with the organizers 
who were setting up. I would ask if they were releasing any new music or if they would be 
performing soon. They would inquire about how my research was going and would often suggest 
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new interviewees for me. While I would arrive at midnight, the venue would not fill up until 
approximately one or two in the morning. These parties would last long into the night, as late as 
four in the morning. Sometimes they would last longer, especially as carless youth waited for the 
city buses to begin operating again.  
 The advantage was that the organizer would finish coordinating with his team about 
setting up the venue and then would purchase a drink from the bar for us to share. We would 
hang out on the top porch that surrounded the inside club area, where the DJ of the night would 
begin to set up his music and start to spin. With the ocean breeze at our backs, we would talk 
more in-depth but also greet people as they arrived. This was beneficial in that I was able to 
observe the fellow participants at this particular site before the crowd transitioned inside to the 
dance floor under the dim lights. Who were the patrons? What were they doing? How did they 
perform/dance/socialize? When did they arrive? What were they wearing?  
Black Materials and Style in Bahian Hip-Hop 
 What local Bahian hip-hop youth were wearing began to resonate with me more and 
more with each time I would venture to the Babylon Bar. The youth that came were notably 
fashionable. They typically did not dress up in beachwear clothing, such as boardshorts and 
brands such as Hollister or Abercrombie & Fitch, or a more European fashion aesthetic, such as 
fitted button-up oxford shirts and tailored jeans. Instead, they illustrated a Black aesthetic in their 
fashion that veered towards the United States rather than Africa. While I use the United States as 
an example, their fashion aesthetics are indicative of what Blacks are wearing in the West not 
what they imagine Africans in a premodern Africa were wearing. This struck me at an early time 
in my fieldwork. The following are my field notes on June 9, 2014:  
When I returned home, I decided to rest before I went out to Babylon Bar…Many of the 
other patrons wore typically Bahian clothes, that are tighter or more beach influenced. 
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Other wore more baggier clothes, basketball jerseys (I keep seeing the same Miami Heat 
Shaquille O’Neal #32 jersey that I saw for the first time in 2008), and snapback hats. The 
hats adorned cities such as Los Angeles or Chicago. Some even had New Era logos but I 
doubt that they were licensed hats due to the poor graphics. Most had hats with the latest 
graphics and fashion designs, such as the name of the city stitched underneath the bill or 
“elephant” print. These were hats that one would find in US shopping malls, targeted for 
urban Black youth.  
 
The New Era baseball hat possessed a valuable symbolic currency in those spaces that 
distinguished it from other styles that had become naturalized and comfortable. Many of the 
female youth wore high top shoes, such as adidas or Nike, with black tights, a tank top, and a 
baseball hat. US professional sports teams, particularly National Basketball Association teams, 
usually adorned the front of the hat (boné in Portuguese), such as Chicago Bulls or Brooklyn 
Nets. Of course, there were variations: shorts or skirts instead of tights; sandals or Converse 
Chuck Taylors instead of high tops; a T-shirt instead of a tank top; and bucket hats or no hats in 
place of the New Era baseball hat. The male youth wore baggy jeans or shorts, a pair of sneakers, 
oversized T-shirts or tank tops. Yet, many of the men also wore a New Era baseball hat. This 
common item between male and female youth struck me as a critical object of performing Black 
subalternity in Brazil. Not only because of its frequency but also the way it stood out and 
signified a Black identity that was distinct from the typical styles in Bahia. 
 The importance and value of the New Era hat was confirmed in one of my exchanges 
with a rapper, Carlos, before we begun our interview. This was noted in my field notes on June 
28, 2014:  
Today I had an interview with a local rapper. He said that we should meet up at Babylon 
Bar at 11 pm. So at about 10:30 pm, I left my apartment in Barra and headed over to Rio 
Vermelho to meet him. I arrived promptly. However it is difficult to know if Brazilians 
ever mean the time they say. When I was there, Carlos was nowhere to be found. 
However, I was greeted by a Black Brazilian. He wore long denim shorts, an oversized T-
shirt, worn-out Reeboks and a Texas Longhorns baseball hat. We talked briefly before we 
went around to other people, greeting them. He said that he gets there early to set things 
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up, greet people. … When the rapper showed up around 12:45 am, he greeted a variety of 
people. He was also selling his recent CD that he had just released. I tried to wait to greet 
him because I don’t want to appear as the over eager U.S. Black American. After about a 
half hour or so, I made my way to go see him as he was sitting in a circle with his friends. 
He exchanged some pleasantries and then said he wanted to wait to begin the interview. 
He wanted to dance with his partner, try to sell his CD (it seems that this is one of his 
main spaces of selling his music), and say hi to other people. He was also very interested 
in my purple Blackscale New Era fitted baseball hat. He asked how much it was, and 
where I got it. He told me about how hats are really expensive here in Brazil. He asked if 
I could bring some New Era fitteds down with me the next time I’m in Brazil because he 
liked mine. I told him I’ll try to find some hats that are cheap but still fashionable. 
 
The next time I saw Carlos, I gifted him my barely used blue Kidrobot fitted that I had brought 
down to Brazil. He was ecstatic about this gift. He exclaimed that no one else would have a hat 
like this. What he meant was a fashionable New Era baseball hat that was not adorned with a 
professional or collegiate sports team but rather from a fashion brand from a boutique in New 
York City. He informed me that he would wear this the next time he would perform and would 
take a picture of it for me. This New Era baseball hat would signify something more than the 
others in Salvador and he wanted to use that to increase his own Black symbolism.  
 Rather than simply conceive the boné, its name in Portuguese, as the imposition of US 
cultural imperialism, I want to situate it as an object that is imbued with African diasporic 
philosophies that comes to symbolize a shift in racial discourses by Black youth. Critics have 
pushed audience reception theory to conceive of what happens beyond the space of media. That 
is, where do we go from the theater, the living room, the performance, the concert, or the book 
club? What do these negotiated meanings, ideologies, and symbols that speak to audiences’ lived 
experiences, material conditions, social practices, and cultural performances? Here, I shall 
examine the materiality of culture in Black spaces. How is Blackness conveyed? How does it 
challenge Brazilian discourses of race and the African Diaspora? Doing so destabilizes not only a 
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dominant Brazilianist paradigm that circulates in Brazil but also essentialist notions of Africanity 
that portrays it as fixed, stagnant, and timeless.  
Black Materials as Symbolic Ruptures 
 When I first proposed my dissertation research, I did not anticipate that such a simple 
item, the New Era baseball cap, would be a frequent theme in my field notes or a focal point at 
all. Yet, it kept reappearing in within hip-hop spaces and bodies. In this section, I want to 
consider how this hat comes to symbolize the African Diaspora that creates friction with both 
Brazilian as a postcolonial adaption to modernity and Afro-Bahian objects as indicative of the 
postmodern inclusion of racialized difference. Furthermore, I want to complicate the narrative 
that Afro-diasporic cultures should be shielded from the forces of the economy. While I certainly 
agree with the critique of the commodification of ethnicity, particularly of the Global South and 
within the African Diaspora, I also want to consider how objects are procured and the economic 
routes that must be navigated to perform Blackness in Brazil. This is critical to understand 
because it illustrates not only the ways that Black bodies are adorning themselves with the 
modern flows of Blackness that infringe on Brazil’s tenuous claims of a unique racial society but 
also how cultural value is intertwined with economic exchanges that traverse the Black Atlantic.  
 Style has served as a significant site of Black self-representation in the African Diaspora 
(Hall, 1996b). It provides context for ethnicity, identity, and also cultural positioning. By the 
latter, I refer to the ways that a non-dominant culture can be performed and expressed through 
style as a means to illuminate the dominant culture. Cultural studies scholar Dick Hebidge 
(1979) refers to this as a subculture that can “represent ‘noise’” which creates “interference in 
the orderly sequence which leads from real events and phenomena to their representation in the 
media” (p. 90). It can also be had “as an actual mechanism of semantic disorder: a kind of 
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temporary blockage in the system of representation” (ibid.). Hip-hop style is not only a 
disruption but also “a gesture of refusal” and “a form of identity formation that plays on class 
distinctions and hierarchies by using commodities to claim the cultural terrain” (Rose, 1994, p. 
36). In that regard, the boné is a means for Black Bahian youth to separate themselves from the 
dominant flows of the Black Atlantic in and out of Bahia by calling attention to the material 
conditions of Blackness rather than the African cultural identities. Thus, the New Era hat can 
provide coordinates to alternative flows of the African Diaspora and to the objects that come to 
represent it through style. 
 Another way we might conceive of style is through art and philosophy. Robert Farris 
Thompson argues that African cultures in the Americas were forced to take on new forms, 
objects, and shapes such as the syncretization of African saints with the Catholic Church that 
occurred in Haiti, Cuba, and Brazil. Thompson notes: “In the course of supposed Westernization, 
Haitians actually transformed the meaning of the Catholic icons by observing their similarities to 
African spirits. Haitians restructured the identity of the saints of the Catholic Church in terms of 
their own religious language” (1984, pp. 169–172). In Brazil, a notable example is the 
syncretization of Ogun, the god of iron that protects as well as arms his followers, with Saint 
George, the early Catholic warrior who fought for religious freedom against the Roman empire. 
This syncretism has been revered in Brazilian popular music, such as Jorge Ben Jor’s “Jorge da 
Capadocia” and in Brazilian rap music, by Os Racionais MCs who produced a song with the 
same title yet remade the musical production and covered Ben Jor’s lyrics.  
 Syncretization has been a crucial element for Blacks in the diaspora not just to preserve 
cultural traditions but to develop a critical consciousness, identities, and ideology against the 
various modes of Eurocentrism that institutes antiblack racism and heteropatriarchy. These 
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syncretizations have taken place in different forms and spaces that are impacted by the political 
terrain that Blacks must navigate. These syncretizations have occurred with other Afro-diasporic 
localities as well. Anthropologist J. Lorand Matory (2005) illustrates the transnational and 
cosmopolitanism of Black Brazilians with the multiply-layered exchanges they produced with 
Blacks in the Caribbean, such as Cuba, as well as Blacks in Africa, such as in the Lagos 
hinterlands. African cultures, specifically Yoruba, was constantly being remade, refashioned, and 
resignified in new objects, materials, and flows that crisscrossed the Black Atlantic in the 
nineteenth century.  
 Despite the signing of abolition in the late nineteenth century, Afro-Brazilian religions, 
such as candomblé, and music, i.e., samba, were still outlawed and punished into the early 
twentieth century. In Salvador, these cultural practices were part and parcel a means to forge an 
African identity that stood in juxtaposition to the attempted means of Europeanization under the 
Brazilian monarchy, himself heir to the Portuguese crown, and the derogatory discourses that 
were folded onto African bodies, spaces, practices, and cultures in Brazil (Butler, 1998). The 
creation of an African identity was forged out of struggles over religions freedom and cultural 
practices that were beyond the modernization initiatives of the day and seen as inhibiting the 
progress of Brazilian civilization. Butler’s intervention demonstrated the multiple ways that 
diasporic consciousness develops in freedom struggles where Afro-diasporic groups are not 
simply asking for inclusion but for the autonomy to create spaces of Black cultural practices that 
are not encompassed by Brazilian modernity and its Eurocentrism.70 
                                                
70 African Diaspora scholar Kim Butler illustrates that while Blacks in Bahia used the term “African” to advocate 
for their citizenship rights to practice their cultures and religions freely even if they were beyond the dominant 
Eurocentric culture. Elsewhere in Brazil, São Paulo Blacks used the term “Negro” as a means to illustrate that 
because of their adherence to the dominant cultural order, their discrimination was based on race rather than culture. 
While these have different inflections, both the formation of African and Negro in Salvador and São Paulo, 
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 These linkages of African syncretisms illustrate the ways by which objects, practices, 
ideologies that were sutured with a nation of Africa as a disruptive force against Eurocentric 
ways of knowing, fields, institutions, and practices are constantly in contact with modernity, 
often creating meanings in highly visible icons that induce a double signification that is dominant 
and subversive, as well as being constantly remade through the traffic with other Afro-diasporic 
groups, objects, materials, and ideologies throughout the Black Atlantic. In the case of 
African/Western syncretism, Blacks in Brazil were able to resignify Catholic saints as symbols 
of African gods that carried on their traditional origins but also took on new meanings and 
significance in their respective eras. Behind these modes of Western/African contact, Blacks in 
Brazil were incessantly recreating symbols, practices, and ideologies of what “African” as an 
identity should mean. Thus, we can see a dual practice of syncretism. On the one hand, Blacks in 
Bahia were syncretizing African cultural forms with the Western world. On the other hand, 
Blacks in Bahia were constantly making and remaking the symbol and meaning of Africa as both 
culture and identity.  
 These forms of syncretism are imperative to locating the New Era baseball hat within 
these flows but also performances and identities in the African Diaspora. I see the boné as a 
global Afro-diasporic object that takes on particular local relevance but also rupturing 
reverberations in Bahia. This carries particular resonance with the 1970s African Carnaval 
groups in Bahia, particularly Ilê Aiyê as well as Olodum, that weaved particularly Afro-diasporic 
symbols, discourses, and icons into the Brazilian context to critique antiblack racism in Brazil. In 
particular, they sought to intervene into the ways that Brazil portrayed itself as a racial 
democracy, without having racial divisions and in effect racism. These groups sought to illustrate 
                                                                                                                                                       
respectively, they both speak to the multitude of ways that racism operates through the social, economic, cultural, 
and political.  
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the ways that Eurocentric ways of knowing but also aesthetics, such as in media representations, 
dating practices, and visual cultures, reified the preference of lighter and more Europeanized 
bodies in Brazil. To do so, they drew on Pan-African figures, such as Marcus Garvey, Angela 
Davis, and Malcolm X to place their plight within a larger African Diaspora. This also coincides 
with the Black Soul movement where “Black parties” took place throughout Brazil, such as in 
Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, and Salvador, as sites of Black empowerment, pride, and political 
conscientization.  
 The shift to emphasize Africa as a symbol and identity that stood in contrast to Brazil was 
refuted by many national elites, such as journalists, academics, and politicians, as racist and 
creating racial divisions where none had existed. Black activists argued that this was necessary 
because of how Africanity was still denigrated and chastised and underrepresented in economic 
and political power (Hanchard, 1994). Anthropologist and public intellectual Antonio Risério has 
deemed this moment the “reafricanization” (1981) in Salvador, a conjunctural moment where 
Africa as a symbol of pride, identity, and politics arose to valorize African cultures and practices 
but also fight beyond the Carnaval parade for recognition by the state. At the same time, what 
would the conjunctural analysis be in the contemporary moment now that these syncretisms and 
Africanized aesthetics have become part of Bahia’s folklore? 
Rediasporization of Bahia 
 Both of these moments, syncretism and reafricanization, reflect the way that Africa is 
invoked to challenge the subalternity discourses, symbols, and icons that are attached to Black 
bodies, spaces, and cultures beyond what is permissible in Brazil. My question is how do we 
contend with these moments of intense “reafricanizations” when African cultures are being 
viewed as constituting Brazilian identity, ethnicity, and culture. Anthropologist Christen A. 
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Smith (2016a) argues that this incorporation produces an “afro-nationalism” where nations, such 
as Brazil, purport that the incorporation of African identities and cultures into the national fabric 
is evidence of racial exceptionalism in the global arena. As “Africanisms” become part of the 
identity and culture of Brazil, to the extent that Risério argues that white Brazilians are ethnically 
more African than U.S. African Americans, what are the new symbols, objects, and ideologies 
that intertwine racial formations that rupture the dominant racial knowledge that celebrates 
Brazil as racially exceptional yet continues to produces Black spaces of subalternity? These 
moments of “reafricanization” rest on a triangulation between Afro-diasporic groups in the 
Americas, such as the United States but also Cuba and Jamaica, and Africa, albeit in ways that 
reproduce a mystical and premodern Africa. Many of these attempts revert back to African 
origins of culture and essentialism, what we might call “strategic essentialisms” (Hall, 1990), to 
retell the past and create cultural identities in the diaspora that explicate the different trajectories 
of Afro-diasporic groups in the Americas.71 
 The boné does not represent a reafricanization, a retelling of the past nor a recovery of 
Africa lost in the annuls of Brazilian history. We would be better equipped conceiving it as the 
rediasporization of Black bodies, spaces, and materials that brings those histories into the 
present and illustrate the boundaries of the nation-state as well as the modern world. By the 
rediasporization, I am referring to a process by which the African diaspora must be remade to be 
equipped for a particular epoch and the ways that racial knowledge is mapped out onto the 
world. It presses the comfortable contours of race as exceptional against the frictions of gendered 
antiblackness. To do so, bodies and materials must be read as beyond the nation’s acceptable 
performances of Africanity but also by and through diasporic interrelationships (see Butler, 
                                                
71 Still, this informative mapping of cultural identities and diaspora does reproduce the symbolic annihilation of 
Indigenous peoples as well as elide the contemporary African continent and its own varying trajectories through 
European colonization, world-capitalist systems, and the production of global racial knowledge.  
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2001). A diaspora is not simply the complicated relationship between the hostland and homeland 
or the conditions for dispersal. It is also predicated on the interrelationships that are being formed 
from the disparate coordinates in the greater diasporic constellation.  
 Still, why the boné? The New Era hat becomes a site of consternation within the 
dominant discourses of race and Africanity in Brazil, the older racial democracy discourse and 
the newer multiculturalism discourse. The racial democracy discourse argues that race is not a 
divisive issue when all Brazilians have some form of African and/or Indigenous ancestry or at 
the very least cultural influence (Freyre, 1956). While not completely displaced, the racial 
democracy discourse had to be revamped for the proliferation of multiculturalism discourses that 
Western nations are implementing to portray themselves as tolerant, modern, and civilized. Thus, 
the multicultural discourse of afro-nationalism suggests that Brazil has been accepting of ethnic 
difference because it has an incubator of African identities, cultures, and practices in Bahia and 
that is evidence of Brazil’s ethnic exceptionalism (P. Pinho, 2010; Smith, 2016a).  
 Both obscure how racial knowledges are mapped onto spaces that created a need for 
African identities or Black Soul movements.  As Afro-diasporic objects, such as orixás (African 
goddesses), acarajé (a seafood fritter), the berimbau (a single-cord percussion instrument in 
capoeira), and images of a prehistoric Africa lose their political currency and become intertwined 
in national discourses, ethnic tourism, and global commodification, new objects become the 
recipients of those vested energies and philosophies that illustrate the denial of Blackness and 
alternative modes of Black being in Brazil. Using the boné illustrates the limits of the Brazilian 
nation but referring to a different Afro-diasporic group that is also beyond physical and 
imaginative borders of Brazil. While these forms of Afro-Brazilian culture previously stood in 
contrast to the Brazilian nation, they are now incorporated and summoned into the fabric of 
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Brazil’s ethnic absolutism.72 What Brazil has historically struggled with is the adaptation of US 
Black cultures by Blacks in Brazil. Specifically, it has struggled with the way race has become 
politicized to interrogate income inequalities and suggest that Brazil is anything less than a racial 
democracy.73 The boné is not only an identification with another Afro-diasporic group but one 
that fundamentally challenges the constitution of the social and cultural order in Brazil. Using 
New Era fitteds to don the iconography of US African-Americans is to argue that race and 
racism are constitutive features in the Brazil, like in the United States. It breaks down the 
national mythologies that portray Brazil as exceptional, particularly within race relations.  
 Wearing the boné is not just an identification with US Black culture.  It also disrupts the 
way that Brazilian intellectual experts, i.e., white elite men, have represented Brazil as inclusive 
of and erasing racial difference because white Portuguese men and their privileged descendents 
have adapted these practices. Rather than permitting the African Diaspora to be used to 
constitute the nation, they retool it as existing outside the nation thus reillustrating how the 
diaspora is continually being made and remade, not through cultural processes but in 
socioeconomic conditions of precarity. Doing so, it also strips the authorial position that white 
elites have held in Brazil in being able to use the African Diaspora for their purposes of nation-
making through particular constructions of history, culture, and subjectivity. Instead, Bahian hip-
hoppers turn to other materials to signify and represent the African Diaspora as being beyond 
csontituting both symbol and cultural practices but also embedded beyond the nation.  
                                                
72 Queer diaspora scholar Gayatri Gopinath (2005) cogently argues that this is part of the way that diasporas and 
diasporic formations have been engendered by globalization. At the same time, national cultures have “recruited” 
diasporas within its specificity as part of the commodification of ethnic cultures and the portrayal of 
cosmopolitanism and progressive tolerance.  As she notes, these are quite gendered and mirror the patriarchal 
structures that governs women’s’ bodies and sexuality.  
73 For example, Gilberto Freyre wrote in a 1977 article in Diario de Pernambuco that the Black Soul movement was 
a threat “to both national identity and security” (Hanchard, 1994, p. 115). Black activism and Soviet Marxism were 
viewed as imperial forces that had no place in a place that has “sambas which are almost all happy and fraternal” 
(Freyre quoted in Hanchard, 1994, p. 115). Thus, Freyre not only dismissed race as a divisive principle but also 
viewed capitalist societies as superior to socialist societies, which elides the racial and gendered logics of capitalism.  
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Political Economy of Black Cultural Materials 
 As I frequently saw the boné on the street, on buses, the mall, hip-hop shows, and at 
restaurants, I became curious as to the flows of the New Era hat to Brazil. These were not 
typically sold in malls or ordinary stores. Sometimes one would see street vendors with New Era 
hats, but one could perceive that they were counterfeit due to poor quality in design or 
embroidery. However, I discovered that a boutique street wear store opened in April 2014 in the 
Barris neighborhood that sold hip-hop apparel, such as T-shirts, sweatshirts, CDs, and chains, but 
also New Era hats. At the store, these New Era hats, which were certainly fashionable according 
to the latest trends in the United States, cost R$220, which in 2014 roughly translated to $90-
$100 USD. In an interview with the owner, he noted that local youth almost demanded New Era 
hats even though he could get national brands at much cheaper prices. To them, the New Era was 
a symbol of Black value. It was hip and cool.  
 Yet, there are not ordinary distribution channels to order New Era hats for the boutique 
store owner. Stores such as FootLocker or Lids do not exist in Bahia. To acquire these hats, there 
are “runners” in São Paulo who frequently go to the United States to purchase New Era hats and 
bring them back to Brazil. A colleague of mine in the state of São Paulo is one such runner who 
also owns a boutique similar to the one in Salvador. My paulistano friend noted that he would 
travel to the United States frequently to purchase clothing, hats, and shoes to bring back to sell in 
his shop but also to other vendors. He went to various cities in the United States and purchased 
these goods. On his return trips, he does not claim these items through Brazilian customs. 
However, these trips are not without repercussions. The hip-hop runner notes that at times 
Brazilian customs confiscates his merchandise. Considering these factors of flights, 
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accommodations, and potential lost merchandise, the price of a New Era hat, which costs $25-
$35 USD, easily escalates due to the formidable challenges that distribution requires.  
 Still why would local youth purchase a R$220 hat when the minimum salary, at the time, 
was R$720? While many would suggest that this is but another instance of US cultural 
imperialism, I want to complicate this narrative. Rather than mimicking the latest trends from the 
United States, it would behoove us to consider how local Black youth are demonstrating their 
Black cosmopolitanism, their knowledge of other Afro-diasporic groups, the desire for materials 
from the African Diaspora, and the value they attribute to those items as evidence by their 
substantial financial investment. What is notable are the ways that Black Bahian youth are 
illustrating their cosmopolitanism. It is not through the conventional channels that traverse the 
flows of globalization: they are not eating McDonalds, purchasing MacBook laptops, wearing 
the latest US mainstream fashion trends, or taking international trips abroad to experience a 
different culture (they certainly do some of these but it’s not their demonstration of a Black 
cosmopolitanism). Their cosmopolitanism is illustrated by the transnational exchange of Black 
goods and materials that are necessary to perform Blackness in Brazil.  
 Consuming, the act of purchasing but also wearing, the boné in Brazil illustrates the 
obscure ways that Black Bahian youth are using the diaspora. They use it to navigate the 
hegemonic struggles of culture, power, and knowledge in Brazil and how that battle is waged 
over the notion of Africanity. Yet the terrain has also shifted. The assertion of an African identity 
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is better understood when we consider that it was 
created in opposition to Europhilic imitations of culture and civilizations that wholesale denied 
the ability of Africans (both Brazilian-born and from the continent) to become part of the modern 
world (Matory, 2005; Rodrigues, 1938, 1977). African identities, cultures, and materials can also 
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be understood as an assertion to challenge the racial democracy national mythology that denied 
the salience of race as a divisive and organizing principle (Dunn, 2000; Hanchard, 1994). The 
use of Africa, within Afro-diasporic flows, was but one potent site to disrupt the way that racial 
knowledge continued to reproduce antiblack racism. The construction of African identities and 
symbols were useful because Brazilian national mythologies refused Africanity, as a whole 
entity, to exist on it’s own and beyond national culture. With the proliferation of “Africa” as a 
symbol that many argue constructs Brazil, the boné becomes a new site to make visible how 
Blackness, the forms of Africanity unacceptable, calls attention to the racism that Blacks endure 
in the contemporary moment.  
 Rather than turning to Africa as a form of rediasporicization to magnify the subaltern 
conditions that Blacks are subjected to, contemporary Black youth in Bahia, like many other 
places, are turning to elsewhere in the African Diaspora, in this case the United States, to 
illustrate an identification with other Afro-diasporic groups that are locally disruptive in Brazil. 
This mirrors the way diasporic bonds, trades, and identities between Brazil and Western Africa 
as well as many of the Black Soul and Black movement exchanges that coincided with Pan-
Africansims, Rastafarianism, and the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense. These were not 
always returns to Africa, these were forms of diasporic identifications that were forged by Blacks 
who saw themselves as beyond the imaginative contours of what constitutes Brazil, a 
phenomenon that carries on into the present (Vargas, 2012). What hip-hop culture, particularly in 
the way that Black youth in Salvador use it, illustrates are the linkages between race and racism 
through how they are enmeshed in lived experiences, material conditions, and discursive 
practices (Rose, 1994). This situates race not as a form of cultural difference that is located in the 
past but as constituting the present, in the pockets of “benign neglect” (quoting Moynihan in 
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Chang, 2005) in the modern urban environment.  Using hip-hop as a diasporic vehicle, Black 
youth in Bahia use the boné to participate in a form of “hip-hop semiotics” (Morgado, 2007) that 
performs a particular form of Africanity that “incites controversy” (p. 132) over style, dress, and 
meaning that signifies a subaltern group and their opposition to the dominant cultural order. In 
Brazil, we can understand the New Era hat as a triangular opposition against both the dominant 
Brazilian cultural order and the dominant afro-nationalism cultural order.  
 Hip-hop style illustrate how rappers, griots of subaltern Blackness, become “tastemakers” 
that influence fashion choices that amplify and visualize the exclusion by Blacks in Bahia while 
African cultural identities can be included. At the same time, it brings to light the transnational 
systems of culture, capital, and politics in the African Diaspora that illustrate how Blackness, as 
a byproduct of Africanity, is a process of materials that symbolize critiques by subaltern Afro-
diasporic groups that modernity refuses.  
Black Women’s Ruptures in the Policing of Gender and Sexuality 
 Fashion is not only a means to disrupt the raced and classed dimensions of Blackness but 
also how gender and sexuality are policed through Black women’s bodies. The hip-hop festival 
noted below took place on a bright and hot Sunday in the Parque Solar Boa Vista. Hip-hop 
festivals are common in Salvador da Bahia but not necessarily regular. There are several logistics 
that go into planning one. A location must be secured, people must commit to performing, and 
food vendors must come as well. As Bahian hip-hop is still growing and does not command an 
entry price or audience that would keep it self-sustained, these events, as do many others, rely 
heavily on government funding, particularly from the Secretary of Culture. In recent years, 
funding and support for hip-hop in the arts has declined from their peak in the mid 2000s during 
the Lula administration. Many rappers have lamented through social media about the lack of 
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support for Bahian hip-hop by local fans. Rappers bemoan that Bahians will pay a premium for 
hip-hop acts from the United States or from São Paulo but do little to support the burgeoning 
scene in Salvador da Bahia. For them, it was even more egregious because hip-hop concerts in 
Salvador are not expensive, usually costing between R$10 to R$20 with discounts for students.   
 The Parque Solar Boa Vista hip-hop festival, like many other Bahian hip-hop festivals, 
was a momentous occasion. It brought a variety of hip-hop artists and fans in an intimate setting 
that was not demarcated by the traditional artist/fan divide. As I left my friend’s apartment in 
Lapa in the early afternoon, sweat immediately began to roll down my back underneath the 
blistering sun. Considering the unpredictable nature of Sunday bus routes, I took a taxi to the top 
of the Engenho Velho de Brotas neighborhood to arrive by two in the afternoon. Once I departed 
my taxi, I walked approximately twenty minutes to the top of the park where the Cine Teatro 
Solar Boa Vista stood and the festival was set to take place. In my field notes for June 30, 2013, I 
observed the following:  
Today, I went to Solar Boa Vista for a hip hop show with [various hip-hop rappers, 
graffiti artists, and breakdancers]. It was an amazing show. It was small scale. Maybe 
100-150 people. There were little side vendors selling snacks, food, shirts, and home 
goods. It’s interesting to see the same people over and over. There were all four elements 
of hip-hop there: DJ’ing, break, rapping and graffiti. The event started at 2 pm and went 
well into the evening. There were numerous performances, artists doing graffiti murals, 
breakdancing battles, and a general convivial atmosphere… The performance stage was 
not very high so the artists did not feel as removed from the audience. After their 
performance, they would interact with others at the festival. Graffiti artists were painting 
murals on the side. I keep hearing the theme that hip hop is a vehicle for the black 
movement and that hip hop needs to be political. There’s other forms of culture that are 
apolitical or are void of politics, like pagode, samba (to a certain extent), etc etc. Hip hop 
has become the latest vehicle for Black activism in Brazil, not just for Black culture, but 
for Black people as well. 
 
 Then at the preliminary stage of my research, I was becoming attuned to how hip-hop 
culture was performed, such as clothing, linguistic practices, and bodily movements. In my 
notebook, where I kept my handwritten notes to remind me of various events, exchanges, and 
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people, I jotted down notes of a particular young Black woman who resonated with me, partly 
out of my own nostalgia for US hip-hop music.74 She instantly struck me as embodying an image 
of Aaliyah, the wildly popular US R&B singer from Detroit who passed away in a tragic 2001 
plane crash in the Caribbean. I saw her as using US images of Black culture as a means of 
identification in Brazil. Her style was baggy khaki pants that sat just below the waistband of 
men’s boxers with a tank top that showed her midriff, dark sunglasses, and a fitted New Era hat. 
With long dark black hair, she had shaved the right side of her head.  Her persona toed a line 
between masculine and feminine styles of dress and performance.  
 Style can be a means to challenge racialized discourses. They can also be means to 
unstitch or restitch the fabric of hypermasculinity and patriarchy through gender policing. The 
New Era hat is a stylistic item that can be adorned by both men and women to illustrate the 
subaltern conditions of the African Diaspora. This is indicative of a communal object of the 
African Diaspora that conveys not only identification with other Afro-diasporic groups but also 
between Blacks in Bahia and across gendered lines. However, the construction of new Afro-
diasporic materials is not impervious to recreating other forms of oppression by their insertion to 
local conditions. The New Era hat can be indicative of a Black cosmopolitanism but also 
masculinist tropes of diaspora discourses, mobility, and empowerment throughout the Black 
Atlantic (Sharpe, 2003). As noted above, many Black female youth in the Bahian hip-hop scene 
embody masculine personas as a means to feel empowered. In doing so, they diminish the 
strength of Black femininity.  
 The young Black woman at the hip-hop festival presents a moment to interrogate these 
tensions of hip-hop culture as they raise concerns of gender and sexuality. On the one hand, she 
                                                
74 To be clear, I do not juxtapose hip-hop and rap music as being antithetical to R&B as perhaps some other scholars 
would. Even though, R&B music is not seen as an element of hip-hop culture, it is still constitutive of it.  
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is destabilizing the hegemonic position of femininity that many Black female bodies are 
excluded from. Rather, she is performing a queered form of Black femininity that does not hold 
“symbolic integrity” (Spillers, 1987, p. 66) to hegemonic constructions of man/woman, 
male/female that are set against Western constructions. On the other hand, masculinist 
performances among Black women in hip-hop culture has garnered concern, in Brazil and 
abroad, about the larger implications of gendered performances and notions of power. While the 
nebulous division between feminine and masculine can be productive, it can also illustrate how 
girls and women devalue femininity and overvalue masculinity as sites of empowerment in their 
performance of subaltern Blackness. To explicate this, I put my interviews with feminist hip-hop 
cultural producers with a larger body of Black feminist theory to illustrate these contradictions. 
 Perhaps a pitfall of performance ethnography is the overemphasis on the emancipatory 
nature that embodiment and performance brings for subaltern groups, the means to straddle 
representation and reality. These new means of performance and identifications are imbued with 
critical potentiality but can also leverage race in ways that can be racially empowering but 
oppressive in terms of gender and sexuality. In order to win the position of subaltern 
performance, as Grossberg argues (quoted in Madison, 2003), we must unravel the ways that 
performance ruptures racial and class scripts but also reifies heteropatriarchy.  
 Bahian hip-hop styles are noticeably masculine, even for girls and women. As a canvas of 
representation (Hall, 1996b), the body is a means not only to perform race but also class, gender, 
and sexuality. As a malleable and dynamic medium, it can be read and situated across multiple 
realms of the social realm. For Blacks in the African Diaspora, the body was not only a means to 
remove Blacks from the realm of humanity but from hegemonic representations of gender and 
sexuality (Spillers, 1987). Thus, a clear distinction between masculine and feminine spaces, 
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performances, and scripts became in many ways nebulous for Black men and women. This is 
evident in a variety of capacities, from the floggings enslaved Black women received (Davis, 
1998), the differential treatment of Black women from white women (Truth, 1995), and the 
emasculation of Black men (O. Pinho, 2008). Embedded in these gendered demarcations of race 
is that Blacks do not bodily, and thus intellectually, possess the capacity to recreate 
heteropatriarchal structures that produce Western societies and thus become pathologized (C. J. 
Cohen, 1997; Kelley, 1998; Landes, 2006; Moynihan, 1965; O. Pinho, 2008).  
 The tension that exists within Bahian hip-hop culture is not necessarily in the blurring of 
gendered lines but rather in its relation to both Brazilian and Afro-Bahian articulations of gender, 
sexuality, and patriarchy. The implementation of the Latin liberal subject in Brazil requires a 
Westernized white/whiteish Brazilian male that structures the Brazilian state and civilization. 
The tropes of a racial democracy, the absence of racial divisions as evident by interracial dating 
and miscegenation, enable white men to bring Black female bodies into heteropatriarchal 
structures that Blackness would inhibit. This did not necessarily engender marriage between 
white men and Black women but rather situates the latter in subordinate positions of domestic 
work or as a mistress. Nonetheless, her existence is premised upon the Black female body as 
useful for white patriarchy. Yet these all reify white heteropatriarchy as the foundational unit of 
Brazilian civilization, of these racial intimacies that benefit the heterosexual white male body. 
However, this reduces Black women’s bodies to “collective property” (D. Silva, 2007) and Black 
men as emasculated in heteropatriarchal structures (O. Pinho, 2008).  
 In Afro-Brazilian social movements, the aesthetic has become a crucial point of emphasis 
and politics. Dominant representations have reduced Black bodies to negative stereotypes that 
have become “commonsensical readings of the black body: ugliness, filth, stench, and 
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dishonesty” (P. Pinho, 2010, p. 105). Even as Brazil portrayed itself as a raceless society, 
prevalent Afro-diasporic tropes of subalternity and an inability to adhere to Western notions of 
health, beauty, and reason were mapped onto Black bodies. Afro-Bahian groups, particularly 
through Carnaval groups, have sought to reinvent Blackness as a signifier of beauty. This 
reinvention drew on the traveling symbols of an imagined Africa to create positive 
representations of Blackness. These efforts have noticeable impacts on self-esteem, racial pride, 
and developing cultural identity (A. E. da Costa, 2014b).  
 Reinventing Blackness through a reafricanization process is indicative of afronormativity, 
where Blacks attempt to subvert the stigma of Blackness by becoming national subjects. Here, 
Africa, Africanity, and African identities must fission itself from its subaltern connotations on 
the one hand and create normative forms of Africanity that mirror the dominant configuration of 
humanity, civilization, and the Western world. Part of creating normative forms of Africanity is 
by conforming to the dominant notions of gender and sexuality. In Bahia, this has been 
implemented by shifting heteropatriarchy from white men and onto Black men. Having been 
displaced from the position of power under Brazilian culture, Black men have asserted 
themselves in patriarchal ways to unravel their emasculation under white patriarchy and 
subscribe to dominant tenets of masculinity.  
 In afronormativity, Black patriarchy has depended upon the policing and control of Black 
women’s bodies, frequently invoked as respectability politics. This institutes marriage as the site 
of creating notions of kin, social norms and relations by which an Africanized society can 
flourish in the modern world. The model of the family reflects the dominant Brazilian model by 
inserting the African male as the Afro-Brazilian patriarch. In this arrangement, the Afro-
Brazilian patriarch intervenes into the white heteropatriarchy that devalues the female African 
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body and denies her personhood while also physically and symbolically exploiting her body for 
his own desires and national ideologies. The Afro-Brazilian patriarch displaces the white 
patriarch and in effect miscegenation discourses and practices by reinscribing the female African 
body as a desirable woman as both a spouse and a mother. Thus, she is able to occupy a space 
that is equivalent to the white woman.   
 Hip-hop cultures bring to the fore the gender and sexual differences in Afro-diasporic 
communities. They are usually articulated on its impact for women in hip-hop cultures, 
particularly through sexism and misogyny. Thus, it has been important for women to participate 
in hip-hop cultures to create friction with the dominant hip-hop culture as well as the dominant 
culture at large. Thus, women often illuminate the contradictions in hip-hop culture and the 
complex layering and multiple articulations of oppression that reside within those spaces. At the 
same time, female rappers do not always occupy “a totalizing oppositional relationship to male 
rappers” (Rose, 1994, p. 149). This may be in fact because the gender binaries between what is 
male/female and masculine/female cannot adequately encompass the complexities of Black 
women in hip-hop where “public displays of physical and sexual freedom often challenge male 
notions of female sexuality and pleasure” (p. 166). This is important because women in hip-hop 
can illustrate the complexities and tensions within Black spaces demarcated from the modern 
world.  
 Hip-hop culture is one means to illuminate the ways by which Africanity is produced and 
reproduced as a queered Blackness in Brazil. The Black woman at the festival performs hip-hop 
culture to disrupt both Brazilian and Afro-Bahian patriarchy and its gendered conformity. She is 
able to do this by performing the “thug miss” script that follows typical Black “thug” scripts that 
“reposition the Black male body as being in control of himself and his women” (Jackson, II, 
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2006, p. 112). Yet, “thug misses” also demonstrate an “unrelenting resistance to the undercurrent 
of male dominance and female submission” (p. 113). Both gendered variations of the thug 
demonstrate a commitment not necessarily to a significant other but to their immediate group 
members, their marginalized neighborhoods, and visibility highlight lived experiences in these 
spaces produced by material conditions of Blackness.  
 What the Black woman highlights is the classed divisions between Afro-Bahian culture 
and Black spaces that are articulated through gender and sexuality. As a thug miss, she is 
subverting the means by which the Black female body has been a site of bodily technologies, 
patriarchy, and cultural production that registers a lack of personhood in her body. This is a 
significant departure from both Brazilian and Afro-Bahian cultures that are buttressed by 
heteropatriarchy. Demonstrating both masculine and feminine traits through her body, such as 
the long hair on one side of her head and the shaved side on the other, she is able to transgress 
traditional conventions of femininity set by both Brazilian and Afro-Bahian cultures that create 
gender binaries. Her agency and desire is made visible by the means she incorporates both 
genders into her personal style. At the same time, her gender queering of style is rooted in scripts 
of Black marginality that creates a linkage between her body tied to Black spaces and the 
permitted forms of afronormativity that can be accepted. It is not simply that her style is 
incongruent with Brazilian culture or Afro-Bahian culture but how her style also transgresses the 
shared heteropatriarchy in both of them by destabilizing the male desire to control and confine 
the Black female body. Rather than a means of denial of her incongruency with Western models 
of womanhood, she externalizes it through her body and style that incorporate both masculine 
and feminine qualities.  
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 This Black women’s style can be said to rupture the “lady/freak” binary that is also set to 
define notions of good/bad Black femininity. Hip-hop feminist scholar Aisha Durham, through 
her exploration of Beyoncé, notes that these blurrings speak ‘to a different model of desirability 
for black women who typically are cast as either offshoots of the desexed mammy or the 
hypersexual jezebel” (2014, p. 99). Performing both masculinity and femininity on a female 
body enables her to enunciate her subalternity but also the ways that she ruptures the respectable 
womanhood that is intended to serve a heterosexual male partner. Her sexuality is not premised 
on her modesty or her subservience to her husband. Rather, it is the means she exposes her body, 
such as her stomach or undergarments’ elastic band, that see her as in control of her body, and 
subsequently her desire and pleasures. This is important because what may seem like simplistic 
style choices illustrate the non-gender conforming means by which Black women can wield to 
assert their agency and create oppositional performances against the means of controlling 
women’s bodies that are so prevalent under both Eurocentric and afornormative patriarchy. 
Weaving both masculine and feminine qualities onto her body and style illustrates the means by 
which Black women are always already demarcated from dominant construction of womanhood 
and femininity (Spillers, 1987).  
 Performances of gendered Black subalternity can transgress Western constructions of 
gender and sexuality. They can also reify other hierarchies. While blurring the line between man 
and woman can be often useful to highlight the ways that gender and sexuality are used to police 
Black women’s bodies and thus class positions, the emphasis on reinscribing the Black body 
with various arrangements and symbols of masculinity and femininity can overvalorize 
masculinity. This tension arose in numerous conversations and interviews with women in the 
Bahian hip-hop culture in efforts to reimagine Black femininity. For many, Black female youth 
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were donning masculine personas because masculinity appears to be the only avenues of finding 
power, strength, and self-esteem. While this is no doubt useful, many hip-hop feminists were 
wary of the way that these Black female youth were devaluing femininity as a site of strength 
and power. The Black feminists noted that they were not singling out particular individuals but 
rather they could perceive the circulating discourses and performances amongst Black female 
youth coming into the hip-hop scene and finding their identity within those spaces but also Bahia 
and Brazil at large. While “female masculinities” (Halberstam, 1998) can be productive by 
providing a “queer subject position that can successfully challenge hegemonic models of gender 
conformity” (p. 5), it is imperative that we do not assume that all female masculinities are 
empowering or without social consequence.  
Conclusion 
 This chapter has examined how Blacks in Bahia use hip-hop cultures through a variety of 
ways to rediasporize Bahia. As a result, I have positioned them as active users who take cultural 
ideologies, texts, materials, and lived aesthetics and use them to express an Afro-diasporic 
aesthetic that comes from their local material conditions. In that regard, hip-hop culture is more 
than simply consumption. Instead, hip-hop cultures are hailed to enunciate a Blackness that is 
beyond the contours of Brazilian society and Afro-Bahian cultures. Participating in hip-hop 
culture thus becomes a means to provide a Black subjectivity that is different but in relation to 
the Brazilian mestiço subject and the respectable and normative Afro-Bahian subject.  
 This required taking the Black Atlantic cultural trafficking of subjects, materials, 
ideologies, and aesthetics to Black spaces as opposed to the usual ports of Afro-Bahia. As a 
result, the figure of the griot, the New Era baseball hat, and Black women’s fashion choices 
coalesce to articulate and amplify the ways that race is not included into society and culture. It 
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situates Afro-diasporic cultures from the standpoint of the margins, interrelationships with the 
African Diaspora rather than the continent, and dismantling the ways that Black bodies are 
policed in Brazil. In other words, Bahian hip-hop hails the Black Atlantic to the material 
conditions and social realties of Blackness as a racial category rather than as ethnic difference. 
Rather than returning to Africa in the past, they are going to the African Diaspora in the present 
to situate the African Diaspora in lived struggles from the margins of societies rather than 
through a cultural essentialism of the past.  
 This chapter has a decidedly lived component to Bahian hip-hop culture. Culture comes 
out of sociohistorical conditions. It comes out of not only ideologies, such as the griot 
exemplifies, but also social practices, what Raymond Williams calls “a whole way of life” 
(1983), which we can garner from the boné and Black women’s fashion choices. It emphasizes 
how Afro-diasporic cultures work in tandem lived experiences, thus creating an intertexuality 
between the symbolic and the material (Gates, 1984; Morley, 1992). The aesthetics and 
ideologies in global hip-hop cultures resonate with local actors and how they make sense of their 
lives. This enables Blacks in Bahia to resituate the African Diaspora beyond what the dominant 
discourses in Brazil. As Blacks use global hip-hop cultures to construct the African Diaspora in 
Bahia, they do not simply create a transnational community that is void of local understandings 
of the African Diaspora. The next chapter examines how Bahian hip-hop artists produce the 
African Diaspora in their own texts that disrupt localized understandings of race, gender, culture, 
and diaspora.  
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CHAPTER 5 
PRODUCING THE DIASPORA: THE WORK OF BLACK ART IN THE GLOBAL AGE 
OF TECHNOLOGICAL REPRODUCIBILITY 
 
 
“Graffiti is our way of telling the city’s history.” 
-Arturo 
 
 Media production is becoming more critical to the formation of diasporic communities, 
identities, cultures, and ideologies. Diasporas are not an assumed “deterritorialized, extension of 
an ethnic or national group, but as imagined communities, continuously reconstructed and 
reinvented” (Tsagarousianou, 2004, p. 52) through media technologies. The movement of 
capital, technology, ideologies, and media also accompanies diasporic migrations (Appadurai, 
1990). Media and technology enable diasporic communities “the opportunity of producing new 
spaces where remote localities and their experiences come together and become ‘synchronised’” 
(Tsagarousianou, 2004, p. 62). Crossing the diasporic migrations with the connectivity of media 
and technology illustrate how diasporic communities, identities, and cultures are being 
reimagined and reinvented.  
 The previous chapter examined how hip-hoppers in Bahia are using the African Diaspora 
to forge a critical diasporic consciousness, construct new Afro-diasporic materials, and 
destabilize the gender conformity and heteropatriarchy embedded in both Brazilian and Afro-
Bahian cultures. In other words, the African Diaspora in Bahia is being reimagined, 
reconstructed, and reinvented through hip-hop cultures as part of the present rather than the past. 
To do so, I illustrated the ways that hip-hop places the African Diaspora within the figure of the 
griot on the margins of society and embedded within class relations. Then, I examined how the 
New Era hat becomes a material that comes to link hip-hop as an Afro-diasporic form of 
identification.  Finally, I showed how stylistic choices in hip-hop fashion and bodily appearances 
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undermine the schism between Western masculinity and femininity and thus externalize and 
claim the ways that Black bodies have been queered for gender and sexual deviance used to 
justify the material conditions that map out Brazilian modernity. What is important about this 
rediasporization is how Bahian hip-hoppers are claiming the discarded symbols of Africa that are 
not included into Brazilian society or Afro-Bahian culture. This is how they enunciate a different 
subjectivity from the Brazilian subject and the normative Afro-Bahian subject.  
 The ways that Bahian hip-hoppers use the African Diaspora is significant because it also 
portrays them as active audiences that extend global Black media cultures into their own 
performances of the Black subalternity. This embeds Blacks in Bahia within the global 
circulation of culture, politics, and goods. Rather than rest upon the dominant circulation of 
Black Atlantic symbols in Bahia, which naturalizes Africa as a symbol that defines Bahia, they 
go out and select other symbols to construct an emergent Black culture and identity that is 
grounded in race and antiblack racism. These uses of the African Diaspora trouble the ethnic 
absolutism of Brazil by forming other means of diasporic identification. At the same time, these 
Black Atlantic exchanges need to be grounded within local contexts, to disrupt the sedimentation 
of racial knowledge that produces gendered Black subalternity beyond the boundaries of afro-
nationalism. 
 In this final chapter, I want to interrogate how the African Diaspora is being produced in 
Bahian hip-hop cultures as a means to critique a universal yet floating Africanity that is located 
in postmodern constructions of cultural difference and hybridity. Rather than letting it float as an 
empty signifier that can be used and produced by various actors, I instead illustrate how Blacks 
are marking the hegemonic symbols of Africa that are used to construct a racially benevolent and 
exceptional Brazilian society and ground them in their own racialized lived experiences. From a 
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nonsynchronous approach, what is unique is how Bahian hip-hop artists take the symbols, 
cultural forms, and identities of Africa that are included in the nation and resignify them by 
Africanisms that are excluded. The division between the normative and subaltern symbols, texts, 
and embodiments of Africa is not static. While Eurocentrism is incessantly pulling in forms of 
difference as indicators of progress, Blacks in Bahia are taking those symbols and pulling them 
back into the realm of their subaltern existence.  
 This is necessary in order to move beyond the micro-level of individual uses of Black 
Atlantic cultures. If we understand how Blacks and their cultural uses transcend national borders, 
then how might we understand how they take those new icons, images, sounds, and symbols and 
use it to create interference with prevailing racial ideologies and knowledges in Brazil? It is not 
simply enough to illustrate how Afro-diasporic subaltern subjects are exceeding the boundaries 
of their subaltern existence by surfing the global flows, which now traffic ethnic difference with 
high frequency. These modes must be brought back to local conditions to displace those limited 
boundaries that are set by prevailing racial knowledges which have been obscured by using 
culture and ethnicity as modes of difference which can be easily overcome by adherence to the 
cultural norms of Eurocentric civilization. This leads us to consider how Blacks in Bahia are 
intervening into the forms of racialized, gendered, and classed difference that are accepted and 
disrupting the forms of nonsynchrony that divides normative and subaltern difference in Brazil.  
 Locating these processes in Bahian hip-hop culture makes a critical intervention. It 
enmeshes Black cultural production with technology, labor and media. This point of departure 
disrupts the overreliance placed on Black bodies to produce culture, which has, in many ways, 
served to conceive of Afro-diasporic cultures as natural and innate, beyond the “real” relations of 
class. Situating Afro-diasporic cultures within modes of production accomplishes two necessary 
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jolts into our knowledge of the African Diaspora. The first is that Black culture is a form of labor 
that intervenes not necessarily or only into the economic sphere but also into the social and 
cultural order of dominance. Secondly, these visions and technological productions of the 
African Diaspora are situated within class relations, social formations, and modes of production. 
This serves to illustrate the alternative cultural economies of the African Diaspora that are 
produced through the contradictions of capitalism. 
 I have chosen three examples from my fieldwork. These illustrate how Bahian hip-hop 
cultures are extending from the lived forms of culture, as I illustrated in the previous chapter, to 
the produced forms by marking the dominant symbols of Africanity as means for resignification.  
The first is how a group of graffiti artists use hip-hop cultural production as their own method of 
rediasporization. Specifically, they use graffiti to retell the city’s history, as noted by Arturo 
above, from their racially marked positions that point to the contemporary conditions of the 
African Diaspora in Bahia. The second example is the rediasporization of Iemanjá as a Black 
queer woman that removes the Black female body from patriarchy and reimagines radical and 
feminist modes of Black womanhood and motherhood. This moves notions of Black femininity 
away from controlling images by both Afro-Brazilian and Brazilian cultural representations and 
instead utilizes the goddess of the sea to open up new representations. My final example is from 
my participant observation in the 2013 protests that swept Brazil during the Confederations Cup. 
During the protests, I observed MC Fall, a local Black male rapper, donning self-filming 
equipment for a music video “Fogo Cruzado” (Crossfire) that he released shortly after that day’s 
street protests. His use of technology not only insert technology into Black cultural production 
but also engages the notion of the Black cyborg/rebel intellectual (J. James, 2013; Vargas & 
James, 2013) who actively struggles with modern notions of freedom and democracy. 
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The Black Cyborg in Brazil 
 African Diaspora scholars Joy James and João Costa Vargas conceptually construct a 
Black cyborg figure as necessary for understanding the vexed racial knowledges that permeates 
Black bodies throughout the diaspora. For them, the Black cyborg “is able to overcome the 
brutality of imposed limits” (Vargas & James, 2013, p. 198) by weaving social reality and fiction 
in the imagination of freedom in new worlds (see also Haraway, 1990). These new worlds 
redeem whites, not simply from themselves, but by undermining their dependence on “the anti-
person, the black” (Vargas & James, 2013, p. 199).  This dependence relies on the gratuitous 
violence that is transnationally exacted against Blacks as a transaction of establishing humanity 
within the domain of whiteness. The Black cyborg then must take those fragments in the social 
world that fail to live up to the promise of modernity and Enlightenment and use those 
contradictions to imagine a better world that can encompass Blackness not as victimization or as 
Other but one that is included in the term human. The very doing so must drastically alter what 
the category of human means as well (Weheliye, 2014).  
 The Black cyborg is useful for teasing out how racialized knowledges in Brazil produces 
a racialized subject, i.e., Black, versus ethnic identity, i.e. Afro-Bahian, within modern 
configurations of civil society. The former can be understood as a “rebel intellectual” who 
produces racialized knowledges that challenge the dominant order while the latter can be situated 
as a “native intellectual” that does not strive to overhaul the existing order but rather emulate the 
dominant sociocultural group in order to garner acceptance.  
 Elsewhere, James explicates various attempts at creating a Black cyborg and new worlds 
of knowing and being. In particular, Frantz Fanon’s Wretched of the Earth exploration of 
knowledge production of race under colonial regimes is useful in her analysis. James explores 
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Fanon’s “rebel intellectual” as a figure who “establishes the refusal of blackness-as-victimization 
… sparked by and culminating in the consciousness of shared connectivity with death or 
salvation” (2013, p. 57). Troubling the privileged space of the individual, “a pillar of Western 
capitalism” (p. 58), James instead emphasized the oft-ignored dimension of “the mass or 
collective” through the figure of the “rebel intellectual” juxtaposed to the “former native 
intellectual” who:  
has family obligations and duties that extend to the mass of people. The life or death of 
that expansive kinship is determined by the willingness of its members to share the same 
body, that is, to suffer its common vulnerabilities and victories as the moving target of 
colonial and racist repression. (J. James, 2013, p. 58) 
 
Yet, violence, both symbolic and material, is predetermined as a condition of existence for 
Blacks in the contemporary moment.  
 Some colonized subjects, “the native intellectual”, attempt to minimize their violence 
through compromise and negotiation by proximity to the modes of Eurocentric power, white 
supremacy, and heteropatriarchy. Rather than demolish these edifices of domination, they would 
prefer to ascend to its apex and invert the modes of rule, becoming the oppressors themselves 
rather than imagining new worlds. The rebel intellectual, on the other hand, does not see 
inclusion into civil society as capable of producing a fully recognized Black subject. Rather the 
rebel is invested in creating new worlds and possibilities that not just confound civil society but 
specifically the particular bodies that are made to constitute it. 
 The rebel intellectuals who do not conform to the colonial edifices meet the violence of 
the post/colony with their own violence, an insurrection against the structures of domination. The 
rebel intellectual seeks their own forms of freedom, removed from the colonial and modern 
structures of freedom through the tropes of the individual, democracy, and civilization. In Brazil, 
this requires linking with how power and governance in civil society is an extension of 
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Portuguese colonial rule. Those who remained in rule still occupied the same posts and positions 
in government, commerce, politics, and media. The structures of colonization remained into the 
Brazilian empire, when the Brazilian monarch was also heir to the Portuguese crown, as well as 
beyond abolition and the formation of the republic in 1888 and 1889, respectively. Some non-
colonial elites, even Blacks of varying racial backgrounds, were able to assume positions of 
power and authority. Yet their ascent was only permitted in the ways by which they could found 
ways to make their racial and cultural difference palatable for the colonizers and their 
descendants. Yet, the native who does not desire inclusion but rather an entirely new world 
pursues different means. They become a rebel who engages freedom beyond the notions of 
democracy, civil society, and humanity.  
 In this pursuit of freedom, the rebel intellectual becomes the “Black cyborg” who is 
“one/mass unified against the divine, mechanical, and biological terror of the colonizer, as its 
own biological, mechanical, and divine formation, a human being as a conventional being no 
longer exists” (p. 63). The Black cyborg troubles not only Western thought but also the very 
notion of the human itself: who is able to belong, whose life holds value, whose bodies have 
surplus to be extracted. Yet, the Black cyborg opens up the processes that constitute the 
overrepresented human, that of Western man (Weheliye, 2014; Wynter, 2003), but also other 
possible modes of existence. By biological, it opens up the ways by which bodies becomes 
racialized and how the flesh is a site of signification for discourse, iconography, and irreducible 
cultural difference, in terms of civilization rather than ethnicity. The Black cyborg also engages 
the mechanical means by which these racialized bodies are produced through varying 
technologies of surveillance and policing. Understanding how the Black cyborg solders the 
biological to the mechanical presents an opportunity to engage the role of technology as an 
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oppositional tool to detonate the infrastructure of the socioculutral order. It does not serve 
society or the dominant culture but rather becomes a “radical cultural enterprise” that serve 
different interests (R. Williams, 1993). Finally, the divine, hitched to both the biological and the 
mechanical, is “above moral law or the laws of man” (J. James, 2013, p. 66).  
 These explorations of the Black cyborg then open up new avenues to rethink the 
possibility of Black life not in simply in our limited terms of what is human or part of civil 
society. It is relieved from the template of the consciousness of the liberal subject being only 
inhibited within the biologically contained body, as an atomized unit. Rather, it may open up into 
other domains, which may contain life and possible molds of possible existence and ways of 
knowing. By removing the Western white liberal subject as the immanent figure of humanity, it 
also unravels the symbolic and material violence against Black bodies in order to determine the 
line between what is modern and what is beyond, what Denise Silva calls, “the zone of operation 
of universality” (2001, p. 424) that constitutes the African Diaspora.  
 For the purposes of this chapter, the Black cyborg is also a productive metaphor to 
engage the symbolic and material violence that Blacks in Bahia endure through the Black flesh. 
The Black flesh has been a crucial site for the representation of culture and ethnicity as well as 
the inscription of dehumanization from the hegemonic human such as the whipping or the 
searing of the flesh (Spillers, 1987). If the flesh can be a site of representation, it can be 
reproduced in other ways through technological means, such as photography, painting, and video 
recording. It is not irreducible to the body. It is a process of ideological and political labor. It 
requires materials, planning, and modes of production. As the next section shows, graffiti is a 
site of diasporic production.   
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 Using the flesh as a site of representation displaces the body as the eminent container of 
the human. If humanity and the forms of consciousness that constitute the modern human are not 
restrained by the body, then the divine, as being above or at the very least beyond the laws of 
modern man, is a site to seriously consider where humanity and ways of being, knowing, and 
relating may come. What is notable about the divine is the means by which it is a shared 
phenomenon, not constrained by a liberal subject, but permeating through and joining multiple 
bodies. Amplifying humanity beyond the body and towards the divine collective necessitates the 
technology and its ability to project images and sounds. The means of technical reproduction of 
Black flesh and what it means to be Black provides new forms of authorship and knowledge 
production. It also requires modes of transmission, reception, encoding, and decoding. Thus, we 
must situate Blacks as producers of culture and not simply users or audiences.  
Technologies of Producing the African Diaspora 
 Shortly before the 2014 World Cup began, I journeyed to the Lapa neighborhood in 
Salvador to meet with Arturo and his group of graffiti artists. Departing from the Praça de Sé bus 
stop to the Avenida José Joaquim Seabra, I walked twenty minutes under the bright sun and 
sweat-inducing humidity. On the sidewalk, the intense cold wave from the industrial air 
conditioners above the open front shop entrances provide but only mild relief in the tropical 
climate. The street in this lower middle class neighborhood had its usual bustling day filled with 
students, shop merchants, restaurants, mototaxis weaving in and out of traffic, and municipal 
buses moving at a centipedel pace through the narrow streets. The neighborhood was also under 
immense construction as well, which were last-second attempts to clean up the city as much as 
possible before the World Cup and its one million international tourists arrived throughout Latin 
America’s largest nation (Chao, 2014). Arriving at my destination, I marveled at the 30 feet high 
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mural that Arturo and his team were working on (Figures 6 – 10, pp. 277 - 281). While we often 
imagine graffiti artists to be misguided inner city youth of color with a handful of spray paint 
cans in their bags, the materiality of this particular piece suggested that this was a construction 
work site rather than misguided youth. Construction ladders, scaffolding equipment, full body 
harnesses, pulleys, paint brushes, and paint handlebar extensions were just as necessary as spray 
paint cans. The quote I began by Arturo was his response to what and why his crew and him 
paint, such as the  “Mulher do Roxo” mural (Figure 6, p. 281). This simple phrase, “our way of 
telling our city’s history”, suggests an alternative vision of the history of the African Diaspora in 
Brazil by which they can illuminate and differs from dominant discourses. 
 This particular scene, by no means unique, illustrates the labor practices and modes of 
production necessary to produce the African Diaspora. The imagery, sounds, ideologies, politics, 
iconography, and discourses that come to symbolize Africa as an identity, consciousness, and 
politics do not naturally condensate. They require plans of execution, to be inserted within a 
particular context that is situated by the social, political, economic, historical, and ideological.  
 Producing the African Diaspora, such as Arturo telling the history of Brazil’s most 
important Afro-diasporic node, is not necessarily about capital and the transactional exchange 
between cultural commodity and wages. It is still, however, a “productive force” where “we 
produce ourselves and our societies” (R. Williams, 1978b, p. 91). These are just not entirely 
based on the axis of capital, labor, and commodities. Cultural commodities, such as Arturo and 
his graffiti crew’s graffiti, can enter in other “markets” in “the direct material production of 
‘politics’” (p. 93). In Brazil, Afro-diasporic cultures and identities have been greatly policed to 
create dominant meanings.   
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 Yet, what of those other stories not told or even the interpretations of familiar stories that 
are negotiated or opposition in its decodings based on silenced social formations within Brazilian 
society? These cultural politics are grounded not solely in the economic but also in the 
production of a social and cultural order that can naturalize particular distributions of economic 
power. As Williams noted, the “superstructure”, such as culture and politics, “was then not a 
reduction but an evasion” (p. 93). What graffiti artists and other Black cultural producers in 
Bahia partake in is the production of politics in their cultural commodities. Marginalized in the 
general labor force as well as in the circuit of global ethnic tourism in Brazil (Comaroff & 
Comaroff, 2009; P. Pinho, 2010; E. L. Williams, 2013), their social positions inhibit a means to 
intervene or greatly participate at an economic level of cultural commodification. However, they 
can partake in a production of Black cultural politics. Diasporic production is about the 
ideological and political labor necessary to situate Blackness as a critical consciousness that 
dismantles the racial knowledges that are localized that construct the social and cultural order of 
Brazil and its fraught and tenuous inclusion of a particular and depoliticized modicum of the 
African Diaspora.   
 At the same time, this particular production, as well as any given cultural-political 
intervention, searches for available technologies to pursue avenues for alternative visions of 
social relations, historical accounts, and ways of living. Technology in other words is not 
separate from society or culture but rather foundational to it (R. Williams, 1993). It provides 
means of actualizing “known social needs, purposes and practices” with “certain purposes and 
practices already in mind” (p. 8). This is foundational to the way technology is expressed as the 
“engine of progress” (Balsamo, 2011, p. 4). At the same time, technology is so often coupled 
with Eurocentrism as the avenue of progress.  
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 So what happens to those outside the boundaries of progress? Interrogating the African 
Diaspora as a production of politics must also grapple with how technology is wielded as an 
emblem of progress that “reconfigures infrastructure of human life and what it means to be 
human by reconfiguring the spaces of possibility for the formation of social relationships as well 
as the production of human life” (Balsamo, 2011, pp. 4-5).  Too often, notions of progress and 
the human assume that Blacks can inhabit those spaces as well as a democracy (Weheliye, 2014; 
Wilderson, 2003). What is necessary at this juncture is to explore how technology is being 
wielded by those outside of the category of the human and democracy, those situated in Afro-
diasporic conditions, to produce another vision of a social and cultural order. Furthermore, it is 
necessary to understand how Blacks use technology not only to construct oppositional cultural 
identities and social formations but how they also tackle the dominant signs of Africa and 
challenge how they are encoded. Bahian hip-hop artists illustrate that the symbols of Africa that 
flow in and out of Bahia can be re-encoded. This places Bahian hip-hop artists on the other side 
of media culture models: as producers. While the symbol is already established, Africa can be 
modified, changed, and altered to in the process of encoding to be attuned to the ways that 
Blacks are denied full personhood in Brazil. Tapping into cultural production opens up other 
decodings by audiences who consumer the dominant symbols of Afro-Bahia.  
 To do so, I have selected two other examples of how Bahian hip-hoppers use racialized 
knowledges to disrupt how the African Diaspora is understood in Brazil. Namely, they intervene 
into the celebration of candomblé through the imagery of Iemanjá and the ideology of Carnaval 
as a means of Brazilian nation-making that bleeds into social cordiality and relations in everyday 
life. The former has become highly visualized as a symbol of afro-nationalism, that Brazil has 
been a paragon for fostering Afro-diasporic cultures to thrive unlike other polities across the 
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Atlantic. The latter represents the means by which the racial democracy is realized, where racial, 
ethnic, and class divisions are erased but racial and cultural differences are magnified for the 
sake of nation-making and fostering a national identity that homogenize Brazil as a racially 
mixed and harmonious nation that is unrivaled by other polities in the modern world.   
Radical Modes of Black Womanhood and Motherhood 
 During one of my last nights in Salvador during a summer 2015 research trip, I returned 
to the Babylon Bar. There, I noticed a new mural of Iemanjá by Lara (Figure 11, p. 282), a local 
female graffiti artist, in the downstairs patio area that greeted patrons as they entered. On this 
particular research trip, the entrance moved from in front of the edifice, which faced the ocean, 
to the side entrance on a side street. The new mural was placed against the back wall directly 
across from the side entrance where the patrons would notice it as they entered and paid the 
nightly cover of R$10. Furthermore, the side entrance seemed to promote more socialization on 
the back patio whereas the front entrance seemed to move patrons immediately upstairs. Thus, 
the new mural had a prominent space that was both immediate and social. Furthermore being 
downstairs in the patio, it had better lighting whereas the upstairs balcony was dimly lighted and 
the club dance floor was dark, save for some black lights.   
 What was striking of the picture was the way in which Lara represented Iemanjá, who 
was dark skinned and voluptuous. The selection of dark skin is not unusual considering that 
Salvador is a predominantly Black city and has more African-descended Brazilians than 
elsewhere in the nation. What is striking about this representation is the bodily contour, 
particularly the arm. Curvaceous in form, her arms folds and creases at the elbow where the 
upper arm and forearm meet. Whereas one might suspect that the forearm would be smaller than 
the upper arm, it equals in size if not more rotund. At the end of her arm, the hand is ever so 
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slight signaling not a body that is large yet proportional but rather a body that is operating in 
excess of her own physical structure. The body is literally overflowing with a surplus of Black 
flesh. The flesh does not simply signify surplus by which value, pleasure, and violence can be 
extracted. It now embodies it; creating a literal surplus of Black biological matter. At the same 
time, the Yoruba goddess of the sea still retained all her usual markers of beauty and vanity: the 
long wavy blue hair, bright lipstick, eyeliner, eye shadow, a beauty mole, nail polish, an array of 
maritime-based jewelry, such as seashell earrings, and water drops (also signify perfume within 
Brazilian discourses). Despite the surplus of the Black female body, it is still adorned with a 
constellation of beauty, rendering it beautiful and desirable.   
 Not only is Lara’s depiction of Iemanjá full-bodied, she is also darker in skin tone. The 
representation of Iemanjá in popular visual representations has come to lighten and even whiten 
her body. The Europeanization of Iemanjá, often through the Brazilianization processes of 
interacial mixture and miscegenation, is mapped out onto her body. Regardless of skin tone, 
Iemanjá frequently is constrained by the contours of a Western feminine body, such as being 
slim, fit, or toned. This is further exemplified in the straightening of her hair, replacing her wavy 
hair. Even with dark skin, these representations of Iemanjá depict a female body that is desired 
through hegemonic, i.e., Western, notions of femininity. These common representations of 
Iemanjá, representing her through conventional forms of femininity, reify Brazil’s racial 
democracy and afronormativity discourses because they, despite racial difference, project the 
contour of a Western body that can be filled with any racial background as long as physically it 
resembles a white female structure. In other words, Iemanjá can be Black only as long as she still 
has the physical body of a Western woman. Thus, Blackness can be acceptable as long as dark 
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skin can be imprinted onto a white body, simply switching out skin tone and reducing race to 
colorism rather than embodiment.  
The Divinity of Iemanjá 
 Lara’s representation of Iemanjá opens up rethinking of the assemblage of the biological 
and the divine through the gendering of Blackness through the flesh and the body. By divine, not 
only does it extend beyond the morality of the Western male subject but also his own divine 
interventions of the Judeo-Christian order. Instead, this opens up a portal of thinking of 
Blackness and divinity through Afro-diasporic religions, particularly candomblé.  Candomblé is 
an important function in Afro-Bahian and Afro-Brazilian culture. 75 When the Nagô arrived and 
became enslaved in the Brazilian colony, they were coerced to convert from their Yoruba 
religions to Catholicism. As a polytheist religion, the Nagôs syncretized their gods (orixás) with 
Catholic saints, a process that for candomblé practitioners did not compromise the “purity” of 
their religion (Dantas, 2009).   
 One of the most, if not the most, prominent orixá is Iemanjá. Notable is that Iemanjá is 
syncretized with the Virgin Mary in Bahia, symbolizing the significance placed on her in 
candomblé and in Catholicism. Iemanjá, as the goddess of the sea, is imperative to the function 
of life and death. As a riverain goddess, she is “supreme in the arts of mystic retribution and 
protection against all evil” (Thompson, 1984, p. 74). Furthermore, she forms an image of a 
“radical Yoruba female sexuality” (Hoch-Smith quoted, ibid.) and “militates against not only 
total male domination but the threat of class formation and drastically unequal distribution of 
wealth” (ibid.) In Yoruba cosmologies, Iemanjá can be understood as embedded in the very base 
of Black feminism against patriarchy, class inequalities, and the sexual regulation of Black 
                                                
75 Medical anthropologist Nina Rodrigues would argue that numerous practices of the Jeje tribe have been 
incorporated into the Nagô nation, and thus Jeje-Nagô would be a more apt description (1977).  
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women’s bodies. She stands in opposition not only to the embodiment of liberalism but also 
scientific and rational reasoning.  
 Lying in the base of the sea, Iemanjá is also closest to the earth, surrounded in a sea of 
coolness, witchcraft, and “bounteous wealth” (Thompson, 1984, p. 74). Beyond doling happiness 
to her followers, she also used her powers “against the human arrogance of Western technocratic 
structures” (p. 75). Indeed, Iemanjá embodies an oppositional figure that strives for justice but in 
profoundly different ways than Western technology’s ability to determine governance. Rather 
than rely on technology, too frequently imbued with Eurocentric notions of progress by which 
Black bodies are excluded from, Iemanjá instead emphasizes the divine that go beyond what can 
be empirically seen, heard, and ultimately known. This, rather than technology, is the engine that 
drives Black spaces and societies. She challenges the role of technology that ushers in each new 
stage of the Western world, one that is linear and builds on top of the layer from each previous 
stage. Using Iemanjá as a source of knowledge against Western technocracy is imperative 
because the twinning of technology as a defining feature of each epoch of a given society and 
who is able to become a subject, of that society by being able to use social technologies. 
Furthermore, technocracies rely on what can be known rather than the mystical and unknown, 
such as the witchcraft of Iemanjá underneath the billows of the sea.  
Iemanjá in Bahian Popular Culture 
 In the history of the West, Blackness often reflects, albeit murkily, Iemanjá through the 
relationship between pleasure and violence that surrounds their existence. Both are matters of life 
and death. Iemanjá is not just an arbiter of good and evil but also of pleasure and violence. This 
can exemplified in Bahian author, Jorge Amado, in his novel Sea of Death (1936/1984): 
[Guma] never had a mother. And when he found her it was to lose her immediately, 
desiring her without loving her, almost hating her. There is only one woman who can be 
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wife and mother at the same time: That is Iemanjá, and that’s why she is loved so much 
by the men of the waterfront. In order to love Iemanjá, who is mother and wife, you have 
to die. Many times Guma thought of jumping off his sloop on a stormy day. Then he 
could travel with [Iemanjá], he could love mother and wife. (p. 32) 
 
The discourses surrounding Iemanjá disrupt how we imagine pleasure and pain as well as life 
and death. For the poor Black male Bahian sailors in Amado’s tale, the violent waves that break 
and sink their boats are doled out at the whims of Iemanjá that extend beyond the reason and 
organizing of Western man. They may indicate when she has decided to summon another son to 
join her as a lover at the depth of the sea:  
Iemanjá was in her terrible years, she didn’t want chants, melodies, musics, bars of soap, 
or combs. She wanted people, living bodies. The wrath of Iemanjá was feared. They 
brought her children, they brought her maidens, a blind one was even offered and she went 
smiling…, a child cried on the night they carried it off and shout for its mother, its father, 
that it didn’t want to die. (p. 75) 
 
Iemanjá is not only an arbiter of life and death but also relations of love, kinship, and family that 
contest hegemonic constructions of white heteronormativity.  
Iemanjá Encounters in Ethnographic Accounts  
 The folklore of Iemanjá is not simply in literature. Blacks in candomblé practice it as an 
ideology. This is illustrated in Ruth Landes’ landmark ethnography The City of Women (2006). 
In her collaborations with Brazilian intellectual, Edison Carneiro, the latter offers the following 
tale of a pregnant woman who bartered with Iemanjá to have a daughter in exchange for 
consecrating the daughter to the goddess of the sea. Having a daughter, the mother failed to keep 
her obligation and thus the child was not permitted to enter the water. By mistake, one day, the 
daughter entered the water. The goddess possessed the young girl “Mamma, see that pretty lady 
looking at me!... In a flash, then, she threw herself into the water” (p. 95). Realizing she had yet 
to fulfill her end of their mystical transaction, the mother corralled her sister, and a priest to 
begin to make offerings to quench the tempestuous desires of Iemanjá, who would “[tantalize] 
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the people by tossing the girl up and then dropping her into the water” (p. 96). Having finally 
satisfied Iemanjá, the child was returned to her mother and was successfully albeit belatedly 
consecraeted.  
 Having heard this story, Landes had the following exchange with a different interlocutor 
and local guide: 
‘Don’t the people dislike their gods when they act like that way’ I asked.  
‘Actually, they often feel guilty about them,’ Aydano answered. ‘That’s when they 
remember that they have not fulfilled their obligations.’ (p. 96).  
 
I offer these literary and ethnographic accounts of the “mystic daughter of Africa” (Aydano 
quoted, p. 97) as a means to provide context into the possibilities of life, death, kinship, and love 
that drastically differs Eurocentric cadences. This is not to illustrate the irrationality of Blacks 
but rather to present the alternatives ways of knowing in Brazil that are based upon a radical and 
divine Black feminism.  
Queer Black Female Sexualities 
 As a “radical Yoruba female sexuality”, Iemanjá is but one entry point in considering 
how the “Black Atlantic” is also queer that marks: 
disruption to the violence of the normative order and powerfully so: connecting in ways 
that commodified flesh was never supposed to, loving your own kind when your kind 
was supposed to cease to exit, forging interpersonal connections that counteract imperial 
desires for Africans’ living death. (Tinsley, 2008, p. 199) 
 
Reading Iemanjá through a “Black Atlantic, Queer Atlantic” framework presents new 
possibilities that lie deep and buried under murky waters that extend beyond Western ways of 
seeing human life. It presents a way to connect the divine, the imaginative, and the ideological 
with a historical materialism, a means of navigating the vexed and frequently nonsynchronous 
modes of race and racialization in the experiential.  
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 The historical materialism of a Black queerness does not necessitate simply a non-
heterosexual identity or even acts. Rather it resides in the ways that Black bodies are removed 
from irreducibly being recognized as human. Political scientist Cathy Cohen provides a means to 
work through contextualizing Iemanjá by analyzing beyond “black heterosexuality and 
masculinity as the central unit of analysis” (1997, p. 442) and challenging heteronormativity in 
its raced and classed inflections. Cohen writes queer as being able to exist within heterosexuality 
but outside of heteronormativity because it is rooted “in white supremacist ideologies which 
sought (and continue) to use the state and its regulation of sexuality, in particular through the 
institution of heterosexual marriage, to designate which individuals were truly ‘fit’ for full rights 
and privileges of citizenship” (p. 453). Thus, queer is expanded to encompass those who are exist 
beyond a white supremacist and heteronormative convergence based upon white patriarchy 
which “were reconfigured to justify the exploitation and regulation of black bodies, even those 
presumably engaged in heterosexual behavior” (p. 454). These notions encompass people of 
color, and especially Blacks, as engaging in sexual behavior that exceeds the boundaries of their 
gendered roles and thus not producing neatly contained familial units under the institution of 
marriage. Furthermore, this structure has class repercussions as well. These bodies are read as 
unable to care and provide for their family through employment and their “illegitimate” children.  
 Iemanjá can be situated within this Black queerness through her sexuality and her 
motherhood that are within the practices of heterosexuality but beyond white heteronormativity. 
By sexuality, she summons men to join her in the depths of the sea to become her lover. Yet, 
Iemanjá is not confined to simply one partner and monogamy, hallmarks of heteronormativity. 
Rather, she has numerous lovers that have joined her over time. And each Black man joining her 
knows that he is not the sole recipient of her love but is one of a vast number of recipients, 
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forming a collective of love. At the same time, Iemanjá is the eminent mother, having an 
unlimited amount of children. Again, she dismantles the other hallmark of heteronormativity, of 
children biologically produced by a married heterosexual couple. Rather, she opens up other 
forms of kinship that emphasize the greater collective rather than the individual that is contained 
by heteronormative means. Most importantly, these queer modes of Black love and kinship are 
directed by the desires of a Black woman, Iemanjá, and create alternative social worlds 
according to her vision. This world is formed not by Brazilian or Afro-Bahian patriarchy but 
through Black matriarchy, creating a world that reduces the individual to the collective. At the 
same time, the collective finds overlapping modes of love, kinship, and affinity that trouble the 
power structure of patriarchy. How does one assert patriarchy over lover and children when one 
is also the child of your lover? How does one assert patriarchy when you are not the only but 
rather one of many?  
 Men lose the authoritative position in relation to Iemanjá. A queer sensibility surrounds 
her. She is not simply a mother and a wife but both mother and wife to the same man. She 
furthers this transgression of Eurocentric notions of gender and sexuality by fulfilling this role 
with a multitude of men. Not only is she capable of these transgressions, but her profound love 
and affection challenges the means by which life and death are constituted in Brazilian 
modernity, particularly for the poor Black man whose life is always already in precarity. On 
another level, Iemanjá presents an image by which women are not either the desexed mammy or 
the jezebel but rather both and thus making her a goddess. The mammy is also desirable. The 
jezebel can also be a mother. Iemanjá blurs the separation of controlling images that are used to 
police Black women’s gender roles and sexuality. 
Synchronizing Iemanjá with Black Women in Bahia 
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 Lara maps the iconography and discourses of Iemanjá onto poor Black women in Brazil. 
While Iemanjá is praised for her abundance, Black women are chastised for their deviations from 
hegemonic norms of gender and sexuality. This can be read not only in the ways that Brazilian 
politicians use birthrates to denigrate the poor, a factor of dismal public health (see Beatriz dos 
Santos, 2012) but also the essentialist tropes that these poor Black spaces are creating “a factory 
producing criminal people” (Cabral quoted in Soares, 2012, p. 87). Beyond representations, 
Black mothers are also held accountable for the violent actions of their family members for their 
supposed negligence and promiscuity (Rocha, 2012). This can also be read by how the Black 
matriarch is figured as the source of dysfunction in Afro-diasporic communities (Davis, 1998; 
Moynihan, 1965). Implicit in this troubled yet pervasive trope is that the absence of the Black 
father is what induced this vicious cycle of dysfunctionality. It is this unfastening that requires 
enormous ideological production to compel Black women to conform to patriarchy, either under 
a Eurocentric Brazilian or Afro-Bahian articulation.  
 Black women in Brazil are then the recipients of a symbolic violence that dehumanizes 
them as beyond the privileges of citizenship and humanity. This violence is also material because 
it extends into their lived experiences of violence against them, their kin as well as their material 
conditions in how they are treated (Smith, 2016b).  
 Lara uses Iemanjá to intervene in this dehumanization by creating new possibilities of 
Black womanhood through her sexuality and motherhood in her graffiti:  
This graffiti, of making characters large, because in graffiti, the girls that have been 
painting in Brazil always create the same thematic: feminine figures with white 
characteristics. They have been little white female characters, all cuddly (in the 
diminutive form), with blue eyes, with red hair, blonde hair. They didn’t really have the 
esthetic of real women [that you see] day to day.  Although being the aesthetics of the 
doll has always pulled more towards Barbie than towards the wacky Black woman [nega 
maluca], you know? 
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Lara’s use of “nega maluca” is a pivotal word in her assessment of representation of womanhood 
and femininity in Brazil. I chose to translate it as “wacky” although crazy, insane, and mad are 
all acceptable translations as well. Using maluca as an adjective to “nega,” a colloquial way to 
shorten “negra”, illuminates the tension between the aesthetics of beauty and what is desired for 
female bodies. More importantly, the nega maluca is a female sambo-like figure in Brazil that is 
used to induce Black stereotypes by white performers using blackface.76 The doll and its 
aesthetics illustrate the realms to which representations of womanhood and femininity extend to. 
It is not mere flesh but the realm of representation itself that can be imprinted onto dolls. Within 
the Brazilian case, there are two polar opposites between the beauty of the Barbie doll and the 
ugliness of the nega maluca.  
 While Brazilian hip-hop, and Bahian hip-hop included, has been a site of critique and 
intervention, it has also reproduced, stabilized, and valorized other social identities, such as 
gender and sexuality, through the prism of race. While hip-hop does come the margins of Brazil, 
the struggle for power can mean inverting certain forms of social relations. These forms of 
inversion, derivative of employing forms of domination, require a pivot in which the inversion 
may teeter from one end to the other. What Lara illustrates for us is the way that gender and 
sexuality over women’s bodies is a means by which that occurs. This is what leads back to the 
reification of the racial democracy myth by miscegenation and the revalorization of white 
feminine bodies that those on the margins, by becoming native intellectuals, can then have access 
to with newfound power. 
 Thus, “nega maluca” begins to make more sense. Even from the margins and profound 
reformulations of rediasorization through Blackness, the role of Black feminism is either 
                                                
76 I would like to thank Kim D. Butler’s comments about the role of the nega maluca in the context of Afro-Bahian 
culture and dominant representations of Blackness.  
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subsumed or elided in not only Bahian hip-hop but those on the margins at large. Of course, the 
ways in which patriarchy works across racial lines can be attributed to this. However, the “nega 
maluca” and her representation in graffiti present an opportunity to rethink Black femininity. 
Lara recognizes this binary opposition between white beauty and Black hideousness within hip-
hop cultures itself and intervenes into the reproduction of Black female subjugation by turning to 
a beloved and revered Black female subject. In the last chapter, I illustrated the ways by which 
Black women are transgressing the boundaries between masculinity and femininity through 
beauty practices and fashion style. While this poignantly illustrates the way that Black bodies do 
not conform to hegemonic notions of gender and sexuality (Spillers, 1987), this fluidity is not 
without caution.  
Producing Black Femininity as a Site of Strength and Beauty  
 Many Rima Mina founders have expressed their dismay with the way that female youth 
in Bahian hip-hop quickly don masculine personas. They were not critiquing individual choices 
but rather the imbalances between masculinity and femininity and how the latter was perceived 
to be weak and devalued. It is perhaps no surprise then that female Black youth devalue 
femininity. Brazilian society and Afro-Bahian culture both reduce Black femininity as being 
subservient to heteropatriarchy. Furthermore, the value of Black femininity is premised upon her 
appeal to fulfill the desires of serve men while producing his children in and outside the 
institution of marriage. Within the prevalent models of power, to assert one’s self as a liberal 
subject and in control of one’s capacities, the Brazilian polity presents pathways through 
masculinity but also its domination over femininity. This frequently is illustrated not only in 
fashion and beauty practices but also in the heteropatriarchal and even misogynist language that 
is prevalent in Bahian hip-hop and that female youth emulate. Hypermasculinity and misogyny 
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are not unique to Bahian hip-hop but rather are imbued in global hip-hop cultures, Brazil 
included (J. Nascimento, 2011; Sobral Freire, 2011).  
 The figure of the “nega maluca” does not conform Eurocentric aesthetics of beauty, 
impressed upon white and Black bodies. Rather, it is a reaffirmation of racial knowledges that 
subjugate Black women as less than desirable. These are the “real women” that Lara speaks of. 
They are dark, mothers, and corpulent. They are not desired for their skin tone as dark nor their 
bodies as excessive nor their sexuality as mothers. They are not the women represented in media, 
representations, and visual cultures but the ones that those on the margins of society encounter. 
They are mothers, shop workers, teachers, food vendors, and neighbors. Yet, these “real women” 
do not conform positions of power that have been forged by Brazilian society, Afro-Bahian 
culture, or in the Bahian hip-hop scene. Thus, it bolsters the idea Black women are not sites of 
power, strength, or beauty. Yet, Lara sees this as detrimental to the vast number of ordinary 
Black women in Brazil. One goal of Rima Mina has been to reconnect femininity as a reservoir 
of power and strength. This is not intended to compel female youth to perform a feminine 
persona but rather to create an iconography in cultural representations that produces racial 
knowledge in direct friction with the various discourses being produced about the intersection of 
Blackness and femininity.  
 Here, Lara is anchoring the iconography of the African Diaspora directly to the historical 
materialism of Black women in Brazil. The African Diaspora that she is producing is not one of 
recovering the past but rather of illuminating the present and its embeddness not only in white 
supremacy but also heteropatriarchy and capitalism. It critiques not only the ways in which 
Brazilian nation-making relegates African female bodies to collective property for the means of 
producing a mestiça/o nation but also the enormous ideological work Afro-Bahian cultural 
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groups and their patriarchal leaderships invest in redeeming the Black woman as worthy of 
fulfilling modern institutions that have served as the illustrate the distinction between those 
bodies deemed worthy and those not. Instead, Lara pushes those boundaries of Blackness to 
encompass those who are not desired, the nega maluca, and the numerous ordinary women that 
Brazilian society and Afro-Bahian culture does not see as neither beautiful nor powerful. Instead, 
Lara draws a direct tie between the mythical folklore of Iemanjá and the means by which Black 
women are denigrated, chastised, and policed. The markers of Iemanjá can be weaved onto 
ordinary Black women’s bodies and the conditions that surround them.  
 Syncretizing Iemanjá with ordinary Black women lends itself to creating “radical 
feminist modes of pregnancy and motherhood” (Rose quoted in Dery, 1994, p. 218). Lara maps 
out a complicated representation of Black womanhood that fleshes out its multiplicity that 
manifest beyond patriarchy. It views ordinary Black women not necessarily as goddesses but as a 
source of power and knowledge within Black spaces. Thus, matriarchal Black motherhood 
becomes not a scourge of society and the dysfunction of Afro-diasporic communities, as Western 
knowledge would have it, but a means of transforming the world through her children. For Black 
feminists, “the key is for feminist women to have as much power and as many babies as they 
want to, creating universes of feminist children” (p. 221). Seeing Black women as queer sites of 
Afro-diasporic knowledge and power curtails the means by which patriarchy has severely limited 
the potentiality of Black women but of themselves as well. Portraying Black women as a source 
of strength and power, against the visual sampling of Iemanjá, opens up how Blackness can be 
imagined beyond white supremacists and heteropatriarchal structures. Lara charts a new path for 
the future of Blacks in Brazil by bringing Iemanjá back to the community that produced her. 
Doing so imagines a very alternative Black society beyond what is presently possible in Brazil. 
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However, the immense potentiality of Black women as beautiful and powerful subjects can map 
new routes for a new social world.  
#VamosVoltaraRealidade: In and Beyond Carnaval 
 Whereas Iemanjá presents alternative cognitive schemes of signifying Black flesh 
through motherhood and womanhood in the realm of representation, the material violence 
against Black flesh equally necessitates investigation. The representation of Black flesh not only 
marks a removal from humanity and citizenship but also induces violence against it (Hartman, 
1997; Spillers, 1987; Weheliye, 2014). While the previous section moves the material to the 
symbolic, I wish to bring the symbolic back down to the material by exploring the realm of the 
Carnaval and how Blackness complicates national belonging and citizenship in Brazil. To do so, 
I explore how the realm of Carnaval as Brazilian history and tradition becomes woven with 
politics and technology. 
Vem Pra Rua: Brazilian Protests and the Suspension of Law and Order 
 In summer 2013, Brazil hosted the Confederations Cup, the precursor to the 2014 World 
Cup also held in Brazil. This international soccer tournament took place in a half dozen cities, 
one of which was Salvador. At the same time, public transportation officials in São Paulo 
announced a 20 centavo increase in public transportation fare.77 Protests erupted over an increase 
in bus fare in numerous metropolitan cities, such as Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Salvador da 
Bahia, and Belo Horizonte. Protests swept the streets, as the Brazilian people contested 
investment in global sporting events-for the benefit of global elites- at the expense of investing in 
its own citizens, in areas such as education, infrastructure, and public health (Dimenstein, 2014). 
Millions across the country converged to the street, under the banner “Vem pra rua!” (Come to 
                                                
77 This is part of the larger Movimento Passa Livre (Free Fare Movement) that has been advocating for free bus fare 
to reduce the financial burden of transportation on the poor. See saopaulo.mpl.org.br.  
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the street!), that was reminiscent and yet strikingly different from Brazilian Carnaval. My field 
notes from June 20, 2013 from the protests illustrate the setting following: 
We started the march at Campo Grande and walked 2.6 kilometers down to Dique do 
Tororó, 3 km from Arena Fonte Nova. It was beautiful. There were so many people there 
for so many different reasons. A lot of people here are upset with what is happening. You 
saw middle class, lower class, working class. White Brazilians, Black, mixed (parda/os). 
There were foreigners. I saw Norwegian TV reporters there. Also some Brazilian TV 
stations there too. During the march, there were chants and songs and drums. The feeling 
was upbeat. Many people were wearing the Anonymous masks. Some of the funnier ones 
were an Iron Man mask and an Optimus Prime mask. Many people had bandanas over 
their faces and sunglasses. Vinegar was definitely in the air for the “Salad War” (It helps 
with tear gas). People were protesting many things, and not just the money being spent on 
the Olympics and the World Cup. They were there against yes the corruption, but also 
PEC 37, which gives the Military Police the sole power to investigate crimes and take it 
away from prosecutors. Many fear this would create more corruption among police and 
politicians. They were also against Pastor Marco Feliciano, who is the President of the 
Human Rights Commission in the Chambers of Brazilian Deputies. He’s an evangelist 
who wishes to “cure” the LGBTQ community. Because of this, there are a lot of protests 
against him too. Also, people are really upset at Governor Jaques Wagner and are asking 
for him to resign. Same with President Dilma. Dilma is definitely not as popular as 
former president Lula and her response to this as been less than impressive in the eye of 
the Brazilian public. Even people across classes are upset with government at various 
stages. Some upper class peoples are upset that the government is wasting money on 
frivolous projects, like the Olympics and World Cup. Lower class people are upset too 
but because they would rather see money spent on infrastructure, education and health 
than global sporting events. 
 
Anyway, we all marched down to Dique de Tororo. It was incredibly tense there. I was 
about 10 rows from the Military Police there. After about 30 minutes, the police threw 
tear gas at people in the crowd. We dispersed quickly! No doubt, I ran as fast as I could. 
For the next 4-5 hours, we would run away. Settle. Get gassed. Go again. This increased 
the tension that was rising. People began to throw rocks at signs, busses. At the end of the 
night, I saw three buses that had been set on fire and a car as well. Glass at bus stops had 
been shattered. Objects, such as tires had been lit on fire.  
 
Theoretical notes: I am interested in how hegemony works here in play with this. Many 
Brazilians have been given some type of incorporation into the wealth of the nation. 
However, many are still upset with their subordinate positions even if they have made 
some gains. Even though they have made gains, the distance between the rich and 
powerful elite is still great from the middle class and lower classes. Therefore, 
socioeconomic relations still dominate relations of power in Brazil. Many people 
recognize that even though they still have more economic power than before, their taxes 
are not being put to good use (about 35%). They are asking for more social infrastructure 
such as education, health and infrastructure. They are demanding more from their leaders 
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in government. So this movement is not like Occupy Wall Street where it was defined by 
one thing (class), it’s defined on multiple fronts and is demanding that the government 
addresses all of them. 
 
Also interesting was how people wore paint on their arms and faces like war paint. 
Except it was yellow and green, Brazil’s national colors. They are fighting as Brazil as 
the povo versus Brazil the government for the right to the nation. It’s a struggle over what 
Brazil could be rather than what it is. I think this plays into the racial democracy myth. 
Except it’s not a myth, but an ideology. However the material practices of this ideology is 
interpreted in a myriad of ways. Some believe it is already manifested, while others 
believe it is something to work towards. I think that’s what we’re seeing here. What a 
democracy is. And people are donning war paint in their national colors to go to war 
against their government. It’s an ideological battle over what Brazil should be and they 
are willing to fight for it. It was also evident by the number of Brazilian flags that were 
ever present in the protests in addition to the white attire many people donned. They are 
trying to redefine what Brazil is in their minds rather than what it is!  
 
The protests that particular day no doubt merged national politics with national culture. The 
protests were a political intervention into the assemblage of power, the forces that separate and 
oppress Brazilians into particular social formations that cross race, gender, sexuality, and class. 
Yet, they used the aesthetic of the Carnaval, the convergence of individual bodies into the 
masses of the people, to articulate their dissatisfaction. At the same time, this political 
assemblage of the masses induced a suspension of democracy where Brazilian protestors were 
assaulted with tear gas, rubber bullets, and other forms of violent repression by various branches 
of the military police (Mora, 2013).78  
Brazilian Protest and the Use of Carnaval  
 The merging of national culture, political protests, and war symbolism coagulated on this 
particular day in Salvador da Bahia that portrayed Brazilians as o povo (the people), the masses 
separated from elite power and connected by their various oppressions. Yet, the Carnaval nature 
of this formation assumes an all too easy conflation of oppression where each form runs neatly 
                                                
78 The protests are colloquially called the “Salad Revolts” or the “Vinegar Revolts” because protestors used vinegar 
to treat eyes after being tear gassed.  
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parallel to the others. It reifies a Brazilian identity as a Latin American geopolitical identity that 
is based upon oppression and marginality in local and global relations (Mignolo, 2005). 
However, the discourse of the Carnaval does not differentiate the ways by which oppression 
works by and through its multiplicity. The Carnaval, as much as it inverts and contests the social 
order, obscures who is able to return back to modernity.79  These travels and movements between 
Carnaval and modernity are about who is able to access citizenship but also who feels entitled to 
citizenship in democratic regimes.  
 Brazil has attempted to ideologically map out universality and liberalism through a 
cosmopolitanism that promotes contact with different peoples and cultures (J. D. French, 2000). 
This mirrors its affinity for French as a Latin model of culture that is both attuned to nature as 
well as civilization. The Brazilian articulation of universality is promoted not only through racial 
miscegenation, the erasing of race through interracial reproduction, but in the ritual of the 
Carnaval that “is not a spectacle seen by the people; they live in it, and everyone participates 
because its very idea embraces all the people” (Bakhtin, 2009, p. 7). Its goal is “becoming, 
change, and renewal. It [is] hostile to all that was immortalized and completed” (p. 10) by 
suspending hierarchies, rank, and order. The means by which this suspension occurred was the 
emphasis on the human body and its grotesque engagement with “food, drink, defecation, and 
sexual life” (p. 18) and excavated from the private sphere and into the realm of the public “as 
something universal, representing all the people” (p. 19). The grotesque then becomes an 
“exaggeration of the inappropriate to incredible and monstrous dimensions” and thus “is always 
satire” (p. 306) in its mocking of high culture. The emphasis on the body with the grotesque 
“ignores the impenetrable surface that closes and limits the body as a separate and completed 
                                                
79 I would like to acknowledge and thank Norman Denzin for stressing the need to engage what happens “beyond 
the Carnaval” during my dissertation prospectuses defense.  
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phenomenon” and merges the outward and “inner features of the body: blood, bowels, heart and 
other organs” (p. 318). It creates a circulation of objects that enter through consumption and exit 
through emission of the body that connects and binds the convergence of bodies within the 
Carnaval. The body is not self-contained but rather connected through the shared bodily rituals 
of the grotesque each person undergoes. Finally, the Carnaval resists distinction between the 
actor and spectator, merging the two into a symbiotic relationship, which unhinges asymmetrical 
relations of production and consumption.  
Brazilian Carnaval 
 Beyond a religious ritual, Carnaval has been used as a metaphor for explaining Brazilian 
social life within its own borders but also vis-à-vis the overdeveloped world, particularly North 
America. Anthropologist Roberto DaMatta (1991) argues that Carnaval is an inherently Brazilian 
nation-making process that resonates temporally and spatially. The Carnaval processions 
suspend “real time” of the lived realities and creates a plane where even the most marginalized 
and subjugated groups, i.e., poor Blacks, can compete on an equal terrain with their counterparts 
from higher social classes. More so, the rich or bourgeois are to be parodied and mocked! For 
DaMatta:  
Carnaval, then is the paradigm of the festa popular, a festival of the people characterized 
by a universal, cosmic orientation that puts the main emphasis on all-embracing 
categories: life as opposed to death, joy as opposed to sadness, the rich as opposed to the 
poor, and so forth. (p. 47) 
 
The Brazilian Carnaval becomes a suspension of the social hierarchy and order, and places 
emphasis on what unites Brazilians rather than what separates them. DaMatta goes onto to 
elaborate how the Carnaval privileges the person who becomes part of o povo (the people). O 
povo is how a person chooses a collectivity over becoming an individual. In other words, the 
people is antagonistic towards the individual who represents social structures, importance, and 
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rank. The person within the masses represents the true nature of Brazilian society. The individual 
is one who abandons the greater good for their own advancement. The individual can assert their 
status as “somebody” (of importance) such as a lawyer or politician or businessman, to convey 
their rank. This exercise of demonstrating one’s self as an individual is done in order to place 
himself, through various gestures or phrases, as beyond the law and the regulation of the people 
and at times the order itself. What DaMatta does is use the Carnaval, as a mode of national 
culture, to unhinge power dynamics within Brazil and instead portray the public sphere as a truly 
democratic space, even one where social differences are inverted. Brazilian culture then is the 
means of unification. Yet, what DaMatta fails to explicate is not the power dynamics between 
these figures but the desire of the person to be part of o povo and be an individual that can 
ascertain influence and perverse the law in his or her own favor. In other words, the person uses 
the collective to argue for their rights but then returns to their quest, like a native intellectual, to 
occupy a position of power as an individual in pre-existing structures of domination.  
 DaMatta’s exploration of Carnaval as a procession beyond social relations assumes that 
the collective and the individual are separated by time and space. The collective, constituted by 
persons, occupy a different time and space than the individual, who reigns supreme in the 
making of the social world that is riddled with hierarchies and domination. For DaMatta, the 
collective is only able to constitute the nation, creating an imaginary community that can 
encompass all Brazilians, from all racial compositions and ancestries through the socialization, 
exchange, and masquerading of racialized cultures. This glosses over the ways that culture has 
been embedded with racialized knowledge that produces systems of power and domination. This 
is why his emphasis centers on the Carnaval because it is an apolitical space that does not disrupt 
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the economic and social trafficking of power.  This perspective has been critiqued for assuming 
that Carnaval is apolitical and that culture is not embedded in the structure of domination.  
Afro-Bahian Carnaval 
 For Afro-Bahian activists, Carnaval has been the site by which to stage protest and 
challenge social relations (Dunn, 1992). Carnaval is thus not demarcated from social relations 
but illuminates the limitations of nation-making in the Brazilian polity. The Bahian Carnaval, 
rather than DaMatta’s portrayal of Carnaval in Rio de Janeiro as a universal Brazilian 
Carnaval,80 has been “an opportunity for young Afro-Brazilians to affirm their racial and ethnic 
identities [that construct] a powerful, grass-roots discourse which challenges traditional notions 
and myths of Africans and their descendents in Brazil” (Dunn, 1992, p. 12). Thus, Carnaval is 
also a time to for Black activists to explicate, rather than subsume, the social differences based 
upon race, not just class.  
 Culture is often the arena in which Blacks in Brazil have been able to assert positions of 
power and articulate disruptive ideologies, representations, and politics (Hall, 1996b; Hanchard, 
1994). In the Bahian Carnaval, this is not a time to subsume differences but rather a privileged 
space to enunciate them. It goes beyond the Carnaval processions as unifying and instead shows 
the conditions and experiences of Blackness that are beyond what constitutes the Brazilian nation 
and its subjects. This has been constructive because it critiques the romantic vision of Brazil as a 
racially harmonious nation to be celebrated in cultural mythologies and rituals. Rather than 
explicate race as an empty signifier in the Carnaval, when the rules and taboos of the social 
                                                
80 While DaMatta’s exploration of the Carnaval in Rio de Janeiro is no doubt valuable, his attempts to universalize 
Rio de Janeiro’s lends itself to reproducing national mythologies of interracial mixture and racial harmony. Rio has 
often served as a bridge between the Northeast and the Southeast and blending Brazil’s attempts at articulating its 
past between Africans, Indigenous, and Europeans, and its desired future that sets off onto the horizon of Western 
development. In other words, DaMatta’s attempt at exploring Rio’s Carnaval occludes the regional variances of 
Brazilian modernity and historicity.  
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world are temporarily removed, race is being articulated within the terms of power and 
knowledge beyond the Carnaval that is so familiar throughout the African Diaspora. While this is 
indeed important, it still does not explicate fully what occurred during the 2013 protests. What 
happens when the Carnaval becomes a site of protest and grassroots discourse on the terrain of 
citizenship? How is it fought for? What is suspended? What remains in limbo? How does race 
and culture become politicized and what are the consequences of such a folding onto modern 
politics?   
The Technological Self-Alienated Black Subject 
 During the 2013 protests, local Black Bahian rapper, MC Fall Clássico, was notably 
present at the protests (Figure 12, p. 283). He wore a mechanical harness apparatus that enabled 
him to wear a camera that would film him and the protests for his music video “Fogo Cruzado” 
(Crossfire).81 I have encountered the local rapper on numerous occasions in Bahia over the years. 
MC Fall is a very stylish individual by my own and others’ standards. He regularly wears name 
brand clothing from the North America and Europe as well as from Latin America. On this 
particular day, he wore a white baseball hat with “#VVAR” in red text, an abbreviation for a 
song by MC Marechal, “Vamos Voltar a Realidade” (Let’s Return to Reality).82 Considering the 
extensive wardrobe that MC Fall has, selecting this hat on this specific day was no doubt 
intentional and symbolic. By returning to reality, MC Fall Clássico strives to situate the Carnaval 
as a space of Otherness as embedded with the modern configurations of power and knowledge, 
the reality by which he, as a Black man, lives in. It is also a return to Black politics that have 
critiqued, resisted, and fled Brazilian society (Alberto, 2011; Brito, 2014; Carneiro, 1958; A. D. 
Nascimento, 1989; A. D. Nascimento & Nascimento, 1992; B. Nascimento, 1985) 
                                                
81 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oh6ESN6lMZY 
82 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0EK09I4Dx8 
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 Here, I argue that MC Fall Classico’s mixing of style, technology, culture, and politics 
refashions himself as a “Black Cyborg” (J. James, 2013). By merging Black flesh and 
technology, he immediately challenges the means by which Blackness is too easily rendered as 
beyond the realm of the liberal subject. Rather it is inscribed as a site of representation to make 
sense of the modern world. Fastening technology to his body presents an opportunity to become 
a producer and create a production of his own cyborgic body. He is simultaneously performing 
the diaspora for the camera but also for himself as he is the producer behind the technological 
apparatus. It is in this sense that he actualizes both the way that Black flesh is capture in 
representation but also induces it himself through those very technologies to produce a “highly 
productive use of human being’s self-alienation” (italics removed Benjamin, 2008, p. 32). Being 
in front of the camera, the actor knows he is torn from his or her own humanity and reduced to a 
role, a singular representation that is reduced to how the world will decode it through a series of 
knowledges. However, the Black subject is already reduced to this representation whether in 
front of the camera or the bare eye.  
 Thus, the apparatus of the camera alter how Blackness is known and understood in one’s 
lived experiences. Blackness, then, is already a form of “self-alienation”, a process described by 
W.E.B. Du Bois, Frantz Fanon, Hortense Spillers, and Sylvia Wynter, that has plagued and 
denied the Black subject. This self-alienation is the inability to become transcendental and the 
liberal subject. Rather the technological apparatus compels that: “[w]hile he stands before the 
apparatus, he knows that in the end he is confronting the masses. It is they who will control him. 
Those who are not visible, not present while he executes his performance, are precisely the ones 
who will control it” (Benjamin, 2008, p. 33). MC Fall Clássico must then become part of the 
masses in the scene, not as a role but as part of his existence. Doing so, he can also blur the 
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forms of authorship that lays claim to constructing and embedding his body and flesh with 
particular representations. He does so by creating a nebulous distinction between the author, the 
text, and the audience. He is concurrently all three because he is directing the scene while it is 
directly received by the masses who are physically there with him in real time.   
 MC Fall Clássico challenges the fungibility of Black flesh as a raw material to be 
processed as pleasure or violence through society’s need, purposes, and practices through visual 
ways of knowing and technological means of production. Instead, he compromises the 
authenticity of Blackness, as an irreducible and deviant substance of biological matter by tainting 
it with metal, plastic, cloth, and Velcro. He, as the raw material and fungibility of Western 
desires, utilizes the means of technological production to produce other modes of Black life and 
possibility. This changes the relation of the masses to Black art that is situated differently than 
high or mass art. Doing so Black flesh is not a site relegated simply to the body but now can be 
manipulated and transformed through the very same technological processes, platforms, and 
devices that constitutes society but can now also create frictions with society’s desire of 
technological use, surveillance, and implementation.  
Historical Materialism of Blackness in Bahia  
 As a Fanonian rebel intellectual, MC Fall Clássico is able to produce the African 
Diaspora on his body within a “historical materialism” (Benjamin, 2003) that disrupts how Afro-
Bahian Carnaval is now embedded with afro-nationalism and nation-making in Brazil. Rather, 
MC Fall Clássico technologically captures the African Diaspora within the suspension of real 
time and space, like the Carnaval. Yet, the suspension of real time and space also marks Black 
being in Brazil where it resides beyond the machinations of the nation, universal subjectivity, 
citizenship, and democratic protection. In both instances, Blackness is suspended in a 
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representation that veers towards cultural celebration or subalternity. Thus, the motto “Let’s 
Return to Reality” takes on a particular reverberation that shakes Brazilian society and culture 
because it shifts Blackness away from its representations and into how it is lived.  
 Here, MC Fall is employing a “historical materialism” to produce another vision of the 
African Diaspora in Brazil. Walter Benjamin (2003) theorizes about the role of constructing 
history, the contentious frictions between “historicism” and “historical materialism.” The former 
sympathizes with “the victor” (p. 391) that “culminates in universal history” (p. 396) to fill the 
vast barrels of time and memory. This fulfillment of history is an attempt smooth over the 
structures of domination embedded into the very fabric of Western modernity. Oppression is not 
constitutive in historicism but rather an aberration (Stam & Shohat, 2005). Rather, MC Fall 
Classico uses a “historical materialism” to produce a radically different portrayal of Brazilian 
society, belonging, citizenship, and their convoluted relationship to the African Diaspora. What 
he does is:  
seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment of danger. Historical materialism 
wishes to retain that image of the past which unexpectedly appears to man singled out by 
history at a moment of danger. The danger affects both the content of the tradition and its 
receivers. (Benjamin, 2003, p. 391) 
 
MC Fall Classico’s version of reality is one that is always marked by a suspension in law, order, 
progress, and citizenship. Yet, MC Fall can only show this once there is a suspension for 
individuals as well, such as in the 2013 protests. It’s that moment when persons lose their 
individuality that they form o povo to pronounce their marginality and suffering. While 
Brazilians may leave the masses and return to be individuals structured in a society, Blacks 
remain suspended and susceptible to literal and symbolic violence doled out onto Black flesh.  
 The 2013 protests were one such moment to seize the image of the masses, gathered in 
the symbolic imagery of the Carnaval, and rewrite history through technological production of 
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the African Diaspora. This is meant to trouble the historicist vision of Brazilian and Afro-
Brazilian culture as victors in the constructing Brazil’s history with “empty time” (Benjamin, 
2003, p. 395). MC Fall Clássico does not enable the Carnaval, as “empty” or “suspended” time, 
to reach back and rewrite Brazil’s colonial history as a seamless and harmonious amalgamation 
of race and ethnicity in the tropics. It elides the contestations and struggles Blacks have engaged 
in search of freedom and alternative ways of life, ways I have outlined in my introduction. 
Rather, MC Fall Clássico uses the Carnaval as protest to illuminate and situate himself within the 
history of Black resistance, struggle, and activism in Brazil.  
 Within the 2013 protests, MC Fall Clássico fashions himself as a Black cyborg, an 
extraordinary Black who is part biological, part mechanical, and part divine. In order to 
transcend the ordinary and expected political economy of violence exacted against Black bodies, 
MC Fall Clássico transforms his body in this moment to become part mechanical and divine. 
Mechanical in order to become divine. Divine in order to be seen and heard. Seen and heard in 
order to illuminate the African Diaspora that he is familiar with. In the beginning of his music 
video, he declares: “I am Brazilian, I demand rights, I demand education, I demand public health, 
I demand citizenship rights. Come FIFA. Come World Cup. Japan, I’ll trade you your education 
for my soccer team. Let’s make some Brazilian noise. I am Brazilian. Fuck.” This proclamation 
is followed by the sound of a gun clicking, presumably the beginning of the crossfire.  
 Here, MC Fall immediately illustrates the inability of the “native intellectual” to 
negotiate between the elite who inherited the powers of coloniality in Brazil and the oppressed. 
The demands for even basic avenues to become a liberal subject, such as citizenship, education, 
and well-being, are dismal for the Brazilian masses. Yet making demands for citizenship can be 
deadly, met with crossfire. The crossfire on Brazilians is not permitted because of a crime or a 
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threat to an individual’s life. It is permitted because the rules and social order of a democracy are 
not entirely suspended but rather rolled back to enclose a smaller space. In other words, the 
“disjunctions of democracy” (Holston & Caldeira, 1998) that encapsulate Black spaces, such as 
favelas, can become bloated to encompass modern spaces and civil society that extend just to the 
spaces of elite power. The suspension of humanity and rights for Blacks are then spilling over 
into the supposed spaces of conviviality and nation-making. It rolls over into where the native 
intellectual is attempting join the realm of power. Thus, MC Fall Classico is able to illustrate the 
ineffectiveness of negotiating as a native intellectual with structures of power and dominance.    
 Sociologist Denise Silva (2001) explicates that the modern notions of universality and 
justice, those who can make and receive demands of citizenship, are premised upon racial 
knowledge that creates boundaries by which those premises cease to hold precedence, what she 
deems as “the zone of operation of universality” (p. 424). Tracing this to the location of race in 
knowledge production in both sociology and anthropology, Silva illustrates how race: 
 connects certain bodily traits, place (continent) of ‘origin’, and ‘mental functions’. In this 
process, whiteness was produced to indicate the forms of consciousness able to conceive 
of universal principles that emerged in the European space – the only raced 
consciousness able to fulfill the material and moral projects of modernity. (p. 424) 
 
Race, and particularly Africanity, is not a mask or ornament to pick up when rules and taboos are 
suspended. Rather, it structures the lives of subaltern figures, demarcated from reaping the fruits 
of full citizenship. What Black activists have articulated is that race must be considered as part of 
everyday life, in one’s material conditions, and the racial knowledge that signifies bodies to 
particular origins and makes assumptions about consciousness and moral capacities that are or 
are not compatible with modernity. However, the protests demonstrate that the suspension of 
democracy that defines Black spaces can be extended when the native intellectual attempts to 
usurp power structures as well.  
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 Here, MC Fall Classico uses the Carnaval protests to illustrate the breaks in Brazilian 
citizenship. The calls for freedom, democracy, and citizenship by o povo are riddled with state 
violence and repression. The nation-state suspends democratic rule in order to suppress dissent. 
This was a moment of unity among the masses from a variety of social positions and formations. 
One might assume that the protests, and the violence exacted against the dissidents, were 
constitutive of bare life, “eradicating divisions among humans along the lines of race, religion, 
nationality, or gender because it creates a substance that … transcends social and political 
markers” (Weheliye, 2014, p. 34). Yet, the relation to this relegation to bare life is not 
homogenous. This applies to both the Carnaval and the protest, as a state of exception.  
 The vast majority of protestors, reduced in this moment to the masses and the potentiality 
for bare life, took to the streets not to form a permanent collective but rather a temporary bloc 
that desires individualism, to become the liberal subject. They seek to transcend and leave the 
protest, just like the Carnaval participant leaves the street, to return to civil society. The call for 
education, infrastructure, citizenship, and public health are demands to pursue these avenues. 
The Carnaval as protest is only useful for the majority of Brazilians, particularly whites and 
lighter skinned parda/os, for when their individual citizenship is curbed or suspended. Their goal 
is not to stay within the masses, as the people, and transform the myriad of social relations that 
structure Brazil. Rather, they are fighting for inclusion into a structure that is imbued with a 
multitude of oppressive forces: white supremacy, heteropatriarchy, and global capitalism. Their 
desire is not to imagine a different world but to occupy modern spaces, become liberal subjects, 
and obtain universality.  
 What the protests did not contend with is who is able to leave the protests or the 
Carnaval. The gun click after MC Fall Clássico’s interlude reverberates the dangerous conditions 
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that Blacks are met with in Brazil, that Blackness always operates under a state of exception and 
“designates a changing system of unequal power structures that apportion and delimit which 
humans can lay claim to full human status and which humans cannot” (Weheliye, 2014, p. 3). 
The gun click denotes not violent conditions of the protests but rather the fragility of Blackness 
in modern spaces. The protests were only one moment of the suspension of the order. For 
Blacks, this suspension is permanent.  
 During the 2013 protests, I attended a meeting of Black activists at the Sankofa African 
Bar. While they generally supported the protests, they were upset that the protests did not 
address antiblack racism in Brazil. To them, the demands were articulated within very middle-
class white terms. It did not address the violence that structures their lives or the ways by which 
Blackness is known and experienced. While the protests were, for many, a temporarily reprieve 
from their modern existence, for Blacks, this displacement is permanent because it constitutes 
the modern world. It does not inhabit the “zone of operation of universality” (Silva, 2001, p. 424) 
because Blackness is construed as being beyond the morality of the modern world and mired in 
sin, criminality, and an inability to possess redemption.  The Black activists argued that the 
protestors were not necessarily against violence overall but simply violence exacted against them 
as proper national subjects. Yet, the majority of protestors were fine with the violence against 
Black bodies and spaces. Outside the Carnaval and the protest, violence against Black bodies is a 
constitutive element of Brazilian civil society. 
The Grotesque of the Suspended Black Body  
 The links between Carnaval and the protests are both permeated with a suspension in 
time and riddled with the grotesque, deviations from the modern world and civilization. The 
former is the pursuits of bodily pleasure, towards food, drink, defecation, and sexual taboos. It 
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emphasizes the penetration and discharge of what we consider to be natural bodily functions 
orifices of an able body, even if within excess. The mouth, the anus, and genitalia are all marked 
by a supposed human embodiment of which life flows in and out of bodies through these 
particular body parts. The protests still maintain the grotesque but by creating new orifices by 
cleaving the flesh, creating a new penetration of the wound and a new discharge of blood and 
other organs and substances meant to remain within the body. The protest, within a state of 
exception, opens up new possibilities of belonging and collectivity through the blurring of 
individuals and the reduction to the masses. Yet, the vast majority of the protestors only desire to 
leave the protests and to occupy what they believe is their rightful position as a liberal subject. 
That is because the Black body that occupies both the Carnaval and Black spaces is supposed to 
be used for the purposes of pleasure and violence, that is pornotroping, where desires of modern 
subjects are projected onto Black bodies (Hartman, 1997; Spillers, 1987; Weheliye, 2014).  
 The exit from the protests is similar to the exit from the Carnaval. It is the ability to 
distinguish one’s self from the masses, from the people, and become an individual. This ability to 
differentiate one’s self requires distancing from the Carnaval and the protests. It requires an 
individuality that is removed from the masses. In order to obtain this liberalism, persons leave 
the masses and re-enter into modernity to become the individual. It also requires re-entering “real 
time”, into the social relations and structuration of the modern world, and away from the “empty 
time” of both the Carnaval and the protests. While liberal subjects can delve into the Carnaval 
and the protests, for nation-making or demands for inclusion, this ability to oscillate between real 
time and empty time is not made available for all. It rests upon a particular mode of humanity 
that is raced, classed, sexed, and gendered. Poor and working-class Blacks in Brazil always 
already exist in a state of exception, in a mode of existence that is incongruent with the ticking of 
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real time, and suspended in the empty time that is used to smooth over the racial inequalities that 
define the ways by which life is lived, understood, and is existed. This is the reality that they are 
returning to where Blackness is pornotroped for both pleasure and violence. They are not able to 
traverse between real and empty time. They can only exist within empty time, the suspension 
from modernity, because their flesh signify geopolitical spaces beyond the operationalization of 
modernity and are marked a permanence of criminality, whether in the contemporary or in the 
future, or through an excessive stage of pleasure through cultural and sexual consumption.  
 Blacks are not able to leave the Carnaval or the protest. The Carnaval and the protest are 
two sides of the same coin. It accepts the liberal subject, from the Carnaval nation-making as 
well as the protest demands for citizenship. Africanity, in a state of being that is in relation but 
always removed from the liberal subject, is only summoned when to create national cultures, 
imaginaries, and practices in Carnaval or to expose the fractures of citizenship that the liberal 
subject has come to expect and demand. The former is invoked to articulate Brazil’s global forms 
of oppression, how Brazil is understood as a degenerate and backwards nation that is embroiled 
with a significant African-descended population. Thus, Africanity is wielded as Afro-Brazilian in 
order to homogenize the nation as an imagined community. Yet, mixing Africanity within 
Brazil’s memory of its colonial epoch can only do this. The latter use of Africanity is that 
Brazilians are oppressed by its local forces, the remnants of the colonial powers and logics meant 
to suppress dissent and maintain patriarchal rule, in attempts to stand in the spaces of Blackness 
that are subjugated by the forces of power. Yet, the latter assumes that their removal from power 
and democracy is the only time by which Blackness, a form of subalternity, is lived. In other 
words, Blackness is only experienced when one loses their full citizenship and encounter 
oppressive conditions. What about those who have not gained citizenship in the first place?  
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 MC Fall Clássico does not separate his individualism from the collectivity because he can 
leave neither Carnaval nor the protest. As a rebel intellectual, he understands that he, his body, 
the spaces he is affiliated with, and the corresponding consciousness cannot become 
transcendental and achieve full citizenship under Western ways of racial knowledge. He may lay 
claims, illustrating a double consciousness of being Black in a modern world, but the lived 
experiences of Blackness are precarious at best. They lie in the crossfire. He, like other Blacks in 
Brazil, exists in a perpetual suspension of the social rule, the impossibility of existing in real 
time, and operating within modern spaces. It is in these spaces that Blackness exists, from the 
slaveships to the plantation to the favela. These are the conditions of the African Diaspora, the 
removal from modernity, universalism, and becoming an individual and citizen of the nation.  
 What is necessary to contextualize in the Brazilian context is that the Carnaval and the 
protests can only exist when discourses of the nation converge upon Africanity. It no longer 
articulates Blackness but rather transforms into Afro-Brazilian because it serves the masses’ 
vision of the nation. Yet, the modern-nation state requires a liberal subject and thus Africanity 
must be wielded differently for the purposes of the nation. It must be diluted, mixed, and lost in 
the masses. In other words, the Brazilian nation and its liberal subject is predicated on the ability 
to move between modernity and Africanity. It reverts back to a white Latin subjectivity that 
exists between being a second-class European and a second-class human (Mignolo, 2005). 
 The ability to temporary occupy and participate in Africanity is what constitutes “spaces 
of black culture” that are not subject to social divisions but are rather subsumed to create 
homogenous social formations at either the global or the local level. Deviations from the global 
hegemonic figure, such as the Western Europe or North American figure, or local hegemonic 
figures, such as the individual who ascertain their power and influence, do not necessarily reduce 
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one to Blackness. Rather, Afro-Brazilian becomes a convenient and easily accessible symbol and 
discourse in which to articulate one’s self. At the same time, the use of Afro-Brazilian culture, 
identities, and images are used to argue for equal footing as a liberal subject. However, race must 
be reduced to ethnic difference not racialization processes. In this case, Afro-Brazilian can only 
be limited and normative to fit within a modern regime. When the modern figures leave the 
Carnaval or the protests, Blacks are still vulnerable to the political economy of literal and 
figurative violence.  
 Discourses of double consciousness are no doubt important to the Black Atlantic, for 
Blacks understanding the vexed position of being subaltern in the modern world. At the same 
time, it also assumes that the African Diaspora can be incorporated wholesale into modernity. 
What rappers, such as MC Fall Clássico, produce is a representation of the African Diaspora that 
is not celebratory or foundational to the nation but one that is always in friction and antagonistic. 
Black cultural producers in Bahia illuminate a form of Africanity that is perpetually suspended 
and cannot be exited. The forms of Africanity that modernity can accept are embedded with 
historicism where that are temporarily utilized but can be left in a return to modernity. In many 
ways, certain forms of Africanity can be brought into the nation to produce certain sets of social 
relations, forms of kinship, and cultural identities. However, this should not assume that all 
forms of Africanity is compatible with Brazilian modernity. This is where Blacks in Bahia 
intervene, by producing the African Diaspora in spaces that cannot be escaped and where 
Blackness is lived in opposition to the modern nation. It yokes both the social conditions and the 
cultural processes of the African Diaspora together which produces a vastly different 
representation than Brazil itself would portray.  
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 Representations of the African Diaspora that are grounded in lived realities are 
necessarily to explicate the ways that Western ways of knowing and being cannot account for 
particular forms of Africanity. Rather than praise the forms of Africanity it can accept, Black 
Bahian hip-hop producers fight and struggle over legitimizing their bodies, spaces, and cultural 
practices that are understood at odds with modes of power and racial knowledges. MC Fall 
Clássico complicates this by blurring the Black body and culture as a site of violence and 
pleasure. He hybridizes Black culture with technology. This is not simply the evolution of Black 
culture becoming aligned with the drummings of modernity. He is producing the African 
Diaspora as embedded not just in the dominant cultural representations but as linked within 
modern relations of power and racial knowledge. Whereas the body is too facilely the canvas of 
representation, MC Fall Clássico opts instead for using technology to create a digital text. This 
moves culture beyond the realm of culturalist practices. It becomes a form of knowledge 
production that illustrates the cleaving of the material world and bodies into the realm of 
symbolism and imbued with racial discourses.  
 Ultimately what MC Fall Clássico produces is an alternative vision of the African 
Diaspora by embedding it within the relation of modern power and racialized knowledge. This is 
the material production of politics that challenges the way that the African Diaspora is 
represented in essentialist and atomized notions. Seizing the images of the Carnaval when under 
duress in the moment of the protests and the suspension of citizenship “threatens both the content 
of the tradition and those who inherit it” (Benjamin, 2003, p. 391). MC Fall Clássico undermines 
the way by which the Carnaval is set to represent a universal history of Brazil where the colonial 
context was harmonious rather than contentious. He keenly captures the moment by which the 
conditions of the African Diaspora creep into the universal history of Brazil. He hacks at the base 
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of Brazilian history, culture, and nation-making to expose the putrid materials that undergird it. 
Thus the African Diaspora as process cannot be separated from its conditions. Rather it requires 
varying vantage points, representations, and means of production. For MC Fall Clássico, he 
produces a version that is grounded in the lived experiences and material conditions of 
Blackness. At the same time, he presents alternative modes of being where in “real time” and a 
historicist version of the present that people are not separated by their liberalism and 
individuality. Rather, they are joined by the forces and materials that circulate amongst 
themselves.  It illustrates a means of collectivity and jointedness that does not dissipate through 
re-entry beyond the Carnaval. In other words, the forces of corporeal connectivity are not 
imagined and represented but produced in real relations.  
Conclusion 
 This chapter examined how Bahian hip-hop artists are producing their own versions of 
the African Diaspora. This shifts cultural production away from the body, the dominant canvas 
of Afro-diasporic cultural production (Hall, 1996b), and towards production in media and 
technology. Moving Black cultural representations from the body and towards the mural or the 
sound-image of the music video grounds race and culture within the contemporary conjuncture 
in Bahia rather than reverting to a romanticized past. Thus Bahian hip-hop with its focus on 
culture from the margins of society portrays Salvador da Bahian and Brazil in a different light. 
Instead of reproducing the fission between Afro-Bahian culture as normative ethnic difference 
and Black culture as subalternity, Bahian hip-hop seizes the dominant images of Afro-Bahia and 
remixes them to be grounded in Blacks’ realities in Bahia.  
 This is done in order to create “noise” (Hebdige, 1979; Rose, 1994), a form of disruption 
into the naturalization of Afro-Bahian symbols. They challenge how particular symbols of Africa 
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are signified as constructing the nation. Instead, artists such as Arturo, Lara, and MC Fall 
Classico intervene into the signifier and recode it in order to run interference into its signification 
process. Thus, they are intervening into how audiences will decode traditional Afro-Bahian 
symbols as ones that will indicate racial exceptionalism and multiculturalism in Brazil.   They 
are bringing these signs of Africa more closely to “real objects” of what those signs mean for 
those who are racially marked as African-descended. They radically transform the hegemonic 
racial knowledges in Brazil that use particular symbols to produce a romantic version of the 
African Diaspora, one that celebrates Africa in culture and doles out violence against Blacks.  
 This recoding of the dominant symbols of the African Diaspora in Brazil is undertaken in 
Bahian hip-hop. Arturo and his graffiti crew argue that they, as residents of Salvador, have a 
legitimate claim of authorship over the city’s history and culture. They are producers and can 
encode cultural texts. In the case of Lara, she challenges the ubiquity of Africa as a floating 
signifier and its use to synchronize an African ethnicity with Brazilian bodies. She resignifies 
Iemanjá, a key symbol in Afro-Bahian culture, and reimagines her within the deprecating tropes 
that queer Black women as undesirable, unproductive, mothers of criminals, and a scourge to 
Brazilian society. Beyond an African ethnicity in Brazil, MC Fall Classico disrupts Brazil’s 
cherished Carnaval as a site of nation-making and the creation of a public that is every 
Brazilian’s civic duty to contribute to. His self-filming of his music video and the 2013 protests 
in Salvador illustrate how the vexed relationship Blacks possess with cultural and legal 
citizenship. The Carnaval and political protest overproduce Black bodies in the realm of 
representation and suspend Blacks the ability to fully participate in civil society or national 
imaginary. Always reduced to the realm of representation, to be produced by others, induces a 
permanent state of exception. For Bahian artists, this is the African Diaspora. As the next chapter 
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suggests, examining the African Diaspora within a media studies framework can further our 
understanding of race, gender, and culture.  
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CHAPTER 6 
BLACKNESS IN BRAZIL, AFRO-DIASPORIC MEDIA CULTURES, AND RETURN OF 
THE TEXT 
 
 
 Throughout this dissertation, I have examined the tensions over the symbol and bodies of 
the African Diaspora by focusing on the forms that can and cannot be accepted by the Brazilian 
society and culture. In particular, I have emphasized the forms of Africanity that cannot be 
included and are produced under the lived conditions of Blackness in Brazil. The construction of 
the Brazilian imaginary mirrors much of Latin America. Specifically, Latin American nations 
construct a racial identity that is premised on marginality on a global level. Latinidade becomes a 
unifying geopolitical project among Latin American nations that are tied to Latin European 
countries as well. At the core of their arguments is how Latin whites, both in Europe and in the 
Americas, have been displaced from the globally hegemonic notion of whiteness by Anglo 
whites (Mignolo, 2005).  
 To articulate their place in the world, Latin American societies have used Latinidade as a 
racial identity based on mestiçagem (mixedness) between Anglo whiteness and African- and 
Indigenous-descended peoples (Freyre, 1956; Ortiz, 1940; Vasconcelos, 1997; Wright, 1993). 
This has praised the contact and intimacy by Spanish and Portuguese colonizers with Indigenous 
and African peoples. The products of contact and intimacy are the substantial mixed race 
populations in Latin America.  A geographical identity premised on interracial mixture that came 
to convey the sentiment of white creoles in Latin America who feel and are viewed as second-
class Europeans but not second-class humans (Mignolo, 2005).  
 The formation of national identities in Latin America has rested on the notion that Latin 
Americans are racially mixed and culturally hybrid. In Brazil, this has meant not only the 
inclusion of Indigeneity but also Africanity. The construction of the Brazilian subject is one who 
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is racially mixed and has the cultural heritage of Europeans, Africans, and Indigenous peoples. 
This is more imagined than necessary a fact. Africanity takes on an anti-essentialist element 
where it is ubiquitous and pertains to no racially demarcated group. As Gilberto Freyre wrote, 
“[e]very Brazilian, even the light-skinned fair-haired on, carries about with him on his soul… the 
shadow, or at least the birthmark, of the aborigine or the Negro. … Along the seaboard, … it is 
chiefly the Negro.” (1956, p. 278). This has hailed particular Black subjects for Brazilian project: 
the mulata as the recipient of the white Brazilian’s sexual desire, the older Black woman as the 
wet-nurse for elite Brazilian youth, and the Black boys who were the playmates of Brazilian 
youth. Culturally, this has privileged samba, football, and Carnaval parades. This is done for the 
purpose of claiming particular African cultural expressions and practices as foundational to 
Brazilian culture and subjectivity. Overall, this has selected particular facets of African cultures 
and bodies that can be included under and subordinate to the white patriarchy of Brazilian 
society. However, this only accepts particular and limited elements of Africanity, the forms that 
aid Brazilian whites. It cannot be accepted wholesale. 
 In response, Blacks have contested their subordinate position in Brazilian society 
(Hanchard, 1994; A. D. Nascimento & Nascimento, 1992; P. Pinho, 2010). Bahia has been a 
critical site for the production of African cultural identities and politics that are beyond what 
Brazil has accepted. This has turned to essentialist constructions of race, where Blacks share not 
just ancestry and heritage as well as appearances, tendencies, and essences. The African cultural 
identities that emerged out of the 1960s and 1970s in Bahia resorted to respectability politics and 
Black patriarchy over Black women’s bodies (P. Pinho, 2010). These groups, such as Afro-blocs 
and African Carnaval groups, have sought to create African cultural institutions that focus on 
Black pride and cultural preservation to undermine antiblack racism. This has said less about 
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how race is structured in society and more on the construction of ethnic difference within Brazil. 
Afro-Bahian cultures have also become a source of pride in Brazil, what Christen Smith calls 
“afro-nationalism” (2016), and evidence of its status as a multicultural polity.  
 Both Brazilian society and Afro-Bahian cultures construct the African Diaspora and its 
descendants in terms of culture and history. The politics of the African Diaspora reside in the 
realm of culture where meaning, texts, ideologies, identity, and ethnicity convey racial 
difference. Brazilian society uses this to convey a racial identity as distinct (but with some 
similarities to the first two) from those in Europe, Africa, North America, and Asia. Afro-Bahian 
cultures use the African Diaspora to produce an essentialist African Diaspora, tied together by a 
common ancestry, heritage, and history of slavery and colonialism. Less is said about the current 
conditions that Blacks endure throughout the African Diaspora. 
 These dominant and hegemonic constructions of race, culture, and diaspora beg one 
question: how do we grapple with the transnational conditions of the contemporary African 
Diaspora? Neither Brazilian civilization nor Afro-Bahian cultures firmly ground the African 
Diaspora in the violence, immense poverty, marginality, and subalternity of Blackness in Bahia. 
However, Bahian hip-hop does this taking up how Blackness is lived as a racial reality and then 
grounding its cultural expression out of the lived experiences of gendered antiblackness. This 
situates the African Diaspora in Brazil as a condition first and then a process (Patterson & 
Kelley, 2000).  
 Rather than a “reafricanization” of Bahia, I have instead utilized a rediasporization that 
situates Bahia in the transnational conditions of Blackness. This draws on diaspora studies that 
argue for how a diasporic group is in conflict with its hostland. In the case of Brazil, this locates 
the African Diaspora as embedded with socioeconomic structuration and political 
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institutionalization of antiblack racism that does not rest upon adherence to and performances of 
Brazilian ideologies of racial harmony and mixture nor Afro-Bahian cultures and the return to an 
imaginary African culture. Rather, the cultural identities, expressions, and ideologies of Bahian 
hip-hop emerge out of their socioeconomic conditions, denied citizenship, and dehumanization. 
Furthermore, they link those racial conditions to the African Diaspora. It takes the forms of 
Africanity that are minimized, eschewed, discarded by both Brazilian society and Afro-Bahian 
cultures and amplifies them as sites of cultural critique against racial knowledges, nation-
making, and heteropatriarchy. Bahian hip-hop illuminates that the African Diaspora is not a 
stable or given construction. Rather, it is used and produced in various ways. Thus, this 
dissertation has illustrated how Blacks in the Bahian hip-hop movement are produsing the 
African Diaspora.  
 Produsing the African Diaspora and the rediasporization of Bahia require weaving studies 
of the African Diaspora (and diaspora studies more broadly), race relations theory, media studies, 
and hip-hop studies. Employing a cultural studies approach situates culture between text and 
society. It grounds Afro-diasporic cultures out of the lived experiences of race and racism. Hip-
hop has been one such site for marginalized youth, especially in the African Diaspora, to speak 
back to racialized knowledges, dominant cultural orders, and marginal conditions. Furthermore, 
it utilizes transnational networks of culture, media, technology, and communities as sites of 
solidarity and cosmopolitanism. Within this dissertation, I have chosen to focus at an explicitly 
lived level of Bahian hip-hop culture to illustrate how Blacks are using and producing the 
African Diaspora. This has steered the research towards artists, specifically rappers and graffiti 
artists.  
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 Drawing on ethnographic approaches in communications and media studies as well as 
anthropology, I have organized the dissertation into four key themes: renarrativizing history, 
social contexts and positions, uses of culture, and producing culture. In Chapter 2, “Arriving in 
Brazil: Historicizing the Hostland Conflict with the African Diaspora,” I traced the history of 
Black resistance in Bahia to the present. This has brought a historical arch to Bahian hip-hop that 
places it not within US cultural imperialism but rather within Black freedom struggles in Bahia 
that have been diasporic in nature. This links hip-hop culture as beyond Brazilian culture and a 
threat to Brazilian societies through the histories of quilombos, slave revolts, transnational 
politics in Africa, African carnaval groups, tropicalismo, and Black Power movements in Bahia. 
Even as these histories have become incorporated into various stages of Brazilian histories, new 
forms of antiblack racism has emerged and, in response, Blacks in Bahia have taken to new 
forms of cultural expressions, identities, and politics as a form of critique. In the contemporary 
conjecture, Bahian hip-hop is a strong sentiment of Blackness as a lived reality that is laced with 
symbolic and material violence. Hip-hop culture provides a series of symbols, aesthetics, and 
ideologies to claim that reality as a site of meaning making in cultural practices, expressions, and 
texts.  
 In Chapter 3, “Displacing the Diaspora: Space and Experiencing Blackness in Bahia,” I 
illustrate how race maps out social relations in the city. Namely, Salvador is separated between 
civil society and Black space. In the civic sphere, Africanity can freely flow in and out in the 
name of Afro-Bahian culture that attracts tourism, bolsters the racial exceptionalism of the 
Brazilian nation, and is revered by the African Diaspora for the intense Africanisms that remain. 
Beyond the civic spaces in Bahia are Black spaces that are structured by “imagined geographies” 
(Said, 1978). These spaces are fortified through income distribution, cost of living, consumer 
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goods, a substandard public transportation, and urban renewal and displacement of poor and 
working-class Blacks. Being out of place, in other words bringing Black spaces and their 
attendant cultural expressions is met with state-sanctioned violence. Thus, the spatialization of 
race is enforced structurally through class, violence, and immobility that obscure the lived 
conditions of Blackness behind the stage of Afro-Bahian culture.  
 Afro-Bahian culture obscures more than it reveals and instills a dominant mapping of the 
Black Atlantic. The next chapter, “Using the Diaspora: Obscured Crossings in the Economies of 
Black Atlantic Cultures”, examines the Black Atlantic flows by those who live in Black spaces 
not the forms of African cultures that Brazil will accept. This is necessary because Afro-Bahian 
culture calls for a particular routing of the Black Atlantic in and out of Bahia. These routes not 
only mimic globalization but are geared towards tourists, those metaphorical subjects who 
voluntarily enter and leave Afro-Bahian culture at their whim and can return to their better off 
existence (Baumann, 1996). Rather than focus on the Black Atlantic cultures, identities, and 
politics that surf the same waves as tourists, I turn to the vagabond who is in the dark shadows of 
globalization and is in movement as a result of inhospitable conditions. This emphasizes how 
Blacks in Black spaces are using hip-hop cultures in Bahia. Specifically, hip-hop cultures call for 
those on the margins to speak back to their racialized conditions. Furthermore, they select 
particular materials to adorn on themselves in order represent the African Diaspora as being 
situated on the margins of Salvador da Bahia. These lived aesthetics also challenge the policing 
of Black women’s bodies by blurring gender binaries, illustrating how Black women have been 
removed from the hegemonic category of woman.  
 Bahian hip-hop culture should not be reduced to a transnational formation of emergent 
Black cultures, identities, and politics that are separate from local constructions of race and 
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culture. The penultimate chapter, “Producing the Diaspora: The Work of Black Art in the Global 
Age of Technological Reproducibility”, took up the conflict between transnational and local 
constructions of race and culture in Bahia. In particular, it analyzes how Blacks in Bahian hip-
hop are re-appropriating dominant African symbols in Afro-Bahian culture and Brazilian society. 
Remixing them, Lara and MC Fall Classico insert their lived conditions of gendered Blackness 
into their production of Afro-Bahian culture, in the case of Iemanjá, and Brazilian nation-
making, in the case of Carnaval. Producing diasporic conditions of antiblack racism into the 
dominant representations of race, nation, and diaspora recode cultural texts and interrupt local 
racialized knowledges in Brazil. They challenge the signification process where Africa as a 
signifier can signify meanings of a Brazilian racial democracy based on white patriarchy and 
anti-essentialism or an Afro-Bahian culture based on patriarchy and essentialism.  
Diasporas and Race in Communications & Media 
 This research is pertinent to the field of communications and media for four reasons:  (1) 
produsing diaspora situates Blacks as both users and producers of media cultures; (2) it 
recalibrates Eurocentric models of culture that rest on linearity and separates production from 
usage; (3) it privileges the voices of diasporic communities that are silenced by those with more 
power and the ability to produce a homogenous representation of a diaspora; and (4) it twins the 
culture uses and productions of Blacks as sites of not only cultural criticism but also knowledge 
production by constantly tying their lives, ideologies, and practices to more cunning theoretical 
models.   
 Studies of media and culture either focus on the relationship of the text to production or 
the text to reception (Báez, 2007; Garnham, 2009; Gibson, 2000; Kellner, 2003; Parameswaran, 
2005). It rarely, if at all, ties production and reception together. The text holds a hegemonic 
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position, always included. However, the text is but one site of culture (Hall, 1980a). I have 
chosen to examine media cultures beyond the text and how they are lived in its uses and 
productions. It places culture in the larger sociological realm rather than isolated realms of 
cultural consumption or textual analysis or production. This sees cultural produsing as 
immediate, interactive, and participatory. This gestures to the legacy of Black vernacular 
traditions, the role of participation, and how repetition plays in creating constantly evolving 
Black cultures (Gates, 1988; Snead, 1981). This is evident not only in linguistic traditions, such 
as the “dozens”, but also in remix culture (Hebdige, 1987; Weheliye, 2005b). It is time that the 
field of communications and media incorporates this unique relationship between Afro-diasporic 
produsing into its analyses. 
 To bring produsing, within the traditions of Afro-diasporic cultural traditions, into 
communications and media, models of culture need to be altered. The dominant model of culture 
in the field of communications and media is overwhelming linear (Kellner, 2003). Linearity 
however is reflected in Eurocentric constructions of culture. The emphasis becomes growth, 
progress, and accumulation, key tenets of capitalism. Thus convergence (Jenkins, 2006) and 
produsage models (Bruns, 2008, 2013) are still ill equipped to contend with the role of produsing 
in the African Diaspora. For one, these emergent cultural models view technologies as 
facilitating democracy and citizenship. It does not conceive of how particular racialized groups, 
in this case Blacks, are excluded from those very terms. Furthermore, there is a gap in the way in 
which prevailing racial knowledges are reproduced in these emergent models. Thus produsing is 
attendant to those who are removed from civil society. 
 All removals from civil societies are not the same. Diasporic communities illustrate this. 
However, a diasporic community’s position differs from those who belong to civil society. They 
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also do not hold the same position with each other of their geographical origins. Put another way, 
diasporic groups’ relationships to the homeland, hostlands, and each other are riddled with power 
dynamics and imbalances (Henson, 2016). Diasporas are formed through media, technology, and 
communications as much as they are through migrations. Thus connectivity has become a way to 
understand how diasporic groups connect to one another (Tsagarousianou, 2004). Yet, particular 
members of a diasporic group have the ability to emphasize particular elements of a diaspora and 
homogenize it, thus erasing the concerns, needs, and desires of other diasporic groups. Thus, 
studies of diaspora, media, and culture need to elucidate the tensions between diasporic members 
and whose cultural production of a given diaspora is overrepresented. One counter approach, as I 
have done here, is to turn to those marginalized in both the diaspora and the hostland and 
understand how they are produsing their diaspora.  
 Finally, the field of communications and media would be well served to utilize the 
extended case method that Michael Burawoy (1998, 2000) has developed in qualitative 
sociology. This calls for ethnographers to extend themselves into the lives of cultural produsers. 
This takes us beyond their sites of cultural consumption, where typical media ethnographic 
methods take us, and further into the lived uses of culture. More importantly, the extended case 
method brings the lived and productive elements of Bahian hip-hop culture into macro forces and 
our theoretical models. This is important because it situates Afro-diasporic cultures as more than 
a site of critique. It also brings their cultural production as parallel to knowledge production 
about how we understand race, class, gender, sexuality, nation, culture, and diaspora. For that 
reason, I have constantly weaved my ethnographic data with theory in this dissertation. This 
moves racialized subjects as more than just objects of our studies and rather elevates them as 
Gramscian organic intellectuals who are produsing their own knowledges.  
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Return of the Text 
 For reasons noted above, this dissertation has eschewed the text in order to emphasize the 
lived facets of produsing Afro-diasporic cultures in Bahian hip-hop. While this challenges the 
linear models of media culture and takes perhaps a more anthropological framework, the text 
should not be abandoned. Hip-hop is increasingly becoming the terrain in which Afro-diasporic 
communications traverses. Further research should incorporate audience reception studies to 
examine how rap music, breakdancing, DJ’ing, and graffiti, both in Brazil and abroad, are 
providing Black youth in Brazil with frameworks and lexicons to express meaning, difference, 
signification, and ideologies. This will provide how transnational media cultures are interpreted 
and made sense of in local contexts. It can provide clearer understandings of how these symbols 
travel and how they are being decoded. This points to how meaning is made in a multitude of 
ways that may be in oppositional or negotiated positions in relation to their origins as well as the 
societies they belong to. Black youth may also decode hip-hop media texts in the dominant and 
hegemonic position. This can better pinpoint how issues of race, class, gender, and sexuality 
operate throughout the African Diaspora and where friction between these categories arises 
locally and transnationally. Regardless, this will be a rich site for understanding how Afro-
diasporic groups in Latin America make meaning out a culture that is dominated by Blacks in the 
Anglophone West into their own social realities.  
 If we are to extend the produsing model of Afro-diasporic culture to texts, attention must 
be paid to the forms of labor that are necessary to produce media texts. Laboring in the diaspora 
is as important as using and producing. The laboring of hip-hop artists will give insight into the 
modes of Afro-diasporic production that extend beyond their lived realities. This not only 
displaces the body as the premier site of Black cultural representation but will also weave how 
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diasporas are created through emergent and older technologies and in mediated spheres. Finally, 
positioning Bahian hip-hoppers as producers of Afro-diasporic cultures should interrogate how 
their own media texts traverse throughout the Black Atlantic.  
 Incorporating Blacks in the West as audiences of non-English hip-hop has immense 
potential for understanding the African Diaspora. Of course, language is a barrier but the sound-
image of rap music videos coupled with original and translated lyrics could generate substantial 
material to be analyzed. How would Blacks in the United States decode Bahian rap music and 
graffiti? How would it challenge their perceptions of Bahia and Brazil? How would they 
reimagine not only the African Diaspora but also globalization and multiculturalism? Extending 
Bahian hip-hop to the media uses and reception by Blacks in the West can open up at least a 
partial engagement that can situate the African Diaspora not in terms of cultural essentialism but 
under the transnational trafficking of racial knowledges that has produced Blackness. This can 
serve as but one pedagogical tool to inhibit the investment that Western Blacks have in 
produsing their own romantic visions of Bahia that eschews the lived experiences of Blackness 
there. Rediasporicizing Bahia can also be a means of rethinking the African Diaspora as part of a 
political project geared towards more liberating models of politics and humanity.  
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FIGURES AND TABLES 
 
Figure 1. State Map of Brazil. Photo from Brazil My Country. Accessed May 9, 2016. 
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Figure 2. City of Salvador and Surrounding Reconcâvo Area in the State of Bahia. Screenshot 
from Google Maps. Accessed May 9, 2016 
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Minimum Salary Branca/os Preta/os Parda/os Blacks 
≤ 25%  4,223 17,065 24,886 41,951 
26-50% 6,317 23,112 33,876 56,988 
51-100% 71,793 192,428 287,063 479,491 
101-200% 64,596 112,891 191,859 304,750 
201-300% 30,464 30,625 63,052 93,677 
301-500% 39,350 23,189 56,283 79,472 
501-1000% 47,098 13,717 43,958 57,675 
1001-1500% 12,592 2,037 8,743 10,780 
1501-2000% 11,418 1,185 6,168 7,353 
2001-3000% 6,451 512 3,127 3,639 
≥3000% 3,550 273 1,581 1,854 
Non-reporting 143,752 245,872 468,767 714,639 
Total 441,604 662,906 1,189,363 1,852,269 
Table 1.  Race and Income distribution in Salvador 
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Minimum Salary Men Women 
≤ 25%  11,449 35,586 
26-50% 20,936 43,523 
51-100% 251,412 308,777 
101-200% 216,419 159,205 
201-300% 73,961 52,314 
301-500% 65,181 55,519 
501-1000% 57,640 48,653 
1001-1500% 14,097 9,563 
1501-2000% 12,517 6,488 
2001-3000% 7,202 2,993 
≥3000% 4,083 1,369 
Without numeration 339,550 532,900 
Total 1,074,447 1,206,890 
Table 2 Gender and Income Distribution in Salvador 
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Figure 3. Salvador Metro Rail Map. From CCR Metrô Bahia website 
(http://www.ccrmetrobahia.com.br/linha-1/mapa-da-linha). Accessed 3 September 2015.  
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Figure 4. Lapa Rail Station. Photo by the author. July 2014. 
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Figure 5.  “Risca Mina, Rima Mina” mural. Photo by author (2015).  
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Figure 6. "Mulher de Roxo" by Arturo and his Graffiti Crew. Photo by the author (2014). 
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Figure 7. Arturo and his crew at work. Photo by the author (2014). 
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Figure 8. The author's contribution to "Mulher de Roxo." Photograph by the author (2014). 
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Figure 9. Graffiti Worksite. Photograph by the author (2014). 
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Figure 10. Spray Paint Cans. Photographs by the author (2014).  
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Figure 11. "Iemanjá" by Lara. Photo by author (2015). 
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Figure 12. Screenshot of MC Fall Clássico’s “Fogo Cruzado” at 2013 Protests in Salvador. 
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